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Preface 

This manual tells you how to generate, install, and test DECnet-llM Version 4.3, 
DECnet-llM-PLUS Version 4.0, and DECnet-llS Version 4.3. 

The manual also describes the procedures for installing DECnet-RSX software 
with the RSX-ll Packet net System Interface (PSI) product. The RSX-ll PSI prod
uct lets your DECnet-RSX node access a Packet Switching Data Network (PSDN) 
using the X.25 and X.29 protocols. 

Throughout the manual, the term "DECnet" or "DECnet-RSX" refers to all the 
software that you receive with your DECnet-RSX distribution kit. 

Intended Audience 

This manual is for you if you are an advanced user or Digital software specialist 
responsible for generating and installing a DECnet-RSX node on an RSX-IIM, 
RSX-IIM-PLUS, or RSX-llS system. The DECnet-MicrolRSX Installation 
Guide explains how to install the network software for a DECnet-Micro/RSX 
node. 

Structure of This Manual 

The manual is organized as follows: 

Chapter 1 

Chapter 2 

Outlines the tasks you must perform before, during, and after a 
network generation (NETGEN). 

Tells how to configure your RSX system to support DECnet and 
contains information that helps you select the appropriate 
devices and DECnet components. 

xiii 



xiv 

Chapter 3 Describes the necessary steps for preparing your 
RSX-IIM/M-PLUS system for NETGEN. These include specifying 
partition layout, performing a system generation (SYSGEN), and 
performing a preliminary kit merge procedure called PREGEN. 

Chapter 4 Tells how to use the DEC net RSX-IIM/M-PLUS NETGEN proce
dure to generate the network software. 

Chapter 5 Presents the first part of the RSX-IIM/M-PLUS NETGEN dialog 
(called NET). 

Chapter 6 Presents the second part of the RSX-I1M/M-PLUS NETGEN dia
log (called DEC). 

Chapter 7 Presents the third part of the RSX-IIM/M-PLUS NETGEN dialog 
(called PSI), for holders of an RSX-l1 PSI license. 

Chapter 8 Provides information on configuring a pregenerated 
RSX-IIM-PLUS end node. 

Chapter 9 Tells how to install and load DECnet on an RSX-IIM, 
RSX-IIM-PLUS, or RSX-IIS system. 

Chapter 10 Describes test procedures that check the operation of network 
software after installation. 

Chapter 11 Describes test procedures that check the operation of RSX-ll PSI 
software after a PSI installation. 

Appendix A Presents a sample NETGEN dialog. 

Appendix B Tells how to include NET PAN (Network Up-Line Panic Dump) 
capability for an RSX-lIS system. 

Appendix C Tells how to rebuild components that cannot be rebuilt using 
component mode (CETAB, CEX, DDMs). 

Appendix D Describes the DECnet test sender (DTS) and the DECnet test 
receiver (DTR) utilities. These utilities are used for network soft
ware testing described in Chapter 10. 



Associated Documents 

The following manuals are part of the DECnet-RSX document set: 

• DECnet-RSX Guide to User Utilities 

• DECnet-RSX Programmer's Reference Manual 

• DECnet-RSX Network Management Concepts and Procedures 

• DECnet-RSX Guide to Network Management Utilities 

The following manuals will help with system generation (SYSGEN) procedures: 

• RSX -11M System Generation and Installation Guide 

• RSX-11M-PLUS System Generation and Installation Guide 

• RSX -11 S System Generation and Installation Guide 

Acronyms 

These acronyms appear in the manual: 

AUX Auxiliary process 

CCR Console carrier requester 

CEX Communications Executive 

CFE Configuration File Editor 

DCP Digital Communications process 

DDM Device driver module 

DLL Down-line system loader 

DLM Data link mapping process 

DLX Direct Line Access process 

DUK KMX/KMY IKMV microcode dumper 
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DUM 

ECL 

EPM 

EVC 

EVF 

EVL 

EVR 

FAL 

FTS 

HLD 

KDA 

LAB 

LAT 

LCP 

LIN 

LOO 

LSN 

MCM 

MIR 

MLD 

NCP 

NCT 

Up-line system dumper 

End Communications layer 

Ethernet Protocol Manager 

Event collector process 

Event File Interpreter utility 

Event listener process 

Event logging receiver process 

File Access Listener 

File Transfer Spooler 

Host Task Loader 

KMX/KMY IKMV microcode dump analyzer 

LAP-B protocol process 

Local Area Transport 

LA T Control Program utility 

Link Watcher 

Loopback tester 

Listen utility 

Command file submission task 

Loopback mirror 

General Microcode Loader 

Network Control Program 

Network control terminal process 



NCTCTL 

NDA 

NETACP 

NETFOR.OLB 

NETLIB.MLB 

NFT 

NICE 

NMDRV 

NMVACP 

NTD 

NTDEMO 

NTINIT 

NTL 

NVP 

NW 

PHO 

PLI 

PSDN 

PSI 

PSIFOR.OLB 

PSI.MLB 

RCP 

Network control terminal task 

Network Crash Dump Analyzer 

Network Ancillary Control Processor 

DEC net high level language library 

DEC net MACRO-II library 

Network File Transfer utility 

Network Information and Control Exchange 

Network management device driver 

Network management volatile Ancillary Control Processor 

Network Display utility 

Network Display Server 

Network initializer 

Network loader 

Network Verification Program 

NW: device driver 

Phone Communications utility 

Packet level interface 

Packet Switching Data Network 

Packetnet System Interface 

PSI high level language library 

PSI MACRO library 

Routing control process 
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RMHACP /HTDRV Remote terminal host Ancillary Control Processor/HT: device 
driver 

RMT/RMTACP 

RTH 

SLD 

TCL 

TLK 

TRA 

TRI 

VNP 

XPT 

X25ACP 

X29ACP 

Remote Terminal utility/Remote Terminal Ancillary Control 
Processor 

Remote command terminal host process 

Satellite task loader 

Remote Task Control utility 

Terminal Communications utility 

Trace capture task 

Trace interpreter task 

Virtual Network Processor 

Routing layer process 

Ancillary Control Processor for NW 

X.29 Terminal Access Ancillary Control Processor with 
HTDRV 



Graphic Conventions 

Convention 

Special type 

UPPERCASE 

lowercase italics 

Meaning 

This special type shows examples of user input (in 
system output (in black). 

)or 

Uppercase letters indicate characters to type exactly as 
shown. You can type the text in upper- or lowercase. You 
can abbreviate uppercase words to the first three or more 
unique characters. 

Lowercase italics indicate variables for which you specify 
or the system supplies the actual values. 

This symbol indicates a key to press. ~ indicates that 
you press the CONTROL key and the key represented by x 
together. 

Also note the following: 

• The RETURN key terminates every command line, unless otherwise noted. 

• All numbers are decimal, unless otherwise noted. 

• You can abbreviate command keywords to the first three or more characters 
that make the abbreviation unique. 
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PART I 
N ETGEN/I nstallation 

Overview 

This part of the manual discusses the network generation and installation process. 
It also describes guidelines for building support for DECnet-RSX during RSX 
SYSGEN. 

• Chapter 1 - Provides an overview of network generation and installation. 

• Chapter 2 - Provides information about optional network components that 
you can incorporate into your system. This chapter also defines several net
work configuration guidelines and presents information about routing 
parameters that you must specify during network generation. 

• Chapter 3 - Provides information about RSX-ll SYSGEN options that 
affect DECnet-RSX software. This chapter also suggests memory layouts for 
small and medium-size RSX-IIM systems and explains the PREGEN process. 
The PREGEN process creates the input disk for NETGEN. 





1 

Introduction 

This chapter introduces what you must do before, during, and after network gen
eration (NETGEN), including: 

• Making preliminary planning decisions 

• Performing a system generation (SYSGEN) procedure if necessary 

• Performing a preliminary kit merge procedure (PREGEN) if necessary 

• Performing the NETGEN procedure 

• Performing additional post-NETGEN functions 

The SYSGEN procedure establishes the RSX operating system environment. The 
PREGEN procedure converts the distribution media (disk or magnetic tape) into 
the form that NETGEN requires. The NETGEN procedure is an indirect command 
file that generates the software for a DECnet node. 

The steps in preparing for and performing the NETGEN procedure vary according 
to your distribution kit type. The end of this chapter suggests the reading path 
through this manual for users of each kit type. 

1.1 Making Preliminary Decisions 

The contents of your kit reflect a basic decision that you have already made. You 
have chosen to build one of the following: 

• a full function 0 ECnet node that can route messages from one node to 
another 
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• a configurable end node that can communicate with other nodes but which 
cannot route messages from one node to another 

• a pregenerated end node that is, to a great extent, predefined 

Before performing a NETGEN, you must make some preliminary decisions, as fol
lows: 

• Decide what communications device(s) you want for your target system (the 
system on which the DECnet node will run). 

• Decide what optional DEC net components (described in Chapter 2, 
Table 2-3) you want for your target system. 

• Decide what library you want to use if your target system supports the mem
ory-resident FCS library or the supervisor mode FCS library. 

You may also need to specify the partition layout for your system. On 
RSX-IIM-PLUS and large RSX-IIM systems, the partition layout supplied by 
your RSX system generation usually proves adequate. For other systems, you may 
need to modify the layout. Section 3.2 explains this procedure. 

1.2 Performing a SYSGEN Procedure 

If you have not already generated and/or installed your target system, you must 
first do so (see Sections 3.1 and 3.2). Even if you have already performed a 
SYSGEN for the node, you may need to do so again to include DECnet node sup
port. An RSX-IIM-PLUS SYSGEN by the user is never required for DECnet 
RSX-IIM-PLUS pregenerated end nodes. 

1 .3 Performing a PREGEN Procedure 
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The PREGEN procedure (see Section 3.3) converts the distribution media (disk or 
magnetic tape) into a form that is directly usable by NETGEN. You may have one 
to three distribution media depending on the type of kit you ordered and whether 
you have purchased a license for the PSI product. If you have more than one dis
tribution medium, PREGEN selects certain parts of each and copies them to the 
working generation disk used by NETGEN. This minimizes or eliminates the 
swapping of disks later. A PREGEN is never required for RSX-IIM-PLUS 
pregenerated end nodes. 
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1.4 Performing a NETGEN Procedure 

To perform a NETGEN, you engage in a dialog with the NETGEN procedure, bas
ing your responses to displayed questions on information developed during the 
preliminary, decision-making phase. The NETGEN procedure creates a version of 
DECnet-RSX that is tailored to your needs. The NETGEN procedure generates 
output that is used to install the network. The type of NETGEN you use depends 
on the type of kit you purchased. The NETGEN procedure for RSX-IIM/S and 
RSX-IIM-PLUS nodes is described in Chapters 4,5,6, and 7. A shorter NETGEN 
procedure for RSX-IIM-PLUS pregenerated nodes is described in Chapter 8. 

Table 1-1 lists the disk areas where the files generated by NETGEN reside on the 
target disk. Group code x refers to the group code for NETGEN output that you 
specify in NETGEN. The dduu: for listing and map files may represent the NL: 
device or any disk in the system. You define the devices in NET, Section 1, Ques
tion 03.00. For pre-SYSGENned RSX-IIM-PLUS systems, no map or listing files 
are produced. A description of these NETGEN files is provided in the subsections 
that follow. 

Table 1-1 : Summary of NETGEN Output Files 

Files 

Libraries 

NETLIB.MLB (MACRO library) 
NETFOR.OLD (High-level language library) 

NETHLP.ULB (help file for NCPNNP/CFE/NFT) 

Command files and work files 

NETINS.CMD 
NETREM.CMD (not for RSX-IIS) 
NETCFE.CMD 
NETCFG.TXT 
Saved response files 

Prefix files (used to specify conditional assembly 
parameters) 

NETGEN's copy of RSXMC.MAC 

Object files, assembly and task build command files 

I ntrod uction 

DECnet 
-11M 
-115 

[1, I] 

[1,2] 

[x, I] 

[x,IO]· 

[x,24] 

1M-PLUS 

[1,1] 

[1,2] 

[x, I] 

[x, 10] 

[x,24] 

(continued on next page) 
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Table 1-1 (Cont.): Summary of NETGEN Output Files 

Files 

Listing and map files 

Tasks and processes 

CETAB.MAC (permanent database) 
NETGEN's copy ofRSXllM.STB or RSXllS.STB 

OECnet 
-11M 
-11S 

dduu:[x,34] 

[x,54] 

* Not in pregenerated RSX-IIM-PLUS end node systems 

1M-PLUS 

dduu:[x,34] 

[x,64] 

1.4.1 NETINS.CMD 

The network installation command file is invoked to install DECnet software 
after you perform NETGEN. Chapter 9 describes this command file and how it is 
used. 

1.4.2 NETREM.CMD 

The network remove command file is the file invoked when you want to turn the 
network off and remove network tasks. NETREM.CMD is not generated for 
RSX-llS nodes. 

NOTE 

The NETREM.CMD procedure will unload the HT: 
device but cannot unload the HT: device's data struc
tures. Any subsequent loads are restricted to net
works with the same number of HT: devices. In 
order to load a network with a different number of 
HT: devices, you must reboot the operating system. 

1.4.3 NETCFE.CMD 
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The network CFE command file is an indirect command file that can be used as 
input to the Configuration File Editor (CFE). This file provides a record of the per
manent database configuration (CETAB.MAC) as created by NETGEN. It can also 
be used as a template for making changes to the permanent database. In this case, 
you edit the command file to reflect the appropriate changes and then use the file 
as an indirect command file to CFE. 
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1.4.4 NETCFG. TXT 

The network configuration file provides information in text form on the configu
ration of devices, processes, and CEX products on the target system. 

1.4.5 CETAB.MAC 

The CETAB.MAC file contains the permanent database used to load the configura
tion defined for the target node. 

1.5 Performing Post-NETGEN Functions 

Post-NETGEN functions include installing DECnet software, testing the newly 
installed network, reconfiguring and tuning the network, and regenerating as 
required (see Chapter 4). 

1.5.1 Installing DECnet Software 

To install DECnet software, you execute the NETINS.CMD file. In many cases, 
this indirect command file is all that is necessary to bring up the node. For a more 
complete description of installing DECnet software and bringing up the node, 
including editing the NETINS.CMD file, see Chapter 9. For a detailed explana
tion of the NCP commands necessary to bring up a node, see the DECnet-R5X 
Network Management Concepts and Procedures. 

1.5.2 Testing a Newly Installed Network 

The newly installed network should be tested by running the tests described in 
Chapters 10 and 11. 

Chapter 10 describes procedures for determining whether or not 

• node software is operational 

• node and communications hardware are functioning properly 

• the node is able to communicate with a remote node 

Chapter 11 is for users of RSX-ll PSI. It describes procedures for 

• verifying whether or not RSX-ll PSI software was properly generated and 
installed 

• verifying that X.29 software was installed correctly 

• testing data link mapping (DLM) circuits 
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1.5.3 Reconfiguring and Tuning After NETGEN 

After the DEC net node is up and running, you can add features or change parame
ters to improve performance. On RSX-IIM/M-PLUS nodes you have three 
options: you can perform a new NETGEN; you can perform a partial NETGEN; or 
you can use one of the network utilities described in this section. On 
pregenerated RSX-IIM-PLUS end nodes, you must use the network utilities or 
perform a new NETGEN. 

For example, to add a line to RSX-IIM/M-PLUS nodes, you must perform a 
new NETGEN. To add or change an individual component (such as TLK) on 
RSX-IIM/M-PLUS nodes you can perform a partial NETGEN. You can modify 
many network parameters on all types of nodes using CFE commands, NCP com
mands, or VNP commands. A short description of these utilities is given in the 
next three sections. For more information on using these utility commands and 
on tuning the network, see the DECnet-RSX Guide to Network Management 
Utilities. 

1.5.3.1 Configuration File Editor (CFE) Commands 

CFE is used to change the permanent database of the network; it allows you to 
edit the configuration file CET AB .MAC. This file retains the master copy of a wide 
variety of network parameters and is read each time the network is loaded. 
Changes made using CFE do not take effect until the network is reloaded. CFE can 
change many parameters that NCP (as described later in this chapter) cannot 
change. 

1.5.3.2 Network Control Program (NCP) Commands 

You can modify a wide range of network parameters using NCP commands. 
These commands affect the running system (the volatile database) only. The next 
time the network is loaded (for example, after using the NCP command SET SyS
TEM), all parameters assume their previous values as recorded in the permanent 
database. 

1.5.3.3 Virtual Network Processor (VNP) Commands 

1-6 

VNP supports a subset of NCP commands that allows you to change the system 
image file for RSX-ll systems in much the same way that VMR can be used to per
form MCR operations on the system image. As with VMR, any changes you make 
will not become effective until the next time the system is booted. VNP is espe
cially useful for RSX-llS systems because the RSX-llS NCP utility is a limited 
subset of the full NCP utility. 
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1.6 Reading Paths 

Your reading path through this manual depends on the target operating system, 
your kit type, and the type of kit distribution media you received. Table 1-2 
shows what chapters to read in this manual according to your target system and 
kit type. In addition, within Chapter 3, your distribution media type influences 
your reading path. 

Table 1-2: Reading Paths 

Kit Type 

DECnetnode 

DECnet node with PSI 

Pregenerated DEC net end node 

I ntrod uction 

Target System: 
RSX-11M/S 

Chapters 
2,3,4,5,6,9,10 

Chapters 
2,3,4,5,6,7,9,10,11 

Target System: 
RSX-11 M-PLUS 

Chapters 2,3,4,5,6,9,10 

Chapters 2,3,4,5,6,7,9,10,11 

Chapters 2,8,9,10 
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2 
Configuring Your Network Node 

This chapter tells you how to configure your RSX system to support DECnet soft
ware. It also gives guidelines on configuring your network and selecting compo
nents to incorporate into your DECnet node. 

2.1 RSX-11 Configuration Requirements to Support DECnet-RSX 
Software 

An RSX system that supports DECnet must consist of a certain minimum soft
ware/hardware configuration. In addition, the requirements for the host system 
(the system on which you are performing NETGEN) differ from the requirements 
for the target system (the system on which the DECnet node will run). In many 
cases, the same system serves in both capacities. 

2.1.1 Requirements for the Host System 

The host system can be an RSX-IIM Version 4.2, an RSX-IIS Version 4.2, an 
RSX-IIM-PLUS Version 4.0, or a VMS system running VAX-II RSX Version 2.0. 

To generate the software for the target node, the host system must pr()vide a cer
tain minimum amount of disk space. One RLOI disk drive (or larger), in addition 
to the disk used for the operating system, satisfies this minimum. With a large disk 
(such as an RP05 or RM80), one disk is usually sufficient to store the operating sys
tem and all files necessary to perform NETGEN. See Section 3.3 for PREGEN 
requirements. 

The host system must also provide sufficient target disk capacity for tasks, maps, 
and listings as indicated in Table 2-1. 
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Table 2-1: Target Disk Capacity * 

System Type 

DECnet/PSI 

DECnet-only routing or end node 

Pregenerated RSX-IIM-PLUS end node 

Tasks 

4,500 blocks 

5,000 blocks 

5,000 blocks 

Maps and Listings 

3,000 blocks 

2,900 blocks * * 

* If you will not be generating all tasks, and if maps and listings are stored on separate 
disks, the required capacity of the target disk is reduced correspondingly. 

* * About 1,300 for RSX-IIM-PLUS. 

2.1.2 Requirements for the Target System 

ThetargetsystemmustbeRSX-11MVersion4.2, RSX-11M-PLUS Version 4.0, or 
RSX-11S Version 4.2. 

2-2 

The target system must be a mapped system with a minimum of 24K words of 
memory dedicated to the DECnet software. Additional memory is required for 
user-written network tasks and any DECnet utilities. 

The target system must have at least one communications device not in use by the 
Executive to satisfy the minimum hardware requirements. If you have an RSX-
11M-PLUS system, see Section 3.1.1.4 for instructions on reconfiguring system 
devices for use by DECnet. Table 2-2 lists the communication devices supported 
for DEC net and PSI systems. 
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Table 2-2: Supported Communications Devices 

SUPPORTED FOR DECnet SYSTEMS 

UNIBUS Q-bus 

Asynchronous Line Support 

DL11 DLV11 

DZ11 

DHUll 

KMC111DZ11 

Synchronous Line Support 

DZVll or DZQll 

DHVll orDHQll 

DMP11 DMV11 

DUPll DPVll 

DUll DUVll 

DMC11 

DMRll 

DVll 

KMCll/DUPll 

Parallel Line Support 

PCLll 

Ethernet Line Support 

DEUNA DEQNA 

DELUA DELQA 

SUPPORTED FOR PSI SYSTEMS 
UNIBUS 

DUP11 

KMSll-BD 

KMS11-PX 

Configuring Your Network Node 

Q-bus 

DPVll 

KMV-llA 
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2.2 Network Configuration Guidelines 

In generating your node, several guidelines must be observed to assure proper 
network routing operation. These guidelines fall into one of three categories: 

• General guidelines - for all network nodes (Section 2.2. 1 ) 

• Ethernet guidelines - for all Ethernet nodes (Section 2.2.2) 

• Area guidelines - for all nodes in a multiarea network (Section 2.2.3) 

Most of the guidelines that are presented in the following three sections are man
datory rules that must be followed to configure a network that will function cor
rectly. Other guidelines are included that, while not mandatory, will aid in creat
ing a more useful network. 

2.2.1 General Guidelines 
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The following guidelines apply to all Phase IV nodes: 

• All nodes in the network must have a unique network-wide address. 
If two nodes have the same address and the path costs to the nodes are dif
ferent, messages will always be sent to the node with the lower path cost. If 
the two nodes have the same path cost, the result is not predictable. In both 
cases, any node can receive messages from the identically addressed nodes 
but can send messages to only one of them. 

The text accompanying question 02.00 in Section 1 of the DEC portion of 
the network generation procedure tells you how to specify a node address. 
NETGEN also gives you the opportunity to assign a node name and a node ID 
to the node being generated. See questions 01.00 and 03.00 in Section 1 of 
the DEC portion of the generation procedure. 

• All routing nodes within an area should have the same value speci
fied for the highest node number parameter. For Phase III nodes this 
may not be possible due to the expanded capability of Phase IV. For more 
information on areas and Phase III restrictions, see Section 2.2.3. If this 
guideline is not followed, a node with a greater value specified for the high
est node number parameter would be able to send a routing message that a 
node with a lesser value for this parameter could not handle. In such a case, 
when the routing node with the lesser value receives the routing message, a 
partial routing update loss occurs. Nodes whose routing information was in 
the part of the routing message that was lost would then be unreachable. 

The highest node number parameter is established by your response to Ques
tion 05.00 in Section 1 of the DEC portion of NETGEN. 
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• All nodes should use the same large buffer size. The value specified for 
the large buffer size can create a situation in which a message segment can
not be forwarded. If, for example, the large buffer size specified for an inter
mediate node were smaller than the segment size agreed upon by the source 
and destination nodes, the intermediate node would not be able to forward 
it. For this reason, all routing nodes in the network must have a large buffer 
size at least as large as the largest segment size in use in the network. This 
guideline is not mandatory for end nodes because they will never act as 
intermediate nodes. However, end nodes should never use a large buffer size 
that is greater than that used by the routing nodes in the network. 

NOTE 

On a DECnet-RSX system you must add 18 to the 
segment size value when setting the large buffer 
size. The value 18 is the size of the Routing layer 
and End Communications layer protocol over
head. The NETGEN procedure and CFE will 
check this automatically. 

More information about determining the large buffer size and message seg
ment size is given in the DECnet-RSX Network Management Concepts and 
Procedures manual. You specify the size of the large data buffer in response 
to question 02.00 in Section 8 of the NET portion of the network generation 
procedure. 

• All nodes should reference other nodes by the same name. If, for 
example, a node is known as BOSTON by one node, all other nodes should 
also refer to it as BOSTON. Although the concept of node names is a local 
one, you should make every effort to use a common node name list on all 
nodes. As networks increase in size, the bookkeeping associated with net
work maintenance is simplified if all nodes reference remote nodes by the 
same logical name. A command file is provided to aid you in establishing 
a common set of node names (see the description of NETNODES.CMD in the 
DECnet-RSX Network Management Concepts and Procedures manual). 

Remote node names are specified in response to question 07.00 in Section 1 
of the DEC portion of NET GEN. 
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2.2.2 Ethernet Configuration Guidelines 

When generating a routing node attached to one or more Ethernet circuits, 
you must use the following guidelines to ensure proper node operation. The 
DECnet-RSX Network Management Concepts and Procedures manual explains 
how to set these parameters using the Configuration File Editor (CFE). 

• The total number of Ethernet end nodes with which the node will 
communicate must not exceed the value specified for the MAXIMUM 
BROADCAST NONROUTERS parameter. For example, in the network 
shown in Figure 2-1, suppose that node FINANC has the parameter set to 20 
and node PURCHS has it set to 10. In this network, the total number of end· 
nodes on Ethernets 1 and 2 cannot exceed 20 (FINANC's value), and the total 
number of end nodes on Ethernets 2 and 3 cannot exceed 10 (PURCHS's 
value). If this guideline is ignored, the end nodes that would be reachable at 
any given time would be unpredictable. 

• The total number of routers on all Ethernet circuits of a node cannot 
exceed the MAXIMUM BROADCAST ROUTERS parameter for the 
node. This value should be equal to the sum of all circuit MAXIMUM 
ROUTER values for the node (see next guideline). On DECnet-RSX 
nodes, the MAXIMUM BROADCAST ROUTERS parameter is automatically 
calculated during NETGEN and set to the sum of all the circuit MAXIMUM 
ROUTER values specified. 

• The number of routers on any single Ethernet circuit cannot exceed 
the value specified for the MAXIMUM ROUTERS parameter for that 
circuit. In Figure 2-1, if node FINANC had the MAXIMUM ROUTERS pa
rameter for Ethernet 1 set to 2, the number of routers allowed on Ethernet 1 
would be limited to 2, in addition to the executor node. The sum of all in
dividual circuit MAXIMUM ROUTERS parameter values should not exceed 
the MAXIMUM BROADCAST ROUTERS parameter for a node (see preceding 
guideline). 

• The number of routers on a single Ethernet should be kept to a mini
mum. Routing nodes generate traffic among themselves (especially when 
nodes are in the process of becoming unreachable). To keep this traffic to a 
minimum, the number of routers on a single Ethernet should not exceed 10. 
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Figure 2-1: A Sample Ethernet Configuration 

NODE 
FINANC 

NODE 
PURCHS 

2.2.3 Areas and Area Configuration Guidelines 

ETHERNET 1 

ETHERNET 2 

ETHERNET 3 

DECnet-RSX Phase IV implementations can support networks consisting of many 
more nodes than Phase III implementations could support. Networks with thou
sands of nodes can now be supported using the concept of areas. If your network 
consists of more than 1023 nodes you must use the area network features of Phase 
IV. Even if your network consists of fewer than 1023 nodes, you can, in many 
cases, benefit by splitting your network into areas. A network containing three 
areas is shown in Figure 2-2. 
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Figure 2-2: A Multiarea Network 

• Level 2 Routing Node 

~ Level 1 Routing Node 

o End Node 
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In designing a network that implements the area concept, the network manager 
partitions the network into smaller networks called areas. Partitioning can be 
based on physical proximity, common function, or both. If you choose to parti
tion your network into areas, you must view your entire network on two levels. 
Level 1 is equivalent in many ways to older Phase III/Phase IV networks. Level 1 
routing nodes in Phase IV networks with area support, however, must maintain a 
routing database only the size of the area of which they are a member. All nodes in 
the same area have the same area parameter value. 

In a Phase IV network consisting of more than one area, at least one of the nodes 
in each area is also a member of the level 2 network. This node (called a level 2 
routing or area routing node) must maintain two routing databases: one for the 
locallevell network and one for the network-wide level 2 network. Each node in 
the level 2 network is a member of the network-wide level 2 network and one of 
the level 1 networks. 

Communication between nodes in the same area occurs exactly as it occurred in 
Phase III. When the source and destination nodes are in the same area, the levell 
routing nodes forward the request using their local routing databases. 

When access to a node outside a local area is desired, the source node sends the 
request to the nearest level 2 router. The level 2 routing node will route the 
packet to a level 2 router at the correct destination area. The packet is then routed 
from that level 2 router to the destination node in that area. 

In designing a network that supports area routing, several guidelines must be fol
lowed to ensure proper network operation. 

• Every level 1 routing node must be in one area only. It is illegal for a 
level 1 router to have a circuit connected to a node outside its area. 

• Each area (level 1 network) must be physically intact. All nodes within 
an area must be connected in some way to all other nodes within the same 
area. The nodes need not be physically adjacent; however, all nodes in the 
area must be connected by a physical path that lies totally within the area. 
This path can involve level 2 routing nodes in the same area. 

• The level 2 network must be physically intact. All level 2 routing nodes 
must be connected in some way to all other level 2 nodes. This connection 
must involve level 2 nodes only. Levell nodes or Phase III nodes cannot 
form a part of the path between level 2 routing nodes. 
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• All Phase III routing nodes are treated as level 1 routing nodes, with 
some important restrictions: 

All Phase III nodes (both routing nodes and end nodes) can communicate 
only with nodes within the same area as themselves. 

All Phase III routing nodes can support communication only with nodes 
for which they can maintain routing information. Phase IV DECnet net
works can have more nodes than Phase III networks (Phase Ill's limit 
was 255). For this reason, any Phase IV node with an address above 255 
is "invisible" to all Phase III nodes in the area. This is a good reason to 
configure a network into areas, each consisting of 255 or fewer nodes. 

A Phase III node cannot be in the path of two high address Phase IV 
nodes. Because of the Phase III address limitation, a Phase III node must 
not be in the path of two Phase IV nodes with addresses higher than the 
Phase III node can handle (255). 

A Phase III node must not be in the path of any interarea communica
tion. Because Phase III nodes do not know about areas, they cannot han
dle interarea packets correctly. 

• Areas should reflect expected traffic flow. Observing this guideline will 
greatly improve overall network performance. Routing within an area is less 
costly than routing between areas. Try, therefore, to include within the 
same area nodes that are logically or functionally related. Area bounds 
should reflect a combination of geographical and logical node location. 

• Areas should not be used to enforce protection. Although at first glance 
the concept of areas seems to offer penetration protection across areas, the 
DNA architecture does not specify protection guarantees for areas. No 
assumption about such guarantees should be made when setting up areas. 
Areas were not designed to be used as an accounting or security tool. 

Additional information about areas and area parameters can be found in the 
DECnet-RSX Network Management Concepts and Procedures manual. 

2.2.4 Guidelines for Specifying Routing Parameters 
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If you are generating a routing node, you must specify certain routing parameters 
in response to questions that NETGEN displays. The values of some other routing 
parameters are calculated for you by the NETGEN process. 
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Routing parameter values that you must specify are conditioned by whether your 
network consists of a single area or multiple areas. 

• If your network consists of a single area, you must specify the highest node 
number in the network. 

• If your network consists of multiple areas, you must specify the highest node 
number in the area in which the node that you are generating will be located. 

• If you are generating a level 2 routing node, you must specify the maximum 
area parameter. 

The highest node number determines the size of the routing database. Any node 
with a number exceeding the highest node number value is unreachable. In net
works without area support, the highest node number is for the entire network; 
in networks with area support, this value is for the area. 

The maximum area parameter defines the size of the node's level 2 routing data
base. 

The routing values that NETGEN calculates for you are: 

• Maximum hop count 

• Maximum path cost 

• Line/circuit cost 

• Maximum area hop count 

• Maximum area path cost 

NETGEN assigns a maximum hop count of 10, a maximum path cost of 1022, and 
calculates a line/circuit cost based on device type and speed. For level 2 routing 
nodes, NETGEN assigns a maximum area hop count of 10 and a maximum area 
path cost of 1022. 

You can change these values using CFE, NCP, and VNP commands. For 
more information on routing parameters and how to change them, see the 
DECnet-R5X Network Management Concepts and Procedures manual. 
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2.3 Selecting DECnet Components 
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This section presents information that will help you select optional components 
that perform DECnet and PSI functions. Certain components are always built 
even though they may not be required. For a description of all required compo
nents, refer to the explanatory text accompanying the NETGEN question descrip
tions in Chapters 5, 6, 7, and 8. 

Table 2-3 identifies the individual components that you can select for your sys
tem. The table indicates 

• components that are required (RQD) 

• components that are always built (AlB) but which are not required 

• components that are optional (OPT) 

• components that are never used (N IU) 

Notes are provided to clarify exceptions for some components. 

RQD and N/U components do not require you to make a decision. However, you 
do need to decide whether you want to select certain optional components, or 
use components that are always built but not required. The information in this 
chapter should help you make these decisions. 

Table 2-3: Component Selection Summary for NETGEN 

System 
Component -11M -11M+ -11S PreGEN 

Communications Executive Components 

Communications Executive (CEX) RQD Note 1 RQD Note 1 
Auxiliary Process (AUX) RQD RQD RQD RQD 
Devicce Driver Modules (DDM) RQD RQD RQD RQD 

NET Communications Executive Support Components 

Network Initializer (NTINIT) RQD RQD RQD RQD 
Network Loader (NTL) RQD RQD N/U RQD 
General Microcode Loader (MLD) Note 2 Note 2 Note 2 Note 2 
Network Event Logger (EVLlEVC) OPT OPT OPT AlB 
Direct Line Access Controller (DLX) Note 3 RQD Note 3 RQD 
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Table 2-3 (Cont.): Component Selection Summary for NETGEN 

System 
Component -11M -11M+ -11S PreGEN 

NET System Management Utilities 

Network Control Program (NCP) RQD RQD OPT RQD 
Network Management Device Driver (NMDRV) RQD RQD Note 4 RQD 
Network Management Volatile ACP (NMVACP) RQD RQD N/U RQD 
Configuration File Editor (CFE) AlB AlB AlB AlB 
Network Crash Dump Analyzer (NDA) AlB AlB AlB Note 5 
Virtual Network Processor (VNP) AlB AlB RQD AlB 
Loopback Tester (LOa) AlB AlB N/U AlB 
Event File Interpreter (EVF) OPT OPT N/U OPT 

OECnet Communications Components 

End Communications layer driver (ECL) RQD RQD RQD RQD 
Routing layer process (XPT) RQD RQD RQD RQD 
Network ACP (NET ACP) RQD RQD RQD RQD 
Digital Communications Process (DCP) Note 6 Note 6 Note 6 Note 6 
Ethernet Protocol Manager (EPM) Note 7 Note 7 Note 7 Note 7 
NETFOR.OLB and NETLIB.MLB OPT OPT OPT AlB 

OECnet Network Management Support Components 

Network Information and Control Exchange (NICE) OPT OPT OPT AlB 
Event Logging Receiver (EVR) OPT OPT OPT AlB 
Network Display utility (NTD) OPT OPT OPT AlB 
Network Display server (NTDEMO) OPT OPT OPT AlB 
Link Watcher (LIN) OPT AlB N/U AlB 
Loopback Mirror (MIR) AlB AlB AlB AlB 
Routing Control Processor (RCP) NoteS NoteS NoteS N/U 
Network Verification Program (NVP) OPT OPT N/U AlB 

OECnet Satellite Support Components 

Down-Line System Loader (DLL) OPT OPT N/U OPT 
Up-Line System Dumper (DUM) OPT OPT N/U OPT 
Console Carrier Requester (CCR) OPT OPT N/U OPT 
Host Task Loader (HLD) OPT OPT NIV OPT 
Satellite Task Loader (SLD) N/U N/U OPT N/U 

OECnet File Utilities 

Network File Transfer utility (NFT) OPT OPT N/U OPT 
File Transfer Spooler (FTS) OPT OPT NIV AlB 
File Access Listener (FAL) OPT OPT OPT AlB 
Command FilelBatch File Submission task (MCM) OPT OPT N/U AlB 

(continued on next page) 
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Table 2-3 (Cont.): Component Selection Summary for NETGEN 

System 
Component -11M -11M+ -11S PreGEN 

DECnet Network Terminal and Control Utilities 

Remote Terminal utility RMT ACP (RMT IRMT ACP) OPT OPT OPT AlB 
Remote Terminal Host ACP HTDRV (RMHACP/HTDRV) OPT OPT OPT AlB 
Network Control Terminal task (NCT) OPT OPT OPT AlB 
Remote Command Terminal Host (RTH) OPT OPT OPT AlB 
Terminal Communications utility (TLK) OPT OPT OPT AlB 
Listen utility (LSN) OPT OPT OPT AlB 
Phone Communications utility (PHO) N/U OPT NIU AlB 
Remote Task Control utility (TCL) OPT OPT OPT AlB 

Required PSI Communications Components 

LAP-B Protocol process (LAB) RQD RQD NIU N/U 
Packet Level Interface (PU) RQD RQD NIU N/U 
NW: device driver (NW) RQD RQD N/U NIU 
Ancillary Control Processor for NW (X25ACP) RQD RQD N/U N/U 
PSI Device Driver Modules (PSI DDM) RQD RQD N/U NIU 

Optional PSI Components 

Data Link Mapping process (DLM) Note 9 Note 9 N/U NIU 
Trace Capture task (TRA) OPT OPT N/U NIU 
Trace Interpreter task (TRI) OPT OPT N/U NIU 
X.29 Terminal Access ACP with HTDRV (X29ACP) OPT OPT N/U NIU 
KMX/KMY IKMV Microcode Dumper (DUK) OPT OPT N/U NIU 
KMX/KMY/KMV Microcode Dump Analyzer (KDA) OPT OPT N/U NIU 
PSI high level language library (PSIFOR.OLB) OPT OPT NIU N/U 
PSI MACRO library (PSI.MLB) OPT OPT N/U NIU 
Host-based PAD (PSIPAD) OPT OPT N/U N/U 

LAT Components 

LAT process N/U OPT N/U OPT 
LA T Control Program (LCP) N/U OPT N/U OPT 

Notes: 

I. Part of the RSX-IIM-PLUS Executive. 
2. MLD is required for all nodes with devices that need microcode to be loaded. 
3. DLX is required if you specify certain operations (see Section 2.3.1.3). 
4. NMDRV is required for RSX-llS only ifEVL is specified. 
5. Supplied on kit, but not moved by NETGEN procedure. 
6. DCP is required for all nodes if you specify devices that require software DDCMP support. 
7. EPM is required for all nodes if you specify Ethernet devices. 
8. RCP is required only for routing nodes. 
9. DLM is a required component for nodes that use DECnet software over a Packet Switching Data 

Network. No other nodes use DLM. 
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2.3.1 Optional DECnet Components 

The following paragraphs describe optional components for a DECnet-RSX 
node. Note, however, that some of these components are selected for you as a 
result of another selection you have made. For example, when you specify DLL 
for your target system, DLX is automatically generated. On pregenerated 
RSX-IIM-PLUS end nodes, only the satellite support components are optional. 

2.3.1.1 Microcode Loader (MLD) 

The Microcode Loader (MLD) loads devices with the proper microcode. Cur
rently these devices include the UNA and the KMC/KMS devices. KMC devices are 
KDP and KDZ. KMS devices are KMX, KMY, and KMV. 

2.3.1.2 Event Logger/Collector (EVL/EVC) 

The Event Logger (EVL) creates records of network events, such as circuit state 
changes, node state changes, and unusual network occurrences. Records of these 
events are sent to the event collector (EVC). Specify event logging to facilitate 
tuning the network and isolating problems. 

If you specify EVL, EVC is automatically included. It collects network events and 
sends them to the proper terminal, file, or monitor task. 

2.3.1.3 Direct Line Access Controller (DLX) 

The Direct Line Access Controller (DLX) is necessary for services that must bypass 
normal network data channels. DLX is required if you specify down-line system 
loading, up-line system dumping, NCP loop line/circuit testing, console carrier 
requester support, or user-written programs that use the DLX QIO interface. 

2.3.1.4 Network Control Program (NCP) 

The Network Control Program (NCP) is the primary program for controlling net
work operations and is required for RSX-IIM and RSX-IIM-PLUS nodes. NCP is 
optional for RSX-llS nodes. NCP allows the RSX-llS network manager to per
form on-line network management functions at a local terminal, or at a remote 
terminal using RMT. 

2.3.1.5 Network Management Device Driver (NMDRV) 

If you specify event logging for an RSX-llS node, the network management 
device driver (NMDRV) is always built. NMDRV is required for RSX-IIM/M
PLUS nodes. 
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2.3.1.6 Event File Interpreter (EVF) 

The Event File Interpreter (EVF) provides many of the same services for network 
event logging that the RSX-ll Report Generator (RPT) provides for error logging. 
EVF allows you to get a formatted report from the event file you set up using the 
NCP SET LOGGING command. The EVF command interface allows you to spec
ify which events you wish formatted based on such parameters as the date on 
which the event occurred, the event type, and the event entity. EVF is not avail
able for RSX-llS nodes. 

2.3.1.7 Digital Communications Process (OCP) 

The Digital Communications Process (DCP) is the DDCMP line protocol process 
that provides an error-free data path over a physical device channel. DCP is 
required if you specify devices that require software DDCMP support. 

2.3.1.8 Ethernet Protocol Manager (EPM) 

The Ethernet Protocol Manager (EPM) controls access to the Ethernet. EPM is 
required if you specify devices that support access to the Ethernet (DEUNA, 
DEQNA, DELUA, DELQA). 

2.3.1.9 NETFOR.OLB and NETLlB.MLB 

The DEC net high level language library (NETFOR.OLB) allows user-supplied 
tasks, written in FORTRAN, COBOL, and BASIC-PLUS-2, to interface to the 
DECnet software. The DEC net Macro library (NETLIB.MLB) allows user-written 
MACRO-II tasks to interface to the DECnet software. If you want to code tasks 
using these languages, request the language libraries. 

2.3.1.10 Network Information and Control Exchange (NICE) 

The Network Information and Control Exchange (NICE) allows a privileged user 
(usually a system or network manager) at any other node in the network to per
form network management functions on the node you are generating. 

2.3.1.11 Event Logging Receiver (EVR) 
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The event-logging receiver (EVR) receives event notification messages from other 
nodes and logs those messages to either a local terminal, a file, or a monitor task. 
Specify EVR if you wish the local node to receive events from other nodes. 
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2.3.1.12 Network Display Utility and Server (NTD/NTDEMO) 

The Network Display utility (NTD) allows you to monitor the current state of a 
node. NTD sends requests to the Network Display Server task, NTDEMO, to 
obtain information from a local or remote RSX node. NTD requests and displays 
the information on the local node. 

NTDEMO provides the information to the NTD that requested it. 

2.3.1.13 Link Watcher (LIN) 

The Link Watcher (LIN) determines what is to be done with an automatic service 
request. LIN is required to perform down-line system loading, up-line system 
dumping, and loop circuit testing. LIN is always built for RSX-IIM-PLUS nodes, 
is optional on RSX-I1M nodes, and is not available on RSX-11S nodes. 

2.3.1.14 Network Verification Program (NVP) 

The Network Verification Program (NVP) verifies accounting data for incoming 
connect requests against the system account file. NVP is generated for all 
RSX-11M and RSX-11M-PLUS systems that have multiuser protection. 

2.3.1.15 Down-Line System Loader (DLL) 

The down-line system loader (DLL) resides on the host node and is used to down
line load remote systems. The host node must be directly connected by a physical 
link to the system to be loaded and must be able to access the target system's 
image file. DLX is automatically included if you specify DLL. 

2.3.1.16 Up-Line System Dumper (DUM) 

The up-line system dumper (DUM) resides on the host node and is used to dump 
memory up line from a remote system to a DECnet-11M or DECnet-11M-PLUS 
system. DUM services dump requests issued by LIN in response to a dump request 
message received from an adjacent system. 

2.3.1.17 Console Carrier Requester (CCR) 

The console carrier requester (CCR) provides access to console functions on an 
Ethernet remote system. If you have an Ethernet line on your host node, you can 
specify CCR. CCR is not available on RSX-11S nodes. 
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2.3.1.18 Host Task Loader (HLD) 

The Host Task Loader (HLD) resides on a host node and is used to load task images 
into a target RSX-llS node's memory. HLD communicates with SLD to down
line load a task, up-line checkpoint a task, or down-line overlay a task segment. 
HLD is used only on the host node and is not available on RSX-llS nodes. 

2.3.1.19 Satellite Task Loader (SLD) 

The satellite task loader (SLD) resides on an RSX-llS satellite node and is used to 
communicate with HLD on a host node. SLD requests loading support from HLD 
for RSX-ll S tasks. You must specify SLD for the RSX-ll S node in order to down
line load task images, up-line checkpoint a task, or down-line overlay a task seg
ment. SLD is available only for RSX-llS nodes. 

2.3.1.20 Network File Transfer Utility (NFT) 

The Network File Transfer utility (NFT) allows users to access files on other nodes 
in the network. NFT operations include file transfer, file deletion, directory list
ing, and commandlbatch file submission. NFT communicates with F AL on the 
remote node. 

2.3.1.21 File Transfer Spooler (FTS) 

The File Transfer Spooler (FTS) allows users to access files on other nodes in the 
network. Spooled access indicates operations may execute immediately, opera
tions may wait for a specific time, or operations may be queued until the local or 
target node becomes available. 

The File Transfer Spooler Dequeuer (FTSDEQ) removes requests one by one, cre
ates a logical link to the FAL on the appropriate remote node, and executes the file 
transfer requests. If you specify FTS, FTSDEQ is automatically included. 

2.3.1.22 File Access Listener (FAL) 
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The File Access Listener (FAL), the network file access server, performs file opera
tions requested by users on other nodes. F AL operations include transferring and 
concatenating files, deleting files, submitting and executing batch or command 
files, listing directories, and accessing sequential records. 

RSX-llS FAL supplies support for unit record equipment. FAL with RMS pro
vides RMS-ll record access capabilities as well as normal file access. This allows 
RMS on a remote node to perform record access to sequential, relative, and 
indexed files on your node. 
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2.3.1.23 Command File/Batch File Submission Task (MCM) 

The command filelbatch file submission task (MCM) allows an NFT user on a 
remote node to submit an indirect command file or batch file for execution on the 
node you are generating. MCM receives requests from the local F AL on behalf of 
the remote node. On RSX-IIM/M-PLUS nodes, MCM submits the file for execu
tion by requesting the indirect command file task ( ... AT). For RSX-I1M-PLUS 
only, MCM can optionally submit batch files to the BATCH queue. 

2.3.1.24 Remote Terminal Utility RMTACP (RMT/RMTACP) 

The Remote Terminal utility RMTACP (RMT/RMTACP) resides on the user's local 
node and allows the user's terminal to connect to any other RSX node in the net
work that supports the remote network terminal driver and ACP, HT: and 
RMHACP. 

2.3.1.25 Remote Terminal Host ACP and HTDRV (RMHACP/HTDRV) 

The remote terminal host ACP (RMHACP) and Host Terminal Device Driver 
(HTDRV) allow users on remote RSX nodes to connect to the local node. 

2.3.1.26 Network Command Terminal Server Process (NCT) 

The Network Command Terminal Server process (NCT) allows the user's termi
nal to be logically connected to any node in the network that supports network 
command terminals. 

2.3.1.27 Remote Command Terminal Host (RTH) 

The remote command terminal host (RTH) is the remote command terminal host 
support process. It resides on the user's local node and allows users on other 
nodes to logically connect their terminals to the local node through the network 
command terminal facility. 

2.3.1.28 Terminal Communications Utility (TLK) 

The Terminal Communications utility (TLK) allows you to engage in an interac
tive dialog with, or send single line messages to, another user on a remote 
DECnet-RSX, DECnet-IAS, or DECnet-RSTS node. The remote node must have 
the Listen utility (LSN) installed. 

2.3.1.29 Listen Utility (LSN) 

The Listen utility allows a remote user running TLK to communicate with a termi
nal user on your node. LSN is automatically included for all DECnet-RSX nodes 
on which TLK is specified. 
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2.3.1.30 Phone Communications Utility (PHO) 

The Phone Communications utility (PHO) allows you to engage in an inter
active dialog with another user on a remote DECnet-RSX, DECnet-VAX, 
DECnet-Micro/RSX, or PRO/DECnet node. PHO provides many advanced fea
tures not included in the TLK utility (such as connect by name). The 
advanced features of PHO require the use of accounting information not 
available on RSX-IIM or RSX-llS systems. PHO, therefore, is available only on 
RSX-IIM-PLUS and VAXNMS systems. 

2.3.1.31 Remote Task Control Utility (TCl) 

The Remote Task Control utility (TCL) is the remote task control server task. TCL 
allows FORTRAN programs running on other nodes to control task execution on 
the node where TCL is installed. TCL accepts requests to run a task immediately 
or at some specified time, abort the current running of a task, or cancel requests 
for future execution of a task. Routines to connect to TCL and issue task requests 
are contained in the DECnet FORTRAN object library. 

2.3.2 Optional PSI Components 

The following paragraphs describe the optional PSI components that you can 
specify for your DECnet-RSX/PSI node. 

2.3.2.1 Data link Mapping (DlM) 

The data link mapping process (DLM) lets DECnet nodes communicate with each 
other over a Packet Switching Data Network (PSDN). DLM converts the PSI proto
cols and DECnet protocols to allow the nodes to communicate. 

2.3.2.2 Trace Capture Task (TRA) 

The trace capture task (TRA) determines what types of packets are being transmit
ted and received on a line, and monitors the line's performance. TRA writes the 
information it has gathered to a disk file. 

2.3.2.3 Trace Interpreter Task (TRI) 
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The trace interpreter task (TRI) interprets the data in the file created by TRA and 
prints a file containing this information. 
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2.3.2.4 X.29 Terminal Access ACP with HTDRV (X29ACP) 

The X.29 Ancillary Control Processor (X29ACP) task allows a user at a remote 
X.29 terminal connected to a packet assembly/disassembly (PAD) facility to com
municate with the DECnet-RSX/PSI software as if the terminal were locally con
nected. X29ACP is implemented as an RSX-IIM/M-PLUS pseudodevice named 
HT: (which has a device driver HTDRV) and the associated ACP (X29ACP). When 
a remote X. 29 user issues a command to connect to your node, a single unit of this 
HT: device is allocated to the user. 

2.3.2.5 KMX/KMY IKMV Microcode Dumper (DUK) 

The DUK microcode dumper is required if you have a KMX, KMY, or KMV 
device. DUK dumps the KMX/KMY /KMV microcode to a disk. 

2.3.2.6 KMX/KMY/KMV Microcode Dump Analyzer (KDA) 

The KDA microcode dump analyzer formats and prints the KMX/KMY /KMV 
microcode dumped by DUK. 

2.3.2.7 PSI High Level Language Library (PSIFOR.OLB) 

The PSI high level language library (PSIFOR.OLB) allows you to write network 
tasks in FORTRAN. If you want to code tasks using FORTRAN, include this library 
in your target node. 

2.3.2.8 PSI MACRO Library (PSI.MLB) 

The PSI MACRO library (PSI.MLB) allows you to write network tasks in 
MACRO-II. If you want to code tasks using MACRO-II, include this library in 
your target node. 

2.3.2.9 Host-Based PAD Task (PSI PAD) 

The host-based PAD task (PSIPAD) provides X.29 PAD emulation. This allows 
local terminal users to make outgoing X.29 calls to a remote DTE that supports 
X.29 terminal operation. 

2.4 The Next Step 

You should now have some idea of what type of information is required to do a 
NETGEN and what decisions you are going to have to make along the way. The 
reading path for the rest of the manual depends on the type of distribution kit you 
purchased. If you received a pregenerated RSX-IIM-PLUS end node kit, you can 
skip to Chapter 8. All other readers should proceed to Chapter 3. 
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3 
Getting Ready for RSX-11 M/M-PLUS 

NETGEN 

This chapter discusses the requirements for performing an RSX-IIM/M-PLUS 
NETGEN procedure. These requirements vary, depending on the target system: 

• Read Section 3.1 and skip Section 3.2 if the target system is RSX-IIM-PLUS. 

• Skip Section 3.1 and read Section 3.2 if the target system is RSX-IIM or 
RSX-IIS. 

• Read Section 3.3 for all RSX systems. This section describes the PREGEN 
procedure that may be necessary before NETGEN. 

3.1 RSX-11 M-PLUS System Requirements 

This section describes the pre-NETGEN requirements for RSX-I1M-PLUS sys
tems. RSX-IIM-PLUS systems require very little advance preparation for net
work generation. Section 3.1.1 describes the considerations for pre-SYSGENned 
RSX-IIM-PLUS systems. The considerations for SYSGENned RSX-IIM-PLUS 
systems are discussed in Section 3. 1.2. 

3.1.1 Pre-SYSGEN ned RSX-11 M-PLUS Systems 

These pre-NETGEN considerations on pre-SYSGENned RSX-IIM-PLUS systems 
are described in the sections that follow. 

• Hardware CSR selection 

• System selection 
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• Customizing the start-up command procedure 

• Possible device reconfiguration 

• Possible PREG EN 

3.1.1.1 Hardware eSR Selection 

You must have the "floating" device control and status registers (CSRs) at the 
proper addresses on the target processor. The proper addresses for floating 
devices are determined according to the standard UNIBUS/Q-bus device rank
ings. A command file, [200,200]FLOAT .CMD, is provided on the distribution kit 
to aid you in determining the device CSR address. 

3.1.1.2 System Selection 

There are two system images on the RSX-IIM-PLUS pre-SYSGENned distribu
tion kit. One system (the Kernel I-space system) runs on a PDP-11l23-PLUS or a 
PDP-I 1124 processor. The other system (the Kernel D-space system) runs on the 
PDP-11144, PDP-I 1/70, PDP-11153, PDP-11173, PDP-11183, and PDP-11184 
processors. Before doing a NETGEN, use the procedure provided with the RSX-
11M-PLUS distribution kit to delete the system that you will not be using. If you 
do not use this procedure, some unwanted libraries may remain on the target sys
tem disk and NETGEN may give you the option of using them (for example, super
visor mode FCS or supervisor mode RMS libraries). 

3.1.1.3 Customizing the Start-Up Procedure 
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The RSX-1IM-PLUS pre-SYSGENned systems come with a start-up procedure 
that will deallocate the Communications Executive (CEX) space needed by 
DECnet-RSX. In order to prevent this, the file [l,2]SYSPARAM.DAT must be 
modified. You must modify the line "DECNET = NO" to read "DECNET = YES". 
The system must be rebooted after this change in order for the change to take ef
fect. 

If you have properly modified the file, you will see the following lines during sys
tem start-up: 

Step 2 - Deallocating DECnet Communications Executive 
System configuration includes DECnet 

The presence of the second line indicates that the CEX space has not been 
deallocated. 
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3.1.1.4 Device Reconfiguration 

The start-up file will automatically configure the devices on the system so that 
they can be used by the Executive and not by the network. To release a device for 
DECnet use, observe the following procedures: 

• Check the CON ONLINE ALL = parameter in your [1 ,2]SYSPARAM.DA T file 
to be sure that it is set to YES. 

• Enter CON OFFLINE commands for the devices that you want the DECnet 
software to use. You can enter commands individually or build a command 
file that executes the commands automatically after the start-up procedure 
completes. To use a command file, you must specify the command file name 
in the ST ARTFILE = parameter of [1, 2]SYSP ARAM. DA T. See the RSX -11 M
PLUS System Management Guide for instructions on how to use the CON 
OFFLINE command. 

3.1.1.5 PREGEN 

Depending on the type of kit you received, you may have to perform a PREGEN 
procedure. Proceed to Section 3.3 to see if your kit type requires a PREGEN. 

3.1.2 SVSGENned RSX-11 M-PLUS Systems 

The RSX-IIM-PLUS SYSGEN procedure displays questions that must be 
answered (as described in the following sections) to configure the RSX-IIM
PLUS operating system properly for DECnet support. These questions specify the 
inclusion of: 

• Support for DECnet, PSI, or LA T software 

• Support for LA T terminal servers 

• DECnet communication devices 

• Queued file access 

After reading the following subsections, proceed to Section 3.3 to determine if 
your type of kit requires a PREGEN procedure. 
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3.1.2.1 Including Support for DECnet, PSI, or LAT Software 

To create the proper support for DECnet, PSI, or LAT software, answer YES to the 
following question in the Executive Options section of SYSGEN: 

>* CE120 Do you want support for communications products 
(such as DECnet~ PSI and LAT)?[Y/N D:N]: 

3.1.2.2 Including Support for LAT Terminal Servers 

If you want to support LA T terminal servers, answer YES to the following ques
tion in the Executive Options section of SYSGEN: 

>* CE122 Do you want host support for LAT terminal servers? [YIN D:N]: 

If you answer NO to this question you will generate a system that cannot be used 
with DECnet. 

3.1.2.3 RSX and DECnet Communications Devices 
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Because the RSX-IIM-PLUS Executive does not need to know anything about 
hardware that will be used as DEC net communications devices, and because no 
communication device can be shared between DECnet and the Executive, do not 
specify any DEC net communications devices when answering questions in the 
Target Configuration section of SYSGEN. 

However, when you generate your RSX system, you must specify how much 
space is to be allocated for interrupt vectors on your target system, and the space 
must be sufficient to include the interrupt vectors belonging to DECnet devices. 

To specify properly, answer the following question with the highest vector 
address of devices on your system, including the DECnet communications hard
ware. 

>* CP9632 What is the highest interrupt vector address? 

These vector addresses are available as a result of hardware installation. 

For this question, do not specify the default, since the value that SYSGEN com
putes in this case would not take into account DECnet communications devices. 
In answering this question for your operating system, be sure to leave enough 
space for devices you have or will soon have. 

If your DECnet system includes any of the following character interrupt 
devices - DUP, DU, DUV, DL, DL V, or DPV - you must add 20 octal bytes to the 
highest interrupt vector address. 
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The highest interrupt vector address you can specify is 774. This value, which 
includes the 20 additional octal bytes required for DUP, DU, DUV, DL, DLVand 
DPV, allows enough space for any devices you may choose. 

3.1.2.4 Queued File Access Requests 

FTS allows file access requests (file transfers, and so forth) to be queued and pro
cessed in sequence. If you want FTS, you need the RSX-IIM-PLUS queue man
ager (QMG); answer YES to the following question: 

>* CE180 Do you want to include the queue manager? [YIN D:N]: 

For more information on FTS, see the DECnet-RSX Guide to User Utilities. 

3.2 RSX-11 MIS System Requirements 

This section describes the pre-~ETGEN considerations necessary for RSX-IIM 
and RSX-IIS systems. These considerations include: 

• Partition layout decisions (see Section 3.2.1) 

• Pool usage considerations (see Section 3.2.2) 

• Avoiding DEC net loading problems (see Section 3.2.3) 

• Special considerations for NMVACP (see Section 3.2.4) 

• RSX-IIM/S SYSGEN considerations (see Section 3.2.5) 

• RSX-IIS system considerations (see Section 3.2.6) 

Before running NETGEN, you must decide how you want to layout the partitions 
in your system. Partition layout determines what tasks are installed in what parti
tions. You must then perform a system generation (SYSGEN) to configure your 
system for DECnet and for your own requirements. 

For the most part, there is considerable flexibility in the order in which you per
form these operations. The following steps, however, are fixed: 

• NETGEN follows SYSGEN. If you perform a new SYSGEN, you must per
form a new NETGEN. 

• The size of the Executive address space (16K or 20K words) is determined 
during SYSGEN (see Section 3.2.5.9), and cannot be changed without a new 
SYSGEN. 
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• You must specify the starting address and the size of the partition for the 
Communications Executive (CEXPAR) during NETGEN. Changing the start
ing address requires a new NETG EN. Changing the size of CEXP AR does not 
require a new NETGEN, but if the size is reduced, the new size must be large 
enough to contain the Communications Executive. 

3.2.1 Determining Partition Layout 
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NETGEN builds the Communications Executive for the CEXPAR partition. You 
must add this partition (see Section 3.2.5.10). 

With the exception of the Communications Executive, NETGENbuilds all tasks to 
run in one partition, GEN. Depending on your system size and requirements for 
the network, you may need to add or modify partitions to obtain optimum per
formance. The partition layout is defined by editing the SYSVMR command file 
(see Section 3.2.5. 10) and then modifying the NET INS . CMD command file so that 
the network tasks are installed in the desired partitions (see Chapter 9). This sec
tion describes how you can determine the proper partition layout for your sys
tem. 

The way you configure your network depends on your system memory size. For 
NETGEN purposes, your system size can be classified into small, medium, and 
large: 

• Small = Under 80K words of memory 

• Medium = 80K to 124K words of memory 

• Large = Over 124K words of memory 

These definitions are based on light network loading, are somewhat arbitrary, 
and serve only as a guide. What counts most is available memory, and this quan
tity is subject to the requirements imposed by the specific complement of net
work components you select and by your other software and application pro
grams. 

To determine the available room in the GEN partition, you may need to perform a 
NETGEN, inspect the size of components selected, and compute the amount of 
remaining space. Based on this computation, you may then need to reconfigure 
partitions. 
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It is possible to approximate the size of GEN by totaling the estimated size of non
GEN components and subtracting that from the memory size. Table 3-1 gives the 
sizes of certain key components. These sizes are merely estimates and can vary 
due to individual system requirements and to future patches. Final sizes should be 
determined by examining the map for each individual component. 

In estimating the size of GEN, you also need to know the size of other partitions, 
as shown in Figure 3-1. You can obtain this information after SYSGEN by execut
ing a VMR PAR command. If you need information on how to do this, see your 
system generation manual. 

For large RSX-IIM systems, use of the single partition GEN produces satisfactory 
performance. For small to medium size systems, you may need to add partitions. 
There are two areas where problems may occur - applications requirements and 
loading. 

The applications problem occurs when user applications take so much of the sys
tem resources that network performance is degraded. In special cases it may be 
necessary to load network tasks in special partitions to ensure that they have suf
ficient memory in which to run. Any such situation would need to be handled on 
an individual basis. 

The loading problem may occur when using NCP to load the network in systems 
where memory is at a premium. This problem is discussed in Sect~on 3.2.3. 
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Figure 3-1 : Partition Layout after SYSGEN (CEXPAR Added) 
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Table 3-1: Approximate Sizes of Key Components 

DECnet Components 

RSX-IIM Executive 

DSRpool 

Communications Executive 

FIIACP 

NETACP 

NMVACP 

NTINIT 

Size * 

Varies (see Note I) 

Varies (see Note I) 

IK-l.SK (see Note I) 

2K-9K (see Note 2) 

4K-SK (see Note 3) 

6K (see Note 4) 

2.0K 
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Table 3-1 (Cont.): Approximate Sizes of Key Components 

DECnet Components 

NCP 

NTL 

Minimum network 

PSI Components 

PLI 

NW 

X25ACP 

DLM 

LAB 

SDP/SDV 

KMX 

KMY 

KMV 

PSIPAD 

X29ACP 

HT: 

Minimum DECnet/PSI system 

Size * 

12K 

9K 

12K (see Note 5) 

Size ... 

4K 

1.5K 

4K 

2K 

3.5K 

O.75K 

2.75K 

2.75K 

2.75K 

4. 5K plus 2. OK per user 

8K 

O.75K 

20K-22K (see Note 6) 

... Approximate number of decimal words 
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Table 3-1 (Cont.): Approximate Sizes of Key Components 

Notes: 

1. RSX Executive, Dynamic Storage Region (DSR) pool, and Communications Execu
tive together total 16K or, if you choose the large Executive, 20K. You can change 
this figure somewhat depending upon your needs and resources (see Section 
3.2.5.9). The Communications Executive varies from 1 to 1.5K, depending upon 
what lines and options you have selected. 

2. Files 11 ACP (FIIACP) is available in four sizes ranging from approximately 2K to 
9K. If you put F llACP in a partition with other larger components (for example, 
NETACP), use of the smaller two FIIACPs is not recommended. The smallest 
FIIACP does not provide full functionality, and the next larger is heavily overlaid. 
The small F llACPs are optimized for minimum memory size, not performance, and 
since the memory is already allocated, a higher performance F llACP is recom
mended. The third FIIACP in order of size is 5K, provides full functionality, and is 
moderately overlaid. (See the RSX -11 M System Generation Manual for more infor
mation on FIIACP.) 

3. NET ACP comes in two sizes, 4K and approximately 5K. The smaller version does 
not support network command terminals and layered products. 

4. NMVACP is initially built for GEN as a 4K word task. In that size, it can handle only 
one user. However, when additional requests come in, it extends itself to a larger 
size. You can also install it with an increment to handle more users, thus eliminating 
the need for it to extend itself. In this case, the formula for determining the decimal 
word size of NMVACP is: 

4K+ (170 x u) 

The variable u is the number of users that NMV ACP can service (it starts with a base 
of 2). See Section 3.2.4 for more information on NMV ACP. 

5. The minimum required network software (in addition to CEX) consists of AUX, ECL, 
XPT, NETACP, network pool, at least one DDM, and RCP (for a full routing node). 
Excluding NET ACP, which you may wish to load in a separate partition as shown 
here, these components total approximately 12K words (14K for DECnet-l1M
PLUS). 

6. The minimum DEC net/PSI system is 20K words (22K for DECnet-11M-PLUS). This 
minimum is for a node with a single DLM circuit. The minimum DECnet/PSI system 
consists of AUX, ECL, XPT, DLM, PL!, one DDM (KMX, KMY, KMV, SDP, or SDV), 
LAB (only when the DDM is SDP or SDV), and DLX (required on DECnet-11M
PLUS). 
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3.2.1.1 Small RSX-11 M Systems 

For small systems, the partition layout shown in Figure 3-2 is recommended as a 
way of solving loading problems. 

Figure 3-2: Partition Layout for Small RSX-11 M Systems 
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Here, NET ACP, NMV ACP, and NTINIT are installed in FCPPAR, where they run 
along with FIIACP, the Files 11 ACP. NETACP must be generated as 
checkpointable. You should set the size of FCPP AR to accommodate the largest 
task in the partition. This will often be NETACP. You can arbitrarily choose a size 
for FCPPAR that is too large (say 7K words) and then reduce the size appropriately 
after NETGEN, when you know actual sizes. All other network and user tasks are 
installed in GEN. 

This layout ensures that NMVACP and NTINIT do not tie up space in GEN that is 
required for loading. Putting NETACP in FCPPAR also helps reduce fragmenta
tion. 
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NOTE 

This layout provides satisfactory performance if 
GEN is approximately 32K or larger. For smaller sys
tems, it is recommended that you avoid using NCP to 
load the network. Instead, use VNP to prepare a suit
able system image and then boot the system directly. 

I 

The smaller your GEN partition, the more important 
this recommendation. For information on VNP, see 
the DECnet-RSX Guide to Network Management 
Utilities. 

3.2.1.2 Medium RSX-11 M Systems 
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For medium size RSX-IIM systems, the partition layout in Figure 3-3 is recom
mended. 

Figure 3-3: Partition Layout for Medium RSX-11 M Systems 
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Here NETACP has been removed from the FCPP AR partition and placed in its own 
partition, ACPPAR. (You can name this partition anything you like; in the exam
ples in this manual, it is ACPP AR.) 

There is an advantage in splitting NET ACP out from the FCPP AR partition. Since 
both NETACP and F11ACP can be very active tasks, this layout avoids needlessly 
swapping them in and out of memory. The result is improved performance. This 
layout has all the other advantages recommended for small RSX-11M systems. 

3.2.1.3 Large RSX-11 M Systems 

For large RSX-11M systems, performance is satisfactory when all tasks are placed 
in the partition GEN. However, if the system performs a great deal of network I/O 
or if you wish to make NETACP non-checkpointable, the partition layout shown 
for medium size RSX-11M systems (Figure 3-3) may produce improved perfor
mance. 

3.2.2 Pool Usage Considerations 

Along with the issue of partition layout, there is the additional consideration of 
pool usage. In large systems this will probably not be a problem. In small and 
medium systems, you may want to reduce the amount of pool used by the net
work software. The general breakdown of pool requirements for various DECnet 
features that follows can help in minimizing pool usage. 

Installing a task on RSX-11M or RSX-11S systems takes about 24. words of pool 
(depending on exact Executive configuration). From 6 to 30 DECnet tasks can be 
installed depending on your NETGEN answers. If you have limited pool, you 
want to edit the NETINS.CMD file to limit the number of installed tasks (see 
Chapter 9). 

Other network use of pool includes: 

Control Buffers 18. words for each control buffer 

Incoming remote 30. words for each allowed link for HT: and RT: 
terminal driver data structures 
links 

Logical links 2. words for each allowed logical link 

Circuits 21. words for each defined circuit 

Loading and starting the network can use a wide range of values of system pool. 
During network load and start-up, control buffers and common areas for DECnet 
processes are allocated. 
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When running network tasks, the first logical link adds 18. words to pool usage 
and each additional link adds 11. words. These do not include the pool usage 
associated with QIOs on the logical links. 

In general, minimizing the number of installed tasks and the number of active log
icallinks per task is the best way to cut down on pool usage. 

3.2.3 Avoiding DECnet Loading Problems 
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In order to understand the loading of RSX-11M DECnet, consider Figure 3-4. 
This figure is a version of Figure 3-1. The partitions SYSPAR, DRVPAR, TTPAR, 
and LDRPAR are combined in OTHER PARTITIONS. 

Figure 3-4: Typical Partition Layout 
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This example assumes that you decided to put F 11ACP, the Files 11 ACP, in its 
own partition, FCPPAR. This is the SYSGEN default. All DECnet tasks run in the 
system-controlled partition GEN. 
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When you load the network by using the NCP SET SYSTEM command, a series of 
actions are initiated: 

1. The Executive loads NCP in GEN. 

2. NCP makes an 1/0 request to NMDRV, the network management device 
driver. 

3. The driver calls NMVACP, the network management volatile ACP. 

4. NMVACP in turn calls NTINIT, the Network Initialization task. 

5. After performing initialization, NTINIT calls NTL, the Network Loader, to 
load the network. 

Thus, the entire sequence is as follows: 

NCP - NMDRV - NMVACP - NTINIT - NTL - NETWORK 

Each task is loaded into GEN in the sequence indicated. Each task can checkpoint 
the task that precedes it in the calling sequence, if it needs memory in which to 
run. However, because NCP has an I/O request outstanding, it cannot be 
checkpointed by other tasks; it remains in memory until the entire cycle is com
pleted. Likewise, when NTL loads the network, it cannot checkpoint other tasks 
in order to make room for the network tasks. This is due to certain technical fea
tures of NTL. 

Generally, the loading procedure just described proceeds satisfactorily. How
ever, consider the following example. Suppose this loading procedure occurs and 
NCP, NMDRV, NMVACP, NTINIT, and NTL are all in memory at the same time. 
No checkpointing occurs because there is enough memory for all; there is even, 
say, 10K of memory left over. NTL then tries to load the network. The load fails 
because the network requires a minimum of 12K to load and there is only 10K 
available. NTL tries to load the network software in the existing space, but since it 
is incapable of checkpointing other tasks, it fails and prints an error message. 

This problem can occur only when attempting to load the network and, depend
ing upon the size of your system, can be prevented in a variety of ways, including: 

• Removing extraneous application tasks 

• Loading the network prior to booting the system, using the VNP SET 
SYSTEM command, to ensure maximum memory space. 

• Rearranging partition layout (see Sections 3.2.1.1 and 3.2.1.2). 
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3.2.4 Special Considerations for NMVACP 
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The network management volatile ACP task (NMVACP) may require special treat
ment during NETGEN. A brief explanation of NMV ACP should make this clearer. 

NMVACP works in conjunction with the Network Control Program (NCP) task 
and the network management device driver (NMDRV) to execute NCP com
mands. NCP scans user commands and determines what action is required. It then 
passes this information on to NMDRV, which performs certain preliminary pro
cessing. NMDRV, in turn, calls NMVACP to execute the NCP command. These 
components are described in Section 2.3. 

NMVACP can also execute Network Information and Control Exchange (NICE) 
commands that originate at a remote system. 

NMV ACP can handle a number of requests simultaneously by maintaining a 
record of the status of each request in its own buffer space. If it receives more 
requests than it has buffer space for, it makes a request to the RSX Executive to be 
checkpointed. Then it may be brought back into memory as a larger task. 

In large systems, this presents no problem. In small to medium RSX-11M systems, 
however, the possibility of deadlock arises. (This is one reason why the partition 
layouts shown in Sections 3.2.1.1 and 3.2.1.2 are recommended.) When 
NMV ACP asks the Executive to be checkpointed, if there is not sufficient space to 
come in as a larger task, a deadlock may occur: the NCP commands SET SYS and 
SET EXE ST A ON will never be executed. The problem is compounded by the fact 
that NCP cannot be checkpointed while it has an I/O request outstanding - that 
is, until the NCP command is completed. 

To handle this problem, you can do either of the following: 

• Place NMV ACP in the FCPPAR partition, along with F 11ACP. This provides 
extra memory in the partition GEN, as the memory in FCPPAR is already 
allocated. Adding NMV ACP so that it shares this partition does not require 
extra space. The layouts suggested for small and medium RSX-11M systems 
take this approach. 

• Modify the installation command file NETINS.CMD so that NMVACP is 
installed with a memory increment to provide space for additional requests. 
NETINS. CMD is described in Chapter 9. The line that installs NMV ACP 
should be modified to read 

INS NMVACP/INC=size/CKP=NO 
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Here size is the octal byte increase in size and can be computed by multiply
ing 524 octal bytes by the number of simultaneous users that you wish to 
support. (NMVACP is originally built to handle 2 users.) The ICKP == NO 
switch eliminates the possibility of deadlock, since NMV ACP can never be 
checkpointed. 

3.2.5 RSX-11 MIS SYSGEN Considerations 

Prior to running NETGEN, you must perform a SYSGEN that prepares the RSX 
operating system to accommodate the DECnet software you are creating. The fol
lowing areas affect DECnet-RSX software: 

• SYSGEN support for DECnet (Section 3.2.5.1) 

• RSX and DECnet communications devices (Section 3.2.5.2) 

• Standard function system (RSX-IIM only) (Section 3.2.5.3) 

• Network command terminal support (Section 3.2.5.4) 

• System-controlled partitions (Section 3.2.5.5) 

• Checkpointing support (RSX-IIM only) (Section 3.2.5.6) 

• Terminal driver support (Section 3.2.5.7) 

• Queued file access requests (RSX-IIM only) (Section 3.2.5.8) 

• Large or small Executive (Section 3.2.5.9) 

• Editing SYSVMR.CMD (Section 3.2.5.10) 

• Adding CEXP AR (Section 3.2.5. 11) 

• Adding other partitions (Section 3.2.5.12) 

Some of the SYSGEN questions that follow may not be displayed because the sup
port required may be automatically included as a result of a previous question. 
For details on running SYSGEN, see the system generation manual for your sys
tem. 

RSX-IIS systems have additional SYSGEN considerations for SLD and NETPAN 
support. These are covered in Sections 3.2.6.2 and 3.2.6.3. 
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3.2.5.1 Including Support for OECnet 

To create the proper support for DECnet on the RSX-IIM/S system you are gen
erating, answer YES to the following question in the Executive Options section of 
SYSGEN: 

>* 32. Include support for communications products (such as DECnet)? 
[YIN D:N]: 

If you answer NO to this question, you will generate a system that will not sup
port DECnet. 

3.2.5.2 RSX and OECnet Communications Oevices 
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Because the RSX-IIM/S Executive does not need to know anything about hard
ware that will be used as DECnet communications devices, and because no com
munication device can be shared between DECnet and the Executive, do not spec
ify any DECnet communications devices when answering questions in the Target 
Configuration section of SYSGEN. 

However, when you generate your RSX system, you must specify how much 
space is to be allocated for interrupt vectors on your target system, and the space 
must be sufficient to include the interrupt vectors belonging to DECnet devices. 

To specify properly, answer the following question with the highest vector 
address of devices on your system, including the DECnet communications hard
ware. 

>* 14. Highest interrupt vector [0 R:0774 D:O]:: 

These vector addresses are available as a result of hardware installation. 

For this question, do not specify the default, since the value that SYSGEN com
putes in this case would not take into account DECnet communications devices. 
In answering this question for your operating system, be sure to leave enough 
space for devices you have or will soon have. 

If your DECnet system includes any of the following character interrupt devices 
- DUP, DU, DL, DUV, DLV, or DPV -you must add 20 octal bytes to the highest 
interrupt vector address. The highest interrupt vector address you can specify is 
774. This value, which includes the 20 additional octal bytes required for DUP, 
DU, DUV, DL, DLV and DPV, allows enough space for any devices you may 
choose. 
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3.2.5.3 Standard Function System (RSX-11 M Only) 

For RSX-IIM systems, Question 8. at the beginning of SYSGEN displays: 

>* 8. Do you want a Standard Function System? [YIN]: 

If you answer this question YES and select the standard function system, you will 
automatically build the following options into your system (others may be 
included as well): 

• Network command terminal support 

• System-controlled partitions 

• Checkpointing (but without the system checkpointing file) 

• Full duplex terminal driver (with all options) 

• Large (20K) Executive 

If you choose the standard function system, you will not be able to change your 
maximum node address dynamically because the standard function system does 
not support the required system checkpointing file. The options in the list are dis
cussed in the following sections. If you do not want all features of the standard 
function system, answer the question NO and specify the features you do want. 

3.2.5.4 Network Command Terminal Support 

If you want to support network command terminals, answer YES to Question 
32A of the Executive Options section of SYSGEN: 

>* 32A. Include DECnet Network Command Terminal support? [YIN]: 

3.2.5.5 System-Controlled Partitions 

As a general rule, you should specify system-controlled partitions. You can do so 
by answering YES to Question 33 of the Executive Options section of SYSGEN: 

>* 33. System controlled partitions? [YIN]: 

System-controlled partitions allow most network tasks to be loaded into one par
tition (GEN), and automatically swapped in and out of memory. The only situa
tion in which you might not want to use system-controlled partitions is in a dedi
cated system in which one task is loaded into each partition, thus ensuring that 
the task is always in memory. Each such partition should be sized exactly for the 
particular task. Such a system would save the small amount of memory used by 
the Executive to handle system-controlled partitions. 
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3.2.5.6 Checkpointing Support (RSX-11 M Only) 

The following parameters that you specify in SYSGEN will affect the performance 
of specific DECnet components only. 

>* 49. Checkpointing [YIN]: 

Answering YES enables checkpoint support. You should select checkpointing in 
some form. 

If you want to be able to change the number of nodes in your network without 
rebuilding the routing control process (RCP), select dynamic checkpoint alloca
tion support. Question 50 in the Executive Options section of SYSGEN displays: 

>* 50. Checkpointing with system checkpoint file [YIN]: 

Answer YES if you want dynamic checkpoint support. If you select dynamic 
checkpointing support and you execute the CFE DEFINE EXECUTOR MAXIMUM 
NODE ADDRESS command, RCP will automatically extend itself to the required 
size when it is loaded. See the DECnet-RSX Guide to Network Management Util
ities for more information on this CFE command. 

3.2.5.7 Terminal Driver Support 
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TLK, RMT, and X. 29 will provide different capabilities depending on the options 
selected for the terminal driver. The following section discusses these options. 

Support for TLK: The Terminal Communications utility (TLK) allows you to 
exchange messages between terminals at different nodes in a network. There are 
two modes of TLK - dialog mode and single message mode. 

Question 1 of the Terminal Driver Options section of SYSGEN displays: 

>* 1. Terminal driver desired (A/B/C/D, * prints table) [S]: 

If you enter an asterisk (*), SYSGEN prints the following table: 

Terminal drivers: A- Tailorable half duplex 
B- Tailored half duplex (user oriented) 
C- Full duplex 
D- Baseline half duplex 

Answering A, B, or C produces satisfactory results. (If you are a PSI X.29 user, 
however, see Support for PSI X.29, which follows.) Answering B automatically 
provides the necessary support for both versions of TLK. If you answer A or C, 
you must select the specific driver features desired. In either case (A or C), if you 
want either mode of TLK, you must answer YES to the following question: 

>* 8. Breakthrough write? [YIN]: 
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Additionally, if you want the dialog mode of TLK, you must answer YES to the 
following question: 

>* 17. Read after prompt? [YIN]: 

If you want the video dialog mode ofTLK, and if you answered A or C to Question 
1, you must also answer YES to the following question in the same section of 
SYSGEN: 

>* 6. Unsolicited input character AST? [YIN]: 

Asynchronous system traps (ASTs) are software interrupts. Answering this ques
tion YES allows your terminal to process characters entered on the keyboard at 
the same time characters are being printed on the screen. Support for unsolicited 
input character ASTs is automatically included if you answer B to Question 1. For 
more information on TLK, see the DECnet-RSX Guide to User Utilities. 

Support for RMT: The Remote Terminal utility (RMT) works with any of the 
terminal drivers noted under TLK. However, it is recommended that you choose 
A, B, or C. Performance varies depending upon which terminal drivers are 
installed on the source and the host nodes. For more information, see the discus
sion ofRMT in the DECnet-RSX Guide to User Utilities. 

Support for PSI X.29: If you want support for PSI, answer C to the terminal 
driver question (Question 1) noted under Support for TLK. PSI's X29ACP and 
PSIPAD require the full duplex driver. PSIPAD also requires Unsolicited input 
character support (TT driver option 6), Get multiple characteristics support (TT 
driver option 11), and NCT support (Executive option 32A). 

You must also respond YES to Question 12: 

>* 12. Set multiple characteristics? [YIN]: 

in order to create MCR support for SET commands relating to terminals, such as: 

SET IVTIOO = TI: 

or 

SET ITERM = TI:VT2xx 
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3.2.5.8 Queued File Access Requests (RSX-11 M Only) 

FTS allows file access requests (file transfers, and so forth) to be queued and pro
cessed in sequence. If you want FTS, the RSX-IIM Queue Manager (QMG), you 
must answer YES to the following question in the Executive Options section of 
SYSGEN. 

>* 35. Queue Manager and queued print spooler? [YIN]: 

For more information on FTS, see the DECnet-RSX Guide to User Utilities. 

3.2.5.9 Large or Small Executive 
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The RSX Executive can be built in either 16K or 20K of address space. SYSGEN 
displays the following question in the Executive Option section of Phase 1: 

>* 22. Large (20K) Executive? [YIN]: 

If you answer NO to this question, you will get the 16K Executive. 

Your response to this question determines the amount of Executive address space 
allocated to the Executive plus DSR (pool). The size of the Executive itself is 
determined solely by your answers to questions about Executive options. The 
remaining space is allocated to pool. This allocation, however, can be altered by 
editing the SYSVMR.CMD file (see Section 3.2.5.10). 

Deciding which size Executive to choose must take into account your type of sys
tem, its size, and its intended use. In general, for medium to large systems you 
want the 20K Executive. The extra pool is useful, and you have enough memory 
so that the 4K allocated to pool does not significantly affect your ability to run 
tasks. 

On small systems, you must decide between need for pool and need for extra task 
space. You may decide to use the smaller Executive, since task space is often at a 
greater premium than pool. 

These tradeoff decisions depend upon network loading, types of programs being 
run, and user program load. For example, if a node is being used only as a routing 
node, the entire pool may not be used. In such a case, performance would be 
improved by using the 16K Executive, since there is less checkpointing of net
work tasks. You can also reduce the Executive-plus-pool size to less than 16K 
(Section 3.2.5.11). 
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3.2.5.10 Editing SYSVMR.CMD 

It is necessary to add at least one partition, CEXP AR, to the system in order to run 
DECnet. For medium size systems, you may also want to add another partition as 
well (see Section 3.2.1.2). These partitions are added by editing the 
SYSVMR.CMD command file. 

In Phase 2 of SYSGEN, VMR Question 1 displays: 

>* 1. Edit SYSVMR.CMD? [YIN]: 

If you answer this YES, SYSGEN will pause and allow you to edit the file. If you 
answer NO or press ffi&D, you can edit the file later. 

SYSVMR. CMD is an indirect command file used as input to the Virtual Monitor 
Console Routine (VMR). VMR allows you to change the system image file used to 
boot the operating system. VMR commands are similar in format to those of MCR; 
the SYSVMR.CMD file contains commands such as SET, LOA, and INS. When 
VMR executes these commands, it simulates their effect on the system image file. 
Thus, when the system is booted, the commands have effectively been per
formed. (For more information on VMR, see the SYSGEN manual for your system. 
Also, the RSX-llMIM-PLUS System Management Guide contains reference 
information on VMR.) 

The SYSVMR.CMD file is found on VIC [1,54] for RSX-11M. For RSX-11S sys
tems, you must create a copy on VIC [1,64] (see Section 3.2.5.11). The first line of 
the file is the name of the system image file that SYSVMR.CMD modifies. SET 
commands that define partitions follow that line. 

3.2.5.11 Adding CEXPAR 

The necessary partition (CEXPAR) is incorporated by adding a 
SET IMAIN = CEXPAR line to the SYSVMR.CMD file. 

The beginning of a typical SYSVMR.CMD file from an RSX-11M system follows. 
(A sample RSX-11S SYSVMR.CMD file, with the appropriate lines to create 
CEXPAR, is at the end of this section.) 

RSXllM 
SET /POOL=* 
SET /MAIN=EXCOM1:*:200:COM 
INS EXCOM1 
SET /MAIN=EXCOM2:*:200:COM 
INS EXCOM2 
SET /MAIN=LDRPAR:*:26:TASK 
INS LDR 
FIX LDR ... 
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SET /MAIN=TTPAR:*:400:TASK 
LOA TT: 
SET /MAIN=DRVPAR:*:*:SYS 

Add a line to the SYSVMR.CMD file between the SET /POOL = * command and 
toe SET /MAIN command for the first partition shown. To reflect the base 
address at which CEXPAR loads, change the value of the SET /POOL = * line. 
These changes cause CEXP AR to load immediately above the RSX Executive and 
pool. The format for the two lines is: 

SET /POOL=base-address 
SET /MAIN=CEXPAR:*:size:COM 

The asterisk (*) here means, load at the next available location. The word COM 
signifies that this is a common block partition. 

If VMR has previously been run, you must make a new copy of the system image 
before running VMR to add CEXPAR. To do so, enter one of the following com
mands: 

PIP RSXllS.SYS/CO/BL:n.=[1,64JRSXllS.TSK 
PIP RSXllM.SYS/CO/BL:n.=[1,54JRSXllM.TSK 

If, in NETG EN, you specified the default values given in NET Section 4, Questions 
1.00 and 1.01, use the base address values and size values given in Table 3-2. If 
you did not specify the default values, make sure the values you use coincide with 
your response to Questions 1.00 and 1.01. 

Table 3-2: CEXPAR Base Addresses and Sizes 

Executive 
(in words) CEX Size* Base Address * * Par Size ** 

20K large 1130 50 

20K small 1135 43 

16K large 730 50 

16K small 735 43 

• CEX size is determined as follows: CEX is automatically generated in one of two sizes 
by NETGEN. For a DECnet-only (non-DECnet/PSI) system with only one line, NETGEN 
generates a small CEX. In all other cases, NETGEN generates a large CEX . 

•• The base address and size are shown in octal bytes. Note that the final 2 digits of the 
address and size are omitted in this table and in the discussion that follows, because that 
is the convention employed by VMR. Thus, an octal byte address of 112000 is expressed 
as 1120. (In NETGEN, however, you must express the last 2 digits.) 
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These sizes fill the Executive address space, using 20K or 16K words. The size of 
43 or 50 (that is, 4300 or 5000 octal bytes) is an estimate of CEX size, which varies 
somewhat depending upon your configuration. Extra space is not wasted, but is 
used f0r Communications Executive pool. 

For RSX-11M systems, these values are usually adequate. For very small RSX-11S 
systems, or systems in which there is a strong need for DSR pool, you may want to 
make the size of CEXPAR even smaller. To do so, specify a higher base address 
and a smaller size for the CEXPAR partition (NET Section 4 Questions 1.00 and 
1.01). You can run NETGEN in restore mode to simplify this procedure. 

In addition, for both RSX-I1M and RSX-11S systems, you can choose to load 
CEXPAR at a lower base address. This causes other partitions to be loaded at cor
respondingly lower base addresses. Loading other partitions below the defined 
end of the Executive (16K or 20K) in this way is appropriate for single-user sys
tems or for dedicated applications where a limited amount of pool is sufficient. 

For an RSX-llS system, you must create a SYSVMR.CMD file on UIC [1,64]. For 
more information about the RSX-11S SYSVMR.CMD file, see the RSX-llS System 
Generation and Installation Guide. The following is a sample of an RSX-11S 
SYSVMR. CMD file that creates CEXP AR. 

RSXllS 
SET /POOL=730 
SET /MAIN=CEXPAR:*:50:COM 
SET /MAIN=TTPAR:*:400:TASK 
SET /MAIN=SYSPAR:*:40:TASK 
SET /MAIN=MCRPAR:*:140:TASK 
SET /MAIN=RSDV52:*:400:TASK 
SET /MAIN=GEN:*:*:SYS 
LOA TT: 
INS TKN/FIX=YES 
INS BASMCR/FIX=YES 
PAR 
TAS 

After invoking VMR, you should still enter the time and date after running 
SYSVMR.CMD as an indirect command file. The command PAR prints out a list of 
partitions, and the command TAS prints out a list of tasks. 
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3.2.5.12 Adding Other Partitions 

You may have chosen, after reading the information provided in Section 3.2. 1.2, 
to put NET ACP in its own partition, here called ACPPAR. To create the ACPPAR 
partition, edit SYSVMR. CMD and insert a SET IMAIN command just before the 
SET IMAIN command that defines the partition GEN. The line to insert takes the 
following form: 

SET IMAIN :ACPPAR: * :size: 
[

SYS ] 
TASK 

Here the asterisk (*) indicates that ACPPAR is loaded in the next available space, 
and size specifies the size of the largest task to occupy the partition. SYS indicates 
that this is a system-controlled partition. If you did not select system-controlled 
partitions, use the word TASK instead. 

A size of 270 is generally adequate (again, the final 2 octal digits are. implied). 

3.2.6 RSX-11S System Considerations 

Because RSX-11S systems are often dedicated systems, it is difficult to establish 
specific rules for determining partition layout. The following are required proce
dures: 

• You must have the "floating" device CSRs at the proper addresses on the 
processor to be loaded. The proper addresses are determined by the stan
dard UNIBUS/Q- bus device rankings. A command file, 
[200,200]FLOAT .CMD, is provided on the kit to aid in determining the CSR 
addresses. 

• You must add the partition CEXPAR (see Section 3.2.5.11). 

• It is recommended that you use system-controlled partitions. The host sys
tem can load all required tasks into GEN with system-controlled partitions 
and standard partition layout. 

• Determine whether all desired tasks will fit in memory. Examine the maps to 
determine sizes. Tasks that are not required all the time can be down-line 
loaded. This allows several tasks to share the same partition. Refer to Section 
3.2. 1 to determine minimum network requirements. 
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3.2.6.1 Down-Line Loading to a DMP/DMV Tributary 

When down-line loading an RSX -11 S system image from a multipoint master to a 
DMP/DMV tributary, the tributary address must be set in the switches on the 
DMP/DMV device on the target system. Once the RSX-IIS system is down-line 
loaded, it will continue to use the tributary address that is set in the switches on 
the device. This allows many tributaries to be down-line loaded from the same 
system image, while each retains its unique tributary address. If you want the 
down-line loaded system to override the tributary address on the device, then
prior to NETGEN - you must edit the [137,10]DECPRM.CMD file. The value 
SDOVER must be changed to TRUE. 

3.2.6.2 Support for SLD 

To use the satellite task loader (SLD) to perform down-line task loading on RSX
lIS systems, you must edit two files at SYSGEN time: 

• Add the symbols DSSISK and CSSCKP to the RSXMC.MAC file. DSSISK 
includes task loader support; CSSCKP creates checkpointing support. 

• Change the TKTN partition size in the RSX -11 S TKTN task build command 
file. 

SYSGEN Phase I includes the following Question 1 in the section' 'Create Execu
tive Build Files": 

>* 1. Do you wish to edit any of the Executive files? [YIN]: 

Answer YES. SYSGEN then pauses to let you edit any file, using the editor of your 
choice. 

Edit the file RSXMC.MAC on UIC [11,10]. Search for the symbol ASSCPS. Below 
it, add the following symbols: 

;CHECKPOINTING 

;TASK LOADER 

SYSGEN Phase II includes the following question: 

>* Do you have to edit the task build command file for TKTN? [YIN]: 

Answer YES, and then edit the following line in the command file: 

PAR=SYSPAR:O:3700 
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Change the partition size to 4000 bytes, which is usually sufficient. However, 
since the task length can vary, you may need to build the task once to learn its 
actual length. You can then edit the command file again to increase or decrease 
the partition length as necessary. 

After editing the files, follow the SYSGEN instructions on continuing. 

3.2.6.3 Including NETPAN (Up-Line Panic Dump) 

NETPAN allows a DECnet-IIS node to dump the contents of its memory to an 
adjacent DECnet-IIM/M-PLUS node. If you intend to include NET PAN in your 
node, and if your hardware configuration meets the specifications outlined in 
Appendix B, Section B.1.2, you must edit the RSXMC.MAC file to define one or 
more symbols. If your up-line dump device is an Ethernet device, you must define 
N$ $NI; if you want the system to restart from the system boot ROM, you must 
define R$$BOT. See Appendix B for details on the SYSGEN requirements that 
must be satisfied in order to include NET PAN in your node. 

3.3 PREGEN 
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PREGEN is a preliminary procedure you may have to perform before generating a 
network. It merges your required and optional distribution media so they can be 
used by the NETGEN procedure. PREGEN can include the following distribution 
kits (disks or magnetic tapes): 

• Network kit 

• DECnet kit 

• RSX-ll PSI kit (optional) 

Each kit contains command files and object files. The command files become the 
corresponding parts of NETGEN: NET, DEC, and PSI. The object files are used to 
build the appropriate NET, DEC, or PSI components. 

PREGEN copies the command files from each distribution kit to the NETGEN 
disk. This disk becomes the input to NETGEN, and allows NETGEN, once started, 
to display the NETGEN questions. PREGEN copies the files listed in Table 3-3. 
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Table 3-3: PREGEN Files 

File Contents 

NETGEN command files 

Network object files 

DECnet object files 

PSI object files 

Command files from all available kits 

Object files for the NET procedure of NETGEN 

Object files for the DEC procedure of NETGEN 

Object files for the PSI procedure of NETGEN 

The type of media you have purchased and the type of system you are generating 
determine whether or not you have to perform the PREGEN procedure. 

3.3.1 Who Must Perform PREGEN 

If you have purchased an RL02, RK06, or RK07 distribution kit and you are gener
ating a DECnet-only system, PREGEN is not required. Your distribution kit con
tains all the files you will need to run NETGEN (1 disk). In addition, if you have 
purchased an RL02, RK06, or RK07 distribution kit for a combined DECnet/PSI 
system but want to generate a DEC net-only system, PREGEN is not required. If 
you do not have to perform PREGEN, you should make a copy of your distribu
tion media and run the NETGEN procedure from this copy. If you do not have to 
perform PREG EN, you can skip ahead to Chapter 4. 

PREGEN is required if any of the following conditions apply: 

• You have purchased a magnetic tape distribution kit. 

• You have purchased an RLO 1 distribution kit. 

• You are generating a combined DECnet and PSI system. 

• You are generating a PSI-only system. 

3.3.2 Two Types of PREGEN 

PREGEN can be run for either a standard system or a small dual-disk system. A 
standard PREGEN is performed for systems other than small dual-disk systems. A
small dual-disk PREGEN is performed for a system that has only two small disk 
drives (drives such as RLOls, RL02s, RK06s, or RK07s), one of which serves as a 
system disk. A standard PREGEN and a small dual-disk PREGEN are started the 
same way (see Section 3.3.6). 
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3.3.3 Overview of Standard PREGEN Operation 

PREGEN first asks if you want to see the PREGEN notes, and if you do, displays 
them. PREGEN then asks if you are running on a small dual-disk system. If you 
answer YES, you get the small dual-disk PREGEN. If you answer NO, you get the 
stanc\ard PREGEN. The remainder of PREGEN is performed once each for the net
work, DECnet, and (optionally) PSI distribution kits. For each pass through the 
standard PREGEN procedure, the following occurs: 

• PREGEN asks if you want to copy the distribution kit. It does not ask you this 
question for the first kit, because you must copy the network distribution 
kit. Answer the question YES for each distribution kit you have. 

• PREGEN then displays several questions about the distribution kit disk or 
tape. 

• PREGEN asks for the device on which the NETGEN disk is loaded and then 
asks several related questions. 

• PREGEN copies the command files from the distribution kit to the NETGEN 
disk. 

• PREGEN asks if you also want to place the object files on the NETGEN disk 
(Question 7.00). If you answer YES, PREGEN copies the object files and then 
skips ahead to the next pass. 

• If you answer NO to Question 7.00, PREGEN asks you to specify the disk to 
which the object files should be moved. PREGEN then asks several questions 
about the object disk. 

• PREGEN copies the object files to the object disk, and then goes on to the 
next pass. 

3.3.4 Overview of Small Dual-Disk PREGEN Operation 
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There is not enough space on a small dual-disk system to copy all the object files 
from the distribution kits to other disks. Each kit is used for the build phase of 
NETG EN. Mount each distribution kit during PREG EN, then mount each kit again 
during NETGEN. 

For a small dual-disk system, PREGEN first asks if you want to see the PREGEN 
notes and, if you do, displays them. PREGEN then asks if you are running on a 
small dual-disk system. If you answer YES, you get the small dual-disk PREGEN. If 
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you answer NO, you get the standard PREGEN. The following is repeated once 
each for the network, DECnet, and (optionally) PSI distribution kits. For each 
pass through the procedure, the following occurs: 

• PREGEN asks if you want to copy the distribution kit. It does not ask you this 
question for the first kit, because you must copy the network distribution 
kit. Answer the question YES for each distribution kit you have. 

• PREGEN then displays several questions about the distribution kit disk. 

• PREGEN copies the command files for each distribution kit to the system 
disk. 

When this process is completed, PREGEN asks for the device on which the 
NETGEN disk is loaded and then asks several related questions. Finally, PREGEN 
copies the command files from the system disk to the NETGEN disk, and then 
deletes the command files from the system disk. 

3.3.5 Copying Distribution Media to Disks 

If you have purchased distribution media in magnetic tape form, you need the fol
lowing: 

Drives 

1 system disk drive 

1 magnetic tape drive 

1 free disk drive 

Media 

System disk 

NET kit 
DEC kit 
PSI kit (optional) 

1 free disk (NETGEN disk) or multiple disks 

You cannot use tape distribution media for a small dual-disk PREGEN. 
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If you have purchased distribution media in disk form and you are on a system 
that is not a small dual-disk system, you need the following for a standard 
PREGEN: 

Drives 

1 system disk drive 

1 free disk drive 

1 free disk drive 

Media 

System disk 

NET kit 
DEC kit 
PSI kit (optional) 

1 free disk (NETGEN disk) or multiple disks 

If you have purchased distribution media in disk form and you are on a system 
that is a small dual-disk system, you need the following for a small dual-disk 
PREGEN: 

Drives 

1 system disk drive 

1 free disk drive 

Media 

System disk 

NET kit 
DEC kit 
PSI kit (optional) 
1 free disk (NETGEN disk) 

With any output disk (except those with very large capacity such as RP05 or 
RP06), it is recommended that PREGEN initialize the disk to ensure that the maxi
mum capacity is available for the distribution kit files. If you want PREGEN to ini
tialize the disk, do not mount it but make sure you run the Bad Block Locator util
ity (BAD) on any disks initialized by PREGEN before running PREGEN. If you do 
not want PREGEN to initialize the disk, it does not matter whether you mount it 
or not. 

3.3.6 Starting PREGEN 
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Depending upon the type of distribution kit you purchased, use one of the two 
procedures described here to start PREGEN. To run the PREGEN procedure under 
VAX/VMS you need the same privileges and terminal characteristics required to 
perform a NETGEN - see Section 4.2.2. 
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3.3.6.1 Disk Distribution Media 

For distribution kits in the form of disks, use the following procedure to start 
PREGEN: 

1. Allocate the disk drive for the NETKIT (network kit) disk: 

>ALLddx: 

2. Mount the NET KIT disk: 

>MOU ddx:NETKIT 

3. U sing PIP, copy the PREG EN command file from the NET KIT disk 

(ddx:) to a disk that will be available throughout PREGEN: 

> PIP tdu:/NV = ddx:(137, 10]PREGEN.CMD 

4. Allocate all other disk drives to be used: 

>ALLddu: 

5. Execute PREG EN: 

>@tdu:PREGEN 

3.3.6.2 Magnetic Tape Distribution Media 

For distribution kits in the form of magnetic tapes, use the following procedure: 

1. Allocate the NET KIT (network kit) tape drive: 

>ALLmmu: 

2. Mount the NET KIT tape: 

> MOU mmu:/FOREIGN 

3. Create the UIC (137,10] on a disk that will be available throughout PREGEN: 

> UFD tdu:(137, 10] 

4. Using FLX, copy the PREGEN command file from the NET KIT tape to the 
disk: 

> FLX tdu:/UI = mmu:(137, 10]PREGEN.CMD/RW[lDNS:n] 

where n is either 800 or 1600, depending on which density tape you are 
using. The default is 800, so if your tape density is 800, you can omit 
IDNS:n. 
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5. Allocate all other disk drives to be used: 

>ALLddx: 

6. Execute PREGEN: 

> @tdu:PREGEN 

3.3.7 Understanding the PREGEN Dialog 
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The following sections present the PREGEN dialog. Your response to Question 
2.00 determines whether you will run a standard PREGEN or a small dual-disk 
PREGEN. 

NOTE 

The explanatory text after each question in the fol
lowing, is a word-by-word representation of what 
you will see on your screen when you perform a 
PREGEN. It may not, however, be a line-by-line rep
resentation of what appears on your screen. 

>; ============================================================= 
>; PREGEN - RSX-llM/S/M-PLUS CEX System Pre-Generation Procedure 
>; Started at time on date 
>; ============================================================= 

>; Copyright (C) 1981, 1982, 1983, 1985, 1987 by 

>; Digital Equipment Corporation, Maynard, Mass. 

>* 01.00 Do you wish to see the PREGEN notes? [YIN]: 

Answer this question YES if you are not familiar with running 
PREGEN. 

· Before starting PREGEN, you must have allocated all required 
disk and/or tape drives which are not public devices. 

· If an output disk is already mounted, PREGEN will use the disk 
as is. If it is not mounted, PREGEN will provide the option 
of mounting the disk either with or without re-initializing 
it. 

· The following tasks may be required: 

PIP (if using disk distribution media). 
FLX (if using magtape distribution media). 
UFD (if any necessary UICs do not already exist). 
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If you are running on a system with only one free disk drive 
(other than the drive used for your system disk), and you are 
using disk distribution media, your system disk must have 
at least 5000 free blocks . 

. To obtain help for any question, type <ESC>. To exit or to 
temporarily stop PREGEN execution, type <CTRL/Z>. 

The disk in ddu: must remain mounted throughout the 
entire PREGEN procedure. 

For questions that can be answered YES or NO, the default 
is NO unless otherwise specified. For questions with 
defaults, the default is produced by pressing a carriage 
return <RET> in response to the question. 

In the notes, ddu: refers to the disk drive from which you are running this proce
dure. If PIP, FLX, and UFO are not installed, PREGEN installs them and displays a 
message to indicate this. 

>* 02.00 Are you running on a small dual-disk system [Y/NJ: 

A small dual-disk system is one which has only two small disk 
drives, such as RL01s, RL02s, RK06s or RK07s. 

If you are running on a small dual-disk system, answer this 
question YES. 

If your system has two free disk drives (other than the drive 
used for your system disk), or if you are using magtape 
distribution media, answer this question NO. 

If you are running on a dual-disk system which has 'a large 
system disk with at least 25000 free blocks, you may answer 
either NO or YES. If you answer NO, all network generation 
command files and object files will be placed on your system 
disk. If you answer YES, the network generation command files 
will be placed on some disk other than your system disk (the 
object files will remain on the distribution kits, which must 
be swapped with the NETGEN disk during the network generation). 

If you answer NO and you are generating a OECnet-only system (a OECnet-RSX 
system without PSI), 20,000 free blocks is sufficient. 

If you answer YES, approximately 5000 blocks of free space are 
required for temporary storage on your system disk. UIe 
[137,10J will be used for this purpose, and should not be 
used for user files. If you do not have 5000 free blocks, 
create a copy of your system disk and delete files such as maps, 
listings, command files, sources (other than RSXMC.MAC), and 
unnecessary task images. 
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If you answer YES and you are generating a DECnet-only system (a DECnet-RSX 
system without PSI), 3000 free blocks is sufficient. 

In addition, if you answer YES, your distribution kit disks will 
contain the object files used during the task build phase of 
NETGEN, and must be loaded as appropriate objects are needed to 
build network tasks. For this reason, it is suggested that you 
back up the distribution kits prior to performing the generation. 

NOTE 

If you answer NO to Question 2.00, the dialog 
shown in Section 3.3.8 appears. If you answer YES to 
Question 2.00, the dialog shown in Section 3.3.9 
appears. 

3.3.8 Standard PREGEN 

3-36 

PREGEN displays Question 3.00 for all kits except NETKIT because NET KIT is 
always required. 

>* 03.00 Copy the nettVork distribution kit? [YIN]: 

Answer this question YES if you have this distribution kit, and 
you will be generating a nettVork network. 

>* 04.00 Where is the nettVork distribution kit loaded? [S]: 

Specify the disk or tape drive where the distribution kit is or 
will be loaded (e.g. DK1 or MMO). 

>* 04.01 Is the disk (or tape) already loaded in ddu:? [YIN]: 

Answer this question YES when the distribution kit is loaded 
and ready to be mounted. PREGEN will actually mount the disk 
(or tape). 

>* 04.02 Is the tape 1600 BPI? [YIN]: 

Answer this question YES if the distribution tape is encoded 
with 1600 BPI (bits per inch). Answer NO if the tape is 
800 BPI. 
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>* 05.00 Where is the NETGEN disk loaded [SJ: 

The NETGEN disk, created by PREGEN, is the primary disk used 
during a network generation. It will contain all command files, 
from all distribution kits, which are necessary during the 
question/answer phase of the generation. 

If there is enough room on this disk, the data files, object 
files, and task images which will be used during the task 
build phase of the generation may also be placed on this disk. 

Specify the disk drive where the NETGEN disk is or will be 
loaded (e.g. DMO). 

>* 05.01 Is the disk already loaded in ddu: (netgen-disk-drive)? [Y/NJ: 

Answer this question YES when the NETGEN disk is loaded and 
ready to be mounted. PREGEN will actually mount the disk if 
it is not already mounted. 

>* 06.00 Should the NETGEN disk be initialized? [Y/NJ: 

Answer this question YES if the disk should be initialized. 
This will place an initial file system on the disk, and 
destroy any files that may have been on the disk previously. 
If the disk has already been properly initialized, answer NO. 

If you answer YES, the disk will be given the label "NETGEN". 

PREGEN displays Question 6.00 only if the NETGEN disk has not already been 
mounted. It displays the following statement if you answer YES to Question 
6.00. 

The disk will be initialized with the label "NETGEN". 

>* 06.01 What is the label used to mount the NETGEN disk [SJ: 

Specify the label PREGEN is to use when mounting the previously 
initialized NETGEN disk. This should be from 0 to 12 
alphanumeric characters. 

PREGEN displays Question 6.01 if you answer NO to Question 6.00. At this 
point, the command files are copied to the NETGEN disk. 

>* 07.00 Should the nettvork object files be moved to the 
NETGEN disk?[Y/NJ 

The object files are those files which are used by NETGEN only 
during the build phase, when all of the generation questions 
have been answered, and the processes and tasks are going to 
be built. 
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If the object files are on the NETGEN disk, they are 
immediately available for use by NETGEN. If they are 
on a separate Object disk, NETGEN will have to wait until 
that disk is ready to be mounted before it can build the 
tasks for that product. For systems with a limited number of 
disk drives, this may also involve dismounting and unloading 
some other disk (such as the NETGEN disk). 

If the NETGEN disk has enough free space, you may wish to 
move all of the object files to the NETGEN disk in order to 
minimize the time needed to perform a network generation. If 
so, answer this question YES. If there is not enough free 
space or if you are not sure, answer NO. 

The number of free blocks on the NETGEN disk is: 

free-block-information 

PREGEN will display information such as the following. 

DMO: has 24080. blocks free, 3046. blocks used out of 27126. 
Largest contiguous space = 11160. blocks 
1652. file headers are free, 16. headers used out of 1668. 

During this time, PREGEN executes a PIP ddu:/FR command, where ddu: is the 
NETGEN disk drive. 

The approximate number of blocks needed for the netlVork objects is: 

number 

If you answer Question 7.00 YES, PREGEN copies the files to the NETGEN disk 
and skips the remaining questions in this pass. If you answer NO, PREGEN dis
plays the remaining questions. 

For DEC net-only systems (RSX-DECnet without PSI), all initialized disks have 
sufficient capacity to hold all of the object files. For DECnet/PSI systems, all ini
tialized disks have sufficient capacity (except RLO 1). 

When performing an RLOI PREGEN for a DECnet/PSI system, it is recommended 
that you place the network object files on the NETGEN disk and place the DECnet 
and PSI object files on a separate disk. 

>* 08.00 Where is the netlVork Object disk loaded? [S]: 

This Object disk, created by PREGEN, will contain all object, 
data and task files which are necessary during the phase of the 
network generation which builds the netlVork product. 

This Object disk may be a separate disk, or it may be a disk 
which already holds other object files (or any other files). 
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Specify the disk drive where the Object disk is or will be 
loaded (e.g. DMO). 

>* 08.01 Is the disk already loaded in ddu:?[Y/NJ: 

Answer this question YES when the Object disk is loaded and 
ready to be mounted. PREGEN will actually mount the disk if it 
is not already mounted. 

In Question 8.01, ddu: refers to the Object disk drive specified in Question 8.00. 

>* 09.00 Should the Object disk be initialized? [Y/NJ: 

Answer this question YES if the disk should be initialized. 
This will place an initial file system on the disk, and destroy 
any files that may have been on the disk previously. If the 
disk has already been properly initialized, answer NO. 

If you answer YES, the disk will be given the label "netobj". 

PREGEN displays Question 9.00 only if the disk has not already been mounted. In 
successive passes, PREGEN replaces netobj with decobj andpsiobj. 

PREGEN displays the following statement if you answer Question 9.00 YES. 

The disk will be initialized with the label "netobj". 

>* 09.01 What is the label used to mount the Object disk? [SJ: 

Specify the label PREGEN is to use when mounting the previously 
initialized Object disk. This should be from 0 to 12 
alphanumeric characters. 

PREGEN display.; Question 9.01 if you answer Question 9.00 NO. 

At this point, the object files are copied to the Object disk. This completes one 
pass of PRE GEN. If all distribution kits are complete, PREGEN stops here and dis
plays the following statement. If not, PREGEN returns to Question 3.00 and dis
plays questions for the next distribution kit. 

>j ======================================================== 
> j PREGEN - Stopped at time on date 
>j ======================================================== 
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3.3.9 PREGEN for a Small Dual-Disk System 
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If you answer YES to Question 2.00, PREGEN displays the following dialog. 

>* 03.00 Copy the DECnet distribution kit? [Y/NJ: 

Answer this question YES if you have this distribution 
kit, and you will be generating a DECnet network. 

>* 04.00 Where is the network distribution kit loaded? [SJ: 

Specify the disk or tape drive where the distribution kit is or 
will be loaded (e.g. DK1 or MMO). 

>* 04.01 Is the disk already loaded in ddu:? [Y/NJ: 

Answer this question YES when the distribution kit is loaded 
and ready to be mounted. PREGEN will actually mount the disk. 

At this point, PREGEN copies the command files from the current distribution kit 
to the system disk, which serves as a temporary storage device. If the kit just cop
ied was the network or the DEC net distribution kit, PREGEN returns to Question 
3.00 to display the same questions for the next distribution kit. When all required 
kits are copied, PREGEN displays Question 5.00. 

>* 05.00 Where is the NETGEN disk loaded? [S]: 

The NETGEN disk, created by PREGEN, is the primary disk used 
during a network generation. It will contain all command files, 
from all distribution kits, which are necessary during the 
question/answer phase of the generation. 

Specify the disk drive where the NETGEN disk is or will be 
loaded (e.g. DMO). 

>* 05.01 Is the disk already loaded in ddu: (netgen-disk-drive)? [Y/NJ: 

Answer this question YES when the NETGEN disk is loaded and 
ready to be mounted. PREGEN will actually mount the disk if 
it is not already mounted. 

>* 06.00 Should the NETGEN disk be initialized? [YIN]: 

Answer this question YES if the disk should be initialized. 
This will place an initial file system on the disk, and destroy 
any files that may have been on the disk previously. If the 
disk has already been properly initialized, answer NO. 

If you answer YES, the disk will be given the label "NETGEN". 
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PREGEN displays Question 6.00 only if the NETGEN disk has not already been 
mounted; it displays the following statement if you answer YES to Question 6.00. 

The disk will be initialized with the label "NETGEN". 

>* 06.01 What is the label used to mount the NETGEN disk [SJ: 

Specify the label PREGEN is to use when mounting the previously 
initialized NETGEN disk. This should be from 0 to 12 
alphanumeric characters. 

PREGEN displays Question 6.01 if you answer NO to Question 6.00. 

At this point, the command files stored on the system disk are copied to the 
NETGEN disk and then deleted from the system disk. This completes PREGEN. 

>j ============================================================ 
> j PREGEN - Stopped at time on date 
>j ============================================================ 

3.3.10 Sample Standard PREGEN 

The following is a sample ofa standard PREGEN. Not all of the COpy commands 
will be executed for all systems. Where no response is indicated to PREGEN ques
tions, the default value has been selected by pressing (RET l. 

> 

> 

>j 

>j ============================================================= 
>j PREGEN - RSX-11M/S/M-PLUS CEX System Pre-Generation Procedure 
>. , Started at time on date 
>j ============================================================= 

>j 

>; Copyright (C) 1981, 1982, 198], 1985, 1987 by 
>j Digital Equipment Corporation, Maynard, Mass. 
>. , 
> 01.00 Do you wish to see the PREGEN notes? [Y/NJ: 
> 02.00 Are you running on a small dual-disk system? [Y/NJ: 
> 04.00 Where is the Network distribution kit loaded? [SJ: 
> 04.01 Is the disk already loaded in DL:? [Y/NJ: 
> 05.00 Where is the NETGEN disk loaded? [SJ: 
> 05.01 Is the disk already loaded in DM1:? [Y/NJ: 
> 06.00 Should the NETGEN disk be initialized? [Y/NJ: 
>. , 
>j The disk will be initialized with the label "NETGEN". 
>. , 
>j Copying UIC "[1]7,10J". 
>j Copying UIC "[1,2J". 
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>; 
> 07.00 Should the Network object files be moved to the NETGEN disk? [YIN]: 

Copy commands and VICs for all Network Object Files are listed in the following 
format: 

>. , 
>; 

Copying UIC "[uic]" 

DMO -- TTO: dismounted from DLO: Final dismount inltiated 
16:13:28 DLO: -- Dismount complete 
>. , 
> 03.00 Copy the DECnet distribution kit? [YIN]: 
> 04.00 Where is the DECnet distribution kit loaded? [S]: 
> 04.01 Is the disk already loaded in DL:? [YIN]: 
>; 
>; Copying UIC "[137,10]". 
>. , 
> 07.00 Should the DECnet object files be moved to the NETGEN disk? [YIN]: 

Copy commands and VICs for all DEC net Object Files are listed in the following 
format: 

Copying UIC "[uic]" 
>; 
>; 
DMO -- TTO: dismounted from DLO: Final dismount initiated 
16:27:52 DLO: -- Dismount complete 
>; 
>; 
> 03.00 Copy the PSI distribution kit? [YIN]: 
> 04.00 Where is the PSI distribution kit loaded? [S]: 
> 04.01 Is the disk already loaded in DL:? [YIN]: 
>. , 
>; Copying UIC "[151,10]". 
>. , 
> 07.00 Should the PSI object files be moved to the NETGEN disk? [YIN]: 

Copy commands and VICs for all PSI Object Files are listed in the following for
mat: 

>; 
>j 

Copying UIC "[uic]" 

DMO -- TTO: dismounted from DLO: Final dismount initiated 
tir.ne DLO: -- Dismount complete 
>; 
>; 
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DMO -- TTO: dismounted from DM1: Final dismount initiated 
tir.ne DM1: -- Dismount complete 
>j 

>j 

>; ============================================================= 
>; PREGEN - Stopped at tir.ne on date 
>j =================================;=========================== 
>j 

> t/i <EOF> 

3.3.11 Sample Small Dual-Disk PREGEN 

The following is a sample of a small dual-disk PREGEN: 

> 

> 

>j 

>j ============================================================= 
>j PREGEN - RSX-llM/S/M-PLUS CEX System Pre-Generation Procedure 
>. , Started at tir.ne on date 
>j ============================================================= 
>. , 
>j Copyright (C) 1981, 1982, 1983, 1985, 1987 by 
>j Digital Equipment Corporation, Maynard, Mass. 
>; 
> 01.00 Do you wish to see the PREGEN notes? [YIN]: 
> 02.00 Are you running on a small dual-disk system? [YIN]: 
> 04.00 Where is the Network distribution kit loaded? [S]: 
> 04.01 Is the disk already loaded in DLO:? [YIN]: 
>. , 
>j Copying UIC "[137,10]". 
>' , 
DMO -- TT51: dismounted from DLO: Final dismount initiated 
>j 

> 03.00 Copy the DECnet distribution kit? [YIN]: 
> 04.00 Where is the DECnet distribution kit loaded? [S]: 
> 04.01 Is the disk already loaded in DLO:? [YIN]: 
>j 

>; Copying UIC "[137,10]". 
>j 

DMO -- TT51: dismounted from DLO: Final dismount 
initiated 

>; 
> 03.00 Copy the PSI distribution kit? [YIN]: 
> 05.00 Where is the NETGEN disk loaded? [S]: 
> 05.01 Is the disk already loaded in DLO:? [YIN]: 
> 06.00 Should the NETGEN disk be initialized? [YIN]: 
>j 

>j The disk will be initialized with the label "NETGEN". 
>; 
DMO -- TT51: dismounted from DLO: Final dismount 

initiated 
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>; 
>; Copying Network files 
>. , 
>; Copying UIC "[137,10J". 
>; 
>; Copying DECnet files 
>. , 
>; Copying UIC "[137,10J". 
>; 
>; 
DMO --TT51: dismounted from DLO: Final dismount initiated 
>. , 
>; ============================================================ 
>; PREGEN - Stopped at time on date 
>; ============================================================ 
>; 
> tlJ <EOF> 
> 
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PART II 
The NETGEN Dialogs 

This part tells you how to work with the NETGEN procedure. It describes the 
NETGEN dialog format and explains the dialog questions. 

• Chapter 4 - Describes how to work with the NETGEN dialog. 

• Chapter 5 - Presents the questions in the NET portion of the NETGEN 
procedure. 

• Chapter 6 - Presents the questions in the DEC portion of the NETGEN 
procedure. 

• Chapter 7 - Presents the questions in the PSI portion of the NETGEN 
procedure. 

• Chapter 8 - Presents the questions in the RSX-IIM-PLUS pregenerated and 
node installation procedure. 



4 

Using The RSX-11 M/M-PLUS NETGEN 
Procedure 

This chapter describes how to use the RSX-IIM/M-PLUS NETGEN procedure. 

4.1 NETGEN Parameter Defaults 

During NETGEN, you can select default values for many component parameters. 
In most cases you should select these default values. Later, you can modify most 
parameter values using NCP or CFE commands. If, however, the parameter value 
you wish to change cannot be modified by the NETGEN process, by NCP or CFE 
commands, you must edit the parameter file ([137, lO]DECPRM.CMD) prior to 
doing a NETGEN. This file is found on the NETGEN disk. It contains documenta
tion describing the parameters included in the file and information about chang
ing these parameters. Values changed by editing this file will be applied appropri
ately during the NETGEN procedure. 

4.2 Starting NETGEN 

In order to run NETGEN, you must have access privilege to the target disk and 
you must have your target disk mounted. 

NOTE 

NETGEN requires the large indirect command file 
processor. NETGEN will not function properly with 
the small indirect command file processor. 
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4.2.1 Running NETGEN on an RSX-11 M/M-PLUS System 

On an RSX-IIM/M-PLUS system, there are two ways to gain the required access 
privilege: 

• Log in as a privileged user 

• Allocate the target disk for your exclusive use 

In performing a NETGEN, you may prefer to use a hardcopy terminal to generate 
a clear, permanent record. 

To start NETGEN, make sure the NETGEN disk is mounted. To do this, enter the 
following if a PREGEN was performed. 

> 

> 

IfPREGEN was not required, enter: 

> 

> 

NETGEN is performed by executing an indirect command file. Invoke NETGEN as 
follows: 

> 

where dduu: is the NETGEN disk you just mounted. All sections of the NETGEN 
procedure are then automatically invoked in turn. 

4.2.2 Running NETGEN on a VAX-11 RSX System 

If you are doing a NETG EN on a VMS system with VAX-II RSX Version 2.3 soft
ware, you should have access to the following required privileges: 

• Change mode to kernel privilege (CMKRNL). This allows you to change 
default UICs and directories. You must have this privilege before you can set 
the remaining privileges. 

• Logical I/O Privilege (LOG_IO). This privilege permits RSX-IIM VMR to do 
logical I/O on task image files. 

• System Protection Privilege (SYSPRV). This privilege allows you to create 
files in directories not owned by the current UIC. 
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If you have the SETPRV privilege, you can establish the required privileges with 
the following MCR command: 

> 

To find out what privileges you have, use the following MeR command: 

> 

For more information on using these privileges, see the VAXIVMS System 
Manager's Guide. 

In addition, you must use MeR as your command language interpreter (eLI) for 
NETGEN. If MeR is not your command language interpreter, then you must 
change to MeR. To do this, log in using the leLl = MCR qualifier. For example: 

Username: 
Password: 

Finally, you must have your terminal set to the INOLlNE_EDITING characteris
tic. To verify that your terminal is set properly, use the SHOW TERMINAL com
mand. If the terminal has LINE_EDITING enabled, change the characteristic 
using the command shown below: 

SET TERMINAL/NOLINE_EDITING 

If your terminal has LINE_EDITING enabled, NETGEN will abort if you request 
an explanation for a question by pressing ~. 

In performing a NETGEN, you may prefer to use a hardcopy terminal to generate 
a clear permanent record. 

To start NETGEN, make sure the NETGEN disk is mounted. To do this, enter the 
following if a PREGEN was performed. 

> 

> 

If PREGEN was not required, enter: 

> 

> 

NETGEN is performed by executing an indirect command file. Invoke NETGEN as 
follows: 

> 

where dduu: is the NETGEN disk you just mounted. All sections of the NETGEN 
procedure are then automatically invoked in turn. 
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4.3 NETGEN Organization 
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NETGEN is organized into three main parts - NET, DEC, and PSI. 

• NET displays questions relating to common components and the Communi
cations Executive (CEX). NET contains the general routines that support 
both D ECnet and PSI. 

• DEC displays DEC net-specific questions. When combined with NET, 
NETGEN builds the routines that allow DECnet to run. 

• PSI displays questions specific to the Packetnet System Interface (for 
licensed users). PSI allows you to access an X.25 Packet Switching Data Net
work (PSDN). 

NET, DEC, and PSI are divided into sections with a logical grouping of related 
questions. Figure 4-1 illustrates the organization of the NETGEN process. 
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Figure 4-1: Sections Within the NETGEN Process 
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4.4 NETGEN Operating Modes and Saved Response Files 

NETGEN can be run in any of the following operating modes: 

• Question and Answer Mode 

• Dry Run Mode 

• Restore Mode 

• Component Mode 

The mode you select remains in effect throughout the entire generation proce
dure, unless you select question and answer mode. 

In all modes except component mode, as you answer the questions, NETGEN 
saves your responses in a saved response file. This file is described in Section 
4.4.5. 

4.4.1 Question and Answer Mode 

NETGEN begins in question and answer mode. By answering the NETGEN ques
tions, you define and build your system. In question and answer mode, you can 
invoke dry run mode, restore mode, or component mode; or you can stay in ques
tion and answer mode. 

4.4.2 Dry Run Mode 

Dry run mode is a special case of question and answer mode. A dry run allows you 
to answer all the NETGEN questions without defining or building your system; no 
processing is done to create a system that will run. Only the saved response file is 
created. This file can later be used to perform a restore mode generation. If you 
want to proceed through the NETGEN dialog without actually generating a net
work, invoke dry run mode. 

4.4.3 Restore Mode 

4-6 

If you have performed a NETGEN in question and answer mode or dry run mode, 
your responses were saved in a saved response file. You can run NETGEN in 
restore mode to use these responses to perform a new network generation, cor
rect inappropriate answers, or make minor changes. Restore mo~de builds or 
rebuilds all components. If the saved answer file does not contain a complete set 
of answers (due to a system crash or early exit), restore mode will use the avail
able answers and then switch to question and answer mode for the remainder of 
the NETGEN. 
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4.4.4 Component Mode 

After you have defined and built your system, you can add or modify specific 
components by invoking component mode. For example, if you did not include 
NTDEMO in your network generation, you can add it by running NETGEN in 
component mode. The questions displayed are restricted to those required for 
the particular component(s) you want to add or change. While restore mode 
rebuilds all components, component mode cannot build all components. For 
example, it cannot rebuild the Communications Executive or the device drivers. 
(See Appendix C.) No saved response file is created for component mode 
NETGENs. 

4.4.5 Saved Response Files 

For all modes except component mode, a saved response file is created for each 
part (NET, DEC, PSI) of NETGEN. NETGEN creates these various saved response 
files as you answer questions. At the beginning of your second generation, 
NETGEN will give you the option of using your saved responses from your first 
NETGEN. 

At the beginning of your third or any succeeding NETGEN, you will be given the 
option of using saved responses from your two previous generations. You can use 
either set of saved response files as input files for your next generation, or you can 
answer all the questions again. If you use one of these files, the set you choose will 
be saved and the other set will be deleted. If you do not use either file, the newer 
version will be saved and the older version will be deleted and replaced with a file 
containing your current answers. 

CAUTION 

Do not attempt to edit the saved response files. They 
are coded in a form unique to NETGEN, and any 
attempt to change them directly can result in a defec
tive network generation. 

4.4.6 Duplicating Network Generations 

You may want more than one network generation version, either exact versions 
or versions with slight differences between generations. The procedure for this 
type of generation differs from the usual restore mode generation. 

In a restore mode generation, NETGEN overwrites any former generation and 
creates a new version. If you want to keep separate versions, the necessary proce
dure is as follows: keep the old generation intact at the old disk location, then cre
ate a new UIC on your target disk and move the saved response files from the old 
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DIC to the new DIC, and run the NETGEN procedure in restore mode. When 
restore mode asks for your DIC group code, respond with your new DIC. The files 
you want to copy are all the files in [xxx, 1), where xxx is the group code of your 
old generation. 

If there is not sufficient space on your target disk, create a new target disk, copy 
the saved answers from the old target disk to the new target disk, and run 
NETGEN in restore mode. 

In either case, NETGEN performs a new network generation based on your for
mer answers. As with any restorc mode NETGEN, you can change your answers. 

4.5 NETGEN Dialog Format 

The NETGEN dialog format consists of sections with questions, optional explana
tory text, formats for user responses, default values, and responses for end-of
section questions and break questions. 

Each section is introduced with a header, as shown in the following example: 

>; ============================================================ 
>; NET - Section 2 - Define the target system 
>; ============================================================ 

The header identifies a specific part of NETG EN (NET) and the section number 
within that part (Section 2) and then describes the purpose of the section (Define 
the target system). 

4.5.1 Explanatory Text 
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During the NETGEN dialog, you can read expanded information for a question. 
You elicit this text on a question by question basis by pressing the ESCAPE key 
after the question is displayed. This causes the NETGEN command file to issue an 
explanation and then reissue the question. For example, if you press ~ in re
sponse to the question: 

> 08.00 Is this generation to be a dry run? [D=N] [YIN]: 

NETGEN prints the following explanatory text and then repeats the question: 

If you answer YES to this question, the system you specify will 
not actually be built. Your responses will be saved, however, 
and a real generation may be performed later, using these saved 
responses. 
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NOTE 

The explanatory text after the preceding question, 
and after the questions in the entire NETGEN dialog 
as presented in Chapters 5, 6, and 7, is a word-by
word representation of what you will see on your 
screen when you perform a NETGEN. It may not, 
however, be a line-by-line representation of what 
appears on your screen. 

4.5.2 Response Formats 

Your response to NETGEN questions will be one of three types: 

• YES/NO [Y /N] 

• Numeric [N] 

• Character string [S] 

NETGEN's default answer for a YES/NO question is NO unless otherwise stated. 

NOTE 

If you respond to most NETGEN questions using 
default answers, you will generate a working system. 

Numeric responses are octal or decimal. In the example [0 R: 1-377 D:5], 0 indi
cates the octal number, R indicates the range, and D indicates the default. In the 
example [D R: 1.-16. D: 1.], the first D indicates the decimal number, R indicates 
the range, and the second D indicates the default. You do not need to include a 
decimal point after the number you enter; it is assumed. 

Character string responses can include letters, numbers, and special characters. In 
the example [dduu,D = DB01:][S], dd refers to two letters for the device, uu 
refers to two numbers for the unit; D refers to the default; and S refers to a string 
that can include letters, numbers and special characters. See Table 4-1 for a sum
mary of NETGEN responses. 
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Table 4-1 : Summary of NETGEN Responses 

Response Type NETGEN displays: You enter: 

YESINO 

Numeric 
Octal 

Numeric 
Decimal 

Character 
String 

[D = N][Y IN]: 

[0 R:m-n]: 

[0 R:m-n D:d]: 

[D R:m.-n.]: 

[D R:m.-n. D:d.]: 

[S]: 

[f, D:d][S]: 

[S R:m.-n.]: 

Y to indicate YES, N to indicate NO, or 
press (RET I for default NO. 

An octal number in the range of m through 
n. 

An octal number in the range of m through 
n or press ( RET) to indicate that the default 
d should be used. 

A decimal number in the range of m 
through n. 

A decimal number in the range of m 
through n or press I RET I to indicate that the 
default d should be used. You do not need 
to include a decimal point after the number 
you enter. 

A character string of any length. 

A character string in the formf(such as 
ddu:), or press I RET I to indicate that the 
default d should be used. 

A character string from m through n charac
ters in length. 

NOTE 

Certain NETGEN questions may specify a string 
response in the range of O-n. In such cases, the 0, 
specifying the low end of the range, represents the 
(RET I response that is used to accept a value previ
ously specified in a saved response file. 

4.5.3 Responses for End-of-Section and Break Questions 

4-10 

Each NETGEN section ends with an end-of-section question, as shown in the fol
lowing example: 

>; <EOS> Do you want to: 
>* <RET>-Continue, S-Skip, R-Repeat Section, P-Pause, 

E-Exit 
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Respond by entering one of the following options: 

~ to continue on to the next section. Responses are saved. 

S to skip a section or sections. The skip option is provided in restore mode 
only. Use it when you have chosen to change your answers. Choosing 
Skip causes NETGEN to resume using your saved responses and prevents 
you from making any further changes to the remaining sections. 

R to repeat the section you just completed. Responses are discarded and 
the entire section is repeated. 

P to pause. This response temporarily suspends the indirect command file 
and gives you direct access to the operating system to perform a task. 
The system displays one of the following messages: 

AT .--PAUSING. TO CONTINUE, TYPE "RES string" 

or 

AT. --PAUSING. TO CONTINUE, TYPE "UNS string" 

After you have completed your task, you can continue processing by 
entering: 

RES string 

or 

UNS string 

Enter RES or UNS, depending upon which message is displayed, and 
enter the same string contained within that message. The end-of-section 
question is then repeated. 

E to exit from NETGEN. Responses are saved, allowing you to terminate 
the generation, and later return to the dialog using restore mode. Enter
ing I CTRUZ) in response to an EOS question is identical to entering E. 

If you want to perform one of these functions in the middle of a section, enter 
CCfROZ). This interrupts normal processing and displays the following break ques
tion: 

>; <BRK> Do you want to: 
> <RET>-Continue, R-Repeat Section, P-Pause, E-Exit[S]: 
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If you enter E in response to a break question, your responses to the current sec
tion are lost, but responses to previous sections are saved. Entering ©RDZJ in 
response to a break question is identical to entering E. 

4.6 Abnormal NETGEN Termination 

4-12 

If the indirect command file processor , AT., encounters a disk error, NETG EN ter
minates abnormally with an error message (such as "AT. - File read error") or 
stops prematurely with an end-of-file (@<EOF» on the command file. In this 
case, restart NETGEN from the beginning using a different disk drive. 
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5 
NETGEN Dialog: NET 

This chapter presents the questions you will be asked in the first part of NETG EN. 
The first part of the NETG EN dialog is NET. NET displays a series of questions 
concerning the Communications Executive (CEX) and other common compo
nents. 

The following NET dialog represents the text NETGEN displays when performing 
an initial generation in question and answer mode. A component mode or a 
restore mode generation sometimes displays a slight variation in the wording of 
specific questions. For example, the defaults displayed sometimes vary from 
those displayed in this dialog. Your responses should always be guided by the 
question and text displayed on your terminal. 

5.1 Initialization Questions 

In any mode, the following initialization questions are displayed. Figure 5-1 illus
trates the sequence of questions for general initialization. 

5-1 



Figure 5-1 : NET - Section 1 - General Initialization 
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>j ============================================================ 
>j NET - RSX-llM/S/M-PLUS CEX System Generation Procedure 
> j Started at time on date 
>j ============================================================ 

>j Copyright (C) 1985, 1987 by 
>j Digital Equipment Corporation, Maynard, Mass. 
Generate a CEX System, version version-num, for your 
RSX-llM/S/M-PLUS target system. 

The following CEX Products may be generated 
DECnet 
PSI 

The distribution kits must be up to the current patch 
level. If necessary, you should stop the generation and 
apply the necessary patches. 

The logical device name LB: should already be assigned to 
the device which contains the library files for the system you 
are generating. These files are EXELIB.OLB, EXEMC.MLB, 
RSXMAC.SML, SYSLIB.OLB, and, for RSXllS, 11SLIB.OLB. 

The logical device names IN:, OU:, LS: and MP: should not be 
assigned to any devices before starting the generation. These 
logical device names are used by NETGEN to refer to various 
disks used during the generation. 

>j<EOS> Do you want to: 
>* <RET>-Continue, E-Exit [S]: 
<RET>- Continue with normal processing E - Terminate the generation 

>j ============================================================ 
>j NET - Section 1 - General Initialization 
>j ============================================================ 

The notes/cautions describe the prerequisite conditions for 
starting the NETGEN procedure. 

01.00 Do you want to see the NETGEN notes/cautions? [D=N] [YIN]: 

NETGEN displays the following text if you answer Question 1.00 YES. 

Note the following: 

• If you have not already performed a SYSGEN for your target 
system, you must do so before continuing. 
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• The privileged tasks generated during NETGEN use configuration 
dependent parameters produced by SYSGEN. For 
RSX-llM/S/M-PLUS systems, the RSXMC.MAC file 
and the RSXllM.STB (or RSXllS.STB) file for the 
target system are necessary. If they are not already 
on the target device under the proper UIC, NETGEN will move 
them from the user's system device to the target device. 

• According to RSX system conventions, the default UIC 
for RSXMC.MAC is LB:[11,10]. The default UIC for 
RSX11M.STB is LB:[1,54]. The default directory for both 
files on a pregenerated RSX-llM-PLUS system is 
LB:[1,54] fora non-liD space system, or LB:[2,54] for 
an liD space system. 

• If your target device contains useful files, it is 
recommended that you back it up before continuing, as 
the device will be write enabled during the NETGEN sequence. 

• The proper system libraries for the target system must be on 
the logical device LB: under the UIC [l,lJ while you are 
performing your NETGEN. These libraries are: 

EXELIB.OLB, EXEMC.MLB, RSXMAC.SML, and SYSLIB.OLB. 

In addition, for an RSX-llS NETGEN, the 11SLIB.OLB file 
is required. 

• If your target system supports the Queue Manager (QMG), 
and you wish to generate network tasks which may use this 
facility, the Queue Manager object library must be on the 
logical device LB: under UIC [1,24] while you are performing 
your NETGEN. This file is: 

QMG.OLB 

• If you wish to generate network tasks which require support 
for RMS file access,you must have the RMS files on your 
logical LB: device prior to performing your NETGEN. NETGEN 
will look for these files under the UIC determined by SYSGEN. 
The following are the files that NETGEN will look for: 

RMSLIB.OLB, RMSllX.ODL and RMS12X.ODL. 
RMSRES.TSK and RMSRES.STB (if resident libraries 
are supported). 

• If your target system supports a memory resident or a 
supervisor mode FCS library, and you wish the network 
tasks to use this library, the FCS library files must be 
on the logical device LB: under UIC [1,1] while you are 
performing your NETGEN. These files are: 

FCSRES.TSK and FCSRES.STB (memory resident FCS 
library files). 
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FCSFSL.TSK and FCSFSL.STB (supervisor Mode FCS 
library files). 

· The following installed tasks are required on your host 
system while you are performing your NETGEN: 

PIP, LBR, MAC, and TKB for RSX-11M/S/M-PLUS NETGENs. 

If these tasks are not already installed, and you are 
logged in as a privileged user, NETGEN will install them 
automatically. If TKB and MAC are installed, you may want 
to remove them and relnstall them with an increment of 3000. 
to 15000. bytes so the build section of NETGEN will run 
faster. 

The following installed tasks are required on your host 
system while you are performing your NETGEN, under the 
following conditions: 

LOA and UNL if device drivers require loading. 
MOU and DMO if disks require mounting. 
UFD if the required UICs do not already exist. 

If these tasks are not already installed, and you are 
logged in as a privileged user, NETGEN will install them 
automatically. 

· NETGEN will not work with the small indirect command 
processor. If you have rebuilt the indirect command 
processor and specified the ODL for the small indirect 
command processor, you must install the indirect command 
processor that was provided as output from your SYSGEN. 

If you are generating more than one network onto the same 
target disk, the network help file ([1,2]NETHLP.ULB) and 
the language libraries ([l,l]NETFOR.OLB and [l,l]NETLIB.MLB) 
will be replaced each time NETGEN is run. You may want to 
save these files before doing the next NETGEN. This is of 
particular interest if one of the networks is for RSX-l1S and 
the other network is for RSX-11M or RSX-11M-PLUS. 

· For questions that can be answered YES or NO, the default is 
NO unless otherwise specified. For questions with defaults, 
the default is produced by pressing a carriage return «RET» 
in response to the question. 

· Additional explanatory text for each question may be obtained 
by hitting the <ESCAPE> key. 
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· Unless otherwise specified, it is possible to interrupt a 
series of questions by typing <CTRL/Z>. You will then be 
given the options of either restarting the section from the 
top, temporarily stopping the generation, or terminating 
the generation. 

02.00 Target system device [dduu, D=SYOO:J [SJ: 

This device will contain all files required to run the 
network being generated. This includes all task files, 
databases, command files, and generation work files. This 
must be a Files-ll disk device. The trailing colon (e.g. SY:) 
is optional. The default device is SY:. 

NETGEN displays Questions 2.01 and 2.02 only if the device has not been 
mounted. If you answer YES to Question 2.01, NETGEN will mount the device. 

>* 02.01 Is dduu ready? [D=NJ [Y/NJ: 

Load the disk into drive dduu: and start the drive 
before answering YES to this question. 

>* 02.02 Volume label for dduu: [D=NoneJ [S R:0.-12.J 

A volume label is required for all mountable devices. This 
volume label was set when the volume was initialized. 

The following error message and Question 2.03 appear only if the device could 
not be properly mounted. 

An error occurred when the volume was mounted. Possibly the 
volume is not properly loaded, the volume label was incorrectly 
supplied, the volume was not initialized to Files-ii, or the 
"MOU" task was not installed. 

>* 02.03 Do you wish to specify a different device? [D=NJ [Y/NJ: 

If you answer YES, you will be asked for a different device 
name. 

>* 03.00 Listing/map device? [dduu, D=NoneJ [SJ: 

This device will contain all list files and map files 
generated by the assembler and task builder. This must be 
either a Files-ll disk device, or the LP: or NL: devices. 
The trailing colon (e.g. SY:) is optional. If no maps and 
listings are desired at all, respond with a carriage return. 
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If you want maps and listings on a device other than a target device, use another 
available device. Approximately 3000 blocks are required for maps and listings, 
depending on the optional components you specify. If you specify a device in 
Question 3.00 that you have not yet defined to the system, you will be asked a 
series of questions similar to Questions 2.01 through 2.03. 

>* 04.00 UIC Group Code for NETGEN output? [0 R:1-377 D:5] [S]: 

Specify the UIC Group Code under which all generated files 
will reside. Work files, source files, library and object 
files, listing files, map files, and task and database files 
will all appear under various user codes within this group 
(e.g. [5,*]). Files which already exist under these UICs may 
be deleted or purged. 

Note that the user must have privileges to create, write, read, 
and delete all files under the chosen UIC Group Code. 

When you do your first NETGEN, you can choose any VIC. However, if you do 
another NETGEN and you want to make use of your previous answers, then you 
must specify the same VIC you specified in your first NETGEN. Similarly, specify 
the same VIC if you do a NETGEN in component mode. 

NETGEN displays Question 5.00 only if you have previously performed a full 
NETGEN. 

>* 05.00 Do you want to perform a component mode generation? [D=N] [YIN]: 

If a CEX system has already been generated on [x,*], you 
may wish to generate only components for that system. 
Components are those tasks andlor databases which do not change 
the previously defined network configuration. If you wish to 
generate only components, answer YES, and only component 
questions will be asked. 

Once you specify component mode, NETGEN runs in component mode through
out; responses are not saved, and the NETINS.CMD file is not updated (see 
Chapter 9). 

NETGEN displays the following text and Question 6.00 only if you have per
formed one previous NETGEN. 

Saved responses were detected. These were compiled on date 
at time with a User ID of "user-id". 

>* 06.00 Do you wish to use these saved responses? [D=N] [YIN]: 

Answer this question YES if you wish to use the responses 
from date at time, User ID "user-id". 
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If you answer YES, these saved responses will be used to 
answer as many of the questions as possible, for the new 
system you are generating. If these saved responses are 
incomplete, NETGEN will use the responses it finds and prompt 
you for the remainder of the responses. If you answer NO, your 
previous responses will be ignored. 

NETGEN displays the following text and Question 6.01 if you have previously 
performed two or more NETGENs. 

Saved responses were detected. These were compiled on 
date at time with a User ID of "user-id". 

An earlier set of saved responses was compiled on date at 
time with a User ID of "user-id". 

>* 06.01 Do you wish to use the later set of saved responses? [D=N] [YIN]: 

Answer this question YES if you wish to use the responses 
from date at time, User ID "user-id". 

If you answer YES, these saved responses will be used to 
answer as many of the questions as possible, for the new system 
you are generating, and the earlier set of saved responses (from 
date at time, User ID "user-id") will be lost. 

If these saved responses are incomplete, NETGEN will use 
the responses it finds and prompt you for the remainder of 
the responses. 

If you answer NO, you will be asked about the earlier set of 
saved responses. 

>* 06.02 Do you wish to use the earlier set of saved responses? [D=N] [YIN]: 

Answer this question YES if you wish to use the responses from 
date at time, User ID "user-id". 

If you answer YES, these saved responses will be used to 
answer as many of the questions as possible, for the new 
system you are generating, and the later set of saved responses 
(from date at time, User ID "user-id") will be lost. 

If these saved responses are incomplete, NETGEN will use the 
responses it finds and prompt you for the remainder of the 
responses. 

If you answer NO, these saved responses (from date at time, 
User ID "user-id") will be lost. 
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>* 06.03 Do you want to display these saved responses? [D=N] [YIN]: 

If you answer YES to this question, when the saved responses 
are used, the data restored via these saved responses will be 
displayed on the terminal. 

It is recommended that you answer Question 6.03 YES. 

>* 06.04 Do you want to change these saved responses? [D=N] [YIN]: 

If you answer YES to this question, when each section is 
finished, you will be given the option of repeating the 
section. If you choose to repeat the section, all questions 
will be asked again, and you answer the section anew. This 
allows you to change your previous responses. 

When possible, previous responses are displayed as defaults, so 
that typing <RET> will cause the original response to be used 
again. Note that for some questions this is not possible. 
Responses to these questions must always be fully specified, 
each time. For example, all of the questions in NET Section 3 
are of the type which must always be completely respecified. 

If you answer NO to this question, your previous responses 
are used as they stand, and you are given no option for 
changing them. 

>* 06.05 Have you performed a SYSGEN since your last NETGEN? [D=N] [YIN]: 

Answer this question YES if you have performed a new SYSGEN 
since the NETGEN being restored was done. Answer NO if a new 
SYSGEN has not been done. This will determine whether or not 
new RSXMC.MAC and RSXllM.STB files are needed. 

If you answer YES, several sections may be automatically 
repeated, in order to reset answers or values which were based 
on the old system files. If you answer NO, sections will be 
repeated only at your request. 

NETGEN does not display Question 7.00 in component mode. 

>* 07.00 User ID for saving new responses? [D=None] [S R:O.-30.]: 

The responses given during this generation will be saved for 
later reference or re-use. You should provide some ID (up to 
30 characters) by which you will be able to tell, at some 
future time, whether or not these saved responses are usable. 

Note that this string must not contain any single-quote (,) or 
double-quote (II) characters. 
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It is advisable that you do not use a default here. You do not need to code in the 
date and time; they are stored. Any characters, including spaces and punctuation 
marks, can be used, such as LARRY DAY: DRY RUN 2. 

NETGEN does not display Questions 8.00, 9.00, or 10.00 in component mode. 

>* 08.00 Is this generation to be a dry run? [D=N] [YIN]: 

If you answer YES to this question, the system you specify will 
not actually be built. Your responses will be saved, however, 
and a real generation may be performed later, using these saved 
responses. 

>* 09.00 Do you want a standard function network? [D=NJ [YIN]: 

Answering YES to this question will result in NETGEN 
asking a minimum number of questions. A full complement 
of components will be generated and most optional parameters 
will be filled in with predefined values. If a value has not 
been defined for a parameter, NETGEN will ask the required 
questions. 

If you answer YES to Question 9.00, NETGEN does not display Question 10.00. 

>* 10.00 Should all components be generated? [D=N] [YIN]: 

If you answer YES to this question, your system will be 
generated with the full comple~ent of components but you 
will still have to specify the values for all optional 
parameters. If you answer NO, you will be asked on an 
individual basis whether or not each component is to be 
generated. 

NOTE 

Certain components, such as the network manage
ment components NTL and NTINIT, are always gen
erated regardless of your response to Question 
10.00. 

Question 11.00 is not displayed in dry run mode. 

>* 11.00 Should old files be deleted? [D=N] [YIN]: 

If this question is answered YES, all old files on the 
target, listing and map devices under the target UIes 
(except those files which will be needed during this 
generation) will be deleted. 
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This is recommended if the target UICs contain files from 
a previous generation, or if saved responses are being used 
to recover from a system crash. 
>j<EOS> Do you want to: 
>* <RET>-Continue, R-Repeat section, P-Pause, E-Exit 

5.2 Defining the Target System 

This section defines a number of characteristics for your target system. These 
characteristics define a DECnet-only system, a DECnet/PSI system, and operating 
system characteristics. Figure 5-2 illustrates the sequence of questions for defin
ing the target system. 

Figure 5-2: NET - Section 2 - Define the Target System 

TW0170 
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>; ============================================================ 
>; NET - Section 2 - Define the Target System 
>; ============================================================ 

>* 01.00 Use the RSXMC.MAC on dduu:[uic]? [D=N] [YIN]: 

RSXMC.MAC is the file which defines the features built into the 
target operating system. A copy of this file has been found on 
the Target Device/UIC. If this is a correct copy, answer the 
question YES. 

NETGEN displays Question 1.00 if the RSXMC.MAC file is found on the target 
disk and under the network VIC. 

NETGEN displays Question 2.00 if NETGEN cannot locate this file on the target 
disk and under the network VIC or if you answer NO to Question 1.00. 

>* 02.00 RSXMC.MAC location? (dduu:[g,m], D=targe~device:[uic])[S]: 

RSXMC.MAC is the file which defines the features built 
into the target system. This file must be moved from its 
present location to dduu:[uic]. The present location 
must be specified as a device and UIC, in any of the following 
formats. 

dduu:[ggg,mmm] Specify both device and UIC 
dduu: Specify device, with UIC of default uic 
[ggg,mmm] Specify UIC, on device targe~device: 

After you specify its location, NETGEN moves RSXMC.MAC to the correct loca
tion. This file is customarily stored on LB:[11,10]. If you do not know the loca
tion of the file, you may need to press [CTRUZ ) to get a break question and then 
pause to gain access to the operating system in order to search for it. Enter its 
location in one of the indicated formats. 

NOTE 

If you specify a device in response to this question, 
and if the device you specify is unknown to 
NETGEN, NETGEN will ask a series of questions sim
ilar to Questions 2.01 and 2.02 in Section 1. 

dduu:[uic]RSXMC.MAC is being scanned to define your 
target system. This may take up to several minutes. 

The target is an RSX-llM-PLUS system with 
A 20K-Executive 
Kernel data space enabled 
Extended memory support (more than 124K words of memory) 
Multi-user protection 
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Extended instruction set (EIS) 
Powerfail recovery support 
Dynamic task checkpoint allocation 
PLAS support 
No Queue Manager (QMG) support 

This list represents the information NETGEN obtained from the RSXMC .MAC file. 
Your system may display a different list. 

NETGEN displays Question 3.00 if the RSX11M.STB file is found on the target 
disk and under the network DIC. For RSX-11S systems, NETGEN displays the file 
name, RSX11S.STB. 

>* 03.00 Use the RSXllM.STB on dduu:[uic] [D=N]? [YIN]: 

RSXllM.STB is the file which defines the global symbols for 
the target operating system. A copy of this file has been found 
on the target device/UIC. If this is a correct copy, answer 
the question YES. 

NETGEN displays Question 4.00 only ifNETGEN cannot locate this file on the tar
get disk and under the network DIC. For RSX-11S systems, NETGEN displays the 
file name RSX11S.STB. 

>* 04.00 RSXllM.STB location (dduu:[g,m], D=dduu:[uic]) [S]: 

RSXllM.STB is the file which defines the global symbols 
for the target system. This file must be moved from its 
present location to dduu:[uic]. The present location 
must be specified as a device and UIC, in any of the 
following formats. 

dduu:[ggg,mmm] Specify both device and UIC 
dduu: Specify device, with UIC of default UIC 
[ggg,mmm] Specify UIC, on device dduu: 

After you specify its location, NETGEN moves RSXl1M.STB to the correct loca
tion. This file is customarily stored on LB:[1,54] for RSX-11M/M-PLDS systems 
and onLB:[l,64] forRSX-11S systems. If you do not know the location of the file, 
you may need to press ~ to get a break question, and then pause to gain 
access to the operating system in order to search for it. Enter its location in one of 
the indicated formats. 

NOTE 

If you specify a device in response to this question, 
and if the device you specify is unknown to 
NETGEN, NETGEN displays a series of questions 
similar to Questions 2.01 and 2.02 in Section 1. 
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NETGEN displays Question 5.00 only for RSX-IIM-PLUS systems, if you speci
fied the supervisor mode FCS library during SYSGEN. 

>* 05.00 Should tasks link to the supervisor mode FCS library? [D=N] [YIN]: 

If you have a supervisor mode FCS library and you would like 
the network tasks to link to it, answer this question YES. 

Note that this library must be located as follows: 
LBOO:[l,l]FCSFSL.TSK 
LBOO:[l,l]FCSFSL.STB 

Answering this question YES causes tasks that link to this library to be smaller. 

NETGEN displays Question 6.00 only for RSX-IIMIM-PLUS systems, if you spec
ified the memory resident FCS library during SYSGEN. 

>* 06.00 Should tasks link to the memory resident FCS library? [D=N] [YIN]: 

If you have a memory resident FCS library and you would 
like the network tasks to link to it, answer this question 
YES. 

Note that this library must be located as follows: 
LBOO:[l,l]FCSRES.TSK 
LBOO:[l,l]FCSRES.STB 

Answering this question YES causes tasks that link to this library to be smaller. 

The following statement appears in question and answer mode or restore mode 
for a DECnet-only system. It is not displayed in component mode. 

The DECnet CEX Product will be generated. 

Depending on the type of kit you purchased, NETGEN displays one of the follow
ing statements. 

• Routing or nonrouting nodes can be generated from your distribution kit. 

• Nonrouting nodes can be generated from your distribution kit. 

NETGEN displays Question 7.00 in component mode only. 

>* 07.00 Generate CEX system components? [D=N] [YIN] 

If you want to include the indicated CEX Product in your 
network system, answer the question YES. 
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NETGEN displays Questions 7.01 and 7.02 in question and answer mode only if 
your NETGEN disk contains the software required to generate the combined 
DECnet/PSI product. NETGEN displays similar questions in component mode if 
you are modifying a DEC net-only system or a DEC net/PSI system. 

>* 07.01 Generate the DECnet product? [D=N] [YIN]: 

If you want to include the indicated CEX Product in your 
network system, answer the question YES. 

To add or change specific PSI components of an existing DECnet/PSI system with
out supplying DECnet components, answer NO. To add or change specific 
DECnet components to an existing DECnet system, answer YES. 

To include the DECnet components in your original DECnet/PSI generation, 
answer YES. 

>* 07.02 Generate the PSI product? [D=N] [YIN]: 

If you want to include the indicated CEX Product in your 
network system, answer the question YES. 

>;<EOS> Do you want to: 
>* <RET>-Continue, S-Skip, R-Repeat section, P-Pause, 

E-Exit 

5.3 Defining the System Lines 

To define your system lines, NETGEN asks you to specify a device driver module 
(DDM) process name. The DDM identifies a process that controls an I/O device. 
DECnet includes DDCMP devices, EPM (the Ethernet Protocol Manager) devices, 
and DLM (data link mapping) pseudodevices. PSI includes X.25 devices. 

• DECnet DDMs support devices that allow DECnet users to communicate 
with other DECnet users using the DECnet DDCMP protocol. 

• EPM DDMs support Ethernet devices that allow DECnet users to communi
cate with other DECnet users using the Ethernet protocol. 

• DLM DDMs are pseudodevices that allow DECnet users to communicate 
with other DECnet users using X.25 circuits over a Packet Switching Data 
Network (PSDN). DLM circuits are referenced as if they were circuits on a 
multipoint tributary. 

• PSI DDMs support devices that are connected to a PSDN. 
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DLM and PSI circuits are available only if you have purchased a license for the 
Packetnet System Interface. 

In Questions 2.00 through 5.00, NETGEN displays the variable dev. Device names 
(dev) can have different forms. In each case, NETGEN will display the correct 
form for the specific communications device you specify in Question 1.00. For 
example, KDP-2-1.3 would be displayed on-line using the following format. 
This is the longest form a device name can take. 

dev-x-y.z 

where: 

dev is the current device driver module. 

x is the number of this controller. 

Y is the number of this line on the controller. 

z is the number of this multipoint tributary on the current line. 

NOTE 

Some devices, such as DMCs and DMRs, do not sup
port multiple lines or tributaries. For example, DMC 
supports one line, which has the format, dev-x. 

Figure 5-3 illustrates the sequence of questions for defining the system lines. 
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Figure 5-3: NET - Section 3 - Define the System Lines 
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>; ============================================================ 
>; NET - Section 3 - Define the System Lines 
>; ============================================================ 

>* 01.00 Device Driver Process name? [<RET>=Done] [S R:0-3]: 

The Device Driver Module (DDM) Process name identifies a process 
which controls an I/O device. Enter a carriage return when 
there are no more devices to support. 

The legal DECnet device driver process names for UNIBUS 
processors: 

Name Physical device Name Physical device 
--------------- ---------------

DMC DMCll or DMRll DL DLll 
DMP DMPll DZ DZll 
DU DUll DHU DHUll 
DUP DUPll KDZ KMCll/DZll 
DV DVll PCL PCLll 
KDP KMCll/DUPll 
UNA DEUNA or DELUA 
DLM PSI Data Link Mapping 

The legal DECnet device driver process names for Q-bus processors: 

Name Physical device Name Physical device 
--------------- ---------------

DMV DMVll DLV DLVll 
DPV DPVll DZV DZVll or DZQll 
DUV DUVll DHV DHVll or DHQll 
DLM PSI Data Link Mapping 
QNA DEQNA or DELQA 

Not all of these devices may be available to you. The following devices are avail
able for DECnet/PSI systems other than those that use the Q-bus: 

The legal PSI device driver process names are: 

Name Physical device 

SDP 
KMX 
KMY 

DUPll 
KMS11-BD/BE 
KMS11-PX/PY 
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If you have a Q-bus (LSI) processor, NETGEN displays the following list for 
DECnet/PSI systems: 

The legal PSI device driver process names are: 
Name Physical device 

SDV DPV11 
KMV KMV11-A 

NETGEN displays Question 1.01 only if NETGEN does not recognize the device 
you entered. 

>* 01.01 Do you have a user written dev Device Driver? [D=N] [YIN]: 

NETGEN does not have a Device Driver (DDM) Process for the dev. 
If a user written Device Driver Process exists, NETGEN will 
create the necessary command files to build a device driver 
for your device. 

If you answer YES to this question, NETGEN displays a series of questions (not 
shown in this manual) to help you specify the parameters for the particular 
device. 

>* 02.00 How many dev controllers are there? [D R:1.-16 D:1.]: 

Enter the number of dev controllers that are installed on the 
target system. Do not include any of the controllers which were 
specified during the target system's SYSGEN, since devices 
cannot be shared between the CEX system and the operating 
system. 

If you have 3 DUP controllers, enter 3. For data link mapping (DLM), considered 
to be a multipoint controller, you can specify more than one" controller" in this 
question. This allows you to group lines logically. 

NETGEN displays Questions 2.01 through 2.06 if you specified more than one 
device controller in Question 2.00. 

>* 02.01 Are all devs installed at the same device priority? [D=N] [YIN]: 

All peripheral interfaces on PDP-11 processors are installed 
with a hardware device priority in the range of 4 to 6. This, 
together with its position on the UNIBUS (or Q-bus), determines 
its priority in arbitrating for control of the BUS. 

Answer this question YES if all DEVs have been installed at the 
same device priority. 
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If you answer Question 2.01 YES, NETGEN displays Question 2.02. 

>* 02.02 What is the dev device priority? [0 R:4-6 D:5]: 

Enter the hardware device priority level for all devs 
on the target system. 

Note that if the hardware device priority is later changed, the 
network value can be changed with NCP, VNP, or CFE on a per line 
basis. 

>* 02.03 Will all the dev lines run at the same line speed? [D=N] [YIN]: 

If all of the dev lines will run at the same line speed, 
then answer this question YES. If you answer this question NO, 
you will be asked for the line speed on a per line basis. 

If you answer Question 2.03 YES, NETGEN displays Question 2.04. 

>* 02.04 Line speed for dev [D R: min-max D: default] : 

Specify the line speed in bits per second. If the line speed is 
greater than 56000 bps, enter 56000. If the line speed is 
externally determined, enter the speed at which the line is 
expected to operate. 

Note that this value can be changed with CFE. 

Legal line speeds for synchronous and asynchronous devices 

50 
75 

110 
134 

150 
300 

600 
1200 

1800 
2000 

2400 
3600 

4800 9600 
7200 

Additional legal line speeds for synchronous devices 

19200 For all synchronous devices, except the DUP11 
56000 For the DMC, DMP, and DMV devices only 

Not all of these speeds are available for each device. Consult instructions for the 
specific device. See additional text under Question 4.01 for information about 
the importance of setting the correct line speed. 

>* 02.05 Will all dev lines run as FULL duplex lines [D=NJ [YIN]: 

If all the dev lines are to run as FULL duplex, then answer 
this question YES. If you answer this question NO, you will be 
asked if all dev lines will run as HALF duplex. If you answer 
both of these questions NO, you will be able to choose on a per 
line basis whether the line is HALF or FULL duplex. 

Note that the duplex mode can later be changed with NCP, VNP, 
or CFE. 
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If you answer Question 2.05 NO, NETGEN displays Question 2.06. 

>* 02.06 Will all dev lines run as HALF duplex lines [D=N] [YIN]: 

If all the dev lines are to run as HALF duplex, then answer this 
question YES. If you answer this question NO, you will be able 
to choose on a per line basis whether the line is HALF or FULL 
duplex. 

Note that the duplex mode can later be changed with NCP, VNP, or CFE. 

NOTE 

In the dialog that follows, if no specific reference is 
made to the ability to change a parameter using NCP, 
VNP, or CFE, that parameter will require a new 
NETGEN. 

NETGEN displays Question 3.00 only for multiplexer devices. 

>* 03.00 Number of lines used on dev? [D R: 1. -max-allowed. D: 1. ] : 

Specify the number of lines to be used on the multiplexer device 
controller. 

>* 03.01 CSR address for dev [0 R:160000-177777 D:default-csr]: 

Specify the Control/Status Register (CSR) address for the 
controller. Use 177777 if the address is unknown. 

Note that the CSR address can later be changed with NCP, VNP, 
or CFE. 

The CSR address and the vector address are set up in the hardware when the 
device is first installed. 

>* 03.02 Vector address for dev [0 R:0-774 D:default-vector-address]: 

Specify the interrupt vector address for the controller. Use 0 
if the address is not known. 

Note that the vector address can later be changed with NCP, VNP, 
or CFE. 

If you specify more than one device and these devices have been installed with 
different device priorities, NETGEN displays Question 3.03. 

> 03.03 Device priority for dev [0 R:4-6 D:5]: 

Specify the hardware device priority for the controller. 
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Note that if the hardware device priority is later changed, the 
network value can be changed with NCP, VNP, or CFE. 

>* 04.00 Is dev a FULL or HALF duplex line [D=FULLJ [SJ: 

Specify the duplex mode the line is to run in. This should 
either be FULL or HALF (these may be abbreviated to F or H). 

Note that the duplex mode can later be changed with NCP, VNP, 
or CFE. 

>* 04.01 Line speed for dev [D R:r.nin-r.nax D:de/auftJ: 

Specify the line speed in bits per second. If the line speed 
is greater than 56000 bps, enter 56000. If the line speed is 
externally determined, enter the speed at which the line is 
expected to operate. 

Note that this value can be changed with CFE. 

Legal line speeds for synchronous and asynchronous devices 

50 
75 

110 
134 

150 
300 

600 1800 2400 
1200 2000 3600 

4800 9600 
7200 

Additional legal line speeds for synchronous devices 

19200 For all synchronous devices, except the DUPll 
56000 For the DMC, DMP, and DMV devices only 

Not all of these speeds are available for each device. Consult instructions for the 
specific device. 

The speed of a synchronous device is determined by the speed of the modem. The 
speed of an asynchronous device is determined by switch settings on the line 
device. The specified line speed is used to calculate timing criteria for the line and 
buffer requirements. If the specified speed is incorrect, the timing will be incor
rect and the large buffer allocation (see the DECnet-RSX Network Management 
Concepts and Procedures manual) may be incorrect. If the specified line speed is 
higher than the actual line speed, there can be CRe errors on the data in the large 
data buffer or large data buffer allocation failures. If the specified line speed is 
lower than the actual line speed, there is a long delay on line timeouts. Be sure to 
use CFE to change the line speed on synchronous lines if the modem speed is 
changed. NETGEN displays Question 4.02 only for DLII or DLVII devices. For 
Q-bus systems D L 11-E will be replaced with D LV-II E. 
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>* 04.02 Is dev a DL11-E or equivalent device? [D=N] [YIN]: 

Answer the question YES only if the device is a DL11-E or 
equivalent device. These devices allow the Clear To Send 
signal to pass through the interface. 

NETGEN must establish special handling for the Clear-to-Send signal for devices 
that do have this signal available. You should answer NO ifthe device is any of the 
following: 

DL-IIA,B,C,D 
DL-IIWA,WB 
DLV-IIFJ 

NETGEN displays Question 4.03 for each secondary device controlled by a pri
mary device. For example, the primary device might be a KDP that controls a 
number of secondary D UP devices. 

>* 04.03 Unit CSR address for dev [0 R:160000-177777 D:default-addr]: 

Specify the Control/Status Register (CSR) address for the 
device which the dev is controlling. Use 177777 if the 
address is unknown. 

Note that the unit CSR address can later be changed with NCP, 
VNP, or CFE. 

If you specify a device that requires a modem control device, such as KMX, 
NETGEN displays Question 4.04. 

>* 04.04 Modem control CSR address for dev [0 R:160000-177777 D:dejJ: 

Specify the Control/Status Register (CSR) address for the 
modem control unit associated with the DEV. Use 177777 if 
the address is unknown. 

Note that the modem control CSR address can later be changed 
with NCP, VNP, or CFE. 

NETGEN displays Questions 4.05 and 4.06 only for asynchronous devices that 
support a modem. 

>* 04.05 Is modem signal monitoring required for dev? [D=N] [YIN]: 

If the line is connected to a modem for a dial-up switched 
circuit service, you should select modem monitoring. Modem 
signal monitoring checks the Carrier Detect signal (CD or CAR) 
for asynchronous lines. 
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If this signal is missing for two consecutive samples, taken 
at one second intervals, the line will be declared "down" 
without waiting for a DECnet protocol to detect the failure. 

If your modem supports this signal, and you want modem 
monitoring, answer this question YES. 

Answer YES if you have PSI and are using either SDV or SDP DDMs. 

>* 04.06 Does the modem switch carrier with Request to Send? [D=N] [YIN]: 

It is necessary to distinguish asynchronous line modems 
which present continuous carrier once the connection is 
established, such as the BELL 103 or BELL 212, from those 
which switch carrier along with Request to Send, such as the 
BELL 202. 

Answer the question YES if you are using a BELL 202 modern 
or the equivalent. 

If the device is a DL ll-E or DL V-II E and the modem (a Bell 202 or equivalent) 
switches carrier with Request-to-Send (RTS), you should answer NO to question 
4.05. Answering YES would require the monitoring of data set ready (DSR), a sig
nal that is not present on D L or D L V devices. If the modem does not switch carrier 
with RTS (such as Bell 103, Be11113, or Be11212 modems), answer YES to Ques
tion 4.05 and NO to Question 4.06, since carrier (CAR) will be monitored (a signal 
that is present on the DL and DLV devices). If you answer both Question 4.05 and 
4.06 YES for DL or DLV devices, NETGEN automatically resets both answers to 
NO. 

NETGEN displays Question 4.07 for every line/circuit having enough information 
available (for example, CSR and vector) to enable the line/circuit. 

>* 04.07 Set the state for dev ON when loading the network? [D=N] [YIN] 

If you answer this question YES, the DEV device driver (DDM) 
and all necessary databases will automatically be loaded into 
memory and the state set to ON at network initialization time. 

If you want the state on during normal network operation, 
answering this YES will save the NCP or VNP command required 
to set the state. If dev is only to be used occasionally, 
answer NO. 

Note that the state can later be changed with CFE so that it 
will be either ON or OFF at network initialization time. 

Answer this question YES if you want your lines/circuits enabled at network ini
tialization time. 
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If you specify devices that support multipoint capabilities, NETGEN displays 
Question 5.00. 

>* 05.00 Is dev multipoint? [D=N] [YIN]: 

Answer this question YES only if the line is a master or 
slave port on a multipoint line. 

>* 05.01 Is dev the multipoint master? [D=N] [YIN]: 

Answer this question YES if this line is the master, and 
NO if it is a slave. The multipoint master is the station that 
controls the line by polling the slave ports for activity. 

NETG EN displays Question 5.02 if the device is a multipoint master. 

>* 05.02 How many tributaries should dev poll? [D R:l.-32. D:8.]: 

Specify the number of tributaries to be connected to the 
multipoint line. This is the number of tributaries which will 
be polled by the master. 

Each multipoint tributary on a line should be identified by 
a unique tributary address. The addresses, used for the 
tributaries on this line will be 1 through "number of 
tributaries" specified. 

Note that the tributary address can later be changed with NCP, 
VNP, or CFE. 

NETGEN displays Question 5.03 if the device is a multipoint tributary. 

>* 05.03 What is the tributary address of dev [D R:l.-255. D:dejJ: 

Specify the tributary address which is to identify this 
multipoint slave to the multipoint master. Each multipoint 
slave should be identified by a unique tributary address. 

Note that the tributary address can later be changed with 
NCP, VNP, or CFE. 

Questions 5.04, 5.05, and 5.06 are displayed only if you specified a peL device in 
Question 1.00. 

>* 05.04 How many PCLs will communicate on the bus? [D R:l.-16. D:8.]: 

The PCLllB provides full duplex communication between a 
number of systems on a parallel Time Division Multiplexed 
(TDM) bus. 
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If this system is to be a full DECnet routing node, specify 
the maximum number of PCLs which will communicate over this 
bus (no more than 16). Include this PCL (PCL-x.z) in this 
number. 

If this system is to be a DECnet non-routing node, this number 
must be "1". 

>* 05.05 What is the TDM bus address for the local PCL? 
[D R:1.-31. D:defJ: 

Specify the address used by other PCLs to communicate with 
the local PCL. This is its address on the Time Division 
Multiplexed (TDM) bus. This address must be the same address 
that was set in the PCL hardware during installation. 

PCL-x.z is always used to address the local PCL receiver. 
It can be used to provide a built-in loopback capability. 

Note that the TDM bus address can later be changed with NCP, 
VNP, or CFE. 

>* 05.06 What is the TDM bus address for PCL-x.z [D R:1.-31. D:defJ: 

Specify the address used by the local PCL to communicate with 
the PCL on the other system. This is the PCL's address on the 
Time Division Multiplexed (TDM) bus. This address must be the 
same address that was set in the PCL's hardware during 
installation. 

Note that the TDM bus address can later be changed with NCP, 
VNP, or CFE. 

Based on the value you specified in Question 5.04, Question 5.06 will be repeated 
appropriately. NETGEN displays Questions 5.07 through 5.12 for DECnet/PSI 
systems, if you specified DLM in Question 1.00. 

>* 05.07 How many tributaries should DLM-x.y support? 
[D R:l.-32. D:l.J: 

The DLM allows your DECnet system to access remote DECnet 
systems using a PSI circuit as the communications channel. 
It is implemented as a multipoint line, where each tributary 
connects through a distinct PSI circuit. 

For the number of tributaries, specify the number of DECnet 
systems to which this system will connect using PSI circuits. 
For each DLM controller, you may specify up to 32 tributaries. 
As it will require a new NETGEN to change the number you specify 
you may wish to define extra tributaries to use for future 
expansion. 
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You need one tributary for each switched or permanent circuit. If you specified 
more than one DLM controller in Question 2.00, NETGEN displays this question 
for each controller, thus affecting the total number of tributaries you specify. 

>* 05.08 Does DLM-x define only Switched Virtual Circuits (SVC) [D=N]? [YIN]: 

A Switched Virtual Circuit (SVC) is an X.25 circuit which 
allows this node to dynamically define the circuit destination 
to the Packet Switching Data Network (PSDN). A Permanent 
Virtual Circuit (PVC) is a circuit that has the destination 
permanently defined upon subscribing to the PSDN. 

Answer this question YES if you have subscribed to only SVCrs. 
If you answer this question NO, you will be asked on a per 
circuit basis whether it defines an SVC. 

Each X.25 circuit must be either an SVC or a PVC. 

If you answer Question 5.08 NO, you will be asked 5.09. 

>* 05.09 Does DLM-x.y define a Switched Virtual Circuit (SVC) [D=N]? [YIN]: 

A Switched Virtual Circuit (SVC) is an X.25 circuit which 
allows this node to dynamically define the circuit destination 
to the Packet Switching Data Network (PSDN). An answer of NO 
will indicate that the circuit is to be a Permanent Virtual 
Circuit (PVC), and that the destination was permanently defined 
upon subscribing to the PSDN. 

NETGEN displays Questions 5.10 through 5.12 only if you specified a Switched 
Virtual Circuit in Question 5.09 or 5.08. 

An answer of YES indicates that this circuit will accept 
only incoming calls. An answer of NO indicates that this 
circuit will be used only to place outgoing calls. 

Note that this attribute can later be changed with CFE. 

All SVC circuits in X.25 must be classified as incoming only or outgoing only to 
establish who places the call. Once established, circuits are full duplex. 

NETGEN displays Question 5.11 only if you defined this circuit as an outgoing cir
cuit in Question 5.10. 

>* 05.11 DTE Address which DLM-x.y calls? [D=none] 
[S R:O.-16.]: 

Specify the full address of the remote DTE to be called 
over this circuit. The full address consists of from 1 to 16 
hexadecimal digits, and is comprised of the address which 
the Packet Switching Data Network (PSDN) assigned to the 
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remote DTE when it subscribed to the PSDN, followed by the 
subaddress as defined by the remote DTE system manager. The 
two are concatenated to form one string of characters. The 
number of characters for each field will vary depending upon 
the PSDN and the requirements of the remote DECnet node. 

This SVC has been set up to use the default packet size and 
default window size that was set up upon subscribing to the 
PSDN. This packet size is independent of the segment size used 
by the DECnet Routing process. If a packet size or window size 
negotiation facility is available for this PSDN and if you have 
subscribed to it, you may make use of the negotiation facility 
by changing the default values with CFE. 

Note that the DTE address can later be changed with CFE. 

>* 05.12 Address of the DTE that may call DLM-x.y [SJ: 

Specify the address of the remote DTE that this circuit will 
accept calls from. If a zero is specified, this circuit will 
accept calls from any remote DTE. An incoming call must still 
have a valid destination subaddress. The remote DTE address 
consists of from 1 to 16 hexadecimal digits, and is the address 
which the Packet Switching Data Network (PSDN) assigned to the 
remote DTE when it subscribed to the PSDN. The number of digits 
in the DTE address will vary depending on the PSDN. 

This SVC has been set up to use the default packet size and 
default window size that was set up upon subscribing to the 
PSDN. This packet size is independent of the segment size 
used by the DECnet Routing process. If a packet size or 
window size negotiation facility is available for this PSDN 
and if you have subscribed to it, you may make use of the 
negotiation facility by changing the default values with CFE. 

Note that the DTE address can later be changed with CFE. 

>j <EOS> 
>* 

Do you want to: 
<RET>-Continue, S-Skip, R-Repeat section, P-Pause, 
E-Exit [SJ: 
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5.4 Defining the CEX System 

This section defines the Communications Executive (CEX) and related compo
nents. Figure 5-4 illustrates the sequence of questions for defining the CEX sys
tem on RSX-11M and RSX-11S systems. For RSX-11M-PLUS systems, this sec
tion does not ask any questions; it just creates the build files for the device driver 
modules (DDMs). 

Figure 5-4: NET - Section 4 - Define the CEX System 

SPECIFY 
COMMON PARTITION 
FOR CEX 

VERIFY 
NETWORK 
LOGGING 

TW0172 

>; ============================================================ 
>; NET - Section 4 - Define the CEX System 
>; ============================================================= 

Creating build files for CEX, the Communications Executive. 

NETGEN displays Questions 1.00 and 1.01 for RSX-11M and RSX-11S systems 
only. 

CEX is built for all systems, except in component mode. CEXPAR is the name of 
the system partition for CEX. This partition is created by using VMR commands 
after SYSGEN but before you load the system. For more information see Section 
3.2.5.11. 
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>* 01.00 Base address for partition CEXPAR [0 R:14000-range-top D:default]: 

Specify the base address for the CEX partition. This partition 
must reside entirely within the target system's RSX Executive 
address space (i.e. below 120000). 

Specifying range-top provides the minimum amount of space 
for the CEX that supports the options that you have selected. 
Specifying default provides enough space for the CEX which 
will be generated for your system plus additional space to be 
used by CEX as a buffer pool. 

The space that is left over after CEX is loaded into the 
partition is not wasted. This space will be used by CEX as 
a buffer pool. If CEX needs more buffer pool space than can 
be accommodated by the CEX partition, it will dynamically 
allocate space out of DSR. 

Depending on the number of lines selected and the types of devices required for 
your system, the range-top displayed varies. This value will always reflect the 
base address required for the minimum partition size for your system. 

The default displayed varies with the type of system. All systems are considered 
large unless they are DEC net only and have only one line, in which case they are 
considered small. The default values are: 

Executive CEXSize Values 

16K Small 73500 
16K Large 73000 
20K Small 113500 
20K Large 113000 

If you selected the range-top in Question 1.00, you will have just enough space 
for the smallest CEX that is legal for your system, and NETGEN will not display 
Question 1.01. 

>* 01.01 Length of partition CEXPAR [0 R:4300-max-length 
D : default] : 

Specify the length of the CEX partition. Specify max-length 
if the CEX partition extends out to the end of the RSX 
Executive's address space. This is generally advisable, since 
any extra space at the end of the partition will be used by CEX 
as a buffer pool, and will not be wasted. 
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NETGEN displays the following question only if you answered NO to Questions 
9.00 and 10.00 (standard function system option and all components option) in 
NET Section 1. 

>* 02.00 Do you want network event logging? [D=N] [YIN] 

Answer the question YES if events detected by the network 
software are to be logged. These events will be logged on the 
console terminal unless logging is changed using NCP, VNP, 
or CFE. 

It is recommended that you answer this question YES in order 
to facilitate network fault detection/correction and network 
management. 

The following statement and Question 3.00 are displayed in question and answer 
mode or restore mode, if you specified devices that require software DDCMP. 

Creating build files for STCRC, the CRC-16 calculation routine. 

>* 03.00 Does the target system have a KG-ll? [D=N] [YIN] 

Answer the question YES only if the target system has the KG-ll 
communications arithmetic option. The KG-ll option computes the 
cyclic redundancy check characters which are used by some CEX 
products for error detection in serially transmitted and 
received data. If you answer NO, a software algorithm will 
be used. 

Cyclic redundancy check (CRC-16) characters are used to verify 
the correctness of information transmitted across the network. 

Creating build files for CETAB, the CEX configuration tables. 

NOTE 

If you are performing a NETGEN for an 11144 or 
11170 processor, you may not want to use the 
KG-II. On these processors, selecting the KG-II 
will actually reduce your throughput below that of 
the software CRC routine. To use the software CRC 
routine, answer NO to Question 3.00. 

The actual CETAB.MAC file is created in Section 8. The build files created here are 
used to assemble and build the CETAB.MAC file. 

Creating build files for the DDMs, the device driver modules. 

The device driver modules were defined in NET Section 3. 
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>; <E08> Do you want to: 
>* <RET>-Continue, 8-8kip, R-Repeat section, P-Pause, 

E-Exit [8]: 

5.5 Defining the Communications Executive Support Components 

5-32 

This section defines the support components - NTINIT, NTL, MLD, and 
EVLlEVC. Figure 5-5 illustrates the sequence of questions for defining the Com
munications Executive support components. 

Figure 5-5: NET - Section 5 - Define the Comm Exec Support Components 
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>j ============================================================ 
>j NET - Section 5 - Define the Comm Exec Support Components 
>j ============================================================ 

>* 01.00 Do you want any of the Support Components? [D=NJ [YIN]: 

The Communications Executive Support Components are: 

NTINIT - The network initializer. 
NTL - The network loader. 
MLD - The general microcode loader. 
EVL/EVC - The event logger and collector. 

If you answer YES to this question, you will be asked about 
each component individually. In general, you should only 
answer YES when there is a clear reason to build or rebuild 
one or more of these components. 

NETGEN displays Question 1.00 only in component mode. If you answer NO, 
you immediately jump to the end-of-section (EOS) question. 

You should answer YES only when there is a definite reason to build or rebuild 
one of the components (for example, to add components not originally selected 
or to build a patched version of a component). 

The following statement is displayed in question and answer mode. 

Creating build files for NTINIT, the network initializer. 

Question 2.00 is displayed in component mode. 

>* 02.00 Do you want NTINIT? [D=N] [YIN]: 

NTINIT is the network initialization task. It is responsible 
for performing all initialization which is required before 
the network is started. 

If you wish to rebuild NTINIT, answer this question YES, 
otherwise answer NO. 

In question and answer mode or restore mode, NTINIT is always built. In compo
nent mode, rebuilding NTINIT is optional. The following statement is displayed 
in question and answer mode. 

Creating build files for NTL, the network loader. 

Question 3.00 is displayed in component mode. 
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>* 03.00 Do you want NTL? [D=N] [YIN]: 

NTL is the network loader task. It is responsible for loading 
and unloading the Comm Exec and all of the processes. 

If you wish to rebuild NTL, answer this question YES, 
otherwise answer NO. 

In question and answer mode or restore mode, NTL is built for 
RSX-IIMIM-PLUS systems. In component mode, rebuilding NTL is optional. 
NTL is never built for an RSX-llS system. 

The following statement is displayed in question and answer mode. 

Creating build files for MLD, the general microcode loader. 

NETGEN always displays Question 4.00 in component mode because it does not 
know if you have a device requiring MLD. 

>* 04.00 Do you want MLD? [D=N] [YIN]: 

MLD is the general microcode loader. It is responsible for 
loading UNA, KMC, KMS, and KMV devices with the proper microcode. 

If your target system has these devices in its configuration, 
and you wish to generate a new version of the general microcode 
loader, then answer this question YES. 

If your target system has none of these devices in its 
configuration, answer this question NO. 

If you specified a device requiring microcode to be loaded, NETGEN displays 
Question 4.00. 

The following statement is displayed in question and answer mode and restore 
mode if you specified event logging in Section 4, Question 2.00 or if the target 
system is RSX-IIM-PLUS. 

Creating build files for EVL/EVC, the event logger and 
collector. 

Question 5.00 is displayed in component mode. 

>* 05.00 Do you want EVL/EVC? [D=N] [YIN]: 

EVL is the event logging process. It is responsible for 
detecting those events which are to be logged, and recording 
them. 
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EVC is the event collecting task. It is responsible for 
collecting the events logged by EVL, and for sending them to 
the appropriate sinks. 

If your target system was generated with event logging, and 
you wish to generate new versions of EVL and EVC, then answer 
this question YES. 

If your target system was not generated with event logging, 
answer this question NO. 

In question and answer mode or restore mode, EVL and EVe are always built if 
you specified event logging in Section 4, Question 2.00 or if the target system is 
RSX-IIM-PLUS. For RSX-IIM/S systems, you cannot add or rebuild EVL and 
Eve in component mode if you did not specify event logging in the original 
NETGEN. 

>* 05.01 How many Event Buffers should EVL use? [D R:4.50. D:6.]: 

The Event Logger Process (EVL) must be built with some number 
of internal event buffers which will be used to hold events 
detected by the Network. If events occur often enough so that 
there are sometimes more concurrent events than there are event 
buffers, some of the event information will be lost. 

EVL may be rebuilt at a later time with more event buffers by 
performing a Component Generation. 

Questions 5.02 and 5.03 are asked only when the generation is being performed 
for an RSX-llS system and EVLlEVe support has been chosen by answering YES 
to Question 6.00 (in component mode) or requesting event logging in Section 4, 
Question 2.00 (in question and answer mode). For RSX-I1M/M-PLUS systems, 
monitor and remote event logging are always included if you chose EVL/EVe sup
port. 

>* 05.02 Should EVC support monitor event logging? [D=N] [YIN]: 

If you answer this question YES, EVC will support the ability to 
send event records to a user written task. 

If you answer NO, events will not be logged to a user task. 

This support may be changed at a later time by performing a 
Component Generation. 

>* 05.03 Should EVC support remote event logging? [D=N] [YIN]: 

If you answer this question YES, EVC will support the ability 
to send event records to an Event Receiver task on a remote 
node. 
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If you answer NO, events will not be logged to remote nodes. 

This support may be changed at a later time by performing a 
Component Generation. 

>j <EOS> Do you want to: 
>* <RET>-Continue, S-Skip, R-Repeat section, P-Pause, 

E-Exit [SJ: 

5.6 Defining the System Management Utilities 

5-36 

This section defines the system management utilities - NCP, NMDRV, NMVACP, 
CFE, NDA, VNP, LOO, and EVF. Figure 5-6 illustrates the sequence of questions 
for defining the system management utilities. 

Figure 5-6: NET - Section 6 - Define the System Management Utilities 
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>j ============================================================ 
>j NET - Section 6 - Define the System Management Utilities 
>j ============================================================ 

>* 01.00 Do you want any of the System Management Utilities? [D=N] [YIN]: 

The System Management Utilities are: 

NCP 
NMDRV 
NMVACP 
CFE 
NDA 
VNP 
LOO 

- The network control program. 
- The network management driver. 
- The network management ACP. 
- The configuration file editor. 
- The network dump analyzer. 
- The virtual network control program. 
- The loop test sender task. 

If you answer YES to this question, you will be asked about 
each component individually. In general, you should only 
answer YES when there is a clear reason to build or rebuild 
one or more of these components. 

NETGEN displays Question 1.00 only in component mode. If you answer NO, 
you immediately jump to the end-of-section (EOS) question. 

The following statement is displayed in question and answer mode. 

Creating build files for NCP, the network control program. 

Question 2.00 is displayed in component mode. 

>* 02.00 Do you want NCP? [D=N] [YIN]: 

NCP is the network control program. It allows the system 
manager to perform all on-line network management functions. 

If you wish to rebuild NCP, answer this question YES, otherwise 
answer NO. 

In question and answer mode or restore mode, NCP is required for RSX-11M/M
PLUS systems. For RSX-11S systems, it is optional. 

In component mode, rebuilding NCP is optional. The following statement is dis
played in question and answer mode. 

Creating build files for NMVACP and NMDRV, the Network 
Management Volatile ACP and driver. 
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Question 3.00 is displayed in component mode. 

>* 03.00 Do you want NMVACP and NMDRV? [D=N] [YIN]: 

NMVACP and NMDRV are the Network Management Volatile ACP 
and its associated driver. They are responsible for 
performing many of the operations required by the various 
NCP commands. 

If you wish to generate a new version of NMVACP and NMDRV, 
answer the question YES. 

In question and answer mode or restore mode, NMV ACP and NMDRV are 
required for RSX-IIM/M-PLUS systems. In component mode, NMVACP and 
NMDRV are optional. 

For RSX-llS systems, NMDRV is built only if you have specified event logging; 
NMV ACP is never built. 

The following statement is displayed in question and answer mode. 

Creating build files for CFE, the configuration file editor. 

Question 4.00 is displayed in component mode. 

>* 04.00 Do you want CFE? [D=N] [YIN]: 

CFE is the configuration file editor. It allows the system 
manager to make changes to the network's permanent database 
(CETAB .MAC) . 

If you wish to rebuild CFE, answer this question YES, 
otherwise answer NO. 

In question and answer mode or restore mode, CFE is required for all systems. In 
component mode, rebuilding CFE is optional. The following statement is dis
played in question and answer mode. 

Creating build files for NDA, the network dump analyzer. 

Question 5.00 is displayed in component mode. 

>* 05.00 Do you want NDA? [D=N] [YIN]: 

NDA is the network dump analysis program. It provides the 
system manager with a tool which can analyze a system crash 
dump and print the network databases in a user readable 
format in much the same way the RSX crash dump analyzer 
(CDA) does for the system databases. 

If you wish to rebuild NDA, answer this question YES, 
otherwise answer NO. 
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In question and answer mode or restore mode, NDA is required for all systems. In 
component mode, rebuilding NDA is optional. 

The following statement is displayed in question and answer mode. 

Creating build files for VNP, the virtual network control program. 

Question 6.00 is displayed in component mode. 

>* 06.00 Do you want VNP? [D=N] [YIN]: 

VNP is the virtual network control program. It allows the 
system manager to perform network management functions on 
a system image file, rather than on the running system. 

If you wish to rebuild VNP, answer this question YES, 
otherwise answer NO. 

In question and answer mode or restore mode, VNP is required for RSX-llS sys
tems. For RSX-IIMIM-PLUS systems, VNP is optional. NETGEN displays the fol
lowing statement for RSX-IIM and RSX-IIM-PLUS systems in question and 
answer mode. 

Creating build files for LOa, the loop test sender task. 

Question 7.00 is displayed in component mode. 

>* 07.00 Do you want LOa? [D=N] [YIN]: 

LOa is the loop test sender task. It is responsible for 
performing both node and circuit level loopback tests, in 
response to an NCP LOOP command. 

For loop node tests, LOa sends to the MIR server task. For 
loop circuit tests, LOa sends to the LIN server task. 

If you wish to build LOa, answer this question YES, 
otherwise answer NO. 

LOO is never built for RSX-llS systems. 

If you are in question and answer mode and you answer Question 7.00 YES, 
NETGEN displays the following statement for RSX-IIM systems. However, if 
you have selected other options that automatically include DLX, then the follow
ing statement is not displayed. 

Note that to enable LOa to perform loop circuit tests, the 
DLX process must be selected in this generation. 
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The following statement is displayed in question and answer mode if you 
answered YES to Question 9.00 or 10.00 (the standard function system option or 
all components option) in NET Section 1. 

Creating build files for EVF, the event file interpreter. 

Question 8.00 is displayed in component mode or if you answered NO to Ques
tion 9.00 or 10.00 in NET Section 1. EVF is never built for RSX -11 S systems. 

>* 8.00 Do you want EVF? [D=N] [YIN]: 

EVR and EVC can write events out to an event file. This 
utility interprets the event file, and displays the 
requested information. 

If you wish to build EVF, answer this question YES, otherwise 
answer NO. 

>; <EOS> Do you want to: 
>* <RET>-Continue, S-Skip, R-Repeat section, P-Pause, 

E-Exit [S]: 

5.7 Defining the CEX Products 

This section displays questions that are specific to DECnet and PSI if you are 
including PSI components in your DECnet system. 

>j ============================================================ 
>j NET - Section 7 - Define the CEX Products 
>j ============================================================ 

Questions concerning the following CEX Products will now be 
asked. 

DECnet 
PSI 

At this point, network generation continues with the text for the DEC portion of 
NETGEN (Chapter 6), followed by the PSI portion of NETGEN (Chapter 7) if you 
have purchased a PSI license. After completion of these two procedures, NETGEN 
continues with NET Section 8. Complete the CEX system definitions. 

5.8 Completing the CEX System Definitions 

5-40 

This section defines the Direct Line Access Controller (DLX) and creates the 
CETAB.MAC file. Figure 5-7 illustrates the sequence of questions for completing 
the CEX system definitions. 
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Figure 5-7: NET - Section 8 - Complete the CEX System Definitions 
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>; ============================================================= 
>; NET - Section 8 - Complete the CEX System Definitions 
>; ============================================================= 

Creating build files for DLX, the Direct Line Access process. 

If you have selected components that require DLX, the above statement is dis
played in question and answer mode or restore mode. 

If none of the components you selected require DLX, NETGEN displays Question 
1.00 in question and answer mode. It is always displayed in component mode. 

>* 01.00 Do you want DLX? [D=N] [YIN]: 

DLX, the Direct Line Access controller, provides a user 
interface to lines at the data link level. This is required 
for any services which must bypass the normal network data 
channels. 

For DECnet, such services include down-line system loading, 
up-line system dumping, and NCP line loop tests. There 
is also a user QIO interface which allows user tasks to access 
lines via the data link protocol (usually DDCMP). 

If no such services have been selected during this generation, 
but you plan on adding these services at a later date by 
performing a Component mode generation, you must select DLX for 
your system now. 
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>* 02.00 What is the Large Data Buffer (LDB) size? 
[D R:192.-1484. D:292.]: 

Large Data Buffers (LDBs) are used to transmit and receive 
messages across the network. The LDB size determines the 
largest segment which can be transmitted or received. This 
does not affect the size of the largest user data transfer 
request, but it can affect performance. 

Specify the size of the Large Data Buffers (LDBs) as a number of 
bytes. The size chosen for LDBs should be the same throughout 
the network. 

A size of 292 is large enough for all normal network traffic. 

The default for this question is usually 292. The default provides satisfactory per
formance for normal network traffic. A value of 292 accommodates 112 disk 
block (256 bytes) of user data. This allows space for data and DECnet protocols. 
For systems that have a high volume of file transfers, a size of 548 allows a full 
disk block (512 bytes) to be transferred at a time. 

The following factors can affect optimum LDB size: 

• Large LDBs are good for bulk data transfers, providing you have sufficient 
available memory. 

• Large LDBs have a higher probability of an error due to line noise for a given 
packet, and longer retransmission times. For high speed lines, this may not 
be significant. 

• If you choose to have large LDBs for efficient file transfers, you may have 
only a small number of buffers, depending on the amount of memory avail
able. Consequently, processes may have to wait for buffers. 

>j<EOS> Do you want to: 
>* <RET>-Continue, S-Skip, R-Repeat section, P-Pause, 

E-Exit [SJ: 
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5.9 Building the CEX System 

This section actually builds the system you have specified. It is repeated three 
times, once each for NET, DEC, and PSI. If all object kits were placed on the 
NETGEN disk during PREGEN, this section proceeds to completion without user 
intervention. 

>j ============================================================= 
>j NET - Section 9 - Build the CEX System at tir.ne on 
>j date 
>j ============================================================= 

All questions have now been asked and the selected components 
will now be built. This may take from one to three hours, 
depending on the selection of components and the system you 
are running on. 

If an operator's presence is required to switch disks during the build process, 
NETGEN displays the following statement. 

Note that if the NETGEN disk does not contain all of the required 
object files, an operator must be present to mount each object 
disk as it is required. 

>* 01.00 network object disk device? [dduu:, D=defJ [S]: 

Specify the disk drive where the object disk is loaded. 
This may be the same drive as is used for the NETGEN disk, 
or it may be a different drive. 

If the disk has not yet been mounted, NETGEN will mount it. If 
another disk is currently mounted in the drive, that disk will 
be dismounted. 

This disk must contain the network objects. 

If you plan to use a disk drive on which another disk is mounted, do not replace 
the disk until you have answered Question 1.00. If the second disk is spun up 
before you answer Question 1.00, problems will result. After you answer Ques
tion 1.00, NETGEN displays the following statement. 

Dismounting device. Please remove the disk and replace it with 
the proper network obj ect disk. 

>* 01.01 Is device ready? [D=N] [YIN]: 

Load the disk into drive device and start the drive before 
answering YES to this question. 
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If the device has not been mounted, NETGEN displays Question 01.02. 

>* 01. 02 Label for device? [D=default-label] [S R: 0-12] : 

Specify the label to be used when mounting device. If the disk 
was an object disk created by PREGEN to hold only the network 
objects, the label will be default. If not, the label will have 
been user defined. 

Mounting device. 

NETGEN now mounts the device specified. Where network is shown, NETGEN 
displays either Network, DECnet, or PSI. 

5.10 Generation Cleanup 

5-44 

This section performs final NETGEN processing. 

>; =======~==================================================== 

>; NET - Section 10 - Generation Clean-up 
>; ============================================================ 

Creating NETCFG.TXT, the network configuration description file. 
Creating NETCFE.CMD, the network configuration command file. 
Creating NETINS.CMD, the network installation command file. 
Creating NETREM.CMD, the network removal command file. 

The network HELP file library has been placed on your target 
disk, as: 

DB01:[1,2]NETHLP.ULB 

This file should be moved to your target system's library 
device (18:). 

>; ============================================================ 
>; NET - RSX-llM/S/M-PLUS CEX System Generation Procedure 
>; Stopped at time on date 
>; ============================================================ 

At this point you have completed the NETGEN procedure. You should now pro
ceed to install your network using the NETINS.CMD file generated by NETGEN. 
This procedure is described in Chapter 9. 
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6 
NETGEN Dialog: DEC 

DEC is the second part of the NETGEN dialog. NETGEN displays a series of ques
tions relating to DECnet components immediately following NET Section 7. 

The DEC dialog represents the text NETGEN displays when performing an initial 
generation in question and answer mode. A component mode or a restore mode 
generation sometimes displays a slight variation in the wording of specific ques
tions. For example, the defaults sometimes vary from those displayed in this dia
log. Your responses should always be guided by the question and text displayed 
on your terminal. 

6.1 Defining the Target and Remote Nodes 

In this section of NETGEN, you are expected to specify sets of information that 
identify the node you are generating and the nodes with which it will communi
cate. In addition, you will supply information about certain node and routing 
characteristics. Figure 6-1 illustrates the sequence of questions for defining the 
target and remote nodes. 
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Figure 6-1: DEC - Section 1 - Define the Target and Remote Nodes 
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>j ============================================================ 
>j DEC - DECnet CEX Product Generation Procedure 
> j Starting questions at time on date 
>j ============================================================ 

>j Copyright (C) 1985, 1987 by 
>j Digital Equipment Corporation, Maynard, Mass. 

Generate the DECnet CEX Product for your RSX-11M/S/M-PLUS target 
system. 

>j ============================================================= 
>j DEC - Section 1 - Define the Target and Remote Nodes 
>j ============================================================= 

If you are in component mode, NETGEN displays the following statement and 
then displays Question 6.00. 

dduu:[x,54]CETAB.MAC is being scanned to define your target node. 

NOTE 

To change most parameters defined in this section, 
you can use NCP, VNP, or CFE. You must do a com
ponent mode generation to change the parameters 
defined in Questions 6.00 and 8.00. To change 
parameters defined in Question 4.00, you must do a 
complete new generation or a restore mode genera
tion. 

>* 01.00 What is the target node name? [S R:0-6]: 

Enter the node name for the DECnet node being generated. This 
must be 1 to 6 alphanumeric characters, at least one of which 
must be an alphabetic (A-Z). 

Although it is not required, it is highly recommended that this 
name be used by all other nodes in the network to identify this 
node. 

Note that the node name can later be changed with CFE. 

>* 02.00 What is the target node address? [S R:0.-8.]: 

Enter the node address that has been assigned for the node being 
generated. The format is: 

AREA.NODE_NUMBER (Example: 3.17) 
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An AREA value must be entered if you want to specify the area in 
which the node being generated will be located. If no value is 
specified for AREA, a value of 1 is assigned. AREA, therefore, 
must be specified for nodes that you do not want to include in 
area 1. AREA is a decimal value in the range of 1-63. 
NODE-NUMBER specifies the address of the node within a given 
area. It must be a unique decimal value within the area, in the 
range of 1-1023. 

The node address, consisting of the AREA and NODE~UMBER fields, 
will be the address of this node within the network. If you are 
entering values in both the AREA and NODE~UMBER fields, you 
must also enter the dot between the fields. 

Note that the node address can later be changed with CFE. 

>* 03.00 Target node ID? [D=NoneJ [8 R:O.-32.J: 

Enter the ID string for the node being generated. This string 
may be from 0 to 32 characters. Note that this string must not 
contain any single-quote ('), double-quote (II) or comma (,) 
characters. 

The node ID may be any arbitrary string which is useful in 
identifying the node. 

Note that the node ID can later be changed with CFE. 

The node ID is not passed on to other nodes via routing 
messages. 

Uyou have purchased a full function DEC net kit, NETGEN displays Question 4.00 
in question and answer mode. This question is not displayed in component 
mode. 

>* 04.00 Do you want to generate a routing node? [D=NJ: 

A routing node maintains routing databases and sends and 
receives routing messages. It can support multiple DECnet 
lines and circuits. 

A non-routing node can provide access to a network through an 
adjacent routing node while maintaining no routing databases of 
its own. Because it does not maintain any routing databases and 
does not send or receive routing messages, it requires fewer 
system resources. 
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When generating a non-routing node, the following should be 
noted: 

- It is recommended that only one DECnet line be generated. If 
more than one line is generated, only one line may be 
enabled at a time. 

- If the line is a multipoint master, it is recommended that it 
has only one drop. If more than one drop is generated, only 
one drop may be enabled at a time. 

Answer this question YES if you wish to generate a routing 
node, and NO if you wish to generate a non-routing node. 

NETGEN displays Question 4.01 if you specified a routing node. 

>* 04.01 Do you want to generate a level 2 routing node? 
[D=N] [YIN] 

A level 2 routing node maintains a routing database for all 
areas in the network as well as a routing database for all 
nodes in its local area. It allows nodes in its local area to 
access nodes in the network that are outside of the local area. 

A level 1 routing node maintains a routing database for all 
nodes in its local area but does not have the ability to 
directly access nodes outside of its local area. To access 
nodes outside of its local area, it must route messages through 
a level 2 routing node. 

Because a level 1 routing node does not allow direct access to 
other areas of the network, it requires less code and fewer 
databases. 

Answer this question YES if you wish to generate a level 2 
routing node, and NO if you wish to generate a level 1 routing 
node. 

NETGEN displays Question 5.00 if you are generating a routing node. In Ques
tion 5.00, n is the node number that you specified in response to Question 2.00. 

>* 05.00 Highest node number in this area [D R:n.-1023. D:n.]: 

Enter the highest node number used by any node in this area. 
This number affects the size of the internal routing database 
used by this node. It also controls the size of the routing 
messages exchanged between nodes. 

More efficient operation can be obtained by setting the node 
numbers of the nodes in the area in the range 1 to the number 
of nodes in the area. You may wish to make the highest node 
number slightly greater than the number of nodes in the area, 
to allow for expansion of the network. 
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Note that all nodes in the area should use the same value for 
the highest node number. 

The value for the highest node number can later be changed 
with CFE. 

NETGEN asks Question 5.01 only if you are generating a level 2 routing node. The 
n in Question 5.01 is replaced by the area number used in Question 2.00. 

>* 05.01 Highest area number in network? [D R:n.-63. D:n]: 

Enter the highest area number used by any node in the network. 
This number affects the size of the internal databases used by 
this node. 

More efficient operation can be obtained by setting the area 
numbers of the areas in the network in the range 1 to the number 
of areas. The highest area number would then be equal to the 
number of areas in the network. 

You may wish to make the highest area number slightly greater 
than the number of areas in the network, to allow for expansion 
of the network. 

Note that all nodes in the network should use the same value for 
the highest area number. 

The value for the highest area number can later be changed with 
CFE. 

NETGEN displays the following statement, and displays Question 6.00 in ques
tion and answer mode if you answered NO to Questions 9.00 and 10.00 (the stan
dard system option and all components option) in Section 1. If you included 
extended network support, NETGEN will not display Question 6.00 in compo
nent mode and will automatically include this support. 

To include support for network command terminals, you must 
first include the required extended network support. 

>* 06.00 Do you want to include this extended network support? [D=Y]: 

Answer this question YES, to include the extended network 
support for the following options: 

- Network Command Terminal server (NCT) 
- Remote Network Command Terminal host support (RTH) 

If you do not include the extended network support, you will 
not be able to include these features in your network. 
Including this support will cause ECL and NETACP to increase 
in size by a total of 1300. words. 
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You may add the extended network support later by performing a 
Component Mode generation. 

>* 07.00 Remote node name? [<RET>=Done] [S R:0-6]: 

You may, at this time, define a series of node names which 
correspond to nodes in your network. When the network is 
loaded, these node names will automatically be set. Enter a 
carriage return when you have no more remote node names to 
define. 

Each node name will be assigned to a node address. Standard 
procedure is to start with the node name for the lowest node 
address used, and to progress from there to the highest node 
address. 

It is recommended that each node in the network assign the 
same node name to each individual node, reducing the confusion 
of moving from node to node. 

Remote node names can be added or deleted using NCP, VNP, or 
CFE. 

Questions 7.00 and 7.01 are repeated until you indicate you are done by pressing 
rnITJ. 

>* 07.01 What is the remote node address? [S R:O.-S.]: 

Enter the node address that node-nante has been assigned 
in the network. The format is: 

AREA.NODE_NUMBER (Example: 3.1S) 
Where AREA is the area number within the network and 
NODE_NUMBER is the node number within that area. The area 
must be a decimal number in the range of 1 to 1023. If only 
NODE_NUMBER is specified, the area that was specified for the 
node being generated, will be used as the default area number. 
The node number within the area must be a decimal number in the 
range 1 to 1023. If you are entering values in both the AREA 
and NODE_NUMBER fields, you must also enter the dot between 
the fields. 

Each node address defines a unique node in the network, and must 
be assigned when the network is first set up. 

The remote node address can be changed using NCP, VNP, or CFE. 
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The variable node-name refers to the name you specified in Question 7.00. 

>* 08.00 Do you want the language interface libraries? [D=N] [YIN]: 

The MACRO user interface allows user written MACROll tasks 
to interface to the DECnet software. The MACRO user library 
contains the macros which a programmer may use to code these 
tasks. 

The FORTRAN/COBOL/BASIC+2 object library allows user tasks 
written in these high level languages to interface to the DECnet 
software. The object library contains the user interface 
routines and the Network File Access Routines (NFARs). 

If you will be writing DECnet application programs that require 
either of these libraries, answer this question YES. 

These libraries may be added at a later time by doing a 
Component Mode generation. 

If you specified the language libraries in Question 8.00 and did not choose dry run 
mode, NETGEN displays the following statements. The variable, dduu:, is your 
target disk. 

The DECnet MACRO user library will be placed on your target disk 
as "dduu: [l,l]NETLIB.MLB". 

The DECnet FORTRAN/COBOL/BASIC+2 object library will be placed 
on your target disk as "dduu: [l,l]NETFOR.OLB". 

If necessary, please move them to the library disk (LB:) on 
your target sjstem, if this is different from your target 
disk (dduu:). 

>; <EOS> 
>* 

Do you want to: 
<RET>-Continue, S-Skip, R-Repeat section, P-Pause, 
E-Exit [S]: 
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6.2 Defining the DECnet Communications Components 

This section defines the DECnet communications components. These compo
nents include XPT, RCP, ECL, NETACP, DCP, and EPM. Figure 6-2 illustrates the 
sequence of questions for defining the DECnet communications components. 

Figure 6-2: DEC - Section 2 - Define the DECnet Communications 
Components 
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CHECKPOINTING 
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>; ============================================================= 
>; DEC - Section 2 - Define the DECnet Communications Components 
>; ============================================================= 

>* 01.00 Do you want any of the Communications Components? [D=N] [YIN]: 

The DECnet Communications Components are: 
XPT - The routing process 
RCP - The routing event processing task 
ECL - The end communication layer and driver. 
NETACP - The network services ACP. 
DCP - The DDCMP line protocol process. 
EPM - The Ethernet protocol manager process. 

If you answer YES to this question, you will be asked about each 
component individually. In general, you should only answer YES 
when there is a clear reason to build or rebuild one or more of 
these components. 
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NETGEN displays Question 1.00 only in component mode. If you answer NO, 
you will immediately jump to the end-of-section (E05) question with one excep-
tion. NETGEN displays the following statement if you did not select extended c, 

network support in aprevious generation and you are now selecting it in compo
nentmode. 

ECL and NETACP will be rebuilt to add the extended network 
support for network command terminals and products layered 
on DECnet. 

The following statement is displayed in question and answer mode. Question 
2.00 is displayed in component mode. 

Creating build files for XPT, the routing process. 

>* 02.00 Do you want XPT? [D=N] [YIN]: 

XPT is the routing process. It is responsible for transmitting 
and receiving packets from/to the local node and forwarding 
route-through packets. 

If you wish to rebuild XPT, answer this question YES, otherwise 
answer NO. 

If the node being generated is a routing node, the following statement is displayed 
whenever XPT is built or rebuilt. If you have generated a routing node and you 
are not rebuilding XPT, Question 3.00 is displayed in component mode. 

Creating build files for RCP, the routing event processing task. 

>* 03.00 Do you want RCP? [D=N] [YIN]: 

RCP is the routing event processing task. It is responsible for 
managing the routing database. 

If you wish to build RCP, answer this question YES, otherwise 
answer NO. 

The following statement is displayed in question and answer mode. Question 
4.00 is displayed in component mode. 
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Creating build files for ECL, the network services process and 
driver. 

>* 04.00 Do you want ECL? [D=N] [YIN]: 

ECL is the end communication layer and driver. It is 
responsible for all of the time critical network activities, 
and for handling all user task QIOs. When loaded, it appears 
to the CEX system as a process, and to the RSX system as a 
device (NS:) which can accept QIO requests. 

If you wish to rebuild ECL, answer this question YES, otherwise 
answer NO. 

The following statement is displayed in question and answer mode, and in com
ponent mode if you have chosen to rebuild ECL or XPT. Question 5.00 is dis
played in component mode only ifNETACP is not being automatically rebuilt for 
you. 

Creating build files for NETACP, the network services ACP. 

>* 05.00 Do you want NETACP? [D=N] [YIN]: 

NETACP is the network services ancillary control process. It is 
responsible for performing all of the less time critical network 
activities. NETACP works in conjunction with the ECL 
process/driver. 

If you wish to rebuild NETACP, answer this question YES, 
otherwise answer NO. 

>* 05.01 Should NETACP be checkpointable? [D=NJ [YIN]: 

Making NETACP checkpointable will allow it to share partition 
space with other tasks. Checkpointing will increase the amount 
of time required for connect and disconnect processing. 

If your target system is small (below BOK words) then it is 
advisable to install NETACP in the same partition as F11ACP. 
In this case, NETACP must be made checkpointable. 

In medium to large target systems (above BOK words), NETACP may 
be installed either alone in its own partition or in a system 
controlled partition such as GEN. In either case, NETACP should 
be made non-checkpointable. 

NETGEN displays Question 5.01 only for RSX-IIM/M-PLUS systems. 
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If you are in question and answer mode and you have specified devices that 
require software nDCMP support, NETGEN displays the following statement. 
Question 6.00 is displayed in component mode. 

Creating build files for DCP, the DDCMP line protocol process. 

>* 06.00 Do you want DCP? [D=NJ [Y/NJ: 

DCP is the DDCMP line protocol process. It is responsible for 
providing an error-free data path over a physical device 
channel. 

If you wish to generate a new version of the DCP process, then 
answer this question YES, otherwise answer NO. 

If you are in question and answer mode and you have specified devices that 
require EPM, NETGEN displays the following statement. If you have specified 
devices that require EPM, Question 7.00 is displayed in component mode. 

Creating build files for EPM, the Ethernet protocol manager process. 

>* 07.00 Do you want EPM? [D-NJ [Y/NJ: 

EPM is the Ethernet protocol manager process. It is 
responsible for controlling access to the Ethernet. 

If you wish to generate a new version of the EPM process, then 
answer this question YES, otherwise answer NO. 

>j <EOS> Do you want to: 
>* <RET>-Continue, S-Skip, R-Repeat section, P-Pause, 

E-Exit [SJ: 

6.3 Defining the DECnet Network Management Components 
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This section defines components that perform network management functions. 
These components include NICE, EVR, NTD, NTDEMO, LIN, MIR, and NVP. 
Figure 6-3 illustrates the sequence of questions for defining the DECnet network 
management components. 
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Figure 6-3: DEC - Section 3 - Define the DECnet Network Management 
Components 
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>; ============================================================= 
>; DEC Section 3-Define the DECnet Network Management Components 
>; ============================================================= 

>* 01.00 Do you want any of the Network Management Components? 
[D=N] [YIN]: 

The DECnet Network Management Components are: 

NICE - The network information and control task 
EVR - The network event receiver task 
NTD - The node state display task 
NTDEMO - The node state display server task 
LIN - The link watcher task 
MIR - The loop test mirror task 
NVP - The network connect verification task 

If you answer YES to this question, you will be asked about each 
component individually. In general, you should only answer YES 
when there is a clear reason to build or rebuild one or more of 
these components. 

If you are in component mode, NETGEN displays Question 1.00. If you answer 
NO, you immediately jump to the end-of-section (EOS) question. If you are in 
question and answer mode and you answered NO to Questions 9.00 and 10.00 
(the standard system option and all components option) in NET Section 1, 
NETGEN conditionally displays the remaining questions in Section 3. 

>* 02.00 Do you want NICE? [D=N] [YIN]: 

NICE is the network information and control server task. It 
allows a system manager to perform network management functions 
from any other node on the network. 

If you wish to build NICE, answer this question YES, otherwise 
answer NO. 

If you answer NO, you may add NICE later by performing a 
component mode generation. 

Question 3.00 is always displayed for RSX-IIS systems. It is displayed for RSX
IIM/M-PLUS systems only if you answered NO to Questions 9.00 and 10.00 (the 
standard function option and all components option) in NET Section 1. 

>* 03.00 Do you want EVR? [D=N] [YIN]: 

EVR is the network event receiver task. It is responsible for 
receiving event notification messages from other nodes, and for 
logging those messages appropriately. 
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If you wish to build EVR, answer this question YES, otherwise 
answer NO. 

If you answer NO, you may add EVR later by performing a 
Component mode generation. 

Question 3.01 is displayed only for RSX-IIS systems and only if Question 3.00 
was answered YES. For RSX-IIM/M-PLUS systems, monitor and file event log
ging are always included. 

>* 03.01 Include monitor event logging? [D=N] [YIN]: 

Monitor logging allows EVR to hand event data to a user 
written task for later processing. Answer this question YES 
if you wish to include support for this option, and 
NO otherwise. 

>* 04.00 Do you want NTD? [D=N] [YIN]: 

NTD is the node state display task. It allows the user to 
monitor the current state of a node on a VT100 series, VT200 
series, or VT52 video terminal. It uses the NTDEMO server task 
to obtain information about the node. 

If you wish to build NTD, answer this question YES, otherwise 
answer NO. 

If you answer NO, you may add NTD later by performing a 
Component mode generation. 

If you specified NTD in Question 4.00, NETGEN displays the following statement 
in question and answer mode. If you did not specify NTD in Question 4.00, Ques
tion 5.00 is displayed in question and answer mode. Question 5.00 is always dis
played in component mode. 

Creating build files for NTDEMO, the node state display server 
task. 

>* 05.00 Do you want NTDEMO? [D=N] [YIN]: 

NTDEMO is the node state display server task. It provides 
information to NTD, the node display task, about the node on 
which it resides. 

If you wish to build NTDEMO, answer this question YES, otherwise 
answer NO. 

If you answer NO, NTDEMO may be added later by performing a 
Component mode generation. 
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NETGEN displays the following statement for RSX-IIM-PLUS systems in ques
tion and answer mode. Question 6.00 is displayed in component mode for RSX-
IIM/M-PLUS systems. It is also displayed in question and answer mode for RSX- "-
11M systems. 

Creating build files for LIN, the link watcher task. 

>* 06.00 Do you want LIN? [D=N] [YIN]: 

LIN is the link watcher task. It is responsible for determining 
what is to be done with an automatic service request. The 
following types of request are recognized when received from 
another node on the network. 

Down-line system load requests from adjacent nodes. 
Up-line system dump requests from adjacent nodes. 
Loop circuit test requests from adjacent nodes. 

If you wish to build LIN, answer this question YES, otherwise 
answer NO. 

If you answer NO, you may add LIN later by performing a 
Component Mode generation (to do this, you must select DLX 
during this generation). 

Note that if you answer YES to this question, the DLX process 
will automatically be included in your target system. 

If you are in question and answer mode and you answer Question 6.00 NO, 
NETGEN displays the following statement. 

Note that to add LIN later, during a Component mode generation, 
the DLX process must be selected in this generation. 

NETGEN displays the following statement in question and answer mode. Ques
tion 7.00 is displayed in component mode. 

Creating build files for MIR, the loop test mirror task. 

>* 07.00 Do you want MIR? [D=N] [YIN]: 

MIR is the loop test mirror task. It accepts loop node messages 
from the LOO task (or the equivalent), and reflects the messages 
back, providing a logical link loopback test. 

If you wish to build MIR, answer this question YES, otherwise 
answer NO. 
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If you "are in question and answer mode and your system is a multiuser system, the 
following statement is displayed. Question 8.00 is displayed in component mode. 

Creating build files for NVP, the network connect verification 
task. 

>* 08.00 Do you want NVP? [D=NJ [Y/NJ: 

NVP is the network connect verification task. It is responsible 
for verifying accounting data provided with a connect request 
against the system accounting file. Verification may be enabled 
or disabled on a per object basis. 

If you wish to build NVP, answer this question YES, otherwise 
answer NO. 

>j <EOS> Do you want to: 
>* <RET>-Continue, S-Skip, R-Repeat section, P-Pause, 

E-Exit [SJ: 

6.4 Defining the DECnet Satellite Support Components 

This section defines the DECnet sateliite support components DLL, DUM, CCR, 
HLD, and SLD for RSX-llS systems. Figure 6-4 illustrates the sequence of ques
tions for defining the DECnet satellite support components. 

Before answering the questions in this section of the NETGEN procedure it may 
be useful to read the chapter in the DECnet-RSX Network Management Concepts 
and Procedures manual that describes the support available for remote RSX -11 S 
systems. 
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Figure 6-4: DEC - Section 4 - Define the DECnet Satellite Support 
Components 
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>; ============================================================= 
>; DEC-Section 4-Define the DECnet Satellite Support Components 
>; ============================================================= 

>* 01.00 Do you want any of the Satellite Support Components? [D=NJ [YIN]: 

The DECnet Satellite Support Components are: 

DLL - The down-line system loader, host component 
DUM - The up-line system dumper, host component 
CCR - The Console Carrier Requester, host component 
HLD - The down-line task loader, host component 
SLD - The down-line task loader, satellite component 

If you answer YES to this question, you will be asked about each 
component individually. In general, you should only answer YES 
when there is a clear reason to build or rebuild one or more of 
these components. 
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If you are in component mode, NETGEN displays Question 1.00. If you answer 
NO to this question, you immediately jump to the end-of-section (EOS) question. 
The escape text will display the components your system will support. It will not 
display all the components listed in Question 1.00. 

If you are in question and answer mode, and you answered YES to Questions 9.00 
and 10.00 (the standard function option and all components option) in NET 
Section 1, NETGEN displays Question 2.00. The escape text will display the com
ponents your system will support. It will not display all the components listed in 
Question 2.00. If you are in question and answer mode and you answered NO to 
Questions 9.00 and 10.00 in NET Section 1, NETGEN conditionally displays the 
remaining questions in Section 4. 

>* 02.00 Do you want the Satellite Support Components? [D=N] [YIN]: 

The DECnet Satellite Support Components are: 

DLL - The down-line system loader, host component 
DUM - The up-line system dumper, host component 
CCR - The console carrier requester, host component 
HLD - The down-line task loader, host component 
SLD - The down-line task loader, satellite component 

If you answer YES to this question, all of the Satellite Support 
Components will be generated. If you answer this question NO, 
you can add these components by doing a Component Mode 
Generation. 

If you are in question and answer mode or component mode and LIN was speci
fied, NETGEN displays Question 3.00 for RSX-IIM and RSX-IIM-PLUS sys
tems. This question is never displayed for RSX-IIS systems. 

>* 03.00 Do you want DLL? [D=N] [YIN]: 

DLL is the down-line system loader task. It resides on a host 
system, and is responsible for loading an adjacent node with the 
proper operating system. The host system must be adjacent to 
the system to be loaded, and must be able to access the target 
system's image file. 

DLL determines the proper system image file to load from 
information contained in the load request, from the circuit over 
which to load the target system, and from a database set up by 
the system manager. 

DLL may be invoked via the NCP load command, or it may be 
invoked automatically by a load request which has been 
received over a network circuit. To be invoked automatically, 
the LIN task must have been generated. DLL uses the DLX 
interface. 
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If you wish to build DLL, answer this question YES, otherwise 
answer NO. 

If you answer NO, you may add DLL later by performing a 
Component mode generation (to do this, you must select DLX 
during this generation). 

Note that if you answer YES to this question, the DLX process 
will automatically be included in your target system. 

If you are in question and answer mode or component mode and LIN was speci
fied, NETGEN displays Question 4.00 for RSX-IIM and RSX-IIM-PLUS sys
tems. This question is never displayed for RSX-llS systems. 

>* 04.00 Do you want DUM? [D=N] [YIN]: 

DUM is the up-line system dumper task. It resides on a host 
system, and is responsible for dumping memory on an adjacent 
node to a file. The host system must be adjacent to the system 
to be dumped, and must be able to access the file into which the 
target system memory is to be dumped. 

DUM determines the proper file to dump to from information 
contained in the dump request, from the circuit over which to 
dump the target system, and from a database set up by the system 
manager. 

DUM can only be invoked automatically by a dump request which 
has been received over a network circuit. For this reason, 
the LIN task must have been generated. To make sure an RSX-llS 
system may be up-line dumped, the user must have replaced the 
RSX-llS PANIC module with the DECnet NETPAN module when the 
RSX-llS system was initially SYSGENed. DUM uses the DLX 
interface. 

If you wish to build DUM, answer this question YES, otherwise 
answer NO. 

If you answer NO, you may add DUM later by performing a 
Component mode generation (to do this, you must select DLX 
during this generation). 

Note that if you answer YES to this question, the DLX process 
will automatically be included in your target system. 
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NETGEN displays Question 5.00 only if you have selected Ethernet devices. 

>* 05.00 Do you want CCR? [D=N] [YIN]: 

CCR is the console carrier requester task. It resides on a host 
system, and communicates with the console carrier server (CCS) 
which resides on a remote server node. The console carrier 
requester in conjunction with the console carrier server provide 
access to console functions on a server system that does not 
have a console of its own. The console carrier requester 
provides the user interface to the console functions that will 
be available for the remote system. 

If you wish to build CCR, answer this question YES, otherwise 
answer NO. 

If you answer NO, you may add CCR later by performing a 
Component mode generation (to do this, you must select DLX 
during this generation). 

Note that if you answer YES to this question, the DLX process 
will automatically be included in your target system. 

If you are in question and answer mode or component mode, NETGEN displays 
Question 6.00 for RSX-IIM and RSX-IIM-PLUS systems. This question is never 
asked for RSX -11 S systems. 

>* 06.00 Do you want HLD? [D=N] [YIN]: 

HLD is the host down-line task loader. It resides on a host 
system, and is responsible for sending task images over a 
connection to be loaded into the target system's memory. The 
host system must have access to the target system's task image 
files. 

HLD determines the task image file to load from information 
contained in the connect request, from the node which requested 
the connection, and from a database set up by the system 
manager. HLD may only be invoked automatically by a connect 
request. 

To down-line load task images into an RSX-llS system, 
SLD must have been selected for the RSX-llS system during its 
NETGEN. 

If you wish to build HLD, answer this question YES, 
otherwise answer NO. 

If you answer NO, you may add HLD later by performing a 
Component mode generation. 
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If you answered Question 6.00 YES, NETGEN displays the following statement. 

To generate the HLD database which describes the tasks to 
down-line load, you may execute the HLDDAT.CMD command procedure 
at any time after your network generation is complete. This 
command file will be located as follows. 

dduu: [x,lJHLDDAT.CMD 

The HLDDAT.CMD command procedure for generating the HLD database is 
described in the DECnet-RSX Network Management Concepts and Procedures 
manual. 

>* 06.01 Number of incoming connections to support? [D R:1.-32. D:4.J: 

Enter the number of simultaneous incoming connections that 
HLD should accept. This will limit the number of down-line 
task loads which can be performed at the same time. 

If you are in question and answer mode or component mode, NETGEN displays 
Question 7.00 for RSX-llS systems built with remote task loading support. Ques
tion 7.00 is never asked for RSX-IIM/M-PLUS systems. 

>* 07.00 Do you want SLD? [D=NJ [Y/NJ: 

SLD is the satellite down-line task loader. It resides on 
a satellite system, and is responsible for connecting to HLD 
on a host system and for requesting the task images for it to 
load into memory. 

SLD determines the task to load. SLD may only be invoked 
automatically by a run, overlay or checkpoint request. 

Note that certain SYSGEN requirements must be met before 
SLD can be properly added to an RSX-11S system. 

If you wish to build SLD, answer this question YES, 
otherwise answer NO. 

If you answer NO, you may add SLD later by performing a 
Component Mode generation. 

If your RSX-ll S system was generated without remote task loading support, 
NETGEN displays the following statement: 

SLD cannot be built for the target RSX-11S system. The 
target system was generated without remote task loading 
support. 

>; <EOS> 
>* 

Do you want to: 
<RET>-Continue, S-Skip R-Repeat section, P-Pause, 
E-Exit [SJ: 
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6.5 Defining the OeCnet File Utilities 

This section defines components that perform file transfers and remote file opera
tions. These components include NFT, FTS, FAL and MCM. Figure 6-5 illustrates 
the sequence of questions for defining the DECnet file utilities. 

Figure 6-5: DEC - Section 5 - Define the DECnet File Utilities 
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>; ============================================================ 
>; DEC - Section 5 - Define the DECnet File utilities 
>; ============================================================ 

>* 01.00 Do you want any of the File Utilities? [D=N] [YIN]: 

The DECnet File Utilities are: 

NFT - The network file access user task. 
FTS - The network file access spooler user task. 
FAL - The network file access server. 
MCM - The network command file submission server. 

If you answer YES to this question, you will be asked about 
each component individually. In general, you should only answer 
YES when there is a clear reason to build or rebuild one or more 
of these components. 
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NETGEN displays Question 1.00 in component mode. If you answer NO, you 
immediately jump to the end-of-section (EOS) question. 

If you are in question and answer mode or component mode, NETGEN displays 
Question 2.00 for RSX-IIM and RSX-IIM-PLUS systems. Question 2.00 is never 
displayed for RSX-llS systems. 

>* 02.00 Do you want NFT? [D=N] [YIN]: 

NFT is the network file access user task. It allows users to 
access files on other nodes in the network. The types of file 
operations allowed include file transfer, file deletion, 
directory listing, and command/batch file execution. 

If you wish to build NFT, answer this question YES, otherwise 
answer NO. 

If you answer NO, you may add NFT later by performing a 
Component Mode generation. 

Question 03.00 is asked only if the Queue Manager was included when the 
SYSGEN was performed and the file, LB:(1,24]QMG.OLB, has not been deleted. 

>* 03.00 Do you want FTS? [D=N] [YIN]: 

FTS is the network file access spooler user task. It allows 
users to access files on other nodes in the network in a 
spooled fashion. That is, file access operations may execute 
immediately, may wait for a specific time, or may wait for the 
source or target node to become available on the network. The 
types of file operation allowed include file transfer, file 
deletion, and command/batch file execution. 

When FTS is selected, the queue management tasks, FTQ and 
FTSDEQ, are automatically included. 

If you wish to build FTS, answer this question YES, 
otherwise answer NO. 

If you answer NO, you may add FTS later by performing a 
Component mode generation. 

>* 04.00 Do you want FAL? [D=N] [YIN]: 

FAL is the network file access server. It is responsible for 
performing all of the file operations requested by users 
residing on other nodes. 

If you wish to build FAL, answer this question YES, otherwise 
answer NO. 
If you answer NO, you may add FAL later by performing a 
Component mode generation. 
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NETGEN displays Question 4.01 forRSX-IIM systems only. For RSX-IIM-PLUS 
systems, a multicopy version of RMS FAL will be generated. For RSX-11S sys
tems, the lIS version of FCS FAL is used. 

>* 04.01 Should FAL support RMS file access? [D=Y] [YIN]: 

Answer this question YES if you wish to allow network access 
to RMS file services on your node. Answer this question NO if 
you wish to allow only FCS file access. 

In order to include RMS support, you must have previously 
placed the proper RMS files on your LB: device under the 
proper UIC's. If you wish to use the RMS routines (not memory 
resident RMS library), these files and UIC's are: 

LB:[l,l]RMSLIB.OLB 
LB:[1,1]RMS11X.ODL 
LB:[1,1]RMS12X.ODL 
LB:[l,l]VMLIB.OLB 

If you wish to use the memory resident RMS library, these 
files and UIC's are: 

LB:[l,l]RMSRLX.ODL 
LB:[l,l]RMSRES.TSK 
LB:[l,l]RMSRES.STB 
LB:[l,l]VMLIB.OLB 

If the proper files are not present on LB: under the proper 
UIC, you may pause and move them now. 

NETGEN displays Question 4.02 only for RSX-11M systems (for FCS and RMS 
versions ofFAL). RSX-IIM-PLUS and RSX-IIS versions are never overlaid. 

>* 04.02 Should FAL be overlaid? [D=N] [YIN]: 

Answer this question YES if FAL should be overlaid. This will 
reduce the size of FAL by approximately 4000 words but will 
also reduce the performance. 

Note that if FAL is going to support RMS file access, and if 
the RMS routines are to be included directly in the FAL task 
image (i.e. a memory resident RMS library is not supported), 
then the RMS routines will always be overlaid. This question 
only controls the overlaying of the FAL mainline code. 

NETGEN displays Question 4.03 only for RSX-IIM systems if the RMS memory
resident library is found. For RSX-11M-PLUS systems, the RMS memory-resident 
library will always be used if present. If RMSRES is not found, you will be given 
the option of building the FCS F AL. 
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>* 4.03 Do you want to use the memory resident RMS library? [D=N] [YIN]: 

A memory resident RMS lib~ary has been found on LB:[l,l]. 
Answer this question YES i'f you wish FAL to link to this 
library. 

Using a memory resident RMS library will result in better 
performance and will reduce task memory requirements. Using 
this option will, however, require that the RMSRES library be 
permanently installed and loaded on your system (this library is 
shareable between all tasks which use RMS, so the extra memory 
required by the library matters only if there is only one RMS 
task) . 

After you do a component mode generation, you may need to update the 
NETINS.CMD file. For example, if you specified memory resident RMS in a pre
vious generation, NETINS.CMD will automatically check to see if the memory
resident RMS library was installed. If you are generating a version of FAL that does 
not require the memory resident RMS library, you should remove this automatic 
checking process by editing the NETINS.CMD file. 

NETGEN displays Question 4.04 for RMS FAL on RSX-IIM systems only if you 
answered NO to Question 4.03. 

>* 04.04 Do you want the minimum size RMS? [D=N] [YIN]: 

Answer this question YES if you wish the RMS portion FAL 
to be as small as possible, and NO otherwise. 

Requesting the minimum size RMS will reduce FALlS memory 
requirements, but will also result in reduced performance. 
Use of the minimum size RMS will save 3K bytes of FAL task 
space. 

If you answer this question YES, the RMS portion of FAL will 
be built using the RMSllX.ODL overlay description file. If 
you answer this question NO, the RMS portion of FAL will be 
built using the RMS12X.ODL overlay description file. These 
files are distributed with your RSX kit. 

NETGEN displays Question 4.05 for RSX-IIM and RSX-llS systems. 

>* 04.05 Number of incoming connections to support? 
[D R: 1.-10. D:4.]: 

Enter the number of simultaneous incoming connections that 
FAL should accept. This will limit the number of network file 
access requests which can be serviced at the same time. 
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Question 4.06 is displayed for all systems. 

>* 04.06 User data buffer size? [D R:260.-2048. D:1024.]: 

Specify the size of the buffer to be used for user data 
transfers. The buffer must be large enough to hold the 
largest record that FAL will ever have to transfer. For 
task image files, a buffer of 512 bytes is sufficient. 

Note that the data buffer size affects the efficiency of 
the data transfers and the size of FAL's dynamic memory 
pool. 

If your system does not have multiuser protection, NETGEN displays Questions 
4.07 through 4.09 for RSX-IIM and RSX-I1M-PLUS systems. For RSX-llS sys
tems, only Question 4.07 is displayed, and only the first line of the explanatory 
text is displayed. 

>* 04.07 What is the privileged password? 
[D=PRIV] [S R:O.39.]: 

Enter the password to use to check for privileged access 
to files. 

This password is required since the target system does not 
have multi-user protection but DECnet must provide access 
protection. 

Use of this password with any UIC will allow network file 
access to any files which could be accessed by a local user 
logged onto that UIC. 

>* 04.08 What is the non-privileged password? 
[D=GUEST] [S R:0.-39.]: 

Enter the password to use to check for non-privileged 
access to files. The UIe associated with this password is 
defined in the next question. 

This password is required since the target system does not 
have multi-user protection but DECnet must provide access 
protection. 

Use of this UIC and password will allow network file access 
to any files which could be accessed by a local user logged 
onto the UIC. 

>* 04.09 What is the guest UIC? [D=200,200] [S R:0.-9.]: 

Enter the guest UIC for network file access. The format for 
entering a UIC is either "[grp,mem]" or "grp,mem". 
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This UIC is associated with the password defined in the 
previous question. 

Use of this UIC and password will allow network file 
access to any files which could be accessed by a local 
user logged onto the UIC. 

If you are in question and answer mode or component mode and you have speci
fied NFT or FAL, NETGEN displays Question 5.00 for RSX-IIM and RSX-IIM-
PLUS systems. Question 5.00 is always asked in component mode and is never 
asked for RSX -11 S systems. 

>* 05.00 Do you want MCM? [D=N] [YIN]: 

MCM is the network command or batch file submission server. 
It receives file submission requests from NFT or FAL, and 
submits the indicated command or batch files for execution 
on the system on which it resides. 

Note that MCM uses the RSX-11 send data mechanism, rather 
than DECnet connections, to receive requests. For this 
reason either NFT or FAL or both must have been selected 
for the target system. 

If you wish to build MCM, answer this question YES, otherwise 
answer NO. 

If you answer NO, you may add MCM later by performing a 
Component Mode generation. 

Question 5.01 is displayed for RSX-IIM-PLUS systems only. 

>* 05.01 Should requests be queued to Batch? [D=N] [YIN]: 

If you answer this question YES, NFT SUBMIT (/SB) and EXECUTE 
(lEX) requests will be entered into the Batch queue for 
execution. 

If you answer NO, the requests will be sent to the Indirect 
Command File processor (AT.). 

>; <EOS> 
>* 

Do you want to: 
<RET>-Continue, S-Skip R-Repeat section, P-Pause, 
E-Exit [S]: 
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6.6 Defining the DECnet Terminal and Control Utilities 

This section defines the DECnet terminal and control utilities - RMT (with 
RMTACP), HT: (with RMHACP), NCT, RTH, TLK, LSN, PHO, LAT, and TCL. 
These tasks allow you to establish a remote terminal, establish a network com
mand terminal, carryon a dialog between nodes, and control a task on a remote 
node. Figure 6-6 illustrates the sequence of questions for defining the DECnet 
terminal and control utilities. 
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>j ============================================================ 
>j DEC - Section 6 - Define the DECnet Terminal 

and Control Utilities 
>j ============================================================ 

>* 01.00 Do you want any of the Terminal and Control Utilities? [D=N] [YIN]: 

The DECnet Terminal and Control Utilities are: 

RMT/RMTACP 

HT:/RMHACP 

NCT 
RTH 

TLK 
LSN 
PHO 

LAT 

TCL 

- The remote network terminal task and 
ACP. 

- The remote network terminal driver and 
ACP. 

- The network command terminal server. 
- The remote command terminal host 

support task. 
- The remote talk user task. 
- The remote talk server task. 
- The inter-terminal conversational 

task. 
- The Local Area Transport terminal 

services process. 
- The remote task control server task. 

If you answer YES to this question, you will be asked about 
each component individually. In general, you should only 
answer YES when there is a clear reason to build or rebuild 
one or more of these components. 

NETGEN displays Question 1.00 in component mode. If you answer NO, you 
immediately jump to the end-of-section (EOS) question. The escape text associ
ated with question 01.00 will display the components your system will support. 
It may not display all the components shown in Question 1.00. 

>* 02.00 Do you want RMT/RMTACP? [D=N] [YIN]: 

RMT and RMTACP are the remote network terminal task and ACP. 
They reside on the user's local system, and allow the user's 
terminal to be logically connected to any other RSX node in 
the networ~ which supports the HT: device and its ACP, RMHACP. 

If you wish to build RMT and RMTACP, answer this question YES, 
otherwise answer NO. 

If you answer NO, you may add RMT and RMTACP later by performing 
a Component Mode generation. 
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>* 02.01 Maximum number of simultaneous RMT users? [D R:1.-15. D:4.]: 

Enter the maximum number of simultaneous RMT users that 
you wish your system to support. 

>* 03.00 Do you want HT:/RMHACP? [D=N] [YIN]: 

HT: and RMHACP are the remote network terminal driver 
and ACP. They reside on a host system, and allow users 
on other nodes in the network to logically connect their 
terminals to the host system, through the host's 
HT: terminal devices. 

If you wish to build HT: and RMHACP, answer this question 
YES, otherwise answer NO. 

If you answer NO, you may add HT: and RMHACP later by 
performing a Component Mode generation. 

>* 03.01 Number of incoming connections to support? [D R:1.-16. D:4.]: 

.Enter the number of simultaneous incoming connections that 
RMHACP should accept. This will limit the number of network 
terminal users that can log onto your system at the same time. 

NETGEN displays Question 3.02 for DECnet systems with PSI. The variable n is 
the value you specified in Question 3.01. 

>* 03.02 Number of HT: units to generate? [D R:n.-64. D:n.]: 

Enter the number of HT: device units to generate. Each 
incoming RMHACP connection requires one HT: unit. 

Note that if you plan to include the X29ACP remote terminal PSI 
component, you must specify enough HT: units for both RMHACP 
and X29ACP. These units will be dynamically allocated on an 
as-needed basis by these two components, so you need only 
allocate enough HT: units to satisfy their concurrent 
requirements. 

NETGEN displays Questions 4.00 and 5.00 if you selected extended network sup
port by answering YES to Question 6.00 in DEC Section 1. 

>* 04.00 Do you want NCT? [D=N] [YIN]: 

NeT is the network command terminal server. It resides on 
the user's local node, and allows the user's terminal to 
be logically connected to any other node in the network with 
the network command terminal facility. 
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If you wish to build NCT answer this question YES, otherwise 
answer NO. 

If you answer NO, you may add NCT later by performing a 
Component Mode generation. 

Question 05.00 is displayed for RSX-llM systems only if Network Command Ter
minal support was specified for inclusion during SYSGEN. (See Section 3.2.5.4.). 
RSX-11M-PLUS always includes support for Network Command Terminals. 
Question 05.00 is, therefore, always displayed if you are generating a DECnet-
11M-PLUS node. 

>* 05.00 Do you want RTH? [D=N] [YjN]: 

RTH is the remote command terminal host support process. It 
resides on the user's local node and allows users on other nodes 
to logically connect their terminals to the local system through 
the network command terminal facility. 

If you wish to build RTH answer this question YES, otherwise 
answer it NO. 

If you answer NO, you may add RTH later by performing a 
Component Mode generation. 

>* 06.00 Do you want TLK? [D=N] [YjN]: 

TLK is the remote talk user task. It resides on the user's 
local system, and allows a user to hold a "conversation" with 
a user on an RSX node which supports the LSN task. 

If you wish to build TLK, answer this question YES, otherwise 
answer NO. 

If you answer NO, you may add TLK later by performing a 
Component Mode generation. 

If you are in question and answer mode and you specified TLK, NETGEN displays 
the following statement. If you did not specify TLK, NETGEN displays Question 
7.00. Question 7.00 is always displayed in component mode. 

Creating build files for LSN, the remote talk server task. 

>* 07.00 Do you want LSN? [D=N] [YjN]: 

LSN is the remote talk server task. It resides on a target 
system, and allows a user on an RSX node which supports the 
TLK task to hold a "conversation" with a user on the system 
which supports the LSN task. 
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If you wish to build LSN, answer this question YES, otherwise 
answer NO. 

If you answer NO, you may add LSN later by performing a 
Component Mode generation. 

>* 07.01 Number of incoming connections to support? [D R:1.-20. D:4.]: 

Enter the number of simultaneous incoming connections that 
LSN should accept. 

Question 8.00 is asked only for RSX-IIM-PLUS systems because PHONE uses 
accounting information that is not available on RSX-IIM and RSX-llS systems. 

>* 08.00 Do you want PHO? [D=N] [YIN]: 

PHO is the video terminal PHONE task. It resides on the 
user's local system, and allows a user to hold a "conversation" 
with a user on any node which supports the PHO task. 

If you wish to build PHO, answer this question YES, otherwise 
answer NO. 

Question 9.00 is asked only for RSX-IIM-PLUS systems for which LAT terminal 
support was specified during SYSGEN. 

>* 09.00 Do you want LAT and LCP [D=N] [YIN]: 

The Local Area Transport (LAT) terminal service process 
resides on the user's local system and allows terminals 
on a LAT terminal server to connect to the local system as 
if they were directly connected to the system. LAT terminal 
service differs from other remote terminal facilities because 
it only communicates with terminal servers on the Ethernet 
and uses protocols that are optimized for Ethernet. 

LCP is the LAT Control Program. It allows the system manager 
to perform all on-line LAT management functions 
(e.g. starting or stopping the LAT process). 

If you wish to build the LAT terminal service process and LCP, 
answer this question YES, otherwise answer NO. If you answer 
this question NO, you may add LAT/LCP later by performing a 
Component Mode generation. 
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>* 10.00 Do you want TCL? [D=N] [YIN]: 

TCL is the remote task control server task. It allows users 
on other nodes to control task execution on the node on which 
TCL is installed. TCL will accept requests over DECnet 
connections to run, abort and cancel tasks on its local node. 
Routines to connect to TCL and issue these requests are 
contained in the DECnet FORTRAN/COBOL/BASIC+2 object library. 

If you wish to build TCL, answer this question YES, otherwIse 
answer NO. 

If you answer NO, you may add TCL later by performing a 
Component Mode generation. 

If you selected TeL and your system does not have multiuser protection, 
NETGEN displays Questions 10.01, 10.02, and 10.03. 

>* 010.01 What is the privileged password? [<RET>=None] 
[S R:0.-39.]: 

Enter the password to use to check for privileged access. 
Privileged access provides the ability to run tasks under 
any UIC, and to cancel or abort any task. 

This password is required since the target system does not 
have multi-user protection but DECnet must provide access 
protection. 

>* 010.02 What is the non-privileged password? [<RET>=None] 
[S R:0.-39.]: 

Enter the password to use to check for non-privileged 
access. Non-privileged access provides the ability to 
run tasks under the non-privileged UIC. 

>* 010.03 What is the non-privileged UIC? [<RET>=None] 
[S R:0.-9.]: 

Enter the UIC under which non-privileged users may run 
tasks. If no UIC is specified, then nonprivileged users 
can run tasks under any UIC. Non-privileged users can 
abort or cancel only those tasks which they have 
initiated. 

The format for entering a UIC is either "[grp,mem]" or 
"grp,mem". 

>; <EOS> 
>* 

Do you want to: 
<RET>-Continue, S-Skip R-Repeat section, P-Pause, 
E-Exit [S]: 
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>j ============================================================ 
>j DEC - DECnet CEX Product Generation Procedure 
>j DECnet question/answer section completed at 
> ; time on date 
>; ============================================================ 

If you are doing a component mode generation and you are adding extended net
work support, NCT, RTH, or LAT /LCP, NETGEN displays the following state
ment. This statement may vary based on what you added. 

CETAB.MAC is being rebuilt to reflect the following new options: 

- the addition of the extended network support for 
terminals and layered products. 

- the addition of NCT (Network Command Terminal server) 
- the addition of RTH (Remote Command Terminal host 

support) 
- the addition of LAT (Local Area Transport terminal 

service process and LAT Control Program). 

Adding NCT, RTH, or LAT/LCP will change the data structure 
used by your network. If you are currently running the network 
you are modifying, it is recommended that you reload the 
network as soon as this generation is done. 

NOTE 

If you are generating the RSX-ll PSI product, 
NETGEN proceeds with the PSI generation (Chapter 
7). Otherwise, NETGEN proceeds with the remain
der of the NET generation procedure, NET Section 
8 - Complete the CEX System Definitions (Section 
5.8). 
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NETGEN Dialog: PSI 

Chapter 7 presents the third part of the NETGEN dialog: PSI (the Packetnet Sys
tem Interface). NETGEN displays a series of questions relating to PSI components 
if you purchased a license for the RSX-ll PSI product and you answered YES to 
Question 07.02 in Section 2 of the NET portion of NET GEN. The questions imme
diately follow DEC Section 6. 

If you are not familiar with the Packet Switching Data Network (PSDN) terminol
ogy, refer to the Introduction to RSX PSI, the RSX PSI User's Guide, and the 
RSX-JJ PSI Network-Specific InjormationManual. 

In PSDN terminology, Data Terminal Equipment (DTE) refers to your computer 
equipment that connects to the PSDN, while Data Communications Equipment 
(DCE) is the PSDN's equipment. Your DTE (computer or X.29 terminal) connects 
to a DCE on the PSDN. 

7.1 Specifying Target Network Characteristics 

This section defines the characteristics for the Packet Switching Data Network 
(PSDN) to which you will be connecting. Figure 7-1 illustrates the sequence of 
questions for specifying the target network characteristics. 
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Figure 7-1: PSI- Section 1 - Specify Target Network Characteristics 
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>; ============================================================ 
>; PSI - PSI CEX Product Generation Procedure 
>; Starting questions at time on date 
>; ============================================================ 
>; 
>; 
>; ============================================================ 
>; >; PSI - Section 1 - Specify Target Network Characteristics 
>; ============================================================ 

>* 01.00 Packet Switching Data Network name? [S R:l. -8.J: 

Enter the name of the Packet Switching Data Network (PSDN) to 
which you want to connect your DTEs. Refer to the PSI Reference 
Card for details of currently supported network names. Only 
specify alphanumeric characters in the network name, ignoring 
any other characters such as hyphens. The network name will be 
truncated to the first six characters. 
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If your PSDN netnam is not yet supported by RSX-ll PSI, NETGEN displays the 
following statement. 

RSX-ll PSI does not yet support the network netnar.n. NETGEN 
will configure RSX-ll PSI for the default network. When NETGEN 
is complete, please contact your Software Specialist who will 
reconfigure RSX-ll PSI for netnar.n. This will not require 
another NETGEN. 

Support for X.29 is always included in a standard function network. If, therefore, 
you answered YES to Question 9.00 in Section 1 of the NET portion ofNETGEN, 
Question 2.00, following, is not asked. 

>* 02.00 Do you want X.29 support? [D=N] [YIN]: 

If you need support for remote X.29 terminals, answer YES to 
this question. 

>* 03.00 What is the transport subaddress range? [S R:O -9.]: 

The transport subaddress range is used to identify which calls 
are directed to DECnet and which calls are directed to PSI. Any 
calls within the range you specify will be passed to DECnet via 
DLM. 

Specify the subaddress range using one of the following formats: 

LLLL - HHHH where LLLL is the low end of the range and 
HHHH, the high end. LLLL and HHHH are in 
the range 0 - 9999. 

LLLL where HHHH defaults to LLLL. 
<RET> indicates there is no subaddress range. 

Your response to Question 3.00 determines which incoming calls are routed to 
DLM. If you specify 0 in this range, all incoming calls are sent to DLM. 

However, X.29 uses sub address o. Uyou have X.29 support make sure you do not 
specify 0 for DLM. Doing so will cause incoming X.29 calls to go to DLM. 

>; <EOS> Do you want to: 
>* <RET> - Continue, R - Repeat section, P - Pause, 

E - Exit. 
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7.2 Specifying Local OTEs 

7-4 

This section defines the characteristics of your local DTEs. Figure 7-2 illustrates 
the sequence of questions for specifying local DTEs. 

Figure 7-2: PSI- Section 2 - Specify Local DTEs 
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>; ============================================================ 
>; PSI - Section 2 - Specify Local DTEs 
>; ============================================================ 

>* 01.00 What is the local DTE address? [S R:O -15.J: 

The local DTE is connected to the PSDN, and gives you access to 
the network. The DTE address is the number assigned to the 
local DTE by the network vendor. See the PSI Reference Card 
for the format of the DTE address for this network. 

Enter the address of the local DTE in the required format (up 
to 15 digits). If you have already specified all DTEs, answer 
<RET>. 

>* 02.00 Which line is associated with this DTE? [S R:1. -9.J: 

Identify the line associated with this DTE. Use a line-id in 
the form ddd-cc[-uuJ, where: 

ddd identifies the device. 
cc identifies the controller. 
uu optionally identifies the unit. 

of this line. 

The following lines have been generated: 

(list of PSI lines) 

When NETGEN displays the list of PSI lines, specify one of these lines. This list 
was created as a result of the devices you specified in NET Section 3, Question 
1.00. 

>* 03.00 How many virtual circuits can be active at once? [D R:1.-255.J: 

Specify the maximum number of virtual circuits that can be 
active simultaneously on this DTE. The number you specify is 
equivalent to the total number of calls, (incoming and 
outgoing), plus PVCs, that can be handled at anyone time. 
Thus the number you specify should include X.29 circuits. 

If you are defining more than one DTE, then the total number of 
active circuits in the system must not exceed 255. 

>* 04.00 What channels can be used for outgoing calls? [SJ: 

The logical channel numbers you specify here will be used for 
outgoing and maybe incoming calls for this DTE. Specify a list 
of channel numbers, separating the numbers by hyphens to 
indicate ranges, and commas to indicate individual numbers. 
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For example: 

20-10,8,3 

defines channel numbers 20 through 10, 8 and 3. Channel numbers 
are in the range 1 to 4095, and are assigned by the network 
vendor. 

Note that channels will be used in the same order as they are 
specified. You must specify the high end of a channel range 
first, followed by the low end, otherwise the PSI software will 
not operate correctly. 

If there are no channel numbers to be specified, answer with 
<RET>. 

NETGEN displays the following statement before Question 5.00. 

Specify permanent virtual circuits (PVCs) for this DTE. 

Note that any DLM PVCs must also be included. 

The following DLM circuits have been generated: 

DLM-x.y S 
DLM-x.y P 

In the list of D LM circuits, the circuit ID is followed by an S or a P. An S refers to a 
switched virtual circuit (SVC) and a P refers to a permanent virtual circuit (PVC). 

>* 05.00 Enter a PVC used by this DTE. [S] 

Each PVC that you have been allocated by the network vendor is 
identified by a logical channel number in the range 1 to 4095. 
You can give each PVC a name, when you associate the PVC with 
your local DTE. 

Enter a PVC used by this DTE in the following format: 

where 

name, channel 

name is the name you have chosen for the PVC 
(up to 6 characters long). 

channel is the logical channel number supplied by 
the network vendor. 

Answer with <RET> if you have specified all PVCs. 

For DLM PVC names, enter the DLM circuit names. 
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The following DLM circuits have been generated: 

(list of DLM circuits) 

The same PVC name should not be used to identify more than one PVC. 

>* 06.00 Enter a closed user group for this DTE. [S] 

A closed user group is an optional facility which allows a DTE 
belonging to the group to communicate with other members of the 
same group, but not with any other DTEs. A bilateral closed 
user group is a special case of this, where the group consists 
of only two DTEs. 

A DTE may belong to one or more closed user groups. Each closed 
user group is identified by a name given it by the members of 
the group, and a group number given it by the network vendor. 

Specify a closed user group for this DTE in the following 
format: 

where 

name,number[,BILATERAL] 

name 

number 

is the name of this group (up to 
6 characters). 

is the number allocated to this group 
by the network vendor. 

BILATERAL means that the group is bilateral. 

If you have specified all closed user groups for this DTE, 
answer with <RET>. 

>j <EOS> Do you want to: 
>* <RET> - Continue, R - Repeat section, P - Pause, 

E - Exit. 

7.3 Specifying Incoming Call Destinations 

This section defines incoming call destinations. A destination contains a set of 
parameter values describing the calls the destination can accept. Each destina
tion is associated with a task you have written to process a particular type of call. 

When an incoming call arrives, the information it carries is compared with the 
parameter values for each destination. The call is processed by the task associated 
with the destination whose values match those of the call. If more than one desti
nation can accept the call, it goes to the destination with the highest priority. 
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Figure 7-3 illustrates the sequence of questions for specifying incoming call desti
nations. 

Figure 7-3: PSI- Section 3 - Specify Incoming Call Destinations 

TW0184 
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>j ============================================================= 
>j PSI - Section 3 - Specify Incoming Call Destinations 
>j ============================================================= 

Specify the X.25 destinations 

NETGEN displays Questions 1.00 through 7.00 for each X.25 destination you 
want to specify. To indicate you are done, press (RET J. NETGEN then repeats the 
same questions for you to specify X.29 destinations instead ofX.25. 

>* 01.00 Identify an incoming call destination. [S R:O -6.]: 

Each incoming call destination is identified by a destination 
name. You specify the parameters in the destination and these 
are used to decide if the incoming call will be accepted by the 
destination. One of the parameters in the destination also 
names the task that the call will be passed to, for processing. 

You can specify a destination name up to 6 characters long. 

If you have specified all destinations, answer with <RET>. 

If you specified X.29 support, NETGEN automatically defines a destination so 
that X. 29 calls use MeR as the comman~ language interpreter. You do not need to 
specify such a destination for Question 1.00. 

>* 02.00 What is the priority? [D R:O -255. D:127]: 

All destinations are placed on the destination list in order of 
priority. When an incoming call arrives, the destination list 
is searched for a suitable destination. The call is sent to the 
first (i.e. highest priority) destination that can accept it. 
You can specify a priority in the range 0 to 255, where 0 is the 
lowest priority. 

>* 03.00 What is the object-id? [S R:l.-6.J: 

The object-id identifies the task which will process the calls 
accepted by this destination. You can specify a task name, (up 
to 6 characters), or, if the object is a multicopy task, you 
must specify the object's number, (in the range 1 to 255). 

A multicopy task can process as many calls at one time as there 
are copies of the task. If you are specifying a multicopy task 
here, you must select multicopy task support when you build the 
X25ACP component. 

To indicate a multicopy task, you must specify an object number instead of an 
object name in Question 3.00. 
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NETGEN displays Question 3.01 if you specified a multicopy task in Question 
3.00. 

>* 03.01 What is the task name for this object? [S]: 

Specify the name of the multicopy task for this object. The 
name must be in the form: 

AAA$$$ 

where 

AAA denotes one to three alphanumeric characters. 

>* 04.00 What is the remote DTE address? [S R:O -15.]: 

If you specify a remote DTE address, only incoming calls from 
the specified remote DTE will be accepted by this destination. 

Specify the address assigned to the remote DTE in the format 
required for this network, (see the PSI Reference Cards). Up to 
15 digits are allowed. An asterisk in any position will match 
any digit in the corresponding position in the incoming call 
remote DTE address. 

If the destination will accept calls from any remote DTE, 
answer with <RET>. 

>* 05.00 What is the subaddress range? [S R:O -9.]: 

If you specify a subaddress range, only incoming calls whose 
subaddresses are within the specified range will be accepted 
by this destination. 

Specify the subaddress range using one of the following formats: 

LLLL - HHHH where LLLL is the low end of the range 
and HHHH is the high end. LLLL and HHHH 
are in the range 0 to 9999. 

LLLL where HHHH defaults to LLLL. 
<RET> where there is no sub address range and 

thus the destination accepts calls with 
any subaddress. 

>* 06.00 What is the closed user group name? [S R:O 6.]: 

Specify the name of the closed user group whose calls will be 
accepted by this destination. If the destination will accept 
calls from any user group, answer with <RET>. 
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>* 07.00 What is the call mask? [S R:l. -32.J: 

If you specify a call mask for this destination, the user data 
value in the incoming call is subjected to a logical-and 
operation. The value resulting from this masking operation is 
compared with the destination's call value. An incoming call 
will only be accepted by the destination if its masked call 
value is equal to the call value of the destination. 

If the destination's call mask is longer than the user data in 
the incoming call, the call will only be accepted by this 
destination if the remainder of the call mask is zeroes. 

Note that both call mask and call value are specified in hex. 

If the destination has no call mask or call value, answer with 
<RET>. 

>* 07.01 What is the call value? [S R:l. -32.J: 

Specify the call value that will be compared with the masked 
incoming call value to decide whether this destination will 
accept the call. The call value must be the same length as the 
call mask you have specified. 

>; <EOS> Do you want to: 
>* <RET> - Continue, R - Repeat section, P - Pause, 

E - Exit. 

7.4 Specifying Logical Names for Remote DTEs 

This section defines the logical names for all remote DTEs accessed by your sys
tem. 

>; ============================================================= 
>; PSI - Section 4 - Specify Logical Names for Remote DTEs 
>; ============================================================= 

>* 01.00 Identify a remote DTE. [SJ: 

A remote DTE is identified by its address, assigned by the 
network vendor. You can also associate a logical name with 
each remote DTE address. 

Specify a remote DTE using the following format: 

name, address 
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where 

name is the logical name you have chosen for 
the DTE, (up to 6 characters). 

address is the address assigned to the DTE by the 
network vendor. 

If you have specified all remote DTEs, answer with <RET>. 

>; <EOS> Do you want to: 
>* <RET> -Continue, R - Repeat section, P - Pause, 

E - Exit. 

7.5 Specifying Required Components 

7-12 

This section defines the required PSI components. NETGEN displays Questions 
1.00 through 5.00 only in component mode. If you are building X25ACP, 
NETGEN displays Question 6.00. Figure 7-4 illustrates the sequence of questions 
for specifying required components. 
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Figure 7-4: PSI - Section 5 - Specify Required Components 

VERIFY 
NW: DEVICE DRIVER 
SUPPORT 

VERFIY 
PACKET LEVEL INTERFACE 
PROCESS SUPPORT 

VERIFY 
LAP-8 PROTOCOL HANDLER 
PROCESS SUPPORT 

VERIFY 
DA T A LINK MAPPING 
SUPPORT 

VERIFY 
X25ACP SUPPORT 

VERIFY 
MUL TiCOPY TASK 
SUPPORT 
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>j ============================================================= 
>j PSI - Section 5 - Specify Required Components 
>j ============================================================= 

>* 01.00 Do you want to build the NW process? [D=N] [YIN]: 

The NW process interfaces with the X.25 level 3 protocol, 
interfaces with user tasks via the QIO mechanism, validates user 
QIO requests, passes on non-data transfer requests to X25ACP, 
and provides for segmentation and recombination of data. 

Answer Y if you want to build the NW process. 
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>* 02.00 Do you want to build the PLI process? [D=N] [YIN]: 

The PLI process implements the X.25 level 3 protocol. It 
transmits and receives data packets, multiplexes many virtual 
circuits on one line, detects level 3 protocol errors, and 
controls allocation of logical channel numbers. 

Answer Y if you want to build the PLI process. 

If you have specified SDP and/or SDV device driver processes, NETGEN displays 
Question 3.00. 

>* 03.00 Do you want to build the LAB process? [D=N] [YIN]: 

The LAB process implements the X.25 level 2 protocol. It 
transmits and receives data, starts up and shuts down lines, 
detects and records errors, retransmits data if necessary, and 
traces frames that cross the level 2 and device driver boundary. 

You require this process if you have chosen the SDP andlor 
SDV device drivers. 

Answer Y if you want to build the LAB process. 

Question 04.00 is asked only in component mode. 

>* 04.00 Do you want to build the X25tCP task? [D=N] [YIN]: 

The X25ACP task supports the NW process by processing functions 
that are not critical to system throughput. It connects and 
disconnects calls, requests tasks for incoming calls, and 
notifies tasks of network events. 

Answer Y if you want to build the X25ACP task. 

>* 05.00 Do you want to build the DLM process? [D=N] [YIN]: 

The DLM process allows DECnet users to use X.25 to communicate 
with remote DTEs on a PSDN. 

Answer Y if you want to build the DLM process. 
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Multicopy task support is always included in a standard function network. If, 
therefore, you are in question and answer mode and you answered YES to Ques
tion 09.00 in Section 1 of the NET portion of NETG EN, Question 06.00, follow
ing' is not displayed. NETGEN, however, will display Question 06.00 if you are 
building the X25ACP task in component mode. 

>* 06.00 Do you want multicopy task support? [D=N] [YIN]: 

Multicopy task support allows for multiple copies of a server 
task connected by object type to be spawned. This feature 
permits users to write single-threaded tasks that perform a 
network service and have more than one request serviced at a 
time. The multicopy attribute can be enabled/disabled on a 
"per object" basis with the SET OBJECT command under NCP, CFE 
or VNP. 

>; <EOS> Do you want to: 
>* <RET> - Continue, R - Repeat section, P - Pause, 

E - Exit. 

7.6 Specifying Optional Components 

This section defines the optional PSI components that you may want to build. 
Figure 7-5 illustrates the sequence of questions for specifying optional compo
nents. 
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Figure 7-5: PSI- Section 6 - Specify Optional Components 

VERIFY 
KMX MICROCODE 
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>j =========~=================================================== 

>j PSI - Section 6 - Specify Optional Components 
>j ============================================================= 

>* 01.00 Do you want to include the PSIFOR.OLB library? [D=N] 
[YIN]: 

If you want to write network tasks in FORTRAN, you must include 
the PSIFOR.OLB library in your target system, so answer Y to 
this question. 

>* 02.00 Do you want to include the PSI.MLB library? [D=N] 
[YIN]: 

If you want to write network tasks in MACRO-11, you must include 
the PSI.MLB library in your target system, so answer Y to this 
question. 

If you chose X.29 support in PSI Section 1, Question 2.00, NETGEN displays 
Question 3.00. 

>* 03.00 Do you want to build the X29ACP task? [D=N] [YIN]: 

The X29ACP task supports the X.29 protocol. It handles incoming 
X.29 calls, and provides an interface with the CLI for 
unsolicited input data. 

If you need support for remote X.29 terminals, answer Y to this 
question. 

>* 04.00 Do you want to build the TRA task? [D=N] [YIN]: 

The TRA task traces frames over a line and records the traced 
frames on a disk. This helps you to find out what types of 
packets are being transmitted and received on the line and thus 
to monitor its performance. 

Answer Y if you want to build the TRA task. 

>* 05.00 Do you want to build the TRI task? [D=N] [YIN]: 

The TRI task interprets the data produced by the TRA task so 
that you can print the traced frames. If you want to write your 
own trace interpreter task you need not include TRI in the 
system you are building. 

Answer Y if you want to build TRI. 
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>* 06.00 Do you want to build the DUK task? [D=NJ [Y/NJ: 

The DUK task dumps the KMX/KMY/KMV microcode onto a disk. You can 
then run the KDA task to convert the dump to a printable format. 
You require these tasks only if you have a KMX, KMY, or KMV device. 

Answer Y if you want to build DUK. 

>* 07.00 Do you want to build the KDA task? [D=NJ [Y/NJ: 

The KDA task converts a KMX/KMY/KMV microcode dump on a disk into a 
printable format. You require this task only if you have a 
KMX, KMY, or KMV device. 

Answer Y if you want to build KDA. 

>* 08.00 How many X.29 terminals are supported [D R:l. -40.J: 

Specify the maximum number of X.29 terminals that you want to 
operate simultaneously. 

In response to Question 8.00, do not specify a value that exceeds the number of 
HT: units you specified in DEC Section 6, Question 3.02. 

>* 9.00 Do you want to include the PSIPAD task? [D=N] [YIN] 

The PSIPAD task provides X.29 PAD emulation. This allows logical terminal 
users to make outgoing calls to any remote DTE that supports the X.29 protocol. 

Answer Y to include PSIP AD. 

>; <EOS> Do you want to: 
>* <RET> -Continue, R - Repeat section, P - Pause, 

E - Exit. 

>; ============================================================= 
>; PSI - PSI CEX Product Generation Procedure 
>; All questions answered at time on date 
>; ============================================================= 

NOTE 

At this point, the network generation procedure pro
ceeds to NET Section 8 (Chapter 5). 
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8 
Configuring a Pregenerated RSX-11 M-PLUS 

End Node 

This chapter applies only to users who are configuring a pregenerated RSX-IIM
PLUS end node. 

8.1 Preliminary Considerations 

Before running the DECnet configuration procedure, it is recommended that you 

• Make a copy of your target disk. The target disk will be write enabled during 
this procedure. 

• Make sure you have enough free space (2200 blocks) to run this procedure. 

8.2 Starting the NETGEN Procedure 

To run the DEC net configuration procedure, 

• Mount the DECnet-llM-PLUS distribution disk 

MCR> MOU dduu:ENDNODEKIT 

• Invoke the NETGEN command file by entering: 

@dduu:[137,10]NETGEN.CMD 

The variable dduu refers to the kit disk. 

The following paragraphs describe the NETGEN dialog format, organization, and 
operating modes. 
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8.2.1 NETGEN Dialog Format 

The NETGEN dialog format consists of questions, optional explanatory text, for
mats for user responses, default values, and responses for break questions. 

8.2.1.1 Explanatory Text 

During the NETGEN dialog, you can read expanded information for a question. 
You elicit this text on a question-by-question basis by pressing the ESCAPE key 
after the question is displayed. This causes the NETGEN command file to issue an 
explanation and then reissue the question. For example, if you press ~ in 
response to the question: 

> 02.00 Target system device? [dduu, D=8YOO:J [8J: 

NETGEN prints the following explanatory text and then repeats the question: 

This device will contain all files required to run DECnet. This 
includes all task files, databases, command files, and 
generation work files. This must be a Files-ll disk device. 
The trailing colon (e.g. 8Y:) is optional. The default device 
is 8Y:. 

NOTE 

The explanatory text above and after each question 
in Section 8.3 is a word-by-word representation of 
what you will see on your screen when you config
ure a pregenerated RSX-IIM-PLUS end node. It may 
not, however, be a line-by-line representation of 
what appears on your screen. 

8.2.1.2 Response Formats 

8-2 

Your response to NETGEN questions will be one of three types: 

• YES/NO [YIN] 

• Numeric [N] 

• Character string [S] 

NETGEN's default answer for a YES/NO question is NO unless otherwise stated. 

NOTE 

If you respond to most NETGEN questions using 
default answers, you will generate a working system. 
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Numeric responses are octal or decimal. In the example [0 R: 1-377 D:5], 0 indi
cates the octal number, R indicates the range, and D indicates the default. In the 
example [D R: 1. -16. D: 1 . ], the first D indicates the decimal number, R indicates 
the range, and the second D indicates the default. You do not need to include a 
decimal point after the number you enter; it is assumed. 

Character string responses can include letters, numbers, and special characters. In 
the example [dduu,D = DBO 1: ][S], dd refers to 2 letters for the device, uu refers to 
2 numbers for the unit, D refers to the default, and S refers to a string that can 
include letters, numbers and special characters. See Table 8-1 for a summary of 
NETGEN responses. 

Table 8-1: Summary of NETGEN Responses 

Response Type 

YES/NO 

Numeric 
Octal 

Numeric 
Decimal 

Character 
String 

NETGEN displays: 

[D = N][Y /N]: 

[0 R:m-n]: 

[0 R:m-n D:d]: 

[0 R:m.-n.]: 

[0 R:m. -no D:d.]: 

[S]: 

[/,D:d][S]: 

[S R:m.-n]: 

You enter: 

Y to indicate YES, N to indicate NO, or 
press (RET) for default NO. 

An octal number in the range of m through 
n. 

An octal number in the range of m through 
n or press ( RET) to indicate that the default 
d should be used. 

A decimal number in the range of m 
through n. 

A decimal number in the range of m 
through n or press I RET) to indicate that the 
default d should be used. You do not need 
to include a decimal point after the number 
you enter. 

A character string of any length. 

A character string in the form/(such as 
ddu:), or press I RET I to indicate that the 
default d should be used. 

A character string from m through n charac
ters in length. 
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8.2.2 Responses for End-of-Section and Break Questions 
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If you want to interrupt normal processing, enter ( CTRUZ I. This displays the fol
lowing break question: 

>j<BRK> Do you want to: 
> <RET>-Continue, R-Repeat Procedure, P-Pause, 

E-Exit[S]: 

Respond by entering one of the following options: 

( RET) Continuing with the dialog. 

R Repeating the dialog you just interrupted. Responses are discarded, and 
the entire dialog is repeated. 

P Pausing from the dialog. This response temporarily suspends the indi
rect command file, and gives you direct access to the operating system 
to perform a task. 

E 

The system displays one of the following messages: 

AT .--PAUSING. TO CONTINUE, TYPE "RES string" 

or 

AT. --PAUSING. TO CONTINUE, TYPE "UNS string" 

After you have completed your task, you can continue processing by 
entering: 

RES string 

or 

UNS string 

Enter RES or UNS, depending on the system message you received, and 
enter the string displayed in the message. After the Pause, the break 
question is repeated. 

Exiting from NETGEN. No responses are saved. Entering ~ in 
response to an EOS question is identical to entering E. 
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8.3 The Pregenerated RSX-11 M-PLUS Dialog 

The pregenerated RSX-IIM-PLUS procedure displays the following dialog: 

>j ============================================================= 
>j NETGEN - Installation Procedure For Pregenned RSX-1M-PLUS 
>j End Nodes 
> j Started at time on date 
>j ============================================================= 

>j 01.00 Do you want to see the NETGEN notes/cautions? [D=N] 
[YIN]: 

Note the following: 

· This procedure installs the DECnet V3.0 software that will 
run with the pre-SYSGENned RSX-llM-PLUS V3.0 system. The 
software installed by this procedure will not run with 
earlier RSX-llM-PLUS systems. 

• It is recommended that you back up your target disk before 
continuing since the disk will be write enabled during the 
NETGEN sequence. 

Your target disk must have a minimum of 4000 blocks free. 

· The following installed tasks are required on your host system 
while you are performing your NETGEN: 

PIP is always required. 
LOA and UNL if device drivers require loading. 
MOU and DMO if disks require mounting. 
UFD if the required UICs do not already exist. 

If these tasks are not already installed, and you are logged 
in as a privileged user, NETGEN will install them 
automatically. If NETGEN requires a task that it cannot 
install, it will pause to allow you to correct the situation. 

· For questions with defaults, the default may be selected by 
pressing a carriage return «RET» in response to the 
question. 

• Additional explanatory text for each question may be obtained 
by pressing the ESCAPE key. 

• It is possible to interrupt the network installation 
procedure by typing <CTRL/Z> in response to any question. 
You will then be given the options of either continuing, 
restarting the procedure from the beginning, temporarily 
pausing, or terminating the procedure. 
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>* 02.00 Target system device? [dduu, D=8YOO:J [8J: 

This device will contain all files required to run DECnet. This 
includes all task files, databases, command files, and 
generation work files. This must be a Files-11 disk device. 
The trailing colon (for example, 8Y:) is optional. The default 
device is 8Y:. 

>* 03.00 UIC Group Code for DECnet? [0 R:1-137 D:5J [8J: 

8pecify the UIC Group Code under which all DECnet files will 
reside. Work files, library files, object files, task files and 
database files will all appear under various user codes within 
this group (for example [5,*J). Files which already exist under 
these UICs may be deleted or purged. 

Note that the user must have privileges to create, write, read, 
and delete all files under the chosen UIC Group Code. 

>* 04.00 What is the target node name? [8 R:0-6J: [8J: 

Enter the node name for the DECnet node being generated. This 
must be 1 to 6 alphanumeric characters, at least one of which 
must be an alphabetic (A-Z). 

Although it is not required, it is highly recommended that this 
name be used by all other nodes in the network to identify this 
node. 

Note that the node name can later be changed with CFE. 

>* 04.01 What is the target node address [D R:1.-1023. D:1.J 

Enter the node address that has been assigned for the node being 
generated. The format is: 

AREA.NODE_NUMBER (Example: 3.17) 

An AREA value must be entered if you want to specify the area in 
which the node being generated will be located. If no value is 
specified for AREA, a value of 1 is assigned. AREA, therefore, 
must be specified for nodes that you do not want to include in 
area 1. AREA is a decimal value in the range of 1-63. 
NODE_NUMBER specifies the address of the node within a given 
area. It must be a unique decimal value within the area, in the 
range of 1-1023. 
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The node address, consisting of the AREA and NODE-NUMBER fields, 
will be the address of this node within the network. If you are 
entering values in both the AREA and NODE-NUMBER fields, you 
must also enter the dot between the fields. 

More efficient operation can be obtained by setting the node 
numbers of the nodes in the area in the range 1 to the number of 
nodes in the area. The highest node number would then be equal 
to the number of nodes in the area. 

Note that the node address may later be changed with CFE. 

>* 04.02 Target node ID? [D=None] [S R:0.-32.]: 

Enter the ID string for the node being generated. This string 
may be from 0 to 32 characters. Note that this string must not 
contain any single-quote ('), double-quote (II) or comma (,) 
characters. 

The node ID may be any arbitrary string which is useful in 
identifying the node. 

To enter a null node ID string, type a single space, followed by 
a RETURN. 

>* 05.00 Remote node name [<RET>=Done] [8 R:0-6]: 

You may, at this time, define a series of node names which 
correspond to nodes in your network. When the network is 
loaded, these node names will automatically be set. Enter 
a RETURN when you have no more remote node names to define. 

Each node name will be assigned to a node address. Standard 
procedure is to start with the node name for the lowest node 
address used, and to progress from there to the highest node 
address. 

It is recommended that each node in the network assign the same 
node name to each individual node, reducing the confusion of 
moving from node to node. 

Remote node names can be added or deleted using NCP, VNP, or 
CFE. 

>* 05.01 What is the remote node address [D R:1.-1023. D:1.]: 

Enter the node address that node-nar.ne has been assigned in 
the network. The format is: 

AREA. NODE-NUMBER (Example: 3.18) 
Where AREA is the area number within the network and 
NODE-NUMBER is the node number within that area. The area must 
be a decimal number in the range of 1 to 63. If only 
NODE~MBER is specified, the area that was specified for the 
node being generated, will be used as the default area number. 
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The node number within the area must be a decimal number in the 
range 1 to 1023. If you are entering values in both the AREA 
and NOD~NUMBER fields, you must also enter the dot between 
the fields. 

Each node address defines a unique node in the network, and must 
be assigned when the network is first set up. 

The remote node address can be changed using NCP, VNP, or CFE. 

The variable node-name refers to the name you specified in Question 04.00. 

>* 06.00 Device Driver Process name [S R:0-3J: 

The Device Driver Module (DDM) Process name identifies a process 
which controls an I/O device. 

The legal DECnet device driver process names for a UNIBUS 
processor are: 

Name Physical device 

DMC DMCll or DMRll 
DMP DMPll 
DUP DUPll 
PCL PCLll 
UNA DEUNA 
UNA DELUA 

Name 

DL 
DZ 
DH 

Physical device 

DLll 
DZll 
DHUll 

The legal DECnet device driver process names for a Q-bus 
processor are: 

Name Physical device 

DMV DMVll 
DPV DPVll 
QNA DEQNA 
QNA DELQA 

Name 

DLV 
DZV 
DHV 

Physical device 

DLVll 
DZVll or DZQll 
DHVll or DHQll 

>* 06.01 CSR address for dev-x? [0 R:160000-177774J: 

Specify the Control/Status Register (CSR) address for the 
controller. 

Note that the CSR address can later be changed with NCP, VNP, 
or CFE. 
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>* 06.02 Vector address for dev-x [0 R:4-774]: 

Specify the interrupt vector address for the controller. 

Note that the vector address can later be changed with NCP, VNP, 
or CFE. 

Question 6.03 is displayed for DL11 devices only. 

>* 06.03 Is dev-x a DL11-E? [D=N] [YIN]: 

Answer the question YES only if the device is a DL11-E or 
DLV11-E. These are the only DL11 options that allow the Clear 
To Send signal to pass through the interface. 

Questions 6.04 and 6.05 are displayed for asynchronous devices only. 

>* 06.04 Is modem signal monitoring required for dev-x [D=N]? [YIN]: 

If the line is connected to a modem for a dial-up switched 
circuit service, you should select modem monitoring. Modem 
signal monitoring checks the Carrier Detect signal (CD or CAR) 
for asynchronous lines. 

If this signal is missing for two consecutive samples, taken at 
one second intervals, the line will be declared "down" without 
waiting for a DECnet protocol to detect the failure. 

If your modem supports this signal and you wish modem 
monitoring, answer this question YES. 

>* 06.05 Does the modem switch carrier with Request To Send [D=N]? [YIN]: 

It is necessary to distinguish asynchronous line modems which 
present continuous carrier once the connection is established, 
such as the BELL 103 or BELL 212, from those which switch 
carrier along with Request To Send, such as the BELL 202. 

Answer the question YES if you are using a BELL 202 modem or an 
equivalent. 

>* 06.06 Is dev-x a multipoint tributary [D=N]? [YIN]: 

Answer this question YES, only if the line is a tributary on a 
multipoint line. 
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If you answer Question 6.06 YES, the procedure displays Question 6.07. 

>* 06.07 What is the tributary address of dev-x? [YIN]: 

Specify the tributary address which is to identify this 
multipoint tributary to the multipoint master. Each multipoint 
tributary must be identified by a unique tributary address. 

Note that the tributary address can later be changed with NCP, 
VNP, or CFE. 

Question 06.08 is displayed for PCL devices only. 

>* 06.08 What is the TDM bus address for dev-x? [YIN]: 

Specify the address used by the local PCL to communicate with 
the PCL on the other system. This is the PCL's address on the 
Time Division Multiplexed (TDM) bus. This address must be the 
same address that was set in the PCL's hardware during 
installation. 

Note that the TDM bus address can later be changed with NCP, 
VNP, or CFE. 

>* 07.00 Do you want the Satellite Support Components [D=N] 

The DECnet Satellite Support Components are: 

DLL - The down-line system loader, host component 
DUM - The up-line system dumper, host component 
CCR - The Console Carrier Requester, host component 
HLD - The down-line task loader, host component 

If you answer YES to this question, all of the Satellite Support 
Components will be generated. If you answer NO to this 
question, none of the Satellite Support Components will 
be generated. 

CCR will be displayed here only if you specified an Ethernet device in Question 
6.00 of this procedure. 

>j ============================================================= 
>j NETGEN - Installation Procedure For Pregenned RSXll-M-PLUS 
>j End-Nodes 
> j Question/answer section completed at time on date 
>j ============================================================; 

All the questions have been answered. The installation 
procedure will now move the required files onto your target 
disk. This may take from five to ten minutes to complete, 
depending on the system you are running on. 
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Copying the CEX Components 
Copying the CEX Support Components 
Copying the System Management Utilities 
Copying the DECnet Communications Components 
Copying the DECnet Network Management Components 
Copying the DECnet File Utilities 
Copying the DECnet Terminal Utilities 
Copying the DECnet Satellite Support Components 

Creating NETCFE.CMD, the Network Configuration Command file. 
Creating NETCFG.TXT, the Network Configuration Description file. 
Creating NETINS.CMD, the Network Installation Command file. 
Creating NETREM.CMD, the Network Removal Command file. 

>j ============================================================= 
>j NETGEN - Installation Procedure For Pregenned RSXll-M-PLUS 
>j End-Nodes 
> j The file move phase completed at time on date 
>j ============================================================= 

Your DECnet software should now be on your target disk. If 
there were any errors reported while the software was 
being moved to the target disk, correct the problem and 
rerun the installation procedure. Your system configuration 
is the following: . 

The line parameters are: 

Device=device-name, full-or-half-duplex, synch-or-asynch 
CSR=csr, Vector=vector, Priori ty=device-priority 
Speed=speed, State=ON 

The Executor parameters are: 

Node name=name, Address=node-address 
Maximum links=max-links, Maximum hops=max-hops 

The System parameters are: 

Maximum control buffers=xxx, Minimum receive buffers=yyy 
Maximum large buffers=zzz, Large buffer size=nnn 

If you want to change any of these parameters in the permanent 
database, use the following CFE commands: 

DEFINE LINE 
DEFINE CIRCUIT 

DEFINE EXECUTOR 
DEFINE SYSTEM 

- will change the line parameters 
- will change circuit parameters (none 

listed above) 
- will change the executor parameters 
- will change the system parameters 
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See the DECnet-RSX Guide to Network Management Utilities for 
more details on CFE or NCP commands. 

The startup file that was provided with your RSX-llM-PLUS system 
may be set up to deallocate the DECnet Communications Executive. 

If this is still in your startup procedure, change it so the 
DECnet Communications Executive is not deallocated, the next 
time your system is booted. The startup file also indicates how 
to install DAPRES. If you want RMS access to remote files, 
install DAPRES as indicated in the startup file. 

To change the start-up file: 

1. Use your favorite editor to access the start-up procedure's data file 
([1,2]SYSPARM.DAT). 

2. Change DECNET = NO to DECNET = YES. 

3. If you want the resident DAP library, change DAPRES = NO to 
DAPRES = YES. 

Once you are satisfied with the configuration, you may bring up 
your network by: 

Setting up the network UIC with the SET /NETUIC=[xxx,54] 
command, then invoke dduu:[xxx,OOl]NETINS.CMD. The network 
UIC may also be permanently set with VMR. 

>;============================================================== 
>; NETGEN - RSX-llM-PLUS Pregenned End Node Installation 
>; Procedure 
>; Stopped at time and date 
>;============================================================== 

>@ <EOF> 

You should now proceed to Chapter 9 for information on the use of the 
NETINS. CMD command procedure. 
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PART III 
Installing and 

Testing DECnet 

fhis part describes procedures for installing and testing DECnet. 

Chapter 9 - Tells how to install and load DECnet-RSX software on various 
host systems. 

• Chapter 10 - Describes how to test D ECnet - RSX software after it is 
installed. 

• Chapter 11 - Describes how to test RSX -11 PSI software after it is installed. 





9 
Installing DECnet 

This chapter tells you how to install and load DECnet on various host systems. It 
also tells you how to automate the installation procedure and how to modify the 
network installation command file (NET INS . CMD) to meet certain needs. 

NOTE 

Before using the NETINS.CMD procedure to bring up 
the network, you should set the network UIC. Use 
the following VMR or MCR command: 

SET /NETUIC=[x,54] 

If you set the wrong UIC, NETINS.CMD will use the 
set UIC and may load the wrong network. 

9.1 Steps Prior to Network Installation 

To verify that you specified DECnet-RSX system information correctly during 
the NETGEN process, use one of the following procedures: 

• Examine the network component parameters using the Configuration File 
Editor (CFE). 

• List and examine NETCFE.CMD and NETCFG.TXT, both located under the 
network UIC [xxx, 1]. 

These techniques are described in the following sections. 
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9.1.1 Use of the Configuration File Editor (CFE) 

CFE can be used to examine the data for the network configuration. (For more 
information on CFE, refer to the DECnet-RSX Guide to Network Management 
Utilities.) Use the following CFE commands to determine how the component 
parameters were set during NETGEN: 

LIST SYSTEM 

LIST EXECUTOR 

LIST KNOWN LINES 

LIST KNOWN CIRCUITS 

LIST KNOWN LOGGING 

LIST KNOWN NODES 

LIST KNOWN OBJECTS 

The following CFE commands are useful only in DECnet-RSX networks that 
interface with a Packet Switching Data Network (PSDN) by means of the 
Packetnet System Interface (PSI) product: 

LIST MODULE X25-ACCESS 

LIST MODULE X25-PROTOCOL 

LIST MODULE X25-SERVER 

LIST MODULE X29-SERVER 

9.1.2 Examination of NETCFE.CMD and NETCFG. TXT 

9-2 

The NETCFE. CMD file is a journal of all the commands entered and executed dur
ing NETGEN. This file also lists the CFE commands executed in the selection of 
any of the default values implicitly or explicitly specified during NETGEN. 

The NETCFG. TXT file contains a narrative description of the system configura
tion as formed during NETGEN. 
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Both files are a product of network generation. They accurately reflect the con
figuration of the network at NETGEN. To use the information in these files, list 
one or both on a hard-copy device and verify that the results of the network gen
eration reflect the options that you intended to specify. 

9.2 Installing DECnet on RSX-11 M/M-PLUS Systems 

If you are ready to install and load the network tasks and components as pro
duced by NETGEN, execute the network installation command file. To do this, 
enter: 

@dduu:[x, 1 ]NETINS.CMD 

The variable dduu: refers to the target disk, and the variable x refers to the group 
code you specified in NETGEN. 

If you do not want to execute the NETINS.CMD file produced by NETGEN 
because you want to automate the installation procedure, or because you want to 
modify this file to meet certain unique needs, refer to Section 9.2.1. 

Figure 9-1 illustrates the installation procedure for an RSX-I1M/M-PLUS system 
using the NETINS.CMD file as produced by NETGEN. 
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Figure 9-1: Installation Procedure for an RSX-11 M/M-PLUS System 
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NETINS.CMD displays the following six questions. If LAT is not included in your 
configuration, Question 3 is not displayed. If you do not have a license for PSI, 
Question 4 is not displayed. 

1 .• >* Do you want to install and load the CEX system? [YIN] 

If you want to install all tasks and load the network partitions and Communi
cations Executive that are common to both DECnet and PSI, answer this 
question YES. 

2 .. >* Do you want to install and start DECnet? [YIN] 

If you want to install all DECnet-specific tasks, answer this question YES. 
This causes the network to be turned on. Any circuits marked for enable will 
be turned on. If you have already loaded DEC, answer this question NO. 

For more information on setting circuit states, see the DECnet-RSX Network 
Management Concepts and Procedures manual. 

3 .. >* Do you want to start LAT? [YIN] 

If you want LA T started, answer this question YES. This causes the LCP pro
gram to issue a START command which makes your service node available to 
LAT terminal server users. If you have already started LAT, answer this ques
tionNO. 

4 .. >* Do you want to install and start PSI? [YIN] 

If you want to use DEC net with data link mapping (DLM) or you want to use 
the PSI User Interface, answer this question YES. Answering YES enables the 
PSI lines that have been previously marked for enable, and enables the X.25 
Server. If you have already loaded PSI, answer this question NO. 

5 .. >* On what device are the network tasks? [D=dduu:] 

Enter the name of the device for the NETGEN target disk where the network 
tasks are located. 

6 .. >* What is the network UIC group code? [D=xxx] 

The variable xxx refers to the group code of the UIC you are currently in. 

If you are bringing up the node for the the first time and you want to make sure 
the node was generated properly, consult Chapters 10 and 11 for the proper test
ing procedure. For more information on the system management com
mands required to bring up a node, see the DECnet-RSX Network Management 
Concepts and Procedures manual. 
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9.2.1 Modifying NETINS.CMD 
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CAUTION 

In the standard NETINS.CMD file generated by 
NETGEN, the installation of CFE and VNP has been 
disabled by placing a leading period and semicolon 
(.j) on the line installing each of these programs. CFE 
and VNP are privileged utilities that should be used 
only by system managers. If you modify these lines 
to allow CFE and VNP installation, any user can per
form CFE and VNP operations. 

You must edit the NETINS.CMD file to meet certain needs, such as: 

• Adding a new component 

• Installing a task in a different partition 

• Saving DSR pool space 

• Changing the way a task is installed 

• Installing and starting the network automatically 

Adding a new component: If you add a new component such as FAL, NFT, or 
TLK in component mode, you must add this component to the NETINS.CMD file. 
For example, to install TLK, enter a line like the following: 

INS xx: [371,054]TLK 

Installing a task in a different partition: If you want to install a task in a par
tition other than GEN, add /PAR = xxxxxx to the appropriate line. The variable 
xxxxxx refers to the new partition for the installed task. For example, to install 
NET ACP in the partition ACPP AR, modify NETINS. CMD as follows: 

INS xx: [371,054]NETACP/PAR=ACPPAR 

In this case, the group code, 371, is a variable. For you, this group code number 
must be the value you specified in NETGEN. 

Saving DSR pool space: If you want to save DSR pool space, you can prevent 
NETINS.CMD from installing certain tasks. To do this, place a semicolon (j) or a 
period and semicolon (.j) before the INS command on the line for that task. The 
semicolon (j) form causes the line to print, while the period and semicolon (.j) 
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form does not. This procedure is preferable to deleting the line because you will 
retain a record of the original NETINS.CMD version. You can install these tasks 
later by using the appropriate MCR commands. 

Changing the way a task is installed: If you want to change the way a task is 
installed, you may need to edit the NETINS.CMD file. If you specified memory
resident RMS in an original network generation, NETINS.CMD will automatically 
check to see if the memory-resident RMS library was installed. If you did a compo
nent mode generation and you generated a version of F AL that does not require 
memory-resident RMS, you should remove this check by editing the 
NETINS.CMD file. 

Installing and starting the network automatically: If you want to install 
and start the network automatically, you must edit the NET INS . CMD file and de
fine the values $CEX, $DEC, $LAT, and $PSI. If $CEX, $DEC, $LAT, or $PSI are 
defined and set TRUE, NETINS.CMD automatically installs and loads these prod
ucts. If $CEX, $DEC, $LAT, or $PSI are defined and set FALSE, NETINS.CMD does 
not install or load these products. After you define these values, you must also 
specify the device name for the disk where the network tasks are located and the 
network UIC. 

If you define the products, the device name, and the network UIC, NETINS.CMD 
performs all functions without displaying any questions. If any of these are not 
defined, NETINS.CMD displays the appropriate questions. 

To modify the NETINS.CMD file, add the following lines to the beginning of the 
file: 

1. To define $CEX, $DEC, $LAT, and $PSI, enter: 

.SETT $CEX 

.SETT $DEC 

.SETT $LAT 

.SETT $PSI 

In this example, all values are defined TRUE. You can change these values 
(TRUE or FALSE) to meet your own needs. To assign a device name (xx:) for 
the target disk device (dduu:), add the following line: 

ASN dduu: =xx: 

The network task device (dduu:) is the target device you specified in 
NETGEN. 
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2. To define the network UIC group code, add the following line: 

SET /NETUIC=x,54] 

Or execute the following VMR command on the RSX-IIM/M-PLUS system 
image: 

VMR> 

The variable x refers to the group code specified in NETGEN. 

Finally, to invoke the NETINS.CMD file automatically, add the following line to 
the system start-up command file: 

@dduu: [x, l]NETINS. CMD 

The variable x refers to the group code specified in NETGEN. 

If you follow this procedure, NETINS.CMD installs and loads the network soft
ware automatically. 

After installing and loading the network for the first time, you should execute the 
testing procedures described in Chapters 10 and 11. 

9.2.2 Using VMR to Install Network Tasks 
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An optional way of starting the network is to use the Virtual Monitor Routine 
(VMR) commands to install network tasks. You can use individual VMR com
mands and/or you can edit the SYSVMR.CMD file. (See Section 3.2.5.10 for infor
mation about SYSVMR. CMD.) 

Using VMR has three advantages over using the NETINS.CMD file: 

• VMR reduces start-up time because the system already contains the tasks in 
installed form when booted. 

• Installing tasks with VMR minimizes fragmentation in the Dynamic Storage 
Region (DSR) pool. 

• There is no possibility of the RSX -11 M loading problem discussed in Section 
3.2.3. 

The commands for VMR are essentially the same as the MCR commands used in 
NETINS.CMD. There are two exceptions - the CLI command and the LOAD 
command. The CLI command and the /HIGH switch of the LOAD command are 
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not supported in VMR. Instead of the LOA NM:/HIGH command used by 
NETINS.CMD, use the following command: 

LOA NM: 

The CLI command in NETINS.CMD that deals with RMTACP 
(CLIIINIT = RMTACP ... ) should be deleted and issued as a command to MCR. 

After making these two changes you should include the commands found in the 
NETINS.CMD file in the SYSVMR.CMD file. 

NOTE 

On RSX-IIM and RSX-IIM-PLUS systems, you can
not use the VNP SET EXECUTOR STATE ON com
mand. If you want the network to be loaded auto
matically, you must include the NCP SET 
EXECUTOR STATE ON command in your system 
start-up file. 

For more information on Virtual Monitor Routine (VMR) commands, see the 
RSX-llMIM-PLUS System Management Guide. 

9.3 Installing DECnet-11 S Systems 

To install DECnet on an RSX-llS system, use the virtual monitor routine with 
NETINS.CMD (see Section 9.3.1). Then use VNP to load the network into the 
RSX-l1S system image (see Section 9.3.2). For a description of down-line system 
loading or down-line task loading, see the DECnet-RSX Network Management 
Concepts and Procedures manual. 

9.3.1 Installing Tasks Using VMR Commands 

To install tasks using VMR commands, perform the following procedures: 

1. MCR> 

2. Invoke the virtual monitor routine: 

MCR> 

3. VMR then prompts you to enter the RSX-ll S system image file name: 

Enter filename: 
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4. Invoke the NETINS.CMD file: 

VMR> 

The variable dduu: refers to the target disk and the variable x refers to the 
group code you specified in NET Section 1, Question 4.00. VMR executes 
the NETINS.CMD file and produces a preinstalled, ready-to-be-booted sys
tem image, but the network will not be usable unless you load it and turn it 
on with VNP before booting. 

Example 9-1 displays a NETINS.CMD file for an RSX-llS system generated with 
all optional components. NTINIT and NETACP are required tasks. If RCPl and 
MLD appear in your command file, they are also required. Remaining tasks are 
optional. If you are installing EVC, you should load NM:. If you are installing SLD, 
you should load OV:. 

Example 9-1: Typical NETINS.CMD for an RSX-11S System 

SET /NETUIC=[xxx,64] 
INS NTINIT/FIX=YES 
INS MLD/FIX=YES 
INS EVC/FIX=YES 
INS NCP/FIX=YES 
LOA NM: 
INS NETACP/FIX=YES 
INS RCP1/FIX=YES 
INS NICE/CKP=NO/FIX=YES 
INS EVR/FIX=YES 
INS NTD/CKP=NO/FIX=YES 
INS NTDEMO/CKP=NO/FIX=YES 
INS MIR/CKP=NO/FIX=YES 
INS SLD/FIX=YES 
LOA OV: 
INS FAL/CKP=NO/FIX=YES 
INS RMT/CKP=NO/FIX=YES 
INS RMTACP/FIX=YES 
LOA HT: 
INS RMHACP/CKP=NO/FIX=YES 
INS TLK/CKP=NO/FIX=YES 
INS LSN/FIX=YES 
INS TCL/CKP=NO/FIX=YES 

If you want to change the way tasks are installed, you must either modify the 
NETINS.CMD command file before using it with VMR, or at a later time, modify 
the system image with VMR. 
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• If you are not installing SLD and loading OV:, you cannot down-line load or 
up-line checkpoint tasks. Tasks should be fixed in memory using the 
FIX = YES switch and installed as noncheckpointable. For example: 

INS RMT/CKP=NO/FIX=YES 

• If you are installing SLD and loading OV:, you can down-line load and/or up
line checkpoint tasks. In either case, do not use the FIX switch. NETGEN 
builds all tasks that can be checkpointed as checkpointable. If you want to 
install a task as checkpointable, do not specify a switch. For example: 

INS RMT 

If you want to install a task as noncheckpointable, specify /CKP = NO. For 
example: 

INS RMT/CKP=NO 

9.3.2 Loading the Network Using VNP Commands 

After using VMR to install your tasks, use the Virtual Network Processor (VNP) 
commands to load the network. To load tasks using VNP commands, perform the 
following procedures: 

1. Enter: 

The variable dduu: refers to the target disk and the variable x refers to the 
group code you specified in NET Section 1, Question 4.00. 

2. VNP then prompts you to enter the RSX-IIS system image file name: 

Enter filename: 

3. The following SET command will start the network and enable circuits that 
were requested to be enabled during NETGEN: 

VNP> 
VNP> 

4. To load lines not previously set to ON, enter: 

VNP> 

5. To enable circuits not previously set to ON, enter: 

VNP> 
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6. If you want to check the states of your lines and circuits, enter the following 
two commands: 

VNP> 
VNP> 

For more information on using these commands, see the DECnet-RSX Guide to 
Network Management Utilities. 

After preparing the system image as just described, you have a ready-to-be-booted 
system image. If you need more information on how to boot or down-line load an 
RSX-ll S system, refer to the DECnet-RSX Network Management Concepts and 
Procedures manual. 

After installing and loading the network for the first time, you should execute the 
testing procedures described in Chapters 10 and 11. If you want to perform these 
tests you should also set up a loop node for the circuit(s) you will be testing. To set 
up a loop node for a circuit enter the following command: 

VNP> 

where loop-name is the name of the loop node and circuit-id is the name of the 
circuit you will be testing. You must do this with VNP prior to running the loop 
tests because RSX-IIS NCP does not support setting up a loop node. For more 
information on loop node testing, see the DECnet-RSX Network Management 
Concepts and Procedures manual. 

9.4 Installing a DECnet-11 S System on a VAX/VMS System 

This procedure (intended for users who are installing DECnet-IIS on a VMS Ver
sion 4.0 or later system) is very similar to the procedure described in Sections 
9.3.1 and 9.3.2. There are three exceptions: 

• You must have certain privileges set prior to running VMR or VNP. 

• You must log in using MCR as your CLI. 

• You must use a different command to set your UIC group code. 
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9.4.1 Establishing VAXNMS Privileges 

You must be logged in to the V AXNMS system with certain privileges in order to 
set up and run the RSX-llS network generation. You should have access to the 
following required privileges: 

• Change mode to kernel privilege (CMKRNL). This allows you to change 
default VICs and directories. You must have this privilege before you can set 
the remaining privileges. 

• Logical I/O privilege (LOG_IO). This privilege permits RSX-IIM VMR to do 
logical I/O on task image files. 

• System protection privilege (SYSPRV). This privilege allows you to create 
files in directories not owned by the current VIC. 

If you have the SETPRV privilege, you can establish the required privileges with 
the following MCR command: 

> 

To find out what privileges you have, use the following MCR command: 

> 

For more information on using these privileges, see the VAXNMS System Man
ager's Guide. 

9.4.2 Installing Tasks Using VMR Commands 

After you have set your privileges, you can install tasks using VMR commands. 
The following steps permit you to begin this procedure on a V AXNMS system. 

1. Log in using the ICLI = MCR qualifier so that you can use MCR - for exam
ple, 

Username: 
Password: 

2. Set up the required privileges (Section 9.4.1). 

3. Mount the RSX-llS system disk and NETGEN target disk. 

> 
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4. Set your default disk and DIC to [x,64] on the target disk - for example, 

> 

The variable x refers to the DIC group code you specified in NET Section 1, 
Question 4.00. 

5. Invoke the virtual monitor routine: 

> 

6. VMR then prompts you to enter the RSX-IIS system image file name: 

Enter filename: 

7. Invoke the NETINS.CMD file: 

VMR> 

The variable dduu: refers to the target disk, and the variable x refers to the 
group code you specified in NET. VMR then executes the NETINS. CMD file. 

9.4.3 Loading the Network Using VNP Commands 
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After setting up the required privileges and using VMR to install your tasks, use 
the Virtual Network Processor (VNP) commands to load the network. To load 
tasks using VNP commands, perform the following procedures: 

1. Enter: 

The variable dduu: refers to the target disk, and the variable x refers to the 
group code you specified in NET Section 1, Question 4.00. 

2. VNP then prompts you to enter the RSX -11 S system image file name: 

Enter filename: 

3. The following SET command will start the network and enable circuits 
which were requested to be enabled during NETGEN: 

VNP> 
VNP> 

4. To load lines not previously set to ON, enter: 

VNP> 
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5. To enable circuits not previously set to ON, enter: 

VNP> 

6. If you want to check the states of your lines and circuits, enter the following 
two commands: 

VNP> 
VNP> 

For more information on using these commands see the DECnet-RSX Guide to 
Network Management Utilities. 

After preparing the system image as just described, you have a ready-to-be-booted 
system image. For a description on how to boot or down-line load an RSX-llS 
system, refer to the DECnet-VAX System Manager's Guide. 

After installing and loading the network for the first time, you should execute the 
testing procedures described in Chapters 10 and 11. If you want to perform these 
tests, you should also set up a loop node for the circuit(s) you will be testing. To 
set up a loop node for a circuit, enter the following command: 

VNP> 

where loop-name is the name of the loop node and circuit-id is the name of the 
circuit you will be testing. You must do this with VNP prior to running the loop 
tests because RSX-llS NCP does not support setting up a loop node. For more 
information on loop node testing, see the DECnet-RSX Network Management 
Concepts and Procedures manual. 
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10 
Installation Testing 

This chapter describes procedures you can use to check your RSX-llS, RSX-
11M, or RSX-IIM-PLUS node. Certain restrictions, as outlined throughout this 
chapter, apply to testing an RSX-llS node. The checkout procedures consist of 
three types of tests: 

• The first test determines if your local node software is operational. 

• The second test determines if your local DECnet node and communications 
hardware are functioning properly. 

• The third test checks your local node's ability to communicate with a 
remote node (see Figure 10-1). 

All procedures are designed to be initiated and executed from the local node. 
However, an operator should be available at each remote node to assist in prob
lem isolation.If you selected event logging during NETGEN and have disabled 
event logging using CFE or NCP, you should enable console event logging prior to 
performing the tests described in this chapter. You can enable event logging by 
using the following command: 

NCP> 

For more information on the Network Control Program (NCP) commands men
tioned in this chapter, refer to the DECnet-RSX Guide to Network Management 
Utilities. 

If you are testing an RSX-ll S node you must have installed NCP and NICE in the 
RSX-ll S system image using VMR. The procedure for installing the network soft
ware on an RSX -11 S system is given in Chapter 9. 
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Figure 10-1: Installation Test Flowchart 
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Figure 10-2: Local Node Software Test 
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10.1 Local Node Software Testing 

The local node test described in this section requires the use of the indirect com
mand file processor. RSX-11S does not support this command file processor; for 
RSX-11S systems, skip ahead to Section 10.2. 

This test determines whether the five layers of software are working: the User 
layer, the Network Management layer, the Network Application layer, the End 
Communications layer, and part of the Routing layer. This test does not check the 
device driver or the communications device. See Figure 10-2 for the path the test 
data travels. You may use other types of tests, but the NTEST. CMD procedure is 
preferred because it is automated. The NTEST. CMD procedure tests and installs 
the network tasks needed for testing and brings up the network. 

If the requirements of Section 10.1.1 cannot be met (for example, a 16K-word 
system controlled partition), the TLK and LSN utilities can be substituted for the 
NTEST.CMD test. 

NTEST.CMD executes two sets of programs: DECnet test sender (DTS) with 
DECnet test receiver (DTR), and Network File Transfer (NFT) with File Access Lis
tener (FAL). DTS/DTR perform message transfer operations using task-to-task 
communication. NFT IF AL perform various file transfer operations. Details of 
the DTS/DTR programs are in Appendix D. Details of NFT and F AL are found in 
the DECnet-RSX Guide to User Utilities. 

10.1.1 Preparing to Run the Test 

The following conditions must be met before the local NTEST. CMD procedure is 
executed: 

• The partition in which the network software and the software tools will run 
must be system controlled and at least 16K words in length. 

• A NETGEN procedure must be completed. 

• NETGEN must have moved the NTEST.CMD file onto your disk under the 
VIC [xxx,24], where xxx is the group code chosen during NETGEN. 

• You must have installed the network using the NET INS procedure or NCP 
commands. For more information on installing the network, see Chapter 9. 
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• You must be logged into a privileged account (if your system supports 
multiuser protection). 

When you have satisfied these conditions, proceed to the next section and run 
NTEST.CMD. 

10.1.2 Running the Test 

Invoke the command file by entering the following: 

> 

where xxx is the network software UIC group code specified during NETGEN. 

NTEST. CMD begins to execute and prompts you for any input it requires during 
execution. Example 10-1 is an example of the NTEST. CMD procedure. 

Your answers to the questions displayed by the NTEST.CMD procedure may be 
different from those in the example. You may specify device names, YES and NO 
options, and group UIC codes that differ from those shown. 

NOTE 

The NTEST.CMD procedure is used twice in the test
ing procedures outlined in this chapter. For the test 
described in this section, answer YES to the question 
"Is this an internal node test?". This same procedure 
will be used in the test described in Section 10.3, at 
which time you should answer NO to this question. 
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Example 10-1: NTEST.CMD Sample Listing 

> 
>; 
>; ============================================================ 
>. , RSX-11M/M-PLUS Network Installation Procedures 
>; ============================================================ 
>. , 
>; Copyright (C) 1979, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1987 
>; by Digital Equipment Corporation, Maynard, Mass. 
>. , 
>SET /UIC=[l,l] 
>; Test procedure performed at 08:02:34 on 01-JAN-87 
>; 
>; This procedure is designed to allow a user to perform the following 
>; tests on a DECnet-11M/M-PLUS system: 
>; 
>; . Internal node level -- Test the local node without using any 
>. , communication circuits. 
>; . Circuits level -- Test the local node with a communications line 

attached to a turnaround/loopback device or a modem with loopback 
capabilities. 

>. , 
>. , 
>; . Remote node level -- Test the local node by attempting to communi-
>; cate with a remote node. 
>; 
>; 
>; The procedure will execute DTS/DTR tests and will use NFT/FAL to 
>; transfer and execute files. 
>; 
>; Before running this procedure, you should have access to the following 
>; information: 
>; 
>; . The device and group code of the UIC under which the network 

tasks are stored. >. , 
>; . The target node name (for local tests, this is the local node 

name). >. , 
>; . The necessary UIC and password to access files residing on the 

target node, for NFT tests. >. , 
>; 
>* Do you want to: <RET>-continue E-exit P-pause [S]: 
>; 
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>j ============================================================ 
>. , Test Parameters 
>j ============================================================ 
>j 

>j If you do not choose long dialogue mode, explanatory text for each 
>j question is available by hitting the "ESCAPE" key. 
>j 

>* Do you want long dialogue mode? [YIN]: 
>j 

>j Enter the UIC group code under which the network files were stored 
>j for this node's network. 
>j 

>* What group UIC is the network stored under? [0 R:1-377]: 
>j 

>j Specify the device on which the network files are stored. The default 
>j device is "SY:". 
>j 

>* On what device are the network files (DDNN)? [S R:0-5]: 
>j 

>j Answer "YES" to the next question if this is 
>j i.e. the test does not involve communications 
>j remote nodes. 
>j 

>* Is this an internal node test? [YIN]: 
>j 

an internal node test, 
lines and/or 

>j Enter the target node name (1-6 alphanumeric characters). This is the 
>j node name of the remote node. If this is an internal level test, then 
>j the local node name should be used. If this is a line level test, then 
>j the loopback node name should be used. 
>j 

>* What is the local node name? [S R:1-6]: 
>j 

>j 

>j 

>j 

>j 

>j 

>j 

>j 

>j 

>j 

DTS will 
1.) 

2. ) 

3. ) 

now be invoked to perform three tests: 
DTS will issue a connect request to DTR 
DTR to be loaded, answer the request and 
exit 
DTS/DTR will execute a 1 minute pattern 
using a 10 byte message size 
DTS/DTR will execute a 1 minute pattern 
using an 1100 byte message size. 

causing 
task 

test 

test 

>j The 10 byte message size was selected because this size is smaller 
>j than ECL's segment size ... thus there will be 1 segment for each 
>j message. The 1100 byte message size is larger than the segment sizej 
>j therefore, there will be multi-segments for each of these messages. 
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>NCP ZERO EXECUTOR COUNTERS 
>NCP ZERO SYSTEM COUNTERS 
>DTS @ DTSTST 
LOAD/EXEC DTR VIA CONNECT TEST 
DTS -- Test finished at 8:0]:]0 
PAT/MSG=10/TIME=lM 
DTS -- Test started at 8:0]:]0 
DTS -- Test finished at 8:04:]0 
]01] Messages sent 

502 Characters/second 
4016 Baud 

PAT/MSG=1100/TIME=lM 
DTS -- Test started at 8:04:]1 
DTS -- Test finished at 8:05:]1 
876 Messages sent 
16060 Characters/second 
128480 Baud 

>j 

>j 

>j 

>j In order to execute NFT file transfer tests, you must supply valid 
>j access control information for the target node NODEA. This 
>j information is 
>j (1). A user identification (the format depends on what type of 
>. , system NODEA is. 
>j (2). The password for that user-id. 
>j 

>* What is the user-id for NFT tests on node NODEA [S R:1.-16.]: 
>* What is the corresponding password [S R:0.-8.]: 
>PIP NFTTS1.ZZZj/DE/NM,NFTTS2j,NFTTS]j,NFTTS4j,NFTTS5j 
>. , 
>j NFT will now be invoked. A copy of the command file NTEST.CMD will be 
>j transferred to node NODEA with the filename TMPNETTST.ZZZ using the 
>j access control information you specified. NFT will then delete the 
>j file. 
>j 

>NFT @ NFTTS1. ZZZ/TR 
NFT>NODEA/[200,200]/PRIV::TMPNETTST.ZZZj1=DM1:[100,24]NTEST.CMD 

>j 

>j The file TMPNETTST.ZZZ will now be deleted using NFT. 
>. , 
>NFT @NFTTS2.ZZZ/TR 
NFT>NODEA/[200,200]/PRIV::TMPNETTST.ZZZj1/DE 
>j 

>j 
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>NCP SHOW EXECUTOR COUNTERS 

Node counters as of 01-FEB-87 09:24:12 

Executor node = 14 (NODEA) 
308 Seconds since last zeroed 

1009182 Bytes received 
1009182 Bytes sent 

17658 Messages received 
17658 Messages sent 

8 Connects received 
8 Connects sent 
o Response timeouts 
o Received connect resource errors 
2 Peak logical links active 
o Aged packet loss 
o Node unreachable packet loss 
o Node out-of-range packet loss 
o Oversized packet loss 
o Packet format error 
o Partial routing update loss 
o Verification reject 
2 Node maximum logical links active 
o Total received connect resource errors 

>NCP SHOW SYSTEM COUNTERS 

System counters as of 01FEB87 09:25:03 

368 Seconds since last zeroed 
o Control buffer allocation failed 
o Small buffer allocation failed 
o Large buffer allocation failed 
o Receive buffer allocation failed 

>; 
>; If you have reached this point with no errors, then you can be 
>; confident that the node has been created properly_ 
>, 
>; End of test at 08:07:12 
>, 
>; ============================================================ 
>, End of Installation Test 
>; ============================================================ 
>SET /UIC=[100,24] 
> (jJ <EOF> 

The counter displays illustrated in Example 10-1 reflect an error-free test execu
tion. Although the values of the counters you actually see may vary slightly, you 
should verify that the bytes sent counter equals the bytes received counter. Also 
verify that all counters shown as having a value of zero have a value of zero in 
your display. Note that on a non-routing node not all the executor counters 
shown will be displayed. 
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Check the counters displayed by NTEST for errors. If there are any errors, pro
ceed to Section 10.1.3. 

If there are no errors, proceed to Section 10.2, Node Level Hardware Loopback 
Circuit Testing. 

10.1.3 NTEST.CMD Failure Conditions and Handling 

The most common failure conditions that occur during this test are resource allo
cation failures or network tasks not installed. These are the most common symp
toms of these failure conditions: 

• Inability to execute the NCP SET SYSTEM command 

• Inability to execute the NCP SET EXECUTOR STATE ON command 

• Inability to establish a logical link 

Identify which class of failure is occurring, take appropriate corrective action, 
and then repeat the test. 

Corrective action: If, at any time, the operation appears to be hung, use the NCP 
SHOW SYSTEM COUNTERS command. If any of the buffer allocation failed 
counters are incrementing, there is a resource allocation problem. The network 
should be unloaded, and the resource allocations should be increased using CFE. 
Once the system resources have been increased, reload the network with the 
NCP SET SYSTEM command. Then set the executor state ON with the NCP SET 
EXECUTOR STATE ON command. 

Allocation failures: Resource allocation failures include one or more of the fol
lowing conditions: 

• Insufficient number of large buffers (LOBs) 

• Insufficient number of control buffers (CCBs) 

• Insufficient number of small buffers (SOBs) 

• Insufficient RSX system pool size (OSR) 

• Insufficient number of logical links 
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Other failures: Other reasons for failure can include one or more of the follow
ing conditions: 

• Insufficient checkpoint space 

• Fragmented system-controlled partition 

• Hardware problems, including disk errors that can result in system behavior 
that cannot be reproduced 

If there is insufficient checkpoint space, Rep 1 (routing control process) may not 
be able to allocate space for its database. You would receive the following mes
sage: 

RCPl - Cannot allocate space for database 

If NTEST.CMD fails while running DTS/DTR or NFT/FAL, refer to Appendix D 
(for DTS/DTR) or to the DECnet-RSX Guide to User Utilities (for NFT/FAL). 
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Figure 10-3: Node Level Hardware Loopback Circuit Test 
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10.2 Node Level Hardware Loopback Circuit Testing 

This test verifies that the Routing layer, the device drivers, and the communica
tions hardware are functioning properly. In addition to the layers previously 
tested by the local node software tests (Section 10.1), the Data Link and Physical 
Link layers and associated hardware are tested in this procedure. 

This test transfers data over the communications circuit through the loopback 
connector to the associated loop node name. Figure 10-3 shows the path the test 
data travels. As illustrated in Figure 10-3, the test can be run to the controller, to 
a loopback connector, or to the local modem. 

The following devices cannot perform the hardware loopback tests described in 
this section. You should observe the special instructions given for these devices. 

• For UNA and QNA devices, proceed to Section 10.3. 

• For DLM, run the PSI checkout procedures first (see Chapter 11), including 
NCP LOOP LINE; then proceed to Section 10.3. 

• For multipoint devices (controller or tributary) using software DDCMP, pro
ceed to Section 10.3. 

The following devices must be used in a special manner. You should observe the 
special instructions given before performing the tests described in this section. 

• For PCL, PCL-n.O is assigned as the local TDM address. This circuit should 
be used for the tests specified in this section. 

• For half duplex devices (point-to-point), temporarily set up for full duplex 
operation to perform the tests described in this section. If the tests are suc
cessful, switch back to half duplex and proceed to Section 10.3. 

10.2.1 Preparing to Run the Test 

You should perform four steps before running the test: 

Step 1: 

Perform one of these three actions (for more information, see the chapter entitled 
"Testing the Network" in the DECnet-RSX Network Management Concepts and 
Procedures manual): 

• Install the hardware loopback connector using the correct connector. 
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• Use the analog loopback button on the modem. 

• Set the device (DMC/DMR, or DMP) to controller loopback with the follow
ing NCP commands: 

NCP> 
NCP> 

Step 2: 

Use the following NCP commands to set the line and circuit on (assuming that the 
line is not already loaded). For example, enter 

NCP> 
NCP> 

The event logger prints a message on the console if logging is enabled. The fol
lowing is an example of a message: 

Event type 4.10, Circuit up 
Occurred 01FEB87 09:29:17 on node 14 (NODEA) 
Circuit DMCO 
Node address = 14 (NODEA) 

Step 3: 

Use the NCP SHOW command to verify that the circuit state has changed to ON. 
Note that the executor node is now also the adjacent node on the test circuit. 

NCP> 

This is an example of the summary display: 

Circuit summary as of 01FEB87 09:42:56 

Circuit = DMCO 

State = On 
Adjacent node = 14 (NODEA) 

If the state of the circuit is still ON-STARTING, proceed to Section 10.2.4 (On
Starting Substate Error Handling). 

Step 4: 

Zero all system, executor, and circuit counters using the NCP ZERO SYSTEM 
COUNTERS, ZERO EXECUTOR COUNTERS, and ZERO CIRCUIT COUNTERS 
commands. 
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10.2.2 Running the Loop Node Test 

Use the SET NODE command with the CIRCUIT parameter to establish a loop 
node name. For example, 

NCP> 

establishes circuit DMC-O as the circuit over which loop testing takes place. The 
loop node name is necessary because, under normal operation, DECnet routing 
software decides what path to use. The loop node name overrides the routing 
function to route information over a specific circuit. For RSX-I1S systems you 
must establish this loop node using the VNP SET NODE command before loading 
the system image. 

Next, use the NCP command to loop messages over the line through the loopback 
device to the loopback node name TESTER. 

NCP> 

Now show the circuit counters by entering: 

NCP> 

This is an example of the counters display: 

Circuit counters as of 01-FEB-7 09:54:15 

Circuit = DMC-O 

226 Seconds since last zeroed 
87 Terminating packets received 
87 Originating packets sent 
o Transit packets received 
o Transit packets sent 
o Transit congestion loss 
o Circuit down 
o Initialization failure 

4378 Bytes received 
4378 Bytes sent 
143 Data blocks received 
143 Data blocks sent 

o Data errors inbound 
o Data errors outbound 
o Remote reply timeouts 
o Local reply timeouts 
o Local buffer errors 

The last five counters are error counters and should be zero. If any of the last five 
counters show a nonzero value, see Section 10.2.5; otherwise enter the following 
command to show system counters: 
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NCP> 

This is an example of the counters display: 

System counters as of 01-FEB-7 09:56:42 

1860 Seconds since last zeroed 
o Control buffer allocation failed 
a Small buffer allocation failed 
a Large buffer allocation failed 
o Receive buffer allocation failed 

Errors indicated by the system counter summary can be corrected by increasing 
the number of buffers whose allocation failed. Use CFE to modify system buffer 
parameters. 

Next, enter the command to show the executor node counters: 

NCP> 

This is an example of the counters display for a routing node: 

Node counters as of 01FEB87 09:56:23 

Executor node = 14 (NODEA) 

1862 Seconds since last zeroed 
1011764 Bytes received 
1011764 Bytes sent 

17745 Messages received 
17745 Messages sent 

9 Connects received 
9 Connects sent 
o Response timeouts 
o Received connect resource errors 
2 Total maximum logical links active 
o Aged packet loss 
o Node unreachable packet loss 
o Node out-of-range packet loss 
o Oversized packet loss 
o Packet format error 
o Partial routing update loss 
o Verification reject 
2 Node maximum logical links active 
o Total received connect resource errors 
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Check the executor node counters and the circuit counters. If the counters were 
properly zeroed before the test, then the counters should show equivalent values 
for the following counter pairs: 

Circuit Counter Pairs 

Terminating packets received 
Originating packets sent 

Transit packets received 
Transit packets sent 

Bytes received 
Bytes sent 

Data Blocks received 
Data Blocks sent 

Node Counter Pairs 

Bytes received 
Bytes sent 

Messages received 
Messages sent 

Connects received 
Connects sent 

If counter pairs show equal values, proceed to restore your node as described in 
the next section. If you see unequal values for counter pairs, there is probably a 
hardware problem; follow the steps described in Section 10.2.5 for line and cir
cuit error handling. 

10.2.3 Restoring the Node 

Now that the test is complete, the circuit must be restored to its normal state. This 
involves removing the loopback name and restoring the hardware to its normal 
state (removing the hardware loopback connector, setting the modem to normal, 
or setting the line to controller normal from controller loopback). 

Use the NCP CLEAR NODE command to remove the loopback name. For RSX
lIS systems, the loopback name must be left set or removed from the system 
image file with the VNP CLEAR NODE command. If the loopback name is 
TESTER, you enter: 

NCP> 

Next, remove the hardware loopback connector or set the modem back to nor
mal. Note that the circuit status returns to the ON-STARTING state. The time it 
takes to return to the ON-STARTING state depends on the listener time for the 
circuit. The default value specified in NETGEN is 30 seconds. This is an example 
of the displayed event message: 

Event type 4.7, Circuit down - circuit fault 
Occurred 01-FEE-87 10:05:16 on node 14 (NODEA) 
Circuit DMC-O 
Adjacent node listener receive timeout 
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If a DMC/DMR, DMP, or DMV device was previously set to controller loopback, 
you must set the device back to controller normal (the default state) with the fol
lowing commands: 

NCP> 
NCP> 
NCP> 

The local node level communications circuit testing is now complete. You can be 
confident that the local software and hardware are functioning properly and can 
connect to a remote node. Proceed to Section 10.3. 

10.2.4 On-Starting Substate Error Handling 

The test cannot be run if the circuit state is ON-STARTING. Examine the hard
ware loopback connector. Be sure it is properly installed and conforms to the 
specifications described in the DECnet-RSX Network Management Concepts 
and Procedures manual. If you are using a modem with the analog loopback capa
bility, see if special strapping is required. 

Next, use the NCP SHOW LINE line-id CHARACTERISTICS command (use VNP 
for RSX -11 S nodes) to check that the line has been set to full duplex mode (even 
though you may have selected half duplex during NETGEN). Half duplex mode 
may have been specified in the network generation procedure. Use NCP com
mands (VNP commands for RSX-IIS nodes) to change the controller. For exam
ple, the following NCP commands set up a DMC/DMR line for testing using the 
controller loopback capability of the DMC/DMR device: 

NCP> 
NCP> 
NCP> 
NCP> 
NCP> 

If the circuit could not be set ON, check 

• For resource allocation problems. NCP> SHOW SYSTEM COUNTERS 
should show no errors. 

• That CSRs and vectors were properly specified during NETGEN. If they were 
not, correct them by means of NCP or CFE. 

• If a device was included in the RSX system during SYSGEN and also included 
at NETGEN. If it was, the following message will appear when loading the 
network: 

NTL-Vector not available 
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If this condition occurs, you must change the hardware vector and CSR of 
the device, and modify the network permanent database (or re-run the 
SYSGEN procedure). Otherwise check with field service. 

• If you specified too Iowa value for the maximum vector parameter during 
SYSGEN, the following message will appear when loading the network: 

NTL-Vector not in system 

If this condition occurs, you need to change the hardware vector and CSR of 
the device, as well as modify the network permanent database (or re-run the 
SYSGEN procedure). Otherwise check with field service. 

See Chapter 3 for detailed SYSGEN requirements. If the circuit is still in the ON
STARTING state, use the NCP SHOW CIRCUIT COUNTERS command. Check the 
summary. If bytes received and bytes sent are zero, the communications hard
ware is at fault. Have Digital field service verify that the device and connector 
have been properly installed. 

Three common hardware failures that occur are: 

• The communication device fails to interrupt. 

• The modem and/or line corrupts the data being transmitted or received. 

• Communication device addresses (CSR and vector) are improperly set on the 
interface. 

Common symptoms of these failures are: 

• Inability to turn on a circuit 

• Inability to complete the transport initialization operation 

Most other types of failures are documented by appropriate error messages. You 
can take advantage of the extensive status and error counters maintained by the 
DECnet-RSX system to aid in trouble shooting. Refer to the DECnet-RSX Net
work Management Concepts and Procedures manual for descriptions of the var
ious counters and procedures for displaying them. 
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10.2.5 Line and Circuit Counter Error Handling 

The following errors indicate problems requiring Digital field service: 

• Errors indicated by circuit counters with receive overrun error qualifiers can 
indicate that the communication device is installed at the wrong device pri
ority. For example, a bus request plug may not be installed at BR5. 

• Data errors inbound or outbound indicate a hardware device, modem, or 
line problem. If possible, verify the line quality by using standard modem 
test procedures (see the owner's documentation for your modem) before 
calling Digital field service. 
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Figure 10-4: Remote Node Software Test 
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10.3 Remote Node Software Testing 

In this test, all the network layers are tested. Figure 10-4 depicts the path taken 
through the various layers. This test involves testing the software in your node 
against software in a remote node. Both nodes should have been verified locally 
before the tests described in this section are performed. 

10.3.1 Preparing to Run the Test 

You should perform these three steps before running the tests described in this 
section: 

Step 1: 

Verify that the circuit to be used for the test has been connected to a properly con
figured Phase III or Phase IV remote node. Verify that both the local and remote 
nodes are set up with the same line and circuit characteristics. 

Step 2: 

Use the NCP SHOW KNOWN CIRCUITS command. If your circuit is in the 
ON-STARTING substate, proceed to Section 10.3.3 for non-Ethernet devices and 
Section 10.3.4 for Ethernet devices. Follow the procedures in those sections to 
get the circuit state to ON. If the circuit state is ON, proceed to the following step. 
For Ethernet devices, you can perform the test to any adjacency (remote node on 
the Ethernet) that is reachable. Use the NCP SHOW NODE node-id command to 
determine if an adjacency is reachable. 

Step 3: 

Zero all the counters used in previous tests by entering the NCP ZERO 
COUNTERS commands, including system, executor, and circuit. If you are using 
the NTEST .CMD procedure to perform the test, the procedure will zero the coun
ters for you. 
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NOTE 

For the remote tests described in this section, both 
DTR and F AL must be installed on the remote node 
before you can run NTEST.CMD. 
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10.3.2 Running the Test 

There are two methods of testing. One method uses the NTEST.CMD file (not 
available on RSX-11S), the other method uses DECnet utilities. If you are using 
the DECnet utilities, when testing is completed, display all counters using NCP 
SHOW commands. Be sure to include circuit, node, executor, and system coun
ters. If you are using the NTEST.CMD procedure, the procedure will display the 
counters for you. Pairs of counters will no longer match on the local node, but 
errors should be noted and corrected. Refer to the DECnet-RSX Network Man
agement Concepts and Procedures manual for information on correcting errors 
indicated by the network counters. 

10.3.2.1 Using the NTEST .CMD Procedure 

This test (not available on RSX-11S nodes) is the same as the one described in 
Section 10.1.2, with one exception. Instead of answering the question, "Is this an 
internal node test?", with a Y, answer with an N. Then follow the procedures 
described in that section. 

10.3.2.2 DECnet Utility Tests 

When all circuits have been verified to be in the ON state, run one of the DECnet 
utilities listed in Table 10-1. Utilities are listed in descending order of preference. 
The DTS/DTR test is more thorough than the others, which is why it is the pre
ferred test. The table specifies the availability of each test on each of the DEC net 
products. 

For RSX-11S systems, the TLK and NCP LOOP tests are the only tests available on 
the local node. However, you can use the NFT utility on another node to transfer 
files to and from RSX-11S unit record devices if you have installed FAL in the 
RSX-11S system image using VMR. In addition, you can install DTR on an RSX
lIS system and perform the DTS/DTR test from another node to the RSX-11S sys
tem. 
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Table 10-1: Utility Availability on DECnet Nodes 

Test Remote Node Type 

DECnet- DECnet- DECnet- DECnet- DECnet- DECnet-
RSX 20 RT E VAX lAS 

DTS/DTR Yes Yes· Yes Yes Yes Yes 

NFT/FAL Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

TLK/LSN Yes No Yes Yes No Yes 

PHO Yes·· No No No Yes No 

NCPLOOP Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

• Available from software specialist 
•• RSX-IIM-PLUS and Micro/RSX only 

DTSIDTR. In order for the DTS/DTR utility to run, DTR must be installed at the 
remote node. The general format of DTS commands is as follows, followed by an 
example: 

Format: 

DTS [node-name[aci]]::[/TEST = type][/PRINT = choice] 

(aci is optional access control information.) 

Example: 

> 

Full details on DTS/DTR are given in Appendix D. 

NFT/FAL. In order for NFT to perform a file operation to a remote node,FAL 
must be installed at the remote node. 

Use NFT to transfer a copy of the LB:(1,2]STARTUP.CMD file to the remote node 
and then back to the local node. Then, use PIP to output the file and determine 
whether the file was transmitted and received correctly, as in the following exam
ple: 

> 

NFT> 
NFT> 

> 
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Note that the file is transferred from the local node's UIC[1,2] to the remote 
node's UIC[10, 10]. The file is then returned to the local node's UIC. Access con
trol information is given in the example, but can be defaulted if an alias node 
name is specified. You can use the CMP utility to compare the two versions of the 
file. 

For more information on NFT, refer to the DECnet-RSX Guide to User Utilities. 
There may be special file considerations if the remote node is not RSX, because 
the syntax of the specified file can differ from that expected by NFT. Check the 
appropriate system documentation for details. 

TLK/LSN. In order for the TLK/LSN utility to run, LSN must be installed at the re
mote node, and an operator must be present to respond to the message. To use 
TLK on an RSX-IIS node, you must have installed TLK using VMR. The com
mand syntax for single message mode is as follows, followed by an example: 

Format: 

TLK [target-node-spec:: ][TTn:], message 

(TTn: defaults to the console device.) 

Example: 

> 

For information on the use of TLK on RSX systems, refer to the DECnet-RSX 
Guide to User Utilities. When using TLK on other systems, check the appropriate 
system documentation. 

PHO. In order for the Phone Communications utility to run, the phone utility 
must be installed on the remote node. This utility is available only on RSX-IIM
PLUS and Micro/RSX systems and only at video terminals. 

Use PHO to display a list of phone users on a remote system. For example, 

PHO DIRECTORY REMNOD 

displays a list of phone users at the node REMNOD. 
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NCP LOOP Command. In order for the NCP LOOP command to work, the loop
back mirror task (MIR) must be installed on the remote system. The DECnet-RSX 
Network Management Concepts and Procedures manual contains a complete 
description of the use of the NCP LOOP command. An example of its use is as fol
lows: 

NCP> 

The example causes a message 200 bytes in length to be looped 100 times. 

10.3.3 Non-Ethernet Error Handling 

The circuit state must be ON in order to run remote tests. If the circuit has a 
substate of STARTING, the remote operator should make sure that the remote 
node's corresponding circuit also has been set to the ON state. If the STARTING 
substate persists upon reexecution of the NCP SHOW KNOWN CIRCUITS com
mand, use the NCP SHOW EXECUTOR CHARACTERISTICS command to see 
whether transmit and receive passwords have been set on the local system. If 
passwords have been set, make sure that the passwords are the same on the 
remote node. An example of using the executor node is as follows: 

NCP> 

The command displays information like that in the following example: 

Node characteristics as of 01-FEB-87 13:34:15 

Executor node = 4.16 (BKLYN) 
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Identification = BKLYN DECNET SYSTEM, Management version = 4.0.0 
Host = 4.16 (BKLYN), Loop count = 1, Loop length = 40 
Loop with = Mixed, Incoming timer = 15, Outgoing timer = 10 
NSP version = 4.0.0 
Maximum links = 10, Delay factor = 1, Delay weight = 1 
Inactivity timer = 30, Retransmit factor = 5 
Routing version = 2.0.0, Type = Routing IV, Routing timer = 300 
Broadcast routing timer = 40, Maximum address = 400, Maximum circuits 6 
Maximum cost = 1022 
Maximum hops = 10, Maximum visits = 20 
Maximum broadcast nonrouters = 32 
Maximum broadcast routers = 10 
Segment buffer size = 576, Verification state = On 
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If passwords have been set, they must have been set appropriately on both nodes. 
If the passwords are not identical, or if a password was set at one node and not at 
the other, the following event messages are generated at the two nodes (provided 
that the event logger has been enabled): 

• Message at node requesting password: 

Event Type 4.6 Verification Reject 
From Node 4.9 (HARTFD) Occurred 05-Feb-87 17:16:21 

• Messages at node with incorrect or missing transmit password: 

Event Type 4.10, Circuit Up 
From Node 4.4 (BOSTON) Occurred 05-Feb-87 17:16:55 
Circuit DMC-1 

Event Type 4.7 Circuit Down, Circuit Fault 
From Node 4.4 (BOSTON) Occurred 05-Feb-87 17:17:12 
Circuit DMC-1 

If a requesting node does not receive a password or receives an incorrect one, it 
restarts the node initialization process. 

To ensure that passwords are set correctly, reset them on both the local and 
remote (RSX) nodes by using the following commands: 

NCP> 
NCP> 

where password is 1 to 8 ASCII characters. 

NOTE 

The transmit password on the local node must be 
identical to the receive password on the remote 
node. Some non-RSX operating systems may require 
a full 8-character ASCII password for connection to 
an RSX operating system. For VMS nodes, passwords 
are set on a per circuit basis. 

If the circuit is still in the STARTING substate: 

• Check that the hardware and software device line speed settings and duplex 
mode are the same on both nodes. 

• On local coaxial cable links, check that the transmit cable is connected to the 
receive cable on the remote node. 
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• If a null modem cable is being used for EIA asynchronous communication, 
check to make sure the cable conforms to the null modem wiring diagram 
given in the chapter entitled' 'Testing the Network" in the DECnet-RSX 
Network Management Concepts and Procedures manual. 

• If your deviee is a DLll type, check the NETGEN specification for that 
device. If it was specified as a DLII-E/DLVII-E, that DLllmust have all EIA 
signals including request to send (RTS) and clear to send (CTS). 

• For connecting DMP, DMV, or DMR devices to a DMC device, check that the 
non-DMC device is set to DMC compatibility mode. When connecting DMP, 
DMV, and DMR devices to other DMP, DMV, or DMR devices, both devices 
in the pair must have DMC compatibility mode enabled or disabled. 

• Check the cabling installed in your node against the types listed in the 
chapter entitled "Testing the Network" in the DECnet-RSX Network 
Management Concepts and Procedures manual. If your cable is not listed, 
the network software will not function correctly. 

• If your device supports switch settings that supersede software settings, 
check these options (for example, the mode switches on DMP and DMV 
devices). 

When the nodes are physically connected and the hardware communications 
devices are functioning properly, the circuit counts (bytes sent and bytes 
received) increment. If the STARTING substate persists and the circuit count 
(bytes received) is not incremented, the hardware is probably at fault. 

If DDCMP line communication has been established, the bytes sent and bytes 
received counters are incrementing, and line errors are not occurring, check 
other sources of possible software incompatibilities (for example, maximum 
node address or large data buffer sizes). 

Local software resource allocation failures can cause line synchronization to be 
lost. Use the SHOW SYSTEM COUNTERS command to r-ee if allocation failures 
have occurred. If they have, you can run CFE and use the DEFINE SYSTEM com
mand to create more buffers. Either increase the maximum number of small 
buffers or increase both the maximum number of large buffers and minimum 
number of receive buffers. 

It is important to note that the DECnet local node software and hardware verifica
tion procedures must have been followed on both nodes (see Sections 10.1 and 
10.2). 
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Events logged on the console help locate the problem (provided console logging 
has been enabled). 

When all lines have been verified to be in an ON state, return to Section 10.3.2 
and run the test. 

10.3.4 Ethernet Error Handling 

The circuit state must be ON and the adjacency (the remote node on the Ethernet) 
must be reachable in order to run remote tests. If the adjacency is not reachable, 
the remote operator should make sure that the remote node's corresponding cir
cuit has been set to the ON state. 

10.3.4.1 Problems Connecting to the Ethernet 

If the circuit is still in the STARTING substate, 

• Check that the CSR and VECTOR set in the software match the CSR and 
VECTOR set in the hardware. 

• Check that the transceiver cable is connected properly on local cable links. 

• Perform one of the circuit-Ievelloopback tests described in the DECnet-RSX 
Network Management Concepts and Procedures manual. 

When the nodes are physically connected and the hardware communications 
devices are functioning properly, the circuit counts (bytes sent and bytes 
received) increment. If the STARTING substate persists and the circuit count 
(bytes received) is not incremented, the hardware is probably at fault. 

Events logged on the console help locate the problem (provided the logging con
sole has been enabled). The following event confirms when the connection to the 
Ethernet has occurred: 

Event type 4.10, Circuit up 
Occurred 1-FEB-87 11:22:05 on node 4.16 (BKLYN) 
Circuit UNA-O 

10.3.4.2 Problems Connecting to the Adjacency 

If communication has been established, the bytes sent and bytes received coun
ters are incrementing, and line errors are not occurring, check other sources of 
possible software incompatibilities (for example, maximum node address or large 
data buffer size). 
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Local software resource allocation failures can cause line synchronization to be 
lost. If this occurs, use the SHOW SYSTEM COUNTERS command to see if alloca
tion failures have occurred. If they have, you can run CFE and use the DEFINE 
SYSTEM command to create more buffers. Either increase the maximum number 
of small buffers or increase both the maximum number of large buffers and mini
mum number of receive buffers. 

It is important to note that the DEC net local node software procedures have been 
followed on both nodes (see Section 10.1). You should also perform the cir
cuit-Ievelloopback tests described in the DECnet-RSX Network Management 
Concepts and Procedures manual to help isolate hardware problems. 

If passwords have been set for your local node as well as for the adjacency that 
you are trying to reach, you must verify that the passwords have been set appro
priately on both nodes. See Section 10.3.3 for a discussion involving problems 
related to passwords. 

The following event is notification that the adjacency is reachable: 

Event type 4.15, Adjacency up 
Occurred 1-FEB-87 11:22:06 on node 4.16 (BOSTON) 
Circuit UNA-O 
Adjacent node = 4.19 (HARTFD) 

10.4 Summary 

Figures 10-5 and 10-6 illustrate and summarize the kinds of software and hard
ware tests that are available on a DECnet-RSX node. After performing the tests in 
this chapter, you have done Test 2 in Figure 10-5 and Tests 1, 2,4, and 5 in Figure 
10-6. Note that the tests can be run using network management utilities or soft
ware that runs at the User layer (such as NFT/FAL or DTS/DTR). For more infor
mation on running other node-level and circuit-level tests, see the DECnet-RSX 
Network Management Concepts and Procedures manual. 

After performing the tests described in this chapter, you have verified your 
DECnet-RSX installation. For more information on monitoring, controlling, and 
testing your DECnet-RSX node, see the DECnet-RSX Network Management 
Concepts and Procedures manual. For more information about the use of the user 
utilities available, see the DECnet-RSX Guide to User Utilities. Information about 
the use of DECnet-RSX programming interfaces is contained in the DECnet-RSX 
Programmer's Pocket Guide. 
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Figure 10-5: Node Level Loopback Tests Using DECnet-Supplied Software 
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Figure 10-6: Node Level Loopback Tests Using User-Supplied Software 
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11 

Testing the RSX-11 PSI Installation 

This chapter describes the procedure for testing a combined DECnet/PSI configu
ration. The procedure verifies that you correctly generated and installed the 
RSX-II PSI system. The chapter also describes how to test the X.29 software to 
ensure that it has been installed correctly. Section 11.3 contains information on 
verifying data link mapping (DLM) circuits. 

11.1 The Installation Checkout Procedure 

The procedure uses two programs: XTR (X.25 test receiver) and SCPXTS (X.25 
test sender). They verify that your PSI system can set up a call and transfer data 
between your local DTE and a remote DTE, or between your local DTE and itself. 
XTR and SCPXTS are prebuilt tasks. NETGEN copies them from your distribution 
kit to NETUIC on your NETGEN target disk. SCPXTS on your system communi
cates with XTR running on a remote system. SCPXTS can also communicate with 
a VAX PSI system running PSIXTR.EXE. 

11.1.1 Preparing to Run SCPXTS 

Before you can run SCPXTS, you must generate and install your RSX-II PSI sys
tem. These are the prerequisite steps: 

• Run SYSGEN (if necessary) 

• RunPREGEN 

• RunNETGEN 

• Install the system 
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For more information on these steps, refer to the RSX-JJ PSI Generation Guide. 
When you complete these procedures, the RSX-ll PSI system is up and running. 
To run SCPXTS, your generated system must subscribe to the open user group 
and must have at least one switched virtual circuit (SVC). To run XTR on the local 
system, you need an additional SVC. 

11.1.2 Running SCPXTS 

11-2 

If SCPXTS sets up calls with a remote site running XTR under the PSI product, 
telephone the site to make sure that XTS is up and running. Start SCPXTS by 
entering 

> 

where 

dduu:[x, 1] is the location of PSIICP after NETGEN. Refer to the RSX-JJ PSI Gen
eration Guide for more information. 

This command procedure displays the following: 

>. , 
>; This command file runs the PSI Iep. It assumes that at least one 
>; DTE is up and running. 
>. , 
>* Do you want to run the Iep to the local DTE? [D=N] [YIN]: 

To run the ICP to XTR in the local DTE, looping the test through the network, 
answer YES. To run the ICP between your local DTE and a remote DTE, answer 
NO. The answer NO displays: 

>* Do you want to run the Iep to a remote DTE? [D=N] [YIN]: 

The procedure then asks for the DTE address: 

>* What is the DTE address? [S R:O.-15.]: 

If you are running XTR locally, enter the address of the local DTE. If you are com
municating with a remote DTE, enter the address of that DTE. The DTE address is 
a string of 1 to 15 digits. 

Now you enter the subaddress: 

>* What is the XTR subaddress? [S R:O.-4.]: 

If you are running XTR locally, the procedure uses this subaddress to set up an 
X25-Server module destination for XTR. If you are communicating with a 
remote DTE, be sure to give the subaddress specified by the X25-Server destina
tion for XTR (or PSIXTR on VAX PSI) on the remote system. 
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Before running SCPXTS, PSIICP displays the following: 

>; 
>; Starting PSIICP test 
>; 

SCPXTS will then run for 5 to 15 minutes, depending upon the configuration of 
your system and on any other tasks running at the same time. The procedure tests 
the installation of the RSX-ll PSI product by setting up a call between SCPXTS 
and XTR. These programs transmit and receive 500-byte long data packets con
tinually for three minutes. When the tests stop, the call is cleared. When the tests 
have completed, SCPXTS produces a summary. This is an example of a summary 
from a normal run: 

Test Finished 
Test Statistics 

Number of transmits 
Number of receives 
Interrupts completed 
Interrupts received 
Interrupts confirmed 
Resets completed 
Resets received 

180 
180 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

SCPXTS and XTR can run at different speeds. Therefore, the number of transmits 
and receives reported by the SCPXTS summary may not be equal. However, the 
number of transmits and receives should always be approximateiy equal and 
should exceed 170. A summary showing fewer than 170 transmits and receives 
does not mean that the test procedure failed, but it could imply PSDN problems 
such as noisy lines or network congestion. 

11.1.3 Error Messages 

If your PSI system is not working correctly, SCPXTS prints error messages in the 
following format: 

% ICP-E-Error x occurred 

where x is an error number. The following errors can occur: 

Number 

1 

Meaning 

Error in address/user group 

Information message. The address of the remote DTE was not 
specified correctly. Specify the remote DTE address and 
subaddress again, and retry the test. 
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Number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

11-4 

Meaning 

Could not send set-up message 

Fatal error. A data transmission error occurred, or SCPXTS failed 
to reach XTR. This error can occur if XTR is set up incorrectly. 
Retry the test in case the network was the cause of the error. If 
the error recurs, contact your Software Services Representative 
for help. 

Set-up message was not same when polled 

Fatal error. A data transmission error occurred, or SCPXTS failed 
to reach XTR. This error can occur if XTR is set up incorrectly. 
Retry the test in case the network was the cause of the error. If 
the error recurs, contact your Software Services Representative 
for help. 

Could not receive set up message 

Fatal error. There is a logic error in SCPXTS or XTR. Ask your 
Software Services Representative for help. 

Could not poll set up message 

Fatal error. A data transmission error occurred, or SCPXTS or 
XTR contains a logic error. Check that the network is still accessi
ble; if it is, contact your Software Services Representative for 
help. 

Set up message not big enough/not qualified 

Fatal error. A data transmission error occurred, there is a logical 
error in SCPXTS or XTR, or SCPXTS failed to access XTR. Check 
that the network is still accessible; if it is, contact your Software 
Services Representative for help. 

Could not assign network device 

Fatal error. This error can occur if XTR is set up incorrectly. 
Retry the test in case the network was the cause of the error. If 
the error recurs, contact your Software Services Representative 
for help. 
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Number 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Meaning 

Could not allocate I/O buffer 

Information message. SCPXTS or XTR has a logic error. Contact 
your Software Services Representative for help. 

Could not receive message 

Information message. Network operation failure: the circuit was 
probably reset by XTR or the network. Contact your Software 
Services Representative for help. 

Could not transmit message 

Information message. Network operation failure: the circuit was 
probably reset by XTR or the network. Contact your Software 
Services Representative for help. 

Could not transmit interrupt 

Information message. Network operation failure: the circuit was 
probably reset by XTR or the network. Contact your Software 
Services Representative for help. 

Could not send interrupt confirm 

Information message. Network operation failure: the circuit was 
probably reset by XTR or the network. Contact your Software 
Services Representative for help. 

Could not reset circuit 

Information message. Network operation failure: the circuit was 
probably reset by XTR or the network. Contact your Software 
Services Representative for help. 

Could not clear circuit 

Information message. The CLRx call failed. XTR has probably 
cleared the circuit already, since XTR often runs faster than 
SCPXTS. No remedial action is necessary. 

Could not read incoming message 

Information message. The GNXx call failed. The circuit was 
probably reset by XTR or the network. Contact your Software 
Services Representative for help. 
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Number 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

11-6 

Meaning 

Accept switched virtual circuit failed 

Fatal error. Network operation failure. The network may no lon
ger be accessible. Retry the test; if the error recurs, contact your 
Software Services Representative for help. 

Reject virtual circuit failed 

Fatal error. Network operation failure. The network may no lon
ger be accessible. Retry the test; if the error recurs, contact your 
Software Services Representative for help. 

Redirect virtual circuit failed 

Fatal error. Network operation failure. Contact your Software 
Services Representative for help. 

Received interrupt code not as expected 

Warning message. The consistency check on an interrupt failed. 
This means that the network generated the interrupt. No reme
dial action is necessary. 

Received diagnostics code not as expected 

Warning message. The consistency check on a clear or reset diag
nostics code failed. This means the clear or reset was generated 
by the network. No remedial action is necessary. 

Received cause code not as expected 

Warning message. The consistency check on a clear or reset cause 
code failed. This means the clear or reset was generated by the 
network. Contact your Software Services Representative for help. 

Data received not as expected 

Warning message. The consistency check on incoming data failed 
due to a data transmission error. Contact your Software Services 
Representative for help. 

Clear data not as expected 

Warning message. The consistency check on the clear data failed. 
This means that the network generated the clear. Contact your 
Software Services Representative for help. 
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Number 

24 

25 

26 

Meaning 

Failed to set up with XTR 

Fatal error. SCPXTS failed to reach XTR. This error can occur if 
XTR is set up incorrectly. Retry the test in case the network 
caused the error. If the error recurs, contact your Software Ser
vices Representative for help. 

More call accept data received than sent 

Information message. Set up procedure failure. This error can 
occur if XTR is set up incorrectly. Retry the test in case the net
work was the cause of the error. If the error recurs, contact your 
Software Services Representative for help. 

Call accept data not call request data 

Fatal error. A data transmission error occurred or SCPXTS or 
XTR has a logic error. This error can occur if XTR is set up incor
rectly. Retry the test in case the network caused the error. If the 
error recurs, contact your Software Services Representative for 
help. 

Some of the previously described errors can occur in combination with one of the 
following: 

%ICP-F-Could not set event flag. Error = nnn 

Fatal error. A WTSE$ (wait for single event flag) system directive failed. The 
value nnn represents the standard RSX error code. 

%ICP-F-Could not mark time. Error = nnn 

Fatal error. An MRKT $ (marktime) system directive failed. The value nnn repre
sents the standard RSX error code. 

%ICP-F-Could not set timer. Error = nnn 

Fatal error. A call to the RSX system WAIT routine failed. The value nnn repre
sents the standard RSX error code. 

%ICP-I-Termination of xxx Request - I/O Status Block = nl n2 n3 

Refer to the RSX-JJ PSI User's Guide for information on the error. The descrip
tion of the call represented by xxx has information on the errors that can occur 
with the call. If the first number (nJ) in the I/O status block (lOSB) is -12, how
ever, refer to the table of clearing cause codes for the meaning of n2 and n3. 
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To help in diagnosing problems, RSX-ll PSI maintains extensive status and error 
counters. You can also use loopback tests to test the physical line and the tracing 
facility to trace frames. Refer to the RSX-11 PSI System Manager's Guide for 
information on all of these. 

For more details on SCPXTS, see the RSX-11 PSI Generation Guide. 

11.2 Verifying X.29 Installation 

To verify that the X.29 terminal driver has been correctly installed, use a portable 
terminal and acoustic coupler. Perform the following steps: 

1. Dial an X.29 PAD (packet assembly/disassembly) facility. 

2. Log into an account on the local DTE. 

3. Engage the DTE in a simple dialog by using a few standard commands, such 
as: 

PIP/LI 

EDI 

4. Log out. 

See the RSX -11 PSI Network-Specific In/ormation manual for further details on 
these steps. 

11.3 Verifying Data Link Mapping Installation 

11-8 

After you have established that your local DTE is fully operational by following 
the procedures described in Section 11.1, check any DLM circuits that may be in 
the network in the following manner: 

1. Ensure that the DTE is ON. Enter the following NCP command: 

The system response will show you whether the DTE you are testing for is 
ON or OFF. If it is OFF, turn it ON by means of the NCP command: 

NCP> 
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2. For PVCs, ensure that the channel numbers, maximum window size, and 
maximum packet size defined are the same as that allocated to you by the 
PSDN. To determine this information, enter the following CFE command: 

CFE> 

3. For SVCs, check that the usage parameters for the DLM circuits are consis
tent on each node (one side must be outgoing and the other side incoming). 
Enter the following CFE command for each circuit: 

CFE> 

The node response will show whether the circuit is incoming or outgoing. If 
a correction is required, make it by means of the following CFE command 
for the appropriate circuit: 

CFE> 

where usage = INCOMING or OUTGOING 

For SVCs you should also verify whether or not the maximum packet size 
and maximum window size will be negotiated by the software. If the packet 
size and/or window size is a value other than zero, then either one (or both) 
of these will be negotiated. The default is zero (which implies no negotia
tion with the network). Therefore, if your network does not support negoti
ations, the values for the packet size and/or window size must be zero. Use 
the following commands to specify the maximum packet and window sizes: 

CFE> 
CFE> 

4. For outgoing circuits, the subaddress of the circuit must be within the range 
specified at the remote node in the PSI portion of NETG EN in response to 
the question 

WHAT IS THE TRANSPORT SUBADDRESS RANGE? 

If it is not, correct it by entering the CFE command 

CFE> 

The variable dte-address consists of up to 15 digits made up of two parts: 

• The DTE's unique address within the network. 

• Subaddress. The length of dte-address depends on the PSDN to which 
you are connecting. The subaddress is the low-order portion of the dte
address. 
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5. For incoming circuits, check that the DTE accepting the calls is properly set 
up to accept calls from the calling DTE. To determine this information, enter 
the following command: 

CFE> 

If the DTE is improperly set up, change the information by using the follow
ing command: 

CFE> 

For more information about dte-address, see step 4. 

6. In testing SVC circuits, be aware of the possibility of exceeding the maxi
mum number of re-calls. If this number is exceeded, the circuit will go to 
the ON-FAIL state. This would be reported in response to the NCP com
mand: 

11-10 

NCP> 

If the circuit is ON-FAIL state, first turn it OFF and then ON by using the fol
lowing NCP commands: 

NCP> 

NCP> 

When the circuit has been set to the ON state, run NTEST.CMD as a remote 
node test (see Section 10.3). 
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A 

Sample NETGEN Dialog 

The following is a sample NETGEN for a combined DECnet-IIM-PLUS/PSI sys
tem. If you do not have a license for the PSI product, the PSI section of the proce
dure is not displayed. 
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>; 
>; ==================================================================== 
>; NET - RSX-11M-PLUS CEX System Generation ProcedYre 
>; Started at 15:00:13 on 14-JUL-87 
>; ================================================================~= 

:::.; Copyright (C) 1981, 1982, 1983, 1985, 1987 b'::! 
>; Di~ital Eoyipment Corporation, Maynard~ Mass. 
); 
>; Generate a CEX SYstem, Version 04.00~ for yoyr RSX-llM-PLUS target system. 
"":0; 
>; The following CEX Products may be generated 
>; DECnet 
); PSI 
); 

); The distribution kits must be UP to the 
); necessary, YOY should stop the ~eneration 

>; patches. 
}; 

current patch level. If 
and apply the necessars 

>; The logical device name LB: should alread'::! be assigned to the dovice 
); which contains the library files for the system you are generating. 
>; These files are EXELIB.OLB, EXEMC.MLB, RSXMAC.SML, 8YSLIB.OLB, and, 
); for RSX-11S, llSLIB.OLB. 
>; 
>; The logical device names INt, OUt, LSt and MPt should not be assigned 
>; to any devices before starting the generation. These logical device 
); names are used by NETGEN to refer to various disks used during the 
>; generation. 
); 

>; 
>; (EOS> Do you want to: 
>* (RET>-Continue, E-Exit [8]: 
); 
>; 
>; ===================================================-================ 
>; NETGEN Disk contains NO DECNET AUTOPATCH corrections 
); ==================================================================== 
); 

>; ====================================================================~ 
>; NET - Section 1 - General Initialization 
); ============================================================:======== 
>; 
>* 01.00 Do you want to see the NETGEN notes/cautions [D=N]? [Y/NJ: 
>* 02.00 Target system device [dduu, D=SY:J [SJ: 
>* 03.00 Listing/map device [dduu, D=NoneJ [SJ: 
>* 04.00 UIC Group Code for NETGEN output [0 R:1-377 D:5J: 
); 
); Checkin~ for reauired library files, tasks, and UICs. 
>; 
>; 
>; Creating UFD for DLOO:[333,001J 
/' Creating UFD for DLOO:[333,010J 
>; 
); 07.00 User ID to be used to iden~ify your new responses 
>* [D=NoneJ [S R:0.-30.]: 
>* 08.00 Is this generation to be a dry run [D=NJ? [Y/N]! 
>* 09.00 Do you want a standard funct~on network [D=NJ? [Y/NJ: 
>* 10.00 Should all components be generated [D=NJ? [Y/N1: 
>* 11.00 Should old files be deleted [D=NJ? [YIN): 
>; 
>; (EOS> Do YOU want to: 
>* (RET>-Continue, R-Repeat section, P-Pausc, E-Exit [SJI 
>; 
>; 
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>; =====================================================~====:==:=:===== 

>; NET - Section 2 - Define the target system 
>; =================================================================:=== 
>; 

}; 
>; DL001[011,010JRSXMC.MAC is being copied to DLOO:[333,010JRSXMC.MAC 
.... ; 

>; DLOO:[333,010JRSXMC.MAC is being scanned to define your target system. 
>; This may take UP to several minutes. 
>; 
>INS LB:$TKB/TASK=TKBTO 
>; The target is an RSX-IIM-PLUS sYstem, with. II 
>; A 20K-Executive 
>; Kernel data space enabled 
>; Extended memorw support (more than 124K words of memorw) 
>; Multi-user protection 
>; Extended instruction set (EIS) 
>; Powerfail recovery support 
>; D~namic task checkpoint allocation 
>; PLAS support 
>; Queue Manager COMG) support 
); 

>; Checking for reouired library files and tasks. 

>; Creating UFD for DLOO:[333,024J 
>; Creating UFD for DLOO:[333,034J 
>; Creating UFD for DLOO:[333,054] 
>; 
>* 04.00 RSXllM.STB location Cddu:[g,mJ, D=DLOO:[OOl,054J) [8): 
}; 
>; DLOO:[OOI,054JRSX11M.STB is being copied to DLOO:[333,054JRSXI1M.STB 
>; 
>* 05.00 Should tasks link to the Supervisor Mode FCS library [D=NJ? [Y/NJ: 
>* 07.01 Generate the DECnet product [D=NJ? [Y/NJ: 
>; 
>; Routing or non-routing nodes can be generated from your distribution kit. 
>; 
>* 07.02 Generate the PSI product [D=NJ? [Y/NJ: 
>; 
~,(EOS> Do you want to: 
>* <RET>-Continue, R-Repeat section, P-Pause, E-Exit [8J: 
>; 
>; 
); ====================================================================~ 
>; NET - Section 3 - Define the system lines 
>; ===================================================================== 
>; 
>* 01.00 Device Driver Process name [(RET>=DoneJ [S R:0-3): 
>; 
>; The Device Driver Module (DDM) Process name identifies a process 
>; which controls an liD device. Enter a carriage return when there are 
>; no more devices to support. 
:> ; 
>; The legal DECnet device driver process names for UNIBUS processors: 
>; 
>; 
>; 

>; 
>; 
>; 
>; 
>; 

Nallle 

DMC 
DMP 
DU 
DUP 
DV 
KDP 

PhYsical device 
---------------
DMCll or DMRII 
DMP11 
DUll 
DUPll 
[11.111 
KMCI1/DUP11 

Sample NETGEN Dialog 

Nallle Physical device 
----- --- - - -- ---,-

DL DLll 
DZ DZII 
DHU DHUll 
KDZ KMCIl1DZ11 
PCl PCLll 
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>; UNA DEUNA or DELUA 
>; DLM PSI Data link mappinS 

>; The leSal DEC net device driver process names for Q-BUS processors: 
>; 

Name Ph':!sical device Name Ph':!sical device 
--------------- ---------------

DMV I1t1Vll DLV DLV11 
DPV DPVll DZV DZV11 or 
DUV DUVII DHV [IHVII or 
QNA DEQNA or DELQA 
DLM PSI Data 1 inlt, mappirlS 

>; The lesal PSI device driver process names are: 

>; Name 

>; S[IF' 
>; KI1X 
>; KMY 

Ph':!sical device 

DUPII 
KI1S11-BD/BE 
KMSll-PX/PY 

>; SDV DPV11 (Q-Bus device,e.s. 11/53, 11/83) 
>; KI1V KMV11 (Q-Bus device) 

DZQll 
[IHQ 11 

>* 01.00 Device Driver Process name [<RET>=DoneJ [S R:0-3J: 
>* 02.00 How man':! DMC controllers are there [D R:l.-16. O:l.J: 

>* 03.01 CSR address for OMC-O [0 R:160000-177777 D:177777J: 
>* 03.02 Vector address for DMC-O [0 R:0-774 D:OJ: 
>* 03.03 Device priorit':! for DMC-O [0 R:4-6 D:5J: 
>; 
>* 04.00 Is DMC-O a FULL or HALF duplex line [D=FULLJ [SJ: 
>* 04.01 Line speed for DMC-O [D R:50.-56000. D:56000.J: 
>* 04.07 Set the state for DMC-O ON when loadins the network [D=NJ? [Y/NJ: 

); The line owner is DECnet 

>* 01.00 Device Driver Process name [<RET>=DoneJ [S R:0-3J: 
>* 02.00 How man':! UNA controllers are there [D R:l.-16. O:l.J: 

>* 03.01 CSR address for UNA-O [0 R:160000-177777 D:174510J: 
>* 03.02 Vector address for UNA-O [0 R:0-774 D:120J: 
>* 03.03 Devi~e priorit':! for UNA-O [0 R:4-6 D:5): 
}j 

>* 04.07 Set the state for UNA-O ON when 10adinS the network [D=NJ? [YIN): 

>; The line owner is DECnet 

>; 
>* 01.00 Device Driver Process name [(RET>=Done) [S R:0-3J: 
>* 02.00 How man':! DLM controllers are there [D R:l.-16. D:l.): 
>; 
>* 04.07 Set the state for DLM-O ON when loadinS the network [D=NJ? [YIN): 
>; 
>; The line owner is DECnet 
>; 
>* 05.07 How man':! tributaries should DLM-O support [D R:l.-32. D:l.J: 
>* 05.0B Does DLM-O define onl':! Switched Virtual Circuits (SUe) [D=N)? [Y/NJ: 
>* 05.10 Will DLM-O.O be used for incomins calls [D=NJ? [Y/NJ: 
>* 05.12 Address of DTE that rna':! call DLM-O.O [D=NoneJ [S R:0.-16.Jt 
>* 05.10 Will DLM-O.l be used for incomins calls [D=N)? [YIN): 
>* 05.12 Add~ess of DTE that rna':! call DLM-O.l [D=None) [S R:O.-16.]: 
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>* 05.10 Will DLM-0.2 be used for incoIDing calls [D=NJ? [Y/NJ: 
>* 05.11 DTE Address which DLM-O.2 calls [D=NoneJ [S R:0.-16.]: 
>* 05.10 Will DLM-0.3 be used for incoIDing calls [D=NJ? [Y/NJ: 
>* 05.11 DTE Address which DLM-0.3 calls [D=NoneJ [S R:0.-16.J: 
>* 05.10 Will DLM-0.4 be used for incoIDing calls [D=NJ? [YIN]: 
>* 05.12 Address of DTE that IDay call DLM-0.4 [D=None] [S R:0.-l6.]: 
); 

>* 01.00 Device Driver Process name [(RET>=Done] [S R:0-3]: 
>* 02.00 How many KMV controllers are there [0 R:l.-2. D:l.J: 
); 
>* 03.00 NUIDber of lines used on KMV-O [0 R:l.-2. D:l.]: 
>* 03.01 CSR address for KMV-O [0 R:160000-177777 0:177777]: 
>* 03.02 vector address for KMV-O [0 R:0-774 0:0]: 
>* 03.03 Device priority for KMV-O [0 R:4-6 0:5]: 
>; 
>; The line owner is PSI 
); 
>; 
>; The line owner is PSI 
>; 
>; 
>* 01.00 Device Driver Process name [(RET>=DoneJ [S R:0-3]: 
>* 02.00 How many SOP controllers are there [0 R:l.-16. D:l.J: 
>; 
>* 03.01 CSR address for SDP-O [0 R:l60000-177777 0:177777]: 
>* 03.02 Vector address for SDP-O [0 R:0-774 D:O]: 
>* 03.03 Device priority for SDP-O [0 R:4-6 0:5]: 

>* 04.05 Will SDP-O use modem signal monitoring [D=NJ? [YIN): 

>; The line owner is PSI 
>; 
>; 
>* 01.00 Device Driver Process name [(RET>=DoneJ [S R:0-3J: 
>; 

>; (EOS) Do you want to: 
>* (RET>-Continue, R-Repeat section, P-Pause, E-Exit [S]: 
>; 
>; 
>; ===================================================================== 
>; NET - Section 4 - Define the CEX System 
>; ===================================================================== 

>; CreatinS build files for AUX, the CEX AuxilIary routine. 
>; 
>; CreatinS build files for STCRC, the CRCl6 calculation routine. 
); 

>* 03.00 Does the target system have a KG-ll [D=NJ? [YIN]: 

>; C~eating build files for CETAB, the CEX configuration tables. 

>; Creating build files for the DDMs, the device driver modules. 
); 
>; DMC 
); UNA 
); DLM 
); Creating build files for DLM, the data link mapping process 
>; 
); KMV 
); Creating build files for KMV, the KMVll driver 

> .. ; SDP 
); Creating build files for SOP, the DUP-ll HDLC/SDLC driver 

); 
>; 
); (EOS> Do you want to: 
)* (RET>-Continue, R-Repeat section, P-Pause, E-Exit [S]: 
); 
>; 
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>; ==~~================================================================= 
>; NET - Section 5 - Define the Comm Exec Support Components 
>; ===================================================================== 
>; Creating build files for NTINIT, the network initializer. 
}; 
>; Creating build files for NTL, the network loader. 
); 
>; Creating build files for MLD, the general microcode loader. 
>; 
>; Creating build files for EVL/EVC, the event 10Sger and collector. 
>; 
>* 05.01 How many Event Buffers should EVL use [D R:4.-50. D:6.]: 
); 
>; 
>; <EOS) Do YOU want to: 
>* <RET>-Continue, R-Repeat section, P-Pause, E-Exit [S]: 

>; ===================================================================== 
>; NET - Section 6 - Define the Swstem Management Utilities 
>; ===========:========================================================= 

Creating build files for NCP, the networlt.. control program. 

Creating b'Jild files for NMVACP and NMDRV, the Network Managell.ent 
Volatile ACP and driver. 

Creating build files for CFE, the conf i SIJ rat i on file editor. 

Creatins build files for NDA, the network d'Jmp analyzer. 

Creating build files for VNP, the virtual network control proSrall •• 

>; 
> ; 
>; 
>; 
>; 

Creating build 

Creating build 

files for 

files for 

>; <EOS) Do you want to: 

LOO, ,the 1001" test sender task. 

EVF, the event file interpreter program. 

>* <RET)-Continue, R-Repeat section, P-Pause, E-Exit [S]: 
>; 
>; 
>; ===================================================================== 
>; NET - Section 7 - Define the CEX Products 
>; ===================================================================== 
) ; 
); Questions concernins the followins CEX Products will now b~ asked. 
> ; 
>; BECnet 
>; PSI 
>; 

); ===================================================================== 
>; DEC - DECnet CEX Product Generation Procedure 
>; Starting auestions at 15:31:12 on 14-JUL-87 
); ===================================================================== 
> ; 
); Copyright (C) 1981, 1982, 1983, 1985,1987 b'::l 
); Digital Eauipment Corporation, Maynard, Mass. 
>; 
); Generate the DECnet CEX Product for your RSX-lIM-PLUS target 
); Systell •• 
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>; ===================================================================== 
>; DEC -- Section 1 - Define the tarsot and remf.Jte flodes 
>; ===================================================================== 
.. =-, 
>* 01.00 What is the target node name [S R:O-6]: 
>* 02.00 What is the tarset node address [S R:0.-8~~! 
>* 03.00 Tarset node ID [D=None] [S R:0.-32.J: . 
>* 04.00 Do YOU want to sene rate a routins node [D=NJ? [YIN]: 
>* 04.01 Do YOU want to sene rate a level 2 routing node [D=NJ~ [YIN): 
>* 05.00 Hishest node number in this area [0 Rt54.-1023. D:54.J: 
}; 
>; Extended network support for network command terminals and products 
>; layered on DECnet, will be included. 
>; 
>* 07.00 Remote node name [(RET>=DoneJ [S RIO-6J! 
>* 07.01 What is the remote node address [D=5.1J [5 RIO.-B.]: 
>; 
>* 07.00 Remote node name [(RET>=DoneJ [S R:0-6J! 
>* 07.01 What is the remote node address [D=5.7BJ [S RIO.-B.): 
>; 
>* 
>* 
); 

>* 
>* 
); 

>* 
>; 

07.00 
07.01 

07.00 
07.01 

07.00 

Remote node 
What is the 

Remote node 
What. is the 

Relliote node 

nallie [<RET>=[loneJ [S rn 0-6J I 
remote node address [D=5.14J [S RIO.-B.J: 

nallle [<RET>=DoneJ [S RtO-6J: 
relliote node address [D=5.24J [S RIO.-B.J: 

nallie [<RET>=DoneJ [8 RtO-6J: 

>; The DECnet MACRO user library and FORTRAN/COBOL/BASIC+2 library will 
.n be incllJded. 
>; 
>; The DECnet MACRO user library will be placed on your target disk 
>; as "DLOO:[1,lJNETLIB.MLB", 
>; 
>; The DECnet FORTRAN/COBOl/BASIC+2 object library will be placed on your 
>; tarset disk as "DLOO:C1,lJNETFOR.OLB". 
>; 
>; If necessary, please move them to the library disk (LBI) on your 
>; tarset sYstem, if this is different from your tarset disk (DLOOI). 

>; <EOS> Do you want tot 
>* <RET)-Continue. R-Repeat section. P-Pause. E-Exit [S): 
>; 
>; 
>; ====================================================================~ 

>; DEC - Section 2 - Define the DECnet Communications COITIPonents 
/, ====================================================================~ 
>; 
>; Creatins build files for XPT, the routins process. 
>; 
>; Creatins build files for RCP, the routins event processing task. 
); 
>; Creatins build files for ECl, the network services process and driver. 
>; 
>; Creatins build files for NETACP, the network services Aep. 

>* 05.01 Should NETACP be checkpointable [D=NJ? [Y/NJ: 
>; 
>; er~stin~ build files for [PM, the Ethernet protocol mana~er process. 
>; 
>; <EOS> Do you want to: 
>* <RET>-Continue. R-Repeat section. P-Pause, E-Exit [SJ: 
>; 
>; 
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); ===================================================================== 
>; DEC - Section 3 - Define the DECnet Network Mana~ement Components 
>; ==================================================================~== 
>; 
); 
>; 
>; 
); 

Creating blJi 1 d files fol' NICE, the n0twork information and control 
server task. 

Creating build files for EVR, the network event receiver task, 

Creating blJild files for NTD, the node state displas task. 

Creating build files for NTDEMO, the node state displa':l server ta<.:k. 
>; 
); 
>; 
>; 

Creclting build 

Creatins blJild 

files for LIN, 

files for MIR, 

the link watcher task. 

the 1001" test mirror ta:·k. 
); 
>; Creating build files for NVF', the network connect verific.'ation task. 
>; 
); 
); <[OS) Do ':lOU want to: 
>* <R[T>-Continue, R-Repeat section, P-F'ause, [-Exit [SJ: 
); 
}; 

}; ===================================================================== 
); DEC - Section 4 - Define the DECnet Satellite Support Components 
); ===================================================================== 
); 

>* 02.00 Do ':lOU want the Satellite Support Components [D=NJ? [YIN): 
); 
>. ; 

>; 
>. ; 
); 
); 
); 
>; 
); 
); 

>* 
>; 

Creating blJild 
component. 

Creating blJild 
component. 

Creating build 
component. 

Creating blJ i 1 d 
component. 

06.01 NIJmber of 

files for DLL, the down-line s':lstem loader, 

files for DUM, the IJP-line s':lstem dumper, 

files for CCR, the console carrier reouester, 

files for HLD, the down-line task loader, 

incomin~ connections to slJr,port [[I R:1.-32. D:4.): 

host 

host 

host 

host 

>; To generate the HLD database which describes the tasks to down-line 
>; load, ~ou ma':l execute the HL[lDAT.CM[I command procedure at any time 
); after ~our network generation is complete. This command file will be 
>; located as follows. 
>; 
>; [lLOO:[333,001]HLD[lAT.CM[I 
>; 
>; 
>; (EOS> Do you want to: 
>* (RET)-Continue, R-Repeat section, P-Pause, [-Exit [5]: 
>; 
>; 
>; ====================================================== ===========~=== 

>; [lEC - Section 5 - [lefine the [lECnat File Utilities 
>; ~==================================================================== 

>; Cceatins build files for NFl, the network file access user tD:k, 

); Creatins build files for FTS, the network file access spooler 
>; IJser task. 
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>; Creating build files for FAL, the network file access server. 

>; FAL will support RMS file access. 
>; FAL will be a multi-coPY object. 
>; FAL will not be overlaid. 
); FAL .ill 'Jse the IT,elTlorY resident. RMS library. 

)* 04.06 User data buffer size (D R:260.-204B. D:204B.J: 
>, 
>, Creating build files for MeM, the network command or batch file 
>; submission server. 
>; 
>* 05.01 Should re~uests be ~ueued to Batch (D=NJ? [Y/NJ: >, 
,1", 
>, (EOS> Do YOU want to: 
>* <RET>-Continue, R-Repeat section, P-Pause, E-Exit [8J: >, 
:> ; 
>; ===================================================================~= 
>; DEC - Section 6 - Define the DECnet Terminal and Control Utilities 
), ===================================================================== 
}; 
), Creating build files for RMT and RMTACP, the remote network terminal 
>; task and ACP. 

>* 02.01 Maximum number of simultaneous RMT users (D R:1.-14. D:4.J: >, 
>; Creating build files for HT: and RHHACP, the remote network terminal 
>; driver and ACP. 

>* 0.3.01 Nun,ber of incondng connections to support (D R:1.-16. D:4.J: 
>* 03.02 Number of HT: units to generate [D R:4.-64. D:4.]: 
>j 
>; Creating build files for NCT, the network command terminal server 
); 
>; Creating build files for RTH, the network command terminal host 
>; support. 
>; 

Cr.eating build files for TLK, the .·emote talk user task. 

Creating b'J i I d files for LSN, the reIT.ote talk server task. 

Cr-eating b'Jild files for PHO, the i nte r-te I' lTd na I conversation utility. 

Creating build files for LAT/LCP, the Local Area Transport terITdnal 
service process and LAT Control Program 

Creating build files for TCL, the reIT.ote taslt.. cor.trol server task. 

); (EOS) Do YOU want to: 
>* (RET)-Continue, R-Repeat section, P-Pause, E-Exit [S]: 

>; ===================================================================== 
>; DEC - DECnet CEX Product Generation Procedure 
>; DECnet Guestion/answer section completed at 15:44:25 on 14-JUL-87 
>; ===================================================================== 
>; 
>; 
>; ============;==================================_======c======= 
>; PSI - PSI CEX Product Generation Procedure 
>; Starting ouestions at 15:44:33 on 14-JUL-87 
>; =====================~======================================== 
)oj 
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>; Cop!:!right (C) 1982, 1984, 1986,1987 bl:! 
>; Digital Eauipment Corporation. Mawnard, Mass. 
}; 
); Generate the PSI CEX Product for wour RSX-IIM-PLUS target 
); s':lstem. 
)oj 

); ============================================================== 
); PSI - Section 1 - Specify target network characteristics 
); ============================================================== 
>; 
>* 01.00 Packet Switching Data Network name? [S): 
>* 03.00 What is the transport subaddress range [S R:0.-9.J: 
); 
); <EOS) Do !:!ou want to: 
>* <RET)-Continue, R-Repeat section, P-Pause, E-Exit [SJ: 
>; 
); 

); ============================================================== 
>; PSI - Section 2 - Specify local DTEs 
); ============================================================== 
); 
); 
>; 
>* 01.00 What is the local DTE address [S R:0.-15.J: 
>* 02.00 Which line is associated with this DTE [S R:l.-9.J: 
>* 03.00 How man!:! virtual circuits can be active at once? [D Rtl.-255.J: 
>* 04.00 What channels can be used for outgoing calls [S]: 
:> ; 
); Specifl:l PVCs for this DTE. 
); 
); Note that an!:! DLM PVCs must also be included. 

); The following DLM circuits have been generated: 
>; DLM-O.O S 
>; DLM-O. 1 S 
); DLM--0.2 S 
:::-; DL.M--O. 3 S 
>; DLM-0.4 S 
); 
>* 05.00 Enter a PVC used by this DTE [SJ: 
>* 06.00 Enter a closed user group for this DTE [SJ: 
>; 
}; 
>* 01.00 What is the local DTE address [S R:0.-15.J: 
}; 

); (EOS> Do ':IOU want to: 
>* <RET)-Continue, R-Repeat section, P-Pause, E-Exit [SJ: 
}; 

}; ============================================================== 
); PSI - Section 3 - Specify incoming call destinations 
>; ============================================================== 
); 
>; 
>; Specifl:l the X25 destinations 
); 
}; 
>* 01.00 Identify an incoming call destination [S R:0.-6.J: 
>* 02.00 What is the prioritl:! [D R:0.-255. D:127.J: 
>* 03.00 What is the obJect-id [S R:l.-6.J: 
>* 04.00 What is the remote DTE address [S R:0.-15.J: 
>* 05.00 What is the 3ubaddress range [S R:0.-9.): 
>* 06.00 What is the closed user group name [S R:O.-6.J: 
>* 07.00 What is the call mask [S R:0.-32.J: 
>* 07.01 What is the call value [5 R:l.-32.J: 
); 
); 
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>* 01.00 IdentifY an incomin~ call destination [S R:0.-6.J: 
>; 
>; Specify the X29 destinations 
>; 
:> ; 

01.00 IdentifY an incoJldn~ call des t i rl a t ion [S R:0.-6.]: >* 
>* 
>* 
>* 
>* 
>* 
>* 
>* 
); 

02.00 What is the priority [D R:O.-255. D:127.]: 
03.00 What is the obJect-id [S R: 1. -6.]: 
04.00 What is the remote DTE address [S R:0.-15.]: 
05.00 What is the subaddress range [S R:0.-9.]: 
06.00 What is the closed user ~ rOIJp name [8 R:0.-6.]: 
07.00 What is the call Illask [S R:0.-32.]: 
07.01 What is the call vallJe [S R:1.-32.]: 

> ; 
>* 01.00 IdentifY an incomin~ call destination [S R:0.-6.J: 
>; 
); <EOS> 
>* 
); 
>; 

Do \:IOU want to: 
<RET>-Continue, R-Repeat section, P-Pause, E-Exit [8]: 

); ============================================================== 
); PSI - Section 4 - Specify lo~ical names for remote DTEs 
); ============================================================== 
> ; 
>* 01.00 IdentifY a remote DTE [S]: 
>* 01.00 Identify a remote DTE [S]: 
>* 01.00 Identify a remote DTE [S]: 
); 

); <EOS> Do YOU want to: 
>* <RET>-Continue, R-Repeat section, P-Pause, E-Exit [S]: 
>; 
> ; 
>; ============================================================== 
>; PSI - Section 5 - Specif\:l reGuired components 
>; ============================================================== 
); 

); Creatin~ build files for NW, the PSI Network device 
>; 
>; Creatin~ build files for PLI, the X.25 packet level interface 

>; Creatin~ build files for LAB, the X.25 level 2 protocol handler 
>; 
> ; 
); Creatin~ build files for X25ACP, the X.25 server task 
>; 
>; (EOS> Do \:IOU want to: 
>* <RET>-Continue, R-Repeat section, P-Pause, E-Exit [S]: 
>; 
>; 
>; ============================================================== 
>; PSI - Section 6 - Specify optional components 
>; ============================================================== 
>* 08.00 How many remote X.29 terminals are suPPorted [D R:l.-140.]: 
); 
); Creatin~ build files for X29ACP, the remote terminal support task 
>; 
); Creatin~ build file for PSIPAD the host based PAD 

>; Creatin~ build files for TRA, the trace capture task 

~; Creating build files for TRI, the trace interpreter task 
'.:.; 
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); Creatins build files for DUK, the KMX/KMY/KMV microcode dumper 

/' (EOS> Do YOU want to! 
>* <RET>-Continue, R-Repeat section, P-Pause, E-Exit [SJ: 
>; 

>; ============================================================== 
>; PSI - PSI CEX Product Generation Procedure 
>; All Guestions answered at 15:57:25 on 14-JUL-87 
>; ============================================:================= 
); 
>; 
>; ===================================================================== 
/' NET - Section 8 - Complete the CEX System Definitions 
>; ===================================================================== 
> ; 
>; Creatins build files for DLX, the Direct Line Access process. 
); 
>* 02.00 What is the Large Data Buffer (LDB) size [0 R:576.-1484. 0:576.J: 
>; 
>; (EOS> Do you want to! 
>* <RET>-Continue, R-Repeat section, P-Pause, E-Exit [SJ! 

>; 
>; ===================================================================== 
>; NET - Section 9 - Build the CEX System at 17:18:13 on 14-JUL-87 
>; ===================================================================== 
>; 
>; All Guestions have now been asked and the selected components will now 
>; be built. This may take from one to three hours, depending on the 
>; selection of components and the system you are running on. 
); 

)PIP DLOO:[333,054JCETAB.MAC/PU/NM 
)PIP DLOO:[333,054JAUX.DAT/PU/NM 

)SET IUIC=[1,2J 
)PIP OU:[1,2JNETHLP.ULB=IN:[1,2JNETHLPB.HLP 
)PIP OU:[1,2JNETHLP.ULB/PU/NM 
)SET IUIC=[333,024J 

>PIP OU:[333,54J/NV=IN:[3,54JRSXVEC.STB 
>PIP OU:[333,54J/NV/CO=IN:[131,54JAUX.TSK 
)PIP OU:[333,54J/NV=IN:[131,54JAUX.STB 
>PIP OU:(333,S4JAUX.TSK/PU/NM,AUX.STB 
)TKB @OU:[333,24JSTCRCBLD.CMD 
)PIP OU:[333,S4JSTCRC.TSK/PU/NM,STCRC.STB 
)MAC @OU:[333,24JCETABASM.CMD 
>PIP OU:[333,24JCETAB.OBJ/PU/NM 
)TK~ @OU:[333,24JCETABBLD.CMD 
)PIP OU:[333,54JCETAB.TSK/PU/NM,CETAB.STB 
)PIP OU:[333,54J/NV/CO=IN:[132,S4JNTINIT.TSK 
)PIP OU:[333,S4JNTINIT.TSK/PU/NM 
>PIP OU:[333,S4J/NV/CO=IN:[132,S4JNTL.TSK 
)PIP OU:[333,54JNTL.TSK/PU/NM 
)PIP OU:[333,S4J/NV/CO=IN:[132,S4JMLD.TSK 
)PIP OU:[333,S4J/NV=IN:[132,54JMLD.STB 
>PIP OU:[333,S4JMLD.TSK/PU/NM,MLD.STB 
)MAC @OU:[333,24JEVLASM.CMD 
>PIP OU:[333,24JEVLDAT.OBJ/PU/NM 
)TKB @OU:[333,24JEVLBLD.CMD 
)PIP OU:[333,54J/NV=IN:[131,24JEVL.DAT 
)PIP OU:[333,S4JEVL.TSK/PU/NM,EVL.STB,EVL.DAT 
>TKB @OU:[333,24JEVCBLD.CMD 
)PIP OU:[333,54JEVC.TSK/PU/NM 
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>PIP OU:C333,54J/NV/CO=IN:C135,54JNCPFSL.T~K 
>PIP OU:C333,54JNCPFSL.TSK/PU/NM 
>MAC @OU:C333,24JNMVACPASM.CMD 
>PIP OU:C333,24JNMDRV.OBJ/PU/NM,NMTAB.OBJ 
>TKB ~OU:[333,24JNMVACPBLD.CMD 
>PIP OU:C333,54J/NV/CO=IN:[135,54JNMVACP.TSK 
>PIP OU:[333,54J/NV=IN:C135,54JNMVACP.STB 
>PIP OU:C333,54JNMVACP.TSK/PU/NM,NMDRV.TSK,NMDRV.STB 
>PIP OU:C333,54J/NV/CO=IN:C132,S4JCFEFSL.TSK 
>PIP OU:C333,54JCFEFSL.TSK/PU/NM 
>PIP OU:C333,54J/NV/CO=IN:C141,S4JNDA.TSK 
>PIP OU:C333,S4JNDA.TSK/PU/NM 
>PIP OU:C333,S4J/NV/CO=IN:[132,S4JVNP.TSK 
>PIP OU:C333,54JVNP.TSK/PU/NM 
>PIP OU:C333,54J/NV/CO=IN:C135,54JLDD.TSK 
>PIP OU:C333,54J/NV=IN:[135,54JLDO.STB 
>PIP OU:C333,54JLOD.TSK/PU/NM,LDD.STB 
>PIP OU:[333,54J/NV/CO=IN:C13S,54JEUFFSL.TSK 
>PIP OU:C333,54JEVFFSL.TSK/PU/NM 
>MAC @OU:[333,24JDLXASM.CMD 
>PIP OU:C333,24JDLXTAB.OBJ/PU/NM 
>TKB @OU:[333,24JDLXBLD.CMD 
>PIP OU:C333,54JDLX.DAT/NV=IN:C131,24JDLX.DAT 
>PIP OU:C333,54JDLX.TSK/PU/NM,DLX.STB,DLX.DAT 
>PIP OU:C333,54JDLXTAB.TSK/PU/NM,DLXTAB.STB 

>TKB @OU:C333,24JDMCBLD.CMD 
>PIP OU:[333,54JDMC.TSK/PU/NM,DMC.STB 
>PIP OU:C333~54J/NV=IN:[131,24JDMC.DAT 
>PIP DU:[333,54JDMC.DAT/PU/NM 
>TKD @OU:C333,24JUNABLD.CMD 
>PIP OU:[333,54JUNA.TSK/PU/NM,UNA.STB 
>PIP OU:[333,54J/NV=IN:C131,24JUNA.DAT 
>PIP DU:C333,54JUNA.DAT/PU/NM 
>PIP DU:[333,S4J/NV/CO=IN:C131,54JUNAMC.TSK 
>PIP OU:[333,54JUNAMC.TSK/PU/NM 
>SET IUIC=CldJ 
>PIP OU:[l,lJNETLIB.MLB/NV=IN:[l,lOJNETLIBU.MLB 
>PIP OU:[l,lJNETLIB.MLB/PU 
>LBR OU:Cl,lJNETFOR.DBS=IN:C133,24JDAPFOR/EX 
>LBR OU:Cl,lJNETTMP.OBS=IN:C133,24JDAPTRC/EX 
>LBR OU:[1,lJNETFOR/CO:l:320.:192.=IN:C134,24JNETFOR.DLB 
>LBR OU:Cl,lJNETFOR/IN=OU:Cl,lJNETFOR.OBS 
>LBR OU:[l,lJNETFOR/IN/-EP=DU:[l,lJNETTMP.OBS 
>LBR OU:[l,lJNETFDR/DG:$MBLUN:$ASTBL:$ASTLU 
Entr~ points deleted: 
$MBLUN 
$ASIBL 
$AS1LIJ 

>PIP DU:[l,lJNETFOR.OBS;*/DE,NETTMP.OBS;* 
>PIP OU:[l,lJNETFOR.DLB/PU 
>SET IUIC=[333,024J 
>PIP DU:C333,024J/NV=IN:[137,24JNTEST.CMD 
>PIP OU:[333,024JNTEST.CMD/PU/NM 
>5ET IUIC=[333,054J 
>PIP DU:[333,054J/NV/CD=IN:[133,S4JDTS.TSK,DTR.TSK 
>PIP OU:[333,OS4JDTS.TSK/PU/NM,DTR.TSK 
>SET IUIC=[333,024J 
>TKB @OU:[333,24JXPTBLD.CMD 
>PIP OU:C333,54JXPT.DAT/NV=IN:[131,24]XPTDLM.D~T 
>PIF OU:C333,54JXPT.TSK/PU/NM,XPT.STB,XPT.DAT 
>TKB @OU:[333,24JRCPIBLD.CMD 
>PIP OU:C333,54JRCP1.TSK/PU/NM 
>MAC @DU:[333,24JECLASM.CMD 
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)PIP OU:[333,24JECLTAB.OBJ/PU/NM 
)TKB @OU:[333,24JECLBLD.CMD 
)PIP OU:[333,54JECL.DAT/NV=INt[131,24JECL.DAT 
)PIP OU:[333,54JECL.TSK/PU/NM,ECL.STB,ECLTAB.TSK,ECLTAB.STB,ECL.DAT 
)PIP DU:[333,54J/NV/CO=IN:[135,54JPROXY.TSK 
)TK8 @OU:[333,24JNETACPBLD.CMD 
)PIP OU:[333,54JNETACP.TSK/PU/NM,NETACP.STB 
)TKR @OUt[333,24JEPMBLD.CMD 
)PIP OU:[333,54J/NV=IN:[131,24JEPM.DAT,EPMST.DAT 
)PIP OU:[333,54JEPM.TSK/PU/NM,EPM.STB,EPM.DAT,EPMST.DAT 
)PIP OU:[333,54J/NV/CO=IN:[135,54JNICE.TSK 
)PIP OU:[333,54JNICE.TSK/PU/NM 
)PIP OU:[333,54J/NV/CO=INt[135,54JEVR.TSK 
)PIP DU:[333,54JEVR.TSK/PU/NM 
)PIP OU:[333,54J/NV/CO=IN:[135,54JNTD.TSK 
)PIP DU:[333,54JNTD.TSK/PU/NM 
)PIP DU:[333,54J/NV/CO=INt[135,54JNTDEMO.TSK 
)PIP DU:[333,54JNTDEMO.TSK/PU/NM 
)PIP DU:[333,54J/NV/CO=IN:[135,54JLIN.TSK 
)PIP OU:[333,54JLIN.TSK/PU/NM 
)PIP OU:[333,54J/NV/CO=IN:[135,54JMIR.TSK 
)PIP DU:[333,54J/NV=IN:[135,54JMIR.S1B 
)PIP OU:[333,54JMIR.TSK/PU/N~,MIR.STB 
)PIP DU:[333,54J/NV/CD=IN:[132,54JNVPFSL.TSK 
)PIP OU:[333,54JNVPFSL.TSK/PU/NM 
)PIP OU:[333,54J/NV/CD=IN:[135,54JDLLFSL.TSK 
)PIP DU:[333,54J/NV/CO=IN:[136,54JSEC*.SYS,TER*.SYS 
)PIP DU:[333,54JDLLFSL.TSK/PU/NM 
)PIP DU:[333,54JSEC*.SYS/PU/NM,TER*.SYS 
)PIP DU:[333,54J/NV/CO=IN:[135,54JDUM.TSK 
)PIP OU:[333,54JDUM.TSK/PU/NM 
>PIP DU:[333,54J/NV/CO=IN:[135,54JCCR.TSK 
>PIP DU:[333,54JCCR.TSK/PU/NM 
>TKB @OU:[333,24JHLDBLD.CMD 
>PIP DU:[333,54JHLD.TSK/PU/NM 
>PIP OU:[333,lJ/NV=IN:[132,24JHLDDAT.CMD 
>PIP OU:[333,lJHLDDAT.CMD/PU/NM 
>SET IUIC=[333,10J 
>LBR DU:[333,lOJHLDLIB/CR:1:0:64.:MAC=IN:[130,lOJHLDTB.MAC 
>PIR OU:[333,10JHLDLIB.MLB/PU 
>TKB @OU:[333,24JNFTBLD.CMD 
>PIP OU:[333,54JNFTFSL.TSK/PU/NM 
>SET /UIC=[333,24J 
>MAC @OU:[333,24JFTSASM.CMD 
>TKB @DU:[333,24JFTSBLD.CMD 
>PIP DU:[333,54JFTSFSL.TSK/PU/NM,FTSDEQFSL.TSK 
>SEl /UIC=[333,24J 
>MAC @OU:[333,24JFALASM.CMD 
>PIR OU:[333,24JFALPRM.OBJ/PU/NM 
>TKB @OU:[333,24JFALBLD.CMD 
>PIP OU:[333,54JFAL.TSK/PU/NM,FALRES.TSK,FALFSL.TSK 
>TKB @OU:[333,24JMCMBLD.CMD 
>PIP OU:[333,54JMCM.TSK/PU/NM 
>MAC @OU:[333,24JRMTASM.CMD 
>PIP OU:[333,24JRMTACP.OBJ/PU/NM 
>TKB @OU:[333,24JRMTBLD.CMD 
>PI~ DU:[333,54JRMT.TSK/PU/NM,RMTACP.TSK 
>MAC @OU:[333,24JRMHACPASM.CMD 
)PIP DU:[333,24JRMHACP.OBJ/PU/NM,HTTAB.OBJ 
>TKB @OU:[333,24JRMHACPBLD.CMD 
>PIP DU:[333,54JRMHACP.TSK/PU/NM,HTDRV.TSK,HTDRV.STB 
>PIP DU:[333,54JNCT.TSK/NV/CO=IN:[140,54JNCT.TSK 
>PIP DU:[333,54JNCT.STB/NV=IN:[140,54JNCT.STB 
>PIP DU:[333,54J/NV/CO=IN:[140,54JNCTCTL.TSK 
>PIP DU:[333,54J/NV/CD=IN:[140,54JTRXCTL.TSK 
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)PIP DUt[333,54J/NV/CD=IN:[140,54JTRXCOL.TSK 
)PIP OU:[333,54JNCT.DATINV=IN:[140,24JNCT.DAT 
>PIP DU:[333,54JNCT.TSK/PU/NM,NCT.STB,NCT.DAT 
>PIP OU:[333,54JNCTCTL.TSK/PU/NM 
>PIP OU:[333,54JTRXCTL.TSK/PU/NM 
)PIP DU:[333,54JTRXCDL.TSK/PU/NM 
)MAC @DU:[333,24JRTHASM.CMD 
)TKB @DU:[333,24JRTHBLD.CMD 
)PIP DU:[333,24JRTHTAB.DBJ/PU/NM 
)PIP DU:[333,54JRTH.DAT/NV=IN:[140,24JRTH.DAT 
)PIP DU:[333,54JRTH.TSK/PU/NM,RTH.STB,RTH.DAT 
)PIP.OU:[333,54JRTHTAB.TSK/PU/NM,RTHTAB.STB 
)TKB @DU:[333,24JTLKBLD.CMD 
>PIP DU:[333,54JTLKFSL.TSK/PU/NM 
)PIP DUt[333,54J/NV/CD=IN:[133,54JLSN.TSK 
)PIP OU:[333,54JLSN.TSK/PU/NM 
)PIP DU:[333,54J/NV/CO=IN:[133,54JPHONE.TSK 
)PIP OU:[333,54JPHDNE.TSK/PU/NM 
)SET IUIC=[1,~!J 
>PIP DU:[1,2J/NV=IN:[133,10JPHONEHELP.HLP 
)SET IUIC=[333,24J 
>PIP DUt[333,54J/NV/CD=IN:[135,54JLCPFSL.TSK 
)PIP DU:[333,54J/NV/CO=IN:[131,54JLAT.TSK,LAT.STB 
)PIP DUt[333,54J/NV/CO=IN:[131,54JLAT1.TSK,LAT1.STB 
>PIP OU:[333,54JLAT.DAT/NV=INt[131,24JLAT.DAT 
>PIP OU:[333,54JLAT.TSK/PU/NM,LAT.STB,LAT.DAT 
)PIP OUt[333,54JLAT1.TSK/PU/NM,LAT1.STB 
)PIP DU:[333,54JLCPFSL.TSK/PU/NM 
)MAC @DUtC333,24JTCLASM.CMD 
>PIP OU:C333,24JTCLPWD.OBJ/PU/NM 
>TKB @OUt[333,24JTCLBLD.CMD 
>PIP OUtC333,54JTCL.TSK/PU/NM 
>; 
)TKB @OU:C333,24JDLMBLD.CMD 
)PIP DUt[333,54J/NV=IN:C152,24JDLM.DAT,DLMSTA.DAT 
)PIP OU:[333,54JDLM.TSK/PU/NM,DLM.STB,DLM.DAT,DLMSTA.DAT 
)TKB @OU:[333,24JKMVBLD.CMD 
)PIP DUt[333,54J/NV/CO=IN:[153,54JKMVAFW.TSK 
)PIP DUtC333,54J/NV=IN:[152,24JKMV.DAT 
>PIP OU:C333,54JKMV.TSK/PU/NM,KMV.STB 
)PIP OUt[333,54JKMVAFW.TSK/PU/NM 
>PIP OUtC333,54JKMV.DAT/PU/NM 
)TKB @OUtC333,24JSDPBLD.CMD 
>PIP DUt[333,54JSDP.DAT/NV=IN:[152,24JSDP.DAT 
)PIP OUtC333,54JSDP.TSK/PU/NM,SDP.STB,SDP.DAT 
)PIP DUtC333,OOlJ/NV=INt[151,010J*.PRF 
>PIP OUt[333,OOlJ*.CMD/RE/NV=OUtC333,OOlJ*.PRF;* 
)PIP OU:C333,OOlJ*.CMD/PU 
)MAC @OU:[333,24JNWTABASM.CMD 
)TKB @OUt[333,24JNWBLD.CMD 
)PIP OU:[333,54J/NV=IN:[152,24JNW.DAT 
)PIP OU:C333,24JNWTAB.OBJ;*/DE/NM 
)PIP OU:C333,54JNW.TSK/PU/NM,NW.STB,NWTAB.TSK,NWTAB.STB,NW.DAT 
)TKB @OUt[333,24JPLIBLD.CMD 
)PIP OU:[333,54JKMVLN.DAT/PU/NM 
)PIP OU:[333,54JPLI.TSK/PU/NM,PLI.DAT,PLI.STB 
)TKB @OU:[333,24JLABBLD.CMD 
)PIP .DU:C333,54JLAB.TSK/PU/NM,LAB.STB,LAB.DAT 
)TKB @DU:C333,24JX25BLD.CMD 
)Pl~ OU:C333,54JX25ACP.TSK/~u/NM,X25ACP.STB 
)PIP DU:[333,54J/NV/CO=IN:[153,54JSCPXTS.TSK 
)PIP DU:[333,54J/NV/CD=IN:[153,54JXTR.TSK 
)PIR DU:[333,54JSCPXTS.TSK/PU/NM,XTR.TSK 
)TKB @DU:[333,24JX29BLD.CMD 
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)PIP OU:[333,54J/NV/CO=IN:[154,54JPSIPADFSL.TSK 
>PIP OU:[333,54JPSIPADFSL.TSK/PU/NM 
)TKB @OU:[333,24JTRABLD.CMD 
>PIP OU:[333,54JTRA.TSK/PU/NM 
)TKB @OU:[333,24JTRIBLD.CMD 
)PIP OU:[333,54JTRI.TSK/PU/NM,TRADSP.TSK 
>SET IUIC=[l,lJ 
>PIP DLOO:[1,lJ/NV=IN:[155,24JPSIFOR.OLB 
>PIP DLOO:[l,lJPSIFOR.OLB/PU/NM 
>SET IUIC=[333,24J 
)SET IUIC=[1,lJ 
)PIP DLOO:[l,lJ/NV=IN:[I,IJPSI.MLB 
>PIP DLOO:[I,IJPSI.MLB/PU/NM 
)SEI IUIC=[333,24J 
>TKB @OU:[333,24JDUKBLD.CMD 
>PIP OU:[333,54JDUK.TSK/PU/NM 
)PIP DU:[333,54J/NV/CO=IN:[153,54JKDA.TSK 
>PIP OU:[333,54JKDA.TSK/PU/NM 

>; ===================================================================== 
>; NET - Section 10 - Generation Clean Up 
>; ===================================================================== 
>; 
>; Creatin~ NETCFG.TXT, the network confi~uration description file. 
>; Creatin~ NETCFE.CMD, the network confiSuration command file. 
>; Creatin~ NETINS.CMD, the network installation command file. 
); C~eatinS NETREM.CMD, the network removal command file. 

>; The network HELP file librar~ has been placed on ~our tarset disk, as: 
>; 
>; DLOO:[1,2JNETHLP.ULB 
); 

>; This file should be moved to ~our tar~et s~stems librar~ device (LB:). 
>; 
>REM TKBTO 
}; 
>; ~~==~~=========-~===========.=================~=~=======~====:~~~~~-~ 

>; NET - RSX-lIM-PLUS CEX S~stem Generation Procedure 
>; Stopped at 16:04:06 on 14-JUL-87 
); ========================~============================= =============== 
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B 

How to Include NETPAN (Up-Line Panic 
Dump) in an RSX-11S System 

The NET PAN component of DECnet-RSX is activated when a detectable abnor
mal system crash occurs. Registers are saved automatically in a predefined place 
in memory and a copy of the entire system memory is sent up-line. CDA or NDA 
can then be used to analyze the problem. 

The remainder of this appendix tells you how to include NETPAN in an RSX-llS 
system when you use a distribution kit consisting of an RLO 1 or larger disk pack. 

B.1 How to Include NETPAN in an RSX-11S System 

The steps that you must take to include NETPAN in a system occur at the follow
ing points in the system generation process: 

• In set-up operations prior to invoking SYSGEN 

• In Phase I of SYSGEN 

• In Phase II of SYSGEN 

The operations that you must perform at these points in the system generation 
process are broken out in the example that follows. 
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8.1.1 Preparing for SYSGEN 

> 

> 

> 

> 
> 

> 

Issue the following set-up instructions before you initiate the SYSGEN process: 

In the example command lines 

ddd is the name of the physical line used for the up-line dump. The final 
three, letters of ddd will always be DRV. For example, the physical 
line name for a DUP device will be DUPDRV. 

xx is the RSX distribution device 

yy is the DECnet distribution device 

8.1.2 SYSGEN Phase I Considerations 

8-2 

In the Executive Options section of SYSGEN, answer the following questions as 
indicated: 

>* 50. DUMP ANALYSIS: A- PANIC B- CRASH (CDA) [S]: 
>* 53. Enter PANIC memory dump device CSR [0 R:160000-177700 D:177564]: 

where 

nnnnnn is the CSR address of the physical line used for the up-line dump. This 
is the CSR address for the device you specified in ddd. 

In the Assemble the Executive section of SYSGEN, you are asked whether you 
want to edit any of the Executive files. If you are using an Ethernet device for 
the up-line dump you must answer Y to the editing question and edit the Execu
tive source file to add a line defining the N$$NI symbol. If you have an M9301 
ROM set for bootstrapping over a DECnet device, Unit Number 0, or an M9312 
ROM set for bootstrapping over a DECnet device, Unit Number 0 or 1, answer Y 
to the editing question and edit the Executive source file to add a line defining the 
R$$BOT symbol. These two symbols are mutually exclusive; you should never 
have both symbols defined in the same Executive source file. If you are not using 
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an Ethernet device and any of the following conditions apply, answer N to the 
edit question: 

• 

• 

• 

You are not using an M930 1 or M9312 ROM. 

You want to boot the system over a unit number greater .than 0 using an 
M9301 or over a unit number greater than 1 using an M9312. 

You do not want to use the hardware bootstrap. 

The following sequence shows an example of the edit question and the edit 
sequence. 

>* 1. Do you wish to edit any of the Executive files? [Y/NJ: 
>. , 
>; SGN - Pausing to allow editing of Executive source 

AT. -- PAUSING. TO CONTINUE TYPE "RES ... AT." 

> 

[OOONN LINES READ INJ 
[PAGE OJ 

* 
Now enter one of the following two lines: 

;UP-LINE DUMP DEVICE IS AN ETHERNET DEVICE 

or 

; AUTOMATIC REBOOT THROUGH THE M9312 OR M9301 ROM 

Now exit the editor: 

* [EXITJ 

> 

NOTE 

If you do not include the symbol R$$BOT = 0 in 
RSXMC.MAC, the NET PAN routine attempts a soft
ware automatic reboot of the system through the 
device associated with the up-line dump CSR address 
you specified in the Executive Options section of 
SYSGEN. If you do include R$$BOT = 0, NETPAN 
jumps to the M9301 or M9312 ROM and allows the 
ROM to perform the automatic bootstrap operation. 
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B.1.3 SYSGEN Phase II Considerations 

8-4 

At the beginning of Phase II, before building the Executive, you are asked whether 
you want to edit the Executive build file. Answer YES to the question and then 
edit the file as shown. If however, you are planning to reboot the system through 
an M9312 ROM, see the discussion that follows. 

>* DO YOU WISH TO EDIT THE EXECUTIVE BUILD FILE? [Y/N]:Y 
> 
[OOONN LINES READ IN] 
[PAGE 1] 

* [1,20]RSX11S/LB:NLDRV 

* 

where 

ddd is the name of the physical line used for the up-line dump. The final 
three letters of dddwill always be DRV. For example, the physical 
line name for a DUP device will be DUPDRV. 

If you are planning to reboot the system through an M9312 ROM, you must do a 
more extensive edit of the Executive build file as shown: 

>* DO YOU WISH TO EDIT THE EXECUTIVE BUILD FILE? [YIN]: Y 
> 
[OOONN LINES READ IN] 
[PAGE 1] 

* [1,20]RSX11S/LB:NLDRV 

* 
* 
* 

* 
[EXIT] 

In this sequence 

xxxxxx is one of the reboot addresses listed in Table B-1. 
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Table B-1: Reboot Addresses for the M9312 ROM 

Unit CPU Reboot 
Option Number Diagnostics Address 

A 0 NO 173004 

A NO 173030 

B 0 NO 173204 

B 1 NO 173230 

NOTES: 

1. The reboot addresses contained in Table B-1 signify boot entry points that are inde
pendent of the device type used. 

2. The M9312 has four ROM slots. Only three of these slots are needed for a DECnet 
bootstrap ROM. Therefore, the M9312 ROM can be inserted into either Slots 1, 2, 
and 3 or Slots 2, 3, and 4. (Option A in Table B-1 means that the ROM is inserted in 
Slots 1, 2, and 3. Option B means that the ROM is inserted in Slots 2, 3, and 4.) 

3. When you define a reboot address using GBLDEF, the following TKB diagnostic 
message will appear during the Executive build: 

*DIAG* - MODULE ddd MULTIPLY DEFINES SYMBOL REBOOT 

where 

ddd is the name of the physical line that you previously specified for the up
line dump. 

Regardless of the type of ROM you use, exit from editing mode in the following 
manner: 

* 
[EXIT] 

RSX-ll S SYSGEN will then proceed to build the Executive with the up-line panic 
dump routine included. 
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c 
Rebuilding CETAB, CEX, and DDMS 

This appendix tells you how to rebuild CETAB, CEX, and DDMs. These compo
nents cannot be rebuilt with a component mode generation. Rebuilding these 
components may be necessary because of accidental deletion or patches to the 
objects. 

C. 1 Logical Device Assignments 

Before executing any commands, you must make the following logical device 
assignments: 

ASN ddu:=OU: IThe target device (where tasks will go) 

ASN ddu:=LB: IThe system device (where system libraries are) 

ASN ddu:=MP: IThe device where maps will go (may be NL:) 

ASN ddu:=LS: IThe device where listings will go 
I(needed for CETAB.MAC assembly only) 

ASN ddu:=IN: IThe Network, DECnet or PSI Object 
IDisk, created by PREGEN 

C.2 Rebuilding Commands 

This section lists the command lines to use in rebuilding CETAB, CEX, and DDMs. 
These command lines are used in various combinations to rebuild specific compo
nents. For example, rebuilding the PCL DDM requires commands b,c, and d. The 
xxx in the command line is the name of the individual component (CETAB, CEX, 
and PCL.) The x in the UIC (such as [x, 24]) indicates the group code chosen during 
NETGEN. 
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The next sections refer to these command lines to use in rebuilding NET, DEC, 
and PSI components: 

a) MAC @ [x,24]xxxASM.lJMD 
b) TKB @ [x,24]xxxBLD.CMD 
c) PIP [x,54J/NV=IN:[131,24]xxx.DAT 
d) PIP [x, 54J/NV=IN: [131,24]xxxST.DAT 
e) PIP [x,54J/NV=IN:[131,24]xxxLN.DAT 
f) PIP [x,54J/NV=IN:[131,54]xxxMOD.TSK 
g) PIP [x,54J/NV=IN:[131,54]xxxMC.TSK 
h) PIP [x, 54J/NV=IN: [152, 54]xxxSTA.DAT 

C.2.1 NET Components 

To rebuild the following processes, IN: must be assigned to the Network object 
disk. 

Process Name Commands to Use 

CETAB a,b 

CEX (and AUX) b 

C.2.2 DEC Components 

C-2 

To rebuild the following device driver modules (DDMs), IN: must be assigned to 
the DECnet object disk. 

DDMName Commands to Use 

DL,DLV,DMC,QNA, b,c 
DPV,DU,DUP,DUV 

DMP,DMV,PCL b,c,d 

DZ,DZV,DHU,DHV b,c,e 

UNA b,c,g 

DV b,c,e,f 

KDP b,c,e,g 

KDZ b,c,e,f,g 
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C.2.3 PSI Components 

To rebuild the following device driver modules (DDMs), IN: must be assigned to 
the PSI object disk. 

DDMName Commands to Use 

DLM b,h 

SDP,SDV b 

KMX,KMY,KMV b 
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D 
DTS/DTR Test Programs 

DTS and DTR are the DECnet-11M/M-PLUS transmitter and receiver test pro
grams. 

0.1 Types of Tests 

Four basic tests are provided by DTS and DTR: 

• Connect test 

• Data test 

• Disconnect test 

• Interrupt test 

Each test is divided into a set of subtests. The following sections describe the tests 
and sub tests . 

0.1.1 Connect Tests 

Connect tests verify the ability of the network software to process connect, con
nect accept, and connect reject requests with and without optional user data. 
Connect tests that the user can perform are: 

• Connect reject without user data 

• Connect accept without user data 

• Connect reject with 16 bytes of standard user data 
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• Connect accept with 16 bytes of standard user data 

• Connect reject with received user data used as reject user data 

• Connect accept with received user data used as accept user data 

0.1.2 Data Tests 

Data tests provide a full range of test capabilities from the very simple data sink 
operation through data integrity checking. Data tests the user can perform are: 

• Sink test. DTR ignores all data received. No sequence or content validation 
is performed. 

• Sequence test. Data messages transmitted by DTS to DTR include a 4-byte 
sequence number. If a message is received out of sequence, DTR aborts the 
logical link and the test. 

• Pattern test. Data messages transmitted to DTR have both a sequence num
ber and a standard data pattern. If either the sequence number or the re
ceived data does not match the expected data, DTR aborts the logical link 
and the test. 

• Echo test. Data messages received by DTR are transmitted back to DTS. 
There is no sequence or data validity checking done by either DTR or DTS. 

0.1.3 Disconnect Tests 

Disconnect tests are designed to determine whether DTS can detect the differ
ence between disconnect and abort sequences generated by DTR as well as re
ceive the proper optional user data. Disconnect tests that can be performed by the 
user are: 

• Disconnect without data 

• Abort without user data 

• Disconnect with 16 bytes of standard user data 

• Abort with 16 bytes of standard user data 

• Disconnect with received connect user data used as disconnect user data 

• Abort with received connect user data used as abort user data 
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0.1.4 Interrupt Tests 

0.2 

Interrupt tests provide a full range of test capabilities from very simple data sink 
operations through data integrity checking. Interrupt tests that the user can per
form are: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Sink test. DTR ignores all interrupt data received. No sequence or content 
validation is performed. 

Sequence test. Interrupt messages transmitted by DTS to DTR contain a 4-
byte sequence number. If a message is received out of sequence, DTR aborts 
the logical link and the test. 

Pattern test. Interrupt messages transmitted to DTR have both a sequence 
number and a standard data pattern. If either the sequence number or the 
data pattern is not received with the expected data, DTR aborts the logical 
link and the test. 

Echo test. Interrupt messages received by DTR are transmitted back to DTS. 
There is no sequence or data validity checking done by either DTR or DTS. 

Operational Characteristics 

DTR functions as a slave to DTS. DTS initiates each test by issuing a connect re
quest to DTR. Parameter information pertinent to the type of test requested is 
passed by DTS to DTR in the optional data of the connect request. DTS has a user 
interface that enables the user to specify the test to be performed. Sufficient pa
rameters are available to allow for a variety of tests, including test duration, 
buffer size, and buffering level. 

The version of DTR supplied on the kits supports a maximum of three logical 
links, thus allowing three concurrent tests. DTS can handle only a single test and 
logical link, but the user can invoke multiple copies of DTS. 

The DTS command syntax allows for two types of buffer level options: BUFS and 
FLOW. BUFS is used by DTS only and FLOW is used by DTR only. The BUFS pa
rameter specifies the transmit buffering level for DTS. This is the number of trans
mit requests that DTS attempts to keep outstanding to the network. In an echo 
test, the BUFS parameter also specifies the receive buffering level for DTS. The 
parameter of the FLOW option specifies the receive buffering level for DTR. 
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Both DTS and DTR have 512 bytes of buffer space built into each task. The buffer 
space is at the end of each task image. To increase the buffer space of either task, 
the user need only employ the IINC option at installation time. DTS requires at 
least (BUFSMSG) bytes of buffer space of a data test and ((BUFS + 1 )MSG) bytes for 
an echo test. DTR requires (FLOWMSG) bytes of buffer space for each data test. 

0.3 DTS Command Syntax 

0-4 

The following conventions apply to the presentation and use of the DTS com
mands: 

Syntax Conventions: 

Brackets [ ] 

UPPERCASE 

lowercase italic 

No space 

Default values 

Input 

Command Format: 

Designate an optional parameter. 

Designates the actual code that appears in the call. 

Designates a parameter that is replaced with an actual value 
when assembled. 

Do not use a space after the prompt > in a command string. 

Values specified as defaults are valid only for the first test. 
Before the conclusion of each test, DTS updates the default 
values with the parameters of the next test, which become 
the default values for the nexttest. Thus, it is necessary to 
specify only those parameters that are to be changed in the 
next test. 

DTS accepts an indirect command file as input. 

DTS> [node-name[aci]]::[/TEST = type][/PRINT = choice] 

Arguments: 

node-name Name of the node where DTS resides; the default is the local node 
name. The name must be terminated by a double colon (::) or un
derscore (_) for Version 2 compatibility. 
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aci Access control information, in the following format: 

[luser-id[/password[/account]]] 

For more information, refer to the DECnet-RSX Network Manage
ment Concepts and Procedures manual. 

type Test type: 

choice 

CON 
DIS 
DATA 
INT 

Connect test 
Disconnect test 
Data test (default) 
Interrupt test 

YES (default) or NO to indicate whether DTRmessages are to be 
printed at the remote node as well as at the local node. 

NOTE 

DTR uses the print option either to display or sup
press message output to the local console device. 
Messages include both test results and error mes
sages. See Section D. 3 . 5 

0.3.1 Connect Test 

Format: 

CONNECT TEST> [type][/DATA = data] 

Arguments: 

type Type of connect test: 

ACC Connect accept test 
REJ Connect reject test (default) 

data Type of user data: 

NONE 
STD 
RCVD 

OTS/OTR Test Programs 

N a optional user data (default) 
Standard user data 
Return connect user data 
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0.3.2 Disconnect Test 

Format: 

DISCONNECT TEST> [type][/DAT A = data] 

Arguments: 

type Type of disconnect test: 

DSC Disconnect test (default) 
ABT Abort test 

data Type of user data: 

NONE 
STD 
RCVD 

No optional user data (default) 
Standard user data 
Return connect user data 

0.3.3 Data Test 

Format: 

0-6 

DATA TEST> [type][/MSG = mmm][/BUFS = bbb][/TIME = time] 
[/BAUD = nnnnnn][/FLOW = flow] 

Arguments: 

type Type of data test: 

mmm 

bbb 

SINK 
SEQ 
PAT 
ECHO 

Sink test (default) 
Sequence test 
Pattern test 
Echo test 

Data message length in bytes: mmm must be greater than 0 for a 
sink or echo test, greater than 4 for a sequence test, and greater 
than 5 for a pattern test. The maximum value is 1024 bytes. The 
default is the NSP segment size. 

DTS transmit buffering level, in the range of 1 to 16. The default 
is 1. 
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time Test duration: 

nnnnnn 

flow 

nnnS 
nnnM 
nnH 
nnn 

seconds 
minutes 
hours (maximum is 18) 
defaults to seconds 

The default is 2M. 

Line baud rate in bits per second (default is 0). If nnnnnn is speci
fied, the percentage of line bandwidth used by data transfers is cal
culated. This percentage is inaccurate for baud rates exceeding 64K 
bps. 

Flow control type or DTR receive buffering level, in the range of 1 
to 16: 

NONE No flow control 
SEG:nn Segment flow control (invalid for RSX) 
MES:nn Message flow control 

The default is MES: 1. SEG:nn is invalid for RSX DTR because the 
network interface does not provide that capability. 

0.3.4 Interrupt Test 

Format: 

INTERRUPT TEST> [type][/MSG = mm][/TIME = time] 

Arguments: 

type Type of interrupt test: 

SINK 
SEQ 
PAT 
ECHO 

Sink test (default) 
Sequence test 
Pattern test 
Echo test 

mm Interrupt message length in bytes: mm must be greater than 0 for a 
sink or echo test, greater than 4 for a sequence test, and greater 
than 5 for a pattern test. The maximum value (and the default) is 16 
bytes. 
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time Test duration: 

nnnS 
nnnM 
nnH 
nnn 

seconds 
minutes 
hours (maximum is 18) 
defaults to seconds 

The default is 2M. 

D.3.5 DTS/DTR Error Messages 

0-8 

Table D-llists the DTS and DTR test program error codes and their meanings. 

Table D-1: Error Codes 

Code Word 

IE.BAD 177777 

IE.lFC 177776 

Description 

ABT$-The optional user data exceeds 16 bytes. 

ACC$-Either the temporary link address in the connect 
block is invalid or the optional user data buffer length ex
ceeds 16 bytes. 

CON$-Either the optional user data buffer length exceeds 
16 bytes or the field length count (access control) in the 
connect block is too large. 

REJ$-Either the temporary link address in the connect 
block is not valid or the optional user data buffer exceeds 
16 bytes. 

XMI$-The interrupt message exceeds 16 bytes. 

ABT$-LUN not assigned to NS:. 

ACC$-LUN not assigned to NS:. 

CLS$-LUN not assigned to NS:. 

CON$-LUN not assigned to NS:. 

GLN$-LUN not assigned to NS:. 

GND$-LUN not assigned to NS:. 

REC$-LUN not assigned to NS:. 

REJ$-LUN not assigned to NS:. 

OPN$-LUN not assigned to NS:. 
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Table 0-1 (Cont.): Error Codes 

Code Word 

IE.IFC 177776 

IE.SPC 177772 

IE.WLK 177764 

IE.DAO 177763 

IE.ABO 177761 

DTS/DTR Test Programs 

Description 

SND$-LUN not assigned to NS:. 

SPA$-LUN not assigned to NS:. 

XMI$-LUN not assigned to NS:. 

ACC$-Invalid buffer argument; either the pending connect 
block or the optional user data buffer is not word aligned, 
or one of them is outside the user task address space. 

CON$-Invalid buffer argument; either the connect block is 
not word aligned, or the optional user data buffer (in or 
out) is outside the user task address space. 

GLN$-The buffer specified to receive the network data is 
outside the user task address space. 

GND$-The buffer assigned to receive network data is not 
word aligned or is outside the user task address space. 

REC$-Either the data buffer is outside the user task address 
space or the buffer length exceeds 8192 bytes. 

REJ$-Either the connect block or the optional user data 
buffer (out) is outside the user task address space or the 
connect block is not word aligned. 

SND$-Either the data buffer is outside the user task ad
dress space or the buffer length exceeds 8192 bytes. 

XMI$-The interrupt message buffer is outside the user task 
address space. 

XMI$-An interrupt message was transmitted before a pre
vious interrupt message had been received by the target 
task. 

CON$-Connection rejected by user and some optional 
user data was lost. 

GLN$-The network data was longer than the specified 
buffer. 

GND$-The network data was longer than the mail buffer. 

REC$-More message data was transmitted than requested. 

ABT$-The specified logical link has been aborted or dis
connected. 

(continued on next page) 
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Table 0-1 (Cont.): Error Codes 

Code Word 

IE.ABO 177761 

IE.PRI 177760 

IE.RSU 177757 

IE.ALN 177736 

Description 

ACC$-The task that requested the connection has aborted 
or has requested a disconnect before the connection could 
complete. 

REC$-The logical link was disconnected during I/O opera
tions. 

REJ$-The task that requested the connection has aborted 
or has requested a disconnect before the rejection could 
complete. 

SND$-The logical link was disconnected during I/O opera
tions. 

XMI$-The logical link was disconnected during I/O opera
tions. 

CLS$-The network is not accessed on the specified LUN. 

CON$-The local node is shutting down. No logical link 
can be established. 

G LN $ - The network is not accessed on the specified L UN. 

GNDS-The network is not accessed on the specified LUN. 

OPN$-The network is being dismounted or the user task 
has already accessed the network. 

REJ$-The network is not accessed on the specified LUN. 

SP A$-The network is not accessed on the specified LUN. 

ACC$-System resources needed for the logical link are not 
available. 

CONS-System resources needed for the logical link are not 
available. 

GNDS-System resources needed for the network data 
queue are not available. 

ACC$-A logical link has already been established on the 
specified L UN. 

CON$-A logical link has already been established on the 
specified LUN. 
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Table 0-1 (Cont.): Error Codes 

Code 

IE.NLN 

IE.UR] 

IE.NR] 

IE.NDA 

IE.NNT 

Word 

177733 

177667 

177666 

177662 

177642 

Description 

ABT$-No logical link has been established on the specified 
LUN. 

SND$-No logical link has been established on the specified 
LUN. 

XMI$-No logical link has been established on the specified 
LUN. 

CON$-Connection rejected by remote user task. 

CON$-Connection rejected by network. Refer to the Dis
connect or Reject Reason Codes that follow. 

GND$-There is no data in the network data queue. 

ABT$-The issuing task is not a network task. 

ACC$-The issuing task is not a network task. 

CLS$-The issuing task is not a network task. 

CON$-The issuing task is not a network task. 

GLN$-The issuing task is not a network task. 

GND$-The issuing task is not a network task. 

REC$-The issuing task is not a network task. 

RE]$-The issuing task is not a network task. 

SND$-The issuing task is not a network task. 

SPA$-The issuing task is not a network task. 

XMI$-The issuing task is not a network task. 

Table D-2 lists the disconnect or reject reason codes. The first three columns of 
the table list the reason code, its octal value, and its description. The fourth col
umn lists the event type: C represents a connect reject and A represents a network 
abort. 
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Table 0-2: Disconnect or Reject Reason Codes 

Code Value Description Event 

NE$RES 1 Insufficient network resources C 

NE$NOD 2 Unrecognized node name C 

NE$NSR 3 Remote node shutting down C 

NE$UOB 4 Unrecognized object C 

NE$FMT 5 Invalid object name format C 

NE$MLB 6 Object too busy C 

NE$ABM 10 Abort by network management A 

NE$NNF 12 Invalid node name format C 

NE$NSL 13 Local node shutting down C 

NE$ACC 42 Access control rejected C 

NE$ABO 46 No response from object C 
Remote node or object failed A 

NE$COM 47 N ode unreachable CIA 
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Saved response files, 4-7 
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running, 11-2 

SLD, 2-18, 3-27 
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SYSGEN, 1-1,3-5 
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terminal driver support, 3-20 
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Target and remote nodes, defining, 6-1 
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running NETGEN on, 4-2 
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VNP,1-6,5-37,5-39,8-7,9-11,9-14 
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HOW TO ORDER ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTATION 

I DIRECT TELEPHONE ORDERS I 
In Continental USA 
call 800-DIGITAL 

In Canada 
call 800-267-6215 

In New Hampshire 
Alaska or Hawaii 
call 603-884-6660 

In Puerto Rico 
call 809-754-7575 x2012 

ELECTRONIC ORDERS (U.S. ONLY) 

Dial 800-DEC-DEMO with any VT100 or VT200 
compatible terminal and a 1200 baud modem. 
If you need assistance, call 1-800-DIGITAL. 

I DIRECT MAIL ORDERS (U.S. AND PUERTO RICO*) I 
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION 

P.O. Box CS2008 
Nashua, New Hampshire 03061 

DIRECT MAIL ORDERS (Canada) 

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT OF CANADA LTD. 
940 Belfast Road 

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1G 4C2 
Attn: A&SG Business Manager 

I INTERNATIONAL I 
DIGITAL 

EQUIPMENT CORPORATION 
A&SG Business Manager 

c/o Digital's local subsidiary 
or approved distributor 

Internal orders should be placed through the Software Services Business (SSB) 
Digital Equipment Corporation, Westminster, Massachusetts 01473 

* Any prepaid order from Puerto Rico must be placed 
with the Local Digital Subsidiary: 

809-754-7575 x2012 
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